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ADVERTISEMENT
TO

THE SECOND EDITION.
,.

IIA VING in the IntroductioD to this work said
all that I deem sufficient respecting the nature
and merit of the following works of Aristotle,
I rejoice that I am able to adduce the testimony
of,Da. COPLBSTON, DOW Pro~08t of Oriel College, in favour of my translation of: tltese treatises, as he is one of the brightest ornaments of
the U Diversity of OxfQrd.
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ADVERTISEIrIENT.

This testimony is contained in a letter to me,
dated Oriel College, March 8, 1811, and IS as
follows:
You will not expect from me any of that
microscopic criticism, in which the gentry we
have been speaking of delight to indulge. 1 perceifJe in !lour translation, wherever I examille it,
that prime virtue of a translator, a complete subordination and subserviency to his original ;-.no
tampering with the, exact meaning in order to
evade a dijJicult!l' or to round a period. Ther~ is
also a manly plainneu and integrity which comfnand, respect; and 1 have seen enough to con0f1Ce me that a student will derive satisfaction often, from the literal rendering !Iou have
adopted.
cc

The Introduction I 'read with particular
attention,as also the Notes on the Poetic. Nothing CaD be clearer, more correct, or more
philosophical, than .the view you give of the
true nature of alI the subjects of these treatises.
CC

-

TIl

ADVERTISEMENT.

Of dialectic in particular, it is wonderful how
erroneous and confused the opinions of men
in the present day are.
Let me also add that your explanation 'of
the celebrated definition of Tragedy strikes me
as no less just than ingenious. Twining is ingenious;, but after aU his diffuse dissertatioD, I
used to feel dissatisfied. You have, I think,
offered an admirahle solution, although a little
difficulty still hangs about the word .,.0.011.,....
Your sense, however, I adopt as the best which
has ever been proposed."
cC
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Lately publUhed by the lame Autior, .nd may
f!! tile ,arne l1ooisd/m'I,-

he ,,all

A TRANSLATION OF THE SIX BOOKS OF PROCLUS,
ON THE THEOLOGY or PLATO;. to which a Seventh Book
is added, in omu to supply the- deficiency ofanother Book OD this
.ahject, which wu writtm by Predua, bat since lost; also a translation of Proclo&' EI~ment5 of T.eolugy. Ia these Vohlllle& is also
_uded, a TftDllatiOD of the Treatise of PJoelua, e8 Providence
and Fate; a Translation of Extracts frOID his Treatise entitled,
Tea Doubts concerning Provideoce; and, a Translation of Extracts from his Treatise on the Subsistence of Evil; as presened
ill tbe'Bibliotheca Gr. of Fabricius. In 2-.,0Is. royal quarto.
250 Copies only Printed. Price 51. 101.

SELECT WORKS OF PLOTINUS, the smt reatorer of the
PhiIoaopby of Plato: and extracts from the Treatise of Synesiua
00 Providence. tnmaIated from the Greek; with an introduction
eoataioing the substance of Porphyry's Life of Plotinus. Price
lSI. boards.

mEORETIC ARITHMETIC, in three Boob; containing the

IUbstao~ of all that has heen written oa tm. subject by Theo or

SlDyrna, Nicomachus, Iamblichus, and Boetius. Together with
some remarkable particulars respecting perfect, amicable, and other
numbers, which are Dot to be found in the writings of any ancient
or modern mathematicians. Likewise a specimen of the m~r
in which the Pythagoreans philosophized about numbers; and
a developement of their mysticlal and theological arithmetic.
8vo.I41.
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INTRODUCTION•

.- .
three .treatises of which the present volume
consists, have been deservedly considered by
the ancients as ranking in the first class
of the most exquisite productions of human
wit; and even in the present frivolous age
they maintain so high a degree of reputation,
as to be .studied at the U nivenity of Oxford. Indeed, so much penetration and profundity of thought are displayed in tb8 composition of each, that the' reader by whoJD they
AmI.
VOL. I.
b
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arc thoroughly understood, will immediately
subscribe to ~he encomiu~ given to the Stagirite by the great Syrianns, that he was the most
·!ikilfUI and tilt! most prolific in his conceptions of

all men, (&"II07'ClCTOS ~t%' 1 0 "'fJ-urrCICToS i) a:nd also to
the assertion of another of the ancients, which
may be consider~~ as the ne plus ultra of eulogy,
t!tat he dipped ~~{s p'en in intellect.

I.

"~ith

respect to Rhetoric, .which forms. the

first of these treatises, it is very nearly allied to
dialectic I p."operly so called, and which is the
subject of the Topics of Aristotle; and, therefore, in order to explain the. nature of rhetoric,
it will be requisite to compare it with dialectic,
and see in wbat they both agree, and in w~at
~he'y ,differ.

Dialectic then is denominated from disputing,

of disputing; but rhetoricderi~es

~nd is the art
its naPle

fro~

.

•

_., ~ . Aristotle

speaking, and is the art of speakt

.

,

•

calla dialectic, that art which ill explained by him

in his Topics an.. Sopbisticali Beftchj~

z

. :r
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INTRODUCTION.

The art of disputing, however, consists in
the ability of arguing on and defending each
side of a proposed question. But the art of
~I1eaking consists in the ability of persuading
,the hearer to assent to either side of a question.
,jog.

l"l'Om this definition, it may be inferred that
t1)e subject of dialectic is every thing,' so far as
it is disputable with probability 'on each side;
and' tl1at the subject of rhetoric is every thing
so far as it can be influenced by persuasion.
, In the second piace, it may be inferred that
dialectic and rhetoric agree in this, that' each
discusses every thing; that each discusses both
sides of a question; and tha1: each proceeds not
from what is true, but from \vhat is probable.
For of the 'two parts of a problem contradictorily 'opposed to each other, the one is necessarily false; but dialectic and rhetoric discuss and
defend each part of a problem. Hence they
not only prove and defend w~at is true, but alse
what is false. As what is faJse, however, cannot be proved and defended from true, but only
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. INTRODUCTION'.

frori) . probable assertIOns, rJlctoric and dialectic
do not procced from' true but from probable
.arguments. They also agree in this, that each
does not proceed from. things that are proper or
.peculiar, but from such as are com ilion. For

if it \fere requisite that they should discuss any
proposed problem from peculiarities, they would
be confounded with aU sciences. 1'0 which it
IDay be added, that they ought to use principles adapted to dis£uss the proposed problem,
in each part, and that common principles alone
possess this adaptation. Another reason is,
that they. ought to discuss things from principles known to all men. and known even to
those who are ignorant of .-rticular sciences.
Ag~in,

dialectic andrbetoric agree in this,
that it is the business of each to deliver certain
common places, or principles, from which we
may be-able to dispute on any proposed problem, or speak in manner· adapted to persuade
on each side of' a question. They likewise

a

agree in this, that they are not sciences, but
certain powers and faculties.

.For sciences
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neither prove, nor persu~de to t\v:, assent of,
each part of contradiction" but tho.t part only
which is true, and is, therefore, demo.strahle;
but. the power of effecting this is possessed
both byI dialectic and· rhetoric.
Hence, they
.
are not scieDces, butpowe.l'8 and fac\llti~s; for
those things IJ,re prop~rly said to be powers;
\Vhich are equal1y 3ffected to opposi~.
"'. Dialectic and rhetoric, however, differ. in this,
~hat it is the business of the former to dispute
with probability before those ~bo are partia1Jy
wise i., but of the latter, tq speak in a manDer
adapted to persuade the multitude. And be- "
cause it is usual to dispute with those who are
partially wise, about universal problems, ab•
stracting from particular circumstances of pcrsoml , places and times, &c.; bat to clispute with
the multitude about moral or political subjects. and about problems restricted to particu- '
• lar persons, places and times; hence dialectic
for the most partdiscuues uflioer$al, and rhetoric ,
'restricted problemse They also ditfet in tbis, that
dialectic employs a striC!~ and cf)ntracted f0f111
,
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of arguing;
rhetoric a more ample and di.
lated form. And they differ in the third place
in this, that dialectic employs arguments alone
in proof of ,vhat it wishes to establish; but rhetoric for_ the purpose of persuading npt only
employs arguments, but likewise manners and
passions, as Ari&t.otle copiously evinces in the
cdurse of this treatise.
- II. With respect to the -Poetic, the next of
the treatises, it is requi.site to observe, that.
poetry i3 the art of imitating in measured diction
30 (J8 to produce delight.
The proXimate genu"
. therefore, of poetry is, that it is an imitath-e
art; and the difference, througb which it di.ffers
from other imitative arts, is the mode of imitating. For as the other imitative arts imitate
in different modes~ poetry imitates by metre,ot
llleasured diction alone.
From this definition, explaining the nature of
poetry, it may be briefly inferred what the'
subject of it is, and what its employment and
elld. The sul!ject of poetry are tllings, so fa,- a.

4
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. The empl()yment of poetry iS t

tltey can be imitated in me'tlsul'edi dictioll a-nd
prodvce ,delight.

tile imitation itself.

And'tlle end is, tlte delight
produced by the metrical imitation of things.
lIence it' follows that poetry ought especially
to imiiate those things, the imitation of which
is most delightful. But the imitation of' admirable and probable deeds is most delightful, and
which, therefore, poetry ought principally to
imitate. In order, bowever, to imitate these, it
is requisite, in the first place.. that it should devise admirable and probable deeds; and ill the
next place, that it should express them in admirabJe diction, such as is' the metrical. Hence
tbe labour of poetry ought espechllJy to be con-

.0

versant
these two things; fi,rst,in the invention of tbe fable, viz. of ad III irable and probable
deeds; aDd secondly, in expressing such deeds
in a measured diction which is eminently adapt.
ed to them, or in other words, which is emi..
nently 'imitative of the several particulars.
It is' much to be re5retted that this treatise~
which ~va. perhaPs 'origimilly only the first of
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three books written by Aristotle on poetry, it
all tbat is. left of a work, tbe ·"bole of wbichwas doubtless as admirable 8$ tbe part that ce-l1laiDi. And the lOIS of the second and third
books ~8 particularly to be regretted. becau8~
there can be no doubt of Aristotle having
treated in one of tbese books of the purification
of the mind from depraved affections, and ~f
the .correction of the manners, as the principal
and proper end, according ,to theantients, of
right poetical imitation. I say this .loss i~ particularly to ,he regretted, not only on account
of the jmportan~e of the ma.tter, and the very
able manner in which it was discussed, but be-t.
cause an elucidation of the mode in wllich the
mind is to be purified from depraved aWections;
would h~ve fully soJ.ved a difficulty lvhicb oceurs in the p'r~se~t treatise, and which has bee.
insuperable to modern commentators. The
difficulty l allude to is the assertion of Arist~
tle, tlaat the terror (.fnd pity e.rcited by tragedy
purify the spectator from such-like passi01ll. F.-,
according to the modern,commentators on this
treatise, the qleani~g of Ari"to~e U., ~hat the
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terror and pity excited by tragedy, .purify the
spectator from terror and pity. The .reaclef.~
however, wiJI find in a note on thisrssage io.
the foll~\ving translation, that this c~nnot be t~e,
meaning of Aristotle; as it con~radic\LJh~t hQ
asserts in . his Ethics; and, I also trust tba,! b-e·
will subscribe to the opinion of the traDsla~•.
that Aristotle meant to say, tkat tb.e terror Il'!ltl
pity e:rcited by tragedy purify the, spectator IrD1IA
those perturbations wkick form tke cataSlnJpke
of the: tragedy. Thus in the Ajax of Sop.hoc~ ,
the terror and pity excited by the catastrophe,
purify the spectator from anger arfd impie~.J
towardsdiv.inity; and in a similar manner pun.
ficatiort is effected in, other tragedies.
Notwithstanding, however; the loss sustained
by the want of the 2d and 3d books of the
roetic Qf Aristotle, I rejoice tbat there 'isstill
~~tant ~ m.ost admirable aCCOllnt of the different
species of poetry by Proclus, the corJpheus.
n~xt to Pluto and Aristotle, of all trOe phi)~ca
pbers, whose honour will grow with increase of
time.. and whose fame will swim over the vast
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utent of ages, when those,' hy whom he Imsbeen defamed will be utterly forgotten. Tbis·
account is extracted from his EXPLANATION op.
TUE MOltE

DIFFICULT QUESTIONS

IN THE

printed at the end of
his Commentaries On the Timreus . of Plato;
which Fabricius, the best of aU modern critics,
calls OPus AD!tlIRAnI'LE; and the translation of
it is as foHows :
REPUBLIC OF PLATO,

" There are three lives in the soul, of which
the best and most perfect is that according to
which it is conjoined with the gods, and lives
a life most allied, and through the highest
similitude united to them; no longer subsi,sting
from itself but from' them, running under its
own intellect, exciting the ineffable impression
of tke one which it contains, and connecting like
with like, its own light with that of the gods,
and that which is most uniform in its own
eSsence and life, with the one which ~s above all
I
Viz. All those ",hom Swii so adDlirabls satirizes in hi,
TItle of a Tub, under the appellation of true critics. .
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essence and life. That which Is second to this
in dignity and power, has a middle arrangement
in the middle of the soul, according to ,vhich,
indeed, it is converted to itself, descending from
a divinely.inspired life, and placing intellect
and science as the principle of its energy, it
e\'olves the multitude of its reasons, surveys the
all-various mutations of forms, collects into
~ameness intellect and that which is the object
of intel)ect, and expresses in images an intellectual and intelligible essence. The third life of
the soul is, that which accords WitJl its inferior
powers, and energizes together with them, employing phantasies and irrational senses, and
being entirely fined with things.,of a sobOl'dinate
natlJl'e.
I

., As there are, therefore, these three forms of
life in souls, the poetic divigion, also, supernally
proceeds together with the multiform lives of the
soul, and is diversified into first, middle, and
last gen~ra of energy. For of poetry, also, one
kitlc1 ha~ the highest subsistence, is full of divine
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g()Ods, and establishes the soul in the causes
themselves of things" according to a certain ineffable union, leading that which is filled jnto
sameness with its replenishing source; the for..
mer immaterially subjecting itself to iIlumioation. but the latter being incited to a communication of light; thus, according to the Oracle,
'perfecting works, by mingling the rivers of
inc<?rruptible fire.' It also product',s, one diviDe.
bond, anda unifying mixture of that wbie,h, is
participated and the participant, establishing
the whole of,. tQat which is subordinat~ in that
\Yhich i.s more excellent, and preparing that
whicllis more divine alone to energize, the inferior nature being withdrawn, and concealing ,its
own peculiarity in that which is superior.. 'rhis
then in short is a mania better than temperance,
and is distinguished by a divine characteristic.
And as every different kind of poetry sub~is~
according to a different hyparxis, or summit of
dh'ine essence, so tbis fills the soul energizing
from divine inspi~tion, ~ith sym~etry; and
bence it adorns its last energies with measures

•
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a'nd rhythms. As, therefore, we say that prophetic fury subsists according to truth, and the
amatory according to beauty, in like manner
~ve say that the poetic mania is defined according to divine symmetry.
" 'fhe second kInd of poetry, which is subordinate to this fil~t and divinely-inspired specie!,
and which has a middle subsistence in the soul,
•
is allotted its essence 'according to a scientific
and intellectual habit. Hence, it 'knows' the
essence of things, and loves to contemplate
beautiful works and reasonings, and leads (ort4
every thing into a measured and rhythmical interpretation. For you will find many progeny
of good poets to be of this kind, emulous of
those that are truly wise, full of admonition, the .
best counsels, and intellectual symmetry. It
.
likewise extends the communication of prude~ce and every other virtue, to those'#of a naturaI~y good disposition, and affords a reminis-

cence of the periods of the soul, of its eternal
reasons and various powers.
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The third species of poetry subsequent to
these, is mingled with opinions and phantasies,
receives its completion through imitation, and
is said to' be and is nothing else than imitative
poetry. Atone time, it alone uses assim.ilation,
and at another time defends apparent and not
real assimilation. It considerably raises very
moderate passions, and astonishes the hearers; together with appropriate appellations
and words, mutations of harmonies and varieties of rhythms, change! the dispositions of
CC

souls; and indicates the nature of things not
such as they are, but such as they appear to the
mnny; being a certain adumbration flnd· not an
accurate knmvledge of things. It also est-ab]jshes as its end, the delight of the hearers; and
particularly looks to the passive part of the
soul, which is naturally adapted to rejoice 'and
be afflicted. But of this species of poetry, as
we have said, one division is assimilative, which
is extended to rectitude of imitation, but the
other is plLantastie, and affords apparent imitatiou alone.
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SQcb then, in short, are the genera of poetry.
It now remains to show that these are also men.tioned by Plato, and to relate such particulara
as are conformable to his dogmas respectiDl
cach.. And, in the first place, we aall discuss
those wonderful conceptions respect.i.og diviDe
poetry: which may be collected by him who does
.10t negligently pel'use his wlitings. Fer these
things .being previously determined, it will I
think be easy to assign apt reasons respecting
t.he subsequent species. In the Phredrus .then ,
)le deJl.ominates this divine poetry, C a posses·
sion from the !Iu~s, and a mania, andaa!s,
~lat it is <supernalJy imparted to a tender aDd
solitary soul; but that its employment is to
excite and inspire with Bacchic fury, according.
to odes, and the rest of poetry, a.nd its end to
instrJlct' posterity in celebrating the infinite
transactions of the ancients: From these
lVords, it is perfectly evident that he calls the
9r~nal and first.operating cause of poetry, the
g!ft of ~h~ Muses. For Wi they fill all the other
fabrications of the }"'ather of the universe, beth
Ie
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th~·

apparent... and unapparent with hatmony
and rhytbmical motion, in like manner in the

\vhicJt are possessed by them, they PI'().I
duce.a vestige o.f divine symmetry which ilIumi.
nates di~iae11-in8pired poetry. But since the
lOuis

whOle·energy 9f. the illuminating power is in di..
v.ine .advents, and that wbich is illuminated
giTes itlelf up to . the motions proceeding from
thence, and abandoning its own habits, spread&
itsetf;u1)der the energies of that which divine
and'uniform, on·this account I think'he denomi..

i:

..

"ates such. an illumination a possession and
flUJttia.~.

He calls iN P08lUsiott, because the whole
. illuminated 80ul gives itself up to the· present
effect of illuminating deftty; end a mania, because such a soul abandons its own proper
energies for the peculiarities of the iJ1l1minating
powers.

In the next plaCe, he describes the habit of
the lOul possessed by the: Muses, and says
it ought to be tmJer and solitary. For a soul
hud and reaistmg, and inobedient to divine
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iIlumH'iatioo, is disposed ,contrary to the 'energy

of divineJy~il1spired possession; since it thus
rather subsists, from itself than .froID that which
iIIlfHliaates, and is incapable of being propedy

impressed with its gifts.
}>OSlessed

by

But a soul which i8

otber all ..various opinions, and is

filled with reasonings forergn from a.' divine
nature, obscures divine inspiratmn, .mingling
with the motions thence deriv.ed. ·its :own lives
and energies.

It is requisite, therefore, that tke

soul which is to be possessed by the Muses;
should be tender and sGiitary, that it may be
properly . passive to, and perfectly sJ'IIlpa-

thize with divinity, and that it may be •
impassive, unreceptive, and unmingled with respect to other things.
"In the third place, therefore, he adds the
commol) employment of such an aptitnde, aod

ofpossessioil aud'mania from the Muses. ,~r
to- excite and inspire with Baccbic fury, is tile'
province both of that which illuminates and that
which is illuminated, and which gives comple.lion. to the same thing; the former QlOVIDg
Arist.
VOL. I.
c
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supernally, and the latter spreading itself under
the moving cause." Excitation is indeed a
resurrection and un perverted energy of the
souL and a conversion to divinity from a 1apse
into generation. But Bacchic fury is a divinely..
inspired motion, and an unwearied dance" as
it were, towards a divine natul"e, giving perfection to the possessed. But again, both these
-are requisite, that the possessed may not incline
to that which is worse, but may be easily moved
to a more excellent nature.
" In the fourth ,place he adds, that the end of
• this divine -poetry is to instruct posterity in
-.celebrating the infinite deeds of the ancients.
Hence, he evidently testifies that human alfalrs
become more perfect and splendid when they
are delivered from a divine mouth, and that
true erudition is produced in the auditors of
such poetry.Not that it is adapted to juvenile
tuition, but pertains to those that are already
perfeet in politic discipline; -and require a more
Inystic tradition' respecting divine concerns.
Such poetry, therefore, instructs the hearers
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more than any other, when it is divine, anEl
when its divine nature becomes manifest to its
auditors. Hence, Plato very properly prefers
this po~try which su bsists from the Muses in
tender and solitary souls, to every other human
art. c Fo~ the poet,' says he, ' who approashes to the poetic gates ~ithout such a
mania, will be imperfect; and his poetry, so fa~
as it is dictated by prudence, will vanish before
that which is the progeny of fury.' In this
manner, therefore, does .Socrates in the Phmdrus instruct us in the peculiarities of divine
prophecyJ and the telestic art, and refer its first
unfolding into light, to the gods.
" 'Vith these things, also, what he says in the
10 accords, when he is discoursing with the
rhapsodist about this species of poetry: for
here he most clearly evinces that the poetry of
Homer is divine, and, to others that are conversant with it, is the cause of enthusiasti~ energy.
FOI" when the rhapsodist says, that he can sJH"~k
copiously on the poems of Homer, but by no
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means 011 thc writings of other poets, Socrates
assigning the reason of this says, 'It' is riot
from art that YOli speak well concerning Homer,
but because you are moved by a divine power:
And that this is true is indeed perfectly e,·idcnt.
}i'or thosc \Vho do any thing by art, n~e able to
produce the bame effect in all similars; but those
that operate by a certain divine power- about
any thiog which subsists with symmetry, cap'.
110 longer -thus operate with respect to other
things, which necessarily have the same power;4
Whence', also, a power of this kind i$ derh"ed
to the rhapsodist, which particularly connects
!Jim with Homer, but no longer with other poels.
Socrates afterwards teaches us, using _the stone
,vhich is vulgarly caUed Herculrean, as a -most
perspicuous example of the most perfect possession from the Muses :-' This stone then,'
says he, 'not only draws to itself iron rings,
but inserts in them a power attractive of things
similar, s_o as to enable them to draw other rings,
and form a chain of rings or pieces of iron, de.pending one from another:
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ff

Let us in the next place hearwbat Socrates

adds similar to these things, respecting divine
poetry :-' Thus then,' says he, 'the Muse
makes men divine; and f!'Om these meil thus
inspired, others catclling the sacred power, form
a chain of divine enthusiasts~' Here, in the
first place, he speaks'of the divine cause in the
•
singular. number, caUing it the ]\'iuse, and not,
It in the Phredrus, a· possession from the .1\1 uses,

;,lnd a~aDia pertaining to their "hole multitude,
that he'may 'foefer aU the number of those that
are moved e~thusiastica]ty. to one monad ~s it
were, tbe primary principle of poetry. For

poetry submsts uniformly and occultly ill the
first mover, but secondarily, and in a revolved
minDer, in poets· ·mo\'ed by that monad, and
Jastly, in a ministrant degree in the rbapsodists.
who are led back to this cause through poets
as the media.
the next ·place, by extending

In

divine inspiratien supernally, as far as to the

...

last' ttlidures, he evidently at t4e same timo
celebrates the fecundity of the first moving

prinCiple.' aDd most clearly evinces the

pa~~ici~

•
."
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pation of the first participants. For tbat poets,
should be abJe to excite others by their'poems
to a divinely-inspi~d energy, indicates that
there is' a most conspicuous presence in them
of a divine nature. Consequent to these things,
therefore, he also adds what· follows respecting
the possession of poets. ' The best epic poets,'
says he, C and all such as excel in composing
any kind of verses to be recited, frame not th_
theil-admirable poems from the rlll~' of art;
but possessed by the Muse, they write froll't
divine inspiTation. Nol' is it otherwise with the
best Lyric poets, and all other Jine writers of
verses to be sung.' And again afterwards he
says:' For a poet is a thing light, a~ volatile,
and sacred; nor is he able to write poetry till
he becomes divine, 'aird has no longer the command of his intellect.' And lastly, he adds:
, Hence it is that the poets, indeed, say many
fine things whatever their subject be, just as you
do concerning Homer; but not doing it through
any ruJes of art, each of them is able to suc..
ceed, from a divine destiny, in that species of

•
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poetry only to which he is impelled by the
Muse.'
" In all these citations, therefore, Plato evidently establishes divine poetry in a divine
cause, which he caUs a Muse; in this emulating
Homer, who at one time looks to the mu1titude,
and at anotber to the union of the series of
.the Muses; as wben he says, '0 Muses sing,'
and 'Sing me the man, 0 Muse: In the miod. dIe of this principle of enthusiastic motions,
and of the last echoes· of inspiration beheld
in rhapsodists according to sympathy, Plato
establishes poetic mania, moving and being
m'oved, supemalJy filled, and transferring to
others the illumination whi~b originates from
thence, and which imp'rts one conjunction to
the last participants with the participated
monad.
~

"With these things, also, \Ve may co-harmonize
I

For 1WOX'll'tn'CIII/ in tlJe original, read "'"IX'II'II&TGIW.
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.

what is said by the Atheniap guest in the 'third
.
.
book of the Laws, concerning poetry, and what
Timreus says respecting poets. For the former
says, , that the poetic genus' is didnely-inspired ; that it composes sacred hymns, and, ,vith
certain Graces and Muses, relates many things
that have been
truly transacted;t aud the
.
. ]at~er
exhorts us' , to fonow poets inspired hy Phmbus,
as being the sons of gods, and knowing the con..
cerns of their progenitors, though their assertions
are not probable, and are unaccompanied with
demonstrations.' From nlr which it is easy to
understand what the opinion of Plato was- concerning divine poetry, and the poets characterized according to it; and that these are especially messengers of divine names, and are in
an .eminent manner acquainted with the affairs
of their fathers. 'Vllcn, th~refore, he ta~s
notice of mythical fictions, and corrects the
more serious part of the writings of poets, such
as those respecting bouds, castrations, loves,
venereal connexions, tears and laughter, we
nmst say that he also especiaJly testifies that

XX,"
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these things are properly introduced, accoruing
to the theory which is concealed ill these symbols, as under veils. For he who thinks that
poets are particularly worthy of belief in affairs
respecting the gods, though they speak withoo-t
dcmonstration from dh·ine inspiration, mnst
certainly admire divine fables;· through which
they deliver the truth concerning divine natures.
And he who calls the poetic genus divine, cannot also ascribe to it an impious and gigantie
opinion respecting divine concerns. He like..
. wise who evinces that the assertions of poets
are attended with ct~rtain Graces and l\iuses,
must ent~tely consider an inelegant, unharmonious and ungraceful phantasy, as very remote
from the theory of .divine poets. 'fhen, therefore,' in his Republic h~ establishes by Ja\v that
poetry, and the indication through fables, are
110t adapted to the ears of youth, he is ,"ery far
from despising poetry itself, but removes the
juvenile habit, as unexercised in the hearing of
1

Instead of reading 1'01)

ell Til)

fIou90lf, after

9IJCUflol'a'lTflU,

1 read

TOilS f~'OUS p.u'Ous;
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sucb things from fiction of this kind. For, al
he say. in the second Alcibiades, , the whole
of poetry is naturally enigmatical, and is not
obvious to the understanding of e\'ery ODe.'
And hence in the Republic, he clearly says,
, that a.youth is not able to distinguish what is
allegory, and what is not.' We must say, therefore, that he entirely admits inspired poetry,
which. he calls divine, and thinks it proper that
those by whom it is possessed should be venerated in silence. And thus much concerning
the first kind of poetry, which subsists from a
divine origin in tender and solitary souls.
•
" In t)Je next place, let us contemplate ~hat
species of poetry, which ha~ a scientific knowledge of things. and which energizes according
to intellect and prudence j which unfolds to
,men many names concerning an illcorporeal
nature, and leads forth into light many probable
dogmas respecting a corporeal subsistence;
investigates the most beautiful symmetry in
. manners, and the disposition contrary to this;
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and adorns all these with proper measures and
rhythms. The Athenian guest says, that the
poetry of Theognis is of this kind, which he
praises beyond that of Tyrtmus, because Theognis is a teacher of the whole of \"irtue, and
which extends to the whole political life. For,
the one admits a fidelity which receives its
completion from al1 the virtues, expels from
polities that most true vice, sedition, and leads
into consent the lives of those tbat are persuaded.
But the other praises the habit of fortitude by
itself alone, and exhorts to this those tbat neg"!.
Ject the other virtues. It wiJI, however. be
better to hear the words themselves of Plato: 1
, We have too the poet Theognis a witness
in our favour, who was a citizen of the l\legarensians in Sicily, for he says,
Wbo faithful in insane sedition keeps,
With silver and with ruddy gold ma, 'fie.

'Vesay, therefore, that such a one will conduct
himself in the most difficult war, in a manner
• See the ] st book of the Laws •

•
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nearly as much superior to the other, as justice,
temperance, and prudence, when conjoined
with fortitude, are superior to fortitude ~Ione.
For no one can be found faithful and sound ill
seditions without thc whole of ti.-tue.' Here,
therefore, he admits Theognis, as partaking of
political science, and aU the virtues.

.

If

But in the seoond Alcibiades, de6niJlg the

most right and safe mode of prayert he refers

it to a certuiu wise poet: - ' To me, says he,
Alcibiades, it seems probable that some wile
mall or otber, happening to be conllccted with
certain persons void of understanding, and ob.
sening tbem to pursue and pmy for things;
which it wel'e better for t~m still to be without,
but which appeared to them good; composed
for t.heir use a common prayer, the worcls of
.. which are nearly these: Kjng.J~piter, grant us
\vhat is good, be it or not the iubject of our
prayers, and a\'crt from us what is evil though
should pray for it.' For the scientific mao
alone knows hO\v to distinguish tl. separation

we

.

'

.

'
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of good and cvil, and a conYersc with a divine
nature adapted to the middle habits of men.
And on this account Socrates ca1ls the poet that
composed this prayer a wise man, as forming
~ judgment of the natures of.those that prayed,
neither through divine inspiration, nor right
opinion, but through science alone, as regarding their habits nnd preserving that which becomes the benefic,cllt powers of the gods. For
1'b convert all of them through prayer to the one
royal provide~ce of J l1piter; to suspcnd the
subsistence of good froni the ,l>0wel' of dh'inity; to obliterate the generation of true e\'ils
through the benevolence of a more excellent
nature, and 'in short to assert that these things
a~e unknown to those that pray, but are se{fnrated by dh'iuity according 'to proper bOllnda.
ries" is the work of wisdom .and science, and
not of any thing casual. _Very properly, therefore, do we say that such poetry is \Vise and
scientific. For the poetry which is able to assign right opinions to middle habits, must itself
$ubsi~t according to perfect science.
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" In the third place, therefore, let us speak
concerning imitative poetry, which, we have
already said, at one time assimilates things, and
at another expresses them according to appearance. The Athenian guest clearly delivers to
us the assimiJative part of this poetry; but-Socrates in the Republic describes its phantastic
part; and hmv these differ from each other, I
mean the assimilative and phantastic species
of imitation, the Eleatean guest sufficiently informs us :-' For I appear, says he, to perceive
-two species of imitation, one, the conjectural
or assimilative art, which then especially takes
place when some one gives birth to imitation
by imparting to every particular such things as
are fit in length, breadth, and depth, accordiog
to the symmetries of its exemplar, and besides
these things, colours also. Thea. Do not all
imitator. endeavour to effect this? Guest. Not
those who perform or paint any great works.
For if they were to impart to them the true
symmetry of things beautiful, you know that
~he parts above would appear smaller, and

-
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those below larger than is fit; through the one
b!9$ seen by us afar oft and the other near.
fte'te. Entirely so. Artists, therefore, bidding
farewell to truth, do not produce in images
truly beautiful symmetries, but those which appear to be so.' Very properly therefore, I
think, does the Eleatean guest, at the end of
the dialogue, wishing to bind the sophist by the
definitive method, establish one part of the art
effective of images to be assimilative, and the
other phantastic j the one fabricating the image
such a~ is the exemplar, the ot.her preparing
that which it produces to appear like that 'which
it imitates. However, of assimilative poe.try,
the Athenian guest speaks separately in th~ se-·
cond book of the Laws, where he treats of
music which doeR not make pleasure its end,
but a true and similar imitation of its exemplar ; to which place we refer the teader.
But Socrates, speaking in this.book of ph antastic poetry, and baving shown that a poet of
6C
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this kind' is the third from ·truth and imitativfI;
(fOmpares snch poetry to a picture, which re..;
presents not the works of nature 'but of artifi-.;
cers~al1d

these not such as they are, but such

as they appear.
Hence, he clearly evinces
tha,t the phantasuc species of poetry regards
pleasUl~e

alone, and the delight of those that

heal' it.

For :of imitative poetry, the phan-

tastic f."lUS short of tlie ~ssimilative, so far- as
the latter regards rectitude of imitation, bat the
.

former the pleasure produced in the multitUde
from the.energies of the phantasy.

Such then

are the genera of poetry, which are thought
}\'Orthy of distinction by Plato; one, as better
tha'll science, another as scientific, a third as
conversant with, and a fourth as falling off fram
light opinion.
" These things then being determined, let us
return
the poetry of Homer, and contem-

to

plate resplendent in it every poetic habit, and
particularly those which regard rectitude and

•
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heauty. For when he energizes enthusiastically, is possessed by the Muses, and narrates
mystic conceptions about the gods themselves;
ihen he ~nergizes according to the first and die
\"inely-inspire.d species of poetry. But when
he relates the life of the sou), the diversities
in its nature, and such· political' concerns as
pertain to it, then he especially speaks scienti,;.
ficaUy. Again~ when he presents us with forms
of imitation adapted to ,things and persons
tbemselve~, then he employs assimilative imitation. But when he directs his attention to
that which appears to the multitude, and· J10t
·to the truth of things, and thus seduces ~he
souls of his hearers, then he is a poet according
to the· phantastic species.· To ilIu~trate what I
mean, that I may begin from tlie last i~itation
of the poet, he sometim~ describes the rising
and setting of the sun,· not as each of these is,
Dor as each is effected, nor imitating this in
his- verses,· but as it appean to UI through dis- _
-tance. This, then, and every thing of this kihd,
may be caDed the phantastic part of his poetry.
Al'ist.

d

VOL. 1.
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But when he imi~ates heme! warring, or con..
suIti~g, or speaking according to the forms of
life, some as prudent, others us brave, and
others as ambitious, then I should say that this
is the work of assimilath·e poetry. Again,
when in consequence of knowing either the diversity of subsistence in the parts of the soul,
he unfolds and teaches it, or the difference between the image, and the soul by which it is
used, or the· order of the elements in·the universt', viz. of earth, water, rether, heaven, or
any thing else of this kind, then I should con. tidently assert that this originated from the
scientific power of poetry. And after all these,
when he teaches us concerning the demiurgic
monad, and the triple distribution- of wholes,
.or concerning the bonds of Vulcan, or the connexioo. of the paternal intellection of Jupiter
with the prolific divinity of Juno, then I should
say that he is clearly enthusiastic, and that such..
like fables are de\·ised by him, - in consc(luence
of his being possessed by the Muses. But
Homer himself also manifests, in the bard De\
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modocllS, an ene,·gyoriginating from the gods,when Ulysses says of his song, that he began
it impelJed by a god, that he was divinelyinspired, and that the Muse loved him, or the
god that is the 1eader of the Muses:

.

The MusE', Jove's daughter, or Apollo taucht
Thee aptly thY! the fate of Greece to sing,
And aU tile Grecians' hardy deeds and toils. I

And that Homer by Demodocus intended after
a mllnner to represen~ himself, a aud introduced
him as a pattern of his own calamities, is an
opinion sufficiently celebrated. And the verses,
With clouds of darkness quenc:h'd his visual ray,
But gave him skill to raise the lofty lay,

appear directly to refer to the fabled blindness
I

Odyss. lib. 8. v. 488.

S

Homer never exp~e.ly mention. himself; but, as Dio Chrl':'

IOstom justly observes, " he speaks in reality like the propbete
o( the ~ods from an unapparent place, and as it were from the
adytum, or secret recess of a temple." /liMa
'lrpO~ryr«I

TQI1I
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of Homoc. If'e, th~refore, clearly contends"
that Demodocus says what he does say from
divine inspiration. But it is weB that we have
mentioned Demodocus, and his· divinely-in ..
spired song. "or it appears to me that the musicians who are thought worthy of being
mentioned by Homer, unfold the abm'e-mentioned ~Emera of poetl'y. }~or pemodocus, as
we have said, was divineiy inspired, bo~h in
'narrating divine ~nd huma~ concerns, and is t
, said to have suspended his ,music fl:om divinity.
,But Pbemiu8, ,the Ithacensian bard, is. pl'inci...
paUy characterized ,according to a mere know..
ledge of divine and human affairs. For Penelope'says to him:
~

.,AIl~riag utstliou ,know'at, and what of old

Of ,ods and heroes sacred bards have told.'

The third if' the Iyrist of Clytemnestra, who
'was as it seems an imitative poet" employed
right opinion, and extended the melodies of
I

• Odyss. lib. I.
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temperance to that female. Hence as long
as ' he remained with her, she perpetrated
~o unholy deed, in tonseq~nce 'of her ir.
rational life being, charmed to temperance
by disci plinative 'song'- The fourth musi_ cian, m~y be placed as analogous to the
'phantastic species of poeiry ; .and this' is . that
Tha,myris, . with whose song: the Muses being
indignant,are said to have caused it to cease.
For he was conversmt" with a music much more
diversiAed and sensible, and calculated to please
the ~~Igar. Hence he is said to have contended
wit.h the Mu~s, as preferring a 'more', varieus
music to that 'whi(:h is mote simple and more
adapted to those divinities, and as -falling from
~he benevolence of the' goddesses. For the anger
of the Muses does not reter any passion to them;
but indicates the inaptitude ofThamyris to their
participation. This then is the song which is
most remote from truth,· which calls forth the
'passions of the soul, and is phaotastic, and n~i
ther possesses, with respect to imitation, right
OplD19n, nor sc~n~e. We'may_ therefore, be,
,

,
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hold all the kinds of poetry in Homer, but particularly the enthusiastic, according to which
we have said he is principa1Jy characterized.
Nor are we singular in this opinion, but as we·
have before observed, Plato himself in many
places calls bim a divine poet, the most divine
of poets, and in the highest degree worthy of
imitation. But the imitati~e and at the same
time:: phantastic poetry, has a most obscure
subsistence in Homer; since he never uses it,
but for the purpose of procurin~ credibility
from the vulgar, and when it is perfectly unavoidable. As, therefore, if a man entering
into a wel1~egu]ated city, and beholding.intoxication there employed fO.r a certain useful purpose, should neither imitate the prudence in
the city, nor its whole order, b~t intoxication
itself alone, as in this case the city ·is not to be
blamed as the cause of his conduct, but the
pecul.iar imbecility of his judgment; in like
manner I think tragic poets being emulous of
the last species of Homeric poetry, should refer
the principle of their error Dot to Homer, but to
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their own impotency. Homer, therefore, may
be called the leader of tragedy, so far as tragic
poets emulate him in other respects, and distri.
bute the different parts of his poetry; imitating
phantastically. what he asserts ass;milatif)~I!J, and
adapting to the ears of the vulgat· wbat he composes scientifically. Homer, however, is not
only the teacher of tragedy (for he is this according to the last species of his poetry,) but
likewise of the whole of ·that which is imitative
in Plato, and of the whole theory of tbat philo.
sopher~"

Proclus concludes his apology for Homer
with observing as follows: " The reason," says
he, " as it ~ppears ~o me, that impelled Plato
to wri'te with such severity against flpmer and
the imttative species 'of poetry, ,vas the corruption of the times in which he lived; for philosopby was then despised, being accu&ed by
some as uselesS"~ and. by, others entirely con.demned. On the' contrary, poetry was then
held in immoderate admiration; its imitative
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power was the subject ofemulatioll; it was con..
sidered as adequate alone to disciplillative pur~
poses; .and poets, because they imitated every
.thing, persuaded themselves that they knew all
things, as is evident from what Socrates says
in·this dialogue [the·Republic]. Hence Plato,
indignant at the prevalenee of such an' opinion,
shows that the poetic and imitative genus wanders far frolD the truth, which philosophy, the
saviour of souls, imparts. For from the same
benevolent wish through which' he aCClises the
sophists, 8.Jld popular orators, as unable to
contribute any thing to virtue, he also blames
. the poets, and particularly the composers of
tragedy, and such imitators as devise that which
may charm their' hearers, and not that which
may promote virtue, and who inclulnt but do
not instruct the multitude.. But he conSlders
. Homer as deserving a similar reprehension because he is the leader of this species of poetry,
'andafford~ to tragedians the seeds of imitation.
For thus it was requisite to recal the men of
his age fro~ astonishment respecting poetry,
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through an immoderate attachment to whicb
_ the'Y neglected true discipline. With a view,
therefore, to the instruction of the multitude,
to correct an absurd phantasy, and exhort to a
philosophic life, he reprobates the tragedians,
1\1 ho were then called pu blie preceptors, as directiog theh· at~ntion to nothing sane, and at
the same tfme remits his reverence for Homer,
and, ranking him in the same class with tragic
poets, blames him as an imitator.
"Nor is it wonderful that the same poet
should be caUed by him, both divine "and the
third from the truth. For" so far as he is possessed by the Muses, he is, divine, but so far
he is
truth/'

11$

an imitator,

be is the third from the

-- 'III. With respect to the third of these treatises, the Nicomachean Ethics, it i~ necessary

"to observe, that the subject of ethics, or moral
" philosophy, is moral entity, (viz. thiogs which
-bave a relation to moral actions) a~d
. moral ac"
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tions themselves, and that it teaehes the wode
of living wortbily. But moral actions are those
through which a man Iv!comes good or bad,
that .is, through ,vhich he becomes adapted or
unadapted to obtain beatitude, whicb is the
ultimate end of man. A nd to live worthily, is
to live in a manner adapted to the attainment
of the ultimate end, or beatitude.

•

- In the first place, therefore, moral phiJo~ophy
considers man with reference to himself, not
physicalJy but ethicaJly, .that is, so far as be
is capable of being worthy or depraVed, and
can be well or ill disposed with relation to beatitude. In the second place, it considers tho
energies of -man, not only his internal, but also
his external energies, so far as they are capable.
of being good or bad. A nd in the third p'lace
it considers the objects of the~e energies, so faf
as they can be worthy or depraved.
. Because, likewise, moral philosophy demon..
strates many conclusions concerning IDoral en..
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tity, on this account it is a demonstrative science. And because again, it not only considers
practical truths about moral entity, that is, those
truths which contribute to action, but likewise
many speculath'e truths, the knowledge of
which does not <;:ontribute to action but to science, hence it is partly practical ~nd partly speculative, though it is more the former than the
latter, because moral entity is more principally
considered on account
action, than -on account of science.

of

Though moral philosophy, however, is a prac.
tical sciencr:, yet it is not properly either prudence or art. It is not art,· because art is a
habit effective in conjunction witl, true reason,
about those things fl)kich contribute to particll/a7'

Thus, statuary is ~ habit producing a
reason, that is,
statue in conjunction with t'l'ut:
.•..
with infallible precepts. And poetry is a habit
producing a poem with true reason; whi1e at
the same time neither a poem ~or a statue is
the ultimate end of man, but each is only a

end..,.
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particular end. But moral philosophy IS a
'.abit practical is (onjunetion with true reason,
sbout those tmag' iIIhich contribule to the ulti..
'-mate end c! man. It likewise delivers·the true
method, and infallible precepts of regulating
the whole
, . of our life, and all our. actions, so as
that we may obtain beatitude. Again, moral
'philosophy differs from prudence, because pru..
dence is a habit determining 'ii'hat this man should
do, and fDhat is n9Ul to b~ (lont, in or.r to the
attainment of t/,e ultimate end; but moral phi..
losophy alone determines. universaUj·, what is
to be done in order. to obtain this end, and not
what this man should do, and "Itat should now
be done.
Hence, we infer that moral philosophy is the
science of living wortMig, or that it is a science.
defi'lling the ultimate end of man, and Itaching,
universally the mode by which a nlan ougllt to
regulate the whole of hi~ life, and all-his actionsl
in order to the attainment of slich an ell d ..
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Of moral philosophy, likewise, there nrc three
parts-, one which considers man with reference
to himself~ another which considel'S ~im as conwith a family, and a third which conllected
,
siders him as a member of the comm11nity. FOl'
man is natura11y not a solitary, but a social
animal» because since one man is net sufficient
tohimseJf for the purposes of li"ing, and of llv. ing well, but requires the assistance of other
men, every man is naturaJly a part of ~ certain.
multitude, and .ought to ]~ve in the society of
other men. But the society to which all other
associations may be reduced is twofold, the one
imperfect and insufficient, which is the society
of those who live in one house and family; the
other perfect, and sufficient to itself, which is
the society of those who live in a city or kingdom.To a perfect city, however, it is neces. sary that it should contain every thing requisite
to the purposes of living and of living well. And
as the end of every man is the felicity of ihat
man, So the end of a family, is the felicity of
the fllmily, and of a city, the felicity of the city.
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Hence, because moral phi~o90phy is a science
disposing ;l man to the ultimate end, it ought
not only to dispose every individual of the human spec~es to the attainment of this end t but
likewise a family, and a city or kingdom. That
part of moral philosophy, therefore, which teach..
es how the actions of every man. considered
with reference to hill~self, are to be regulated in
order to his attainment of beatitude, is deliver":
ed by Al'istotlc in the ten books of the Nicomachean Ethics; and also in the ·two books
entitled the Great Ethics; and in the seven
books of Ethics to Elldemus. That part which
tea-ches how the actions of a whole family arc
to be regulated, in order to the attainment of
the ultimate end, is called economic, and is delivered by Aristotle in his t,vo books 'of Econo.:mics. And that part which ,teaches hm' the
actions of a whole city and ki.ngdom-are to be·
regulated in order to obtain felicity, is called
politic, and is delivered by Aristotle in the eight
books of his Politics. Because, likewise, it - is
more divine to procure the good of a whole
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city or nation, than of a man, or one family;
hence, the political part of moral philosophy is
more excellent and divine than the economical
part, or than the part which relate!i to man
considered with reference to himself.

I shall only observe farther, that the Nicomachean Ethics are so inscribed, because they
were written by Aristotle to his son Nicomachus; that the reader will derive great advantage ~Y occasional1y consulting the translation
of th~ Paraphrase of an anonymous Greek writer on these ethics, by Mr. BRIDGMAN, as this
translation is at once perspicuous, accurate, and
elegant; a.nd that Aristotle, in his. moral treatises, has delivered a system of ethics in all its
parts scientific and perfect.
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,ART OF RHETORIC.
BOOK I.

CHAPTER I.
reciprocates with dialectic [or logic]; for
are conversant with such particulars~ as being
common may ,after a· manner be known by aU men, and
pertain to no definite science. Hence, . all men '.in a
certain respect par:ticipate of both these; for aU men to
a certain extent endeavour to examine and sustain an
argument. to defend and accuse. With respece to the
multitude, therefore, some of them do these things
cas~lIy; but others through custom' from habit. Because,
however, this is possible in both ways,' it is evident that
thI:=se particulars may also be reduced to a certain method.
For it is possible to survey the cause why some men
render w~at· they assert probable, fro~ custom, and
others from chance. But all men now will acknowledg~
that a thing of this kind is tbe work of art.
RHETOR.IC

both

Ansi.

Ji.

VOL. I.
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At present, therefore, those who compose the arts ef
art of rhetoric,] explain
only a small part of rhetoric. For credibility is the only
artificial part of the art; but the other parts are additiOIl6o The rhetoriciaDs, however, of the present day,
say nothing about .enthymemes, which are the substandal
part of credibility ibut their atten~n is for the mOlt
part directed to things foreign to the purpoae. For
accusation, pity, anger, and such like passions of the
soul, do not pertain to the thing itself [which is to be
proved,] but to the judge. Hence, if all judicial pro- _
cesses were conducted in the same manner as they are at
present in lOme cities," and especially in those that are
goyemed by good laws, these rhetoricians would not
have any thing to say. For with respect to all cities,
some think it necessary that the laws should thus ordain ;
but this method is adopted by others, and they forbid
rbeto~ to say any thing foreign to the purpose, in
the same manner as in the Areopagus. And in this
respect they think righdy. For it is not proper to per.
vert the judge, by exciting him to anger, or envy, or
pi.ty; since this is just as if some one should make the
rule distorted which he intends to use. Again, it is
likewise manifest that the onty business of the litigant is
to show that a thing either is; or is not, or that it has,
or has not been done. But with respect to such things
as the legislator has not defined whether they are great
or small, just or unjust, these ought to be known by the
judge himself, and he is not to learn them from the
litigants. It is especially requisite, therefore. that laws
which are rightly framed should define all such· parti~
culars as can be defined, and leave very Httleto be
defined by the judge. And, in the first place, indeed;

orations [i. e. who unfold the
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this is requislte~ because it is -more

easy to obtain one
person, or a few, than many that
intelligent and wise,
and who are able to act the part of a legislator and a
judge. In the next place, the establishment of laws, isthe effect of a survey from a long series of past time ;but judgments -are the result of a survey from J."eHDt
times; 80 that it is difficult for those who judge to attri-·
bute what is just and advantageous in a becoming maDDer.
That, however, which is the greatest [reason] of all ii,
that the judgment of the legislator is not" conversant
with particulars, but with future events, and universals;
but the judgment of the barrister and the- judge ie
directed to present and definite circumstances; with
which love and hatred and private adYalltage are fie.
quently conjoined; so that they are DO longer sufficiently
able to survey the truth, but their own peculiar pleasure
or pain-darkens their judgment. With respect to other
particulars, therefore, it is necessary, as we have iIid,
that very little should be left in the power of the judge.
But With respect to' the enquiry whether a thing bas
been done or not, or whether it will or wiU not take
place, or is or is not, it is necessary that this should
be left to the judges; for it is not possible that bee
things should be foreseen by the legislator.

are

If then this be- the case, it is evident that those rheto-.
riclans who define [other parts of an oration except credibility] such for instance as what the proem or the narration should contain, and each of the other parta,these exercise their art in things foreign to the purpoee.
For in these they effect nothing else except delivering
the method by which the judge may be influenced; but
they demonstrate nothing respecting artificial credibility;
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viz. wheate 80IDe one may become enthymematic [or
possess the power of discovering arrificiaJ proofs of that
which is the subject ·of controv8l'$Y]. Hence, though
there is the same method respecting popular, and ju.dicial
orations, and the popular is better and more political
tban. the method pertaining to contracts, yet rhetoricians
of the present day are silent as to the popular method,
but all of them endeavour to unfold the art pertaining
t8 the judicial genus, because it is less a4vantageous ill
popular orations to assert what is foreign to the pUrpo6eJ.
and a popular oration is less pernicious than a judicial
djscussion, but is more common. For in the former the
judge decides about appropriate concerns; so that nothing
elsi! is necessary than to show that the thing is as the
cOtJDSellor asserts it to be. In judicial processes, how•
this is not sufficient, but it is requisite to pay attention to the hearer; for the decision is concerning thiDgs
of a foreign nature. Hence, the judges, -looking to
t.lleir own advantage, and regarding their own pleasure,
gratify the litjgants, but do not decide with j_e.
Hepce, too, as.I have ~fore observed, in many places.
tile law forbids any thing foreign to the purpose to be .
said; and in these places this law is sufficiently observed·
by the judges .themselves•

.ever,

. Since, however, it is evident that tbe artificial method
is conversant with credibility; but credibility isa certain
demonstration; for we then especially believe in a thing
when we think it is accompanied with demonstration;
~d. a rhetorical demonstration is an entbymeme; aDd
this in short possesses the greatest authority of all credibilities;. but an enthymeme is·acertain syllogism, and it
ill the pcovince. either of the whole,.. or pf a certaiD pare
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Qf dialectic to pay attention siniilarly tOf!Yery syDogism ;
this being the case, it is evident that he who 'is eminently
capable of surveying this, viz. from what propositions
and how, a syllogism may be made, he will be especially
enthymematic, in consequence of assuming what the
particular& are with which enthymemes are cc)nve~
and what differences they possess with r8pect to logical
syllogisms. For it is the province of the same power to
perceive truth, and what is similar to truth; and at the
same time, men are by nature sufficiently adapted to
[the-perception of] truth, and for the most part obtaill
it. Hence, he who sagaciously conjectures probabilities,
is disposed similarly -to him who perceives truth. That
others, therefore, anificially discuss things foreign to the
purpose. and why they especially incline to judicial preCepts, is evident [from what has been said].
But rhetoric is useful because things true and ju.o;t are
naturally more excellent than their contraries; so tbat
,unless judgments are formed according to what is fit,
what is more excellent will be vanquished by its cootrary; and this is a thing worthy of reprehenaiOD.
Farther still, thQugh we should possess the most accurate .
science, it is not easy when we speak to persuade some
persons, by employing that science. For a scientific
oration proceeds from discipline, and it is impossible from
. this [to persuade the unlearned,] but it is necessary
[when addressing these,] to procure credibility, and
frame arguments from such things as are common '; just
-as we have asserted in the Topics, respecting a conferelice with the multitude. Farther still, the power of
being able to persuade contraries, [or the ability of, disputing on each side of a question] is necessary, in tile
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. . . lDIDAer u ia
Dot"ia, onIer .... ~ may
db both; for it is not proper to ~ &0 what is bale ;
.,. that we may not be ignorant bow coatraries sobaiat,
and that wben another pel'8OD employs tlloae argum~t8
_justly, we may be able to solve them. No oue, theJe.
fore, of the olber arts sy 1l0gisticaUy cOllCludes CGDtraries; but tbis is alone el"ected by dialectic and .betone; for both of theUl are similarly conve,l'8Mlt with
contraries; thougb the tlUngs wbich are the 8Ubjecta of
tlaeir consideration do not .ubsist similarly, ~ alwap,
u I may say, things 'Which are tru~, and DaturaUy more
excellent, are more syllogistic, and adapted to prpCQ1e
persuasion. Besides, it is absurd, tbat it should be
shameful for a man not to be able to give assistance to
his body, and tbat it should Dot be shameful for him DOt
to be able to assist himself by the rea&oDiAg po....
which is more the peculiarity of man, than the use of the
body. If, however, it should be objected dw he who
1UIeS unjustly tbe rhetoricaJpower, may injure pthen ill
.a great deg~, this objection is common to every thing
.that is good, except virtue, and especially to tbe IDQ8t
useful tbings, such as strength, health, riches, and military command. For he who uses tbings of this kind
justly, may benefit others in the greatest degree, and,by
-using them unjustly may effect the greatest injury.

That rhetoric, therefore, is not conv~t with ODe
-certain definite genus, but resembles in tbis respect-dja.
. leetie, and tbat it is useful is evident. It is libwige
evideut, that the employment of rhetoric is not to per.. suade, but to perceive on every subject what is adapt.d
to procure persuasion, in the same IDIIlOer II in a11-orher
,arts. For it is Dot the buaiDess of IIJediciDe to produce
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po..,. ....

heal"
• ,proc!ure

hut to do f!!fcry thing aa ·. .dl •
it; aioce the healing art may be well eJIIt.
cieed· upon those mat are inapable of being I'fIBtOrecl ~
health. In addition likewise to what has been said, k it
the province of the same power to perceive what is perIUasiye, ad what appean to be 80, just aa it is the paoo..
.¥iDee of dialectic to diac:ern what is a [true,] and whit 1ft
oaly an t.IJIPIIrmI syllogism. For the sophistical Itt c:bIa
DOt c:oosist in the power [of reuoning,] but in deliberate
choice; except that here indeed [viz. in the rhetorial
·ut,) one man will be a rhetorician from ~, but
another from deliberate choice. There, however, [ .
in dialectic or logic,] the sophist, indeed, is from delibetrate choice, but the logician is not from deliberate choice,
but Rom the power [of teI8ODing.]

--.
CHAPI'ER II.
Now, therefore, we shall endeavour to speak COIlc~.
iag the method itaelt [i. e. the rhetorical art] aDd [sh~w]
how, and from what particulaJs we may be a~le to obtabJ
tbe- end proposed by this art. Again, therefore, as if
cJeljDinS from tile begiDniDg, let us discuss wbat remaioa.
rhetoric
be the war td' ~ ;" ftWt3I
I/Jing 'that' mllic4 ;,
qf prodflCing perlUll~;

x..

m.

t:fIPtI"
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tor :tIlis. the:employment of no other art; a.ace' eaCh t6
the otlter arts is doctrinal and persuasive abOut that wlaidl
is the subject of its consideration. Thus, for instinee,
medicine is doctrinal and persuasive about that which is
salubrious and morbid.; geometry, about the propenies
accideiltal to magnitudes; and arithmetic about number.
1'he like also takes place ,in the other arts and sciences.
'But, rhetoric, as I may say, appears to be able to surwy
about any given tbing, what is adapted to produce per.
~n.
Hence, also, we say, that it does not p06SeII
~ ,artificial power about any certain peculiar definite
genU&

With respect, however, to things which procure credi.

bility, some of them are Without art, 'but others are:arti.
And I call those without art, which are DOt
devi~ed by us, but exist prior [to all artificial invention,] ,
such as Wimesses, questions, writings, and other particu.
lars of the like kind; but those are artificial which are
capable of being procured methodically, and by us; so .
that it is requisite to use the former, and discover the
latter.
ficial.

Of the credibility, however, wmch is procured by
argument there are three species. For one kind indeed
consists in the manners of the speaker; another in the
disposition of. the hearer; and the third in the argument
itself, in consequence of demonstrating, or appearing to
d~onstrate. Credibility, therefore, is procured through
~ers, when the oration is delivered in such a way, U
~ Pender tht: speaker worthy of belief. For about every
tliingt in short, we believe the worthy in a greater'degree, md more rapidly; . but in those particulars in
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an accurate knowledge cannot be obtained. ...which are ambiguous, we entirely confide in _[the ded.
. aion ot] the worthy. It is, however, requisite that this
aJ.o should happen through the oration, and not [entirely]
from any previous opinion respecting'the speaker. FOr
we must not admit what some teachers of rhetoric have
• asserted in their art, that the probity of the speaker cOBtributes nothing to persuasion; since nearly, as I may
.Y, manners possess the most powerful and principal
credibility. But credibility is procured through dat
'hearers, when their passions are influenced by the o~
dOn l for we do not mmilarly form a judgment when we
grieve or rejoice, love or hate; to which [species of
credibility,] we assert that those who now deliver·the art
Of rhetoric, ·a1one direct their attention. Each of these
particulars, however, wiI.I be elucidated by us, ·when we
.speak concerning the passions. But belief is proc:iucecl
through arguments, when we sho~ what is true, or ap:pears to be true from the ·probabilities pertaining to· the
leVeral objects of enquiry. Since, however, credibility it.
etFected through these thingS, it is eVident that to obtain
the three species of it [above-mentioned] is the province
of him who is able to syllogize, who can survey what
pertains to manners and the virtues, and iii the third place
what pertains to the passions, nat each of them is, what
quality it pOssesses, and from what particulars it is ingenerated [in the hearer,] and how; so that it happens that
rhetoric is as it were something which grows upon 'dialectic and the discussion concerning manners, and it is just
to call it political. Hence, rhetoric assumes the "form 01
the political [science,] and those who ,profess it, do so
- partly tbraugh ignorance, partly from arrogance. and
'partly from other human causes. For it is a certain par-
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tia1e . . ,..inblaoa of dialectic, •

we obaerved in· alae

~g of this~. For neither of them is ._
ICieDce of any ~g definite, and which shows how a
dUng su~ but they are certain powers of proauiu,
argument8.And thus we have nearly spokeD sufficiently
CODftI'8ing the power which they possesa. and how they
. . with respect to each other.

With rapect, however, to proof either real or a~
nat, in the same manner as in dialectic, one kind is
bMluction. ~ther is [a true] syllogism, and a third is
Ippu'ent syllogism; thus, also, similarly in rhetoric; for
eUPlple, indeed, is induction; but enthymeme is a syl..
lGgism. But I call enthymeme. indeed, a rhetorical syl-

Jopm; and eX3JDpie a rhetorical inducdoD. All [rilel'OJioiaas], bowev4U', who proeure belief by the proofJ
~ acldo<:e, eWect it, either by the eumplea ~bich

_h

~ br;u,,'OI' by enthymemes; an.d in a certain respa:r~
~ere is~1 else ~d.es ~ese. Hence, if in short it
is aecessary: tQ point out any P,erson or thing by syllogisl.n

or iaduction, (but this is evident to us from the anaIycics)
it is pecessary that each of those should be the same with
. . of ~. But what the ditlerence is between exaIPpie" mad" ~ymeme is evident from the Topics. For
~ syllogism am! induction are previously discu~;
because if it is shown in many and similar things that
what we 3IIelt is true, there indeed it is inducti9n, but
1IeTe it is eumple. When, however, certain thiDgt;
. aisting, ~mething else besides happens from theae,
beca"" these subsist either universally, or for the 1Q,0It
part ;-when this is the case, lluJre, indeed, it is c:all~
",,0gisJQ. but lzere ~thym.eme. But it is evi4ent that
~jfol1D of rhetoric is beDe6ted [by these two} For
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the like to .bat we have observed in the M~
treatises takes place, also, in this treatise. For some ~
tiona are of the nature of examples, but others are enthr
mematic:. And in a similar manner with respect to rhetoricians, some are delighted with examples, and otbera
with enthymemes. Arguments, therefore, from examplea
are DO less calculated to persuade [than others,] but
those from entbjmemes cause great~ perturbation. Ba,.t
the .r:eason of this, and how each of .t~ [viz. of exampief and entbymemea] is to be used" we aball ~

"Plain.

.

.

Now, however, lee us aore f..uy ·~)~ly;..,dilCQl6
these very particulars themselves. For that·which is persuasive, is persuasive _ SOllie one. And one thiag,
iadeecl, is immediately do
persuaaive and credible;
but aDother, because it. appeant to be proved throUJb
thiags that are c:retlible. No art, however, specuJases
that which is particular. Thus for iDstaDce, medidDe
cloes DOt speculate wU is salubrious to Soarat. or c.a..
lias, but what is 80 to SIKh a one, or to such ~ [in
general]; for this ·is artificial. But particulars ue ;iDfinite. and are not· the objectS of science. Nor dOes ....
toric speculate opW.hle particulars; such as what is .die
subject of opinian to Socrates or Hippias, balt :tbat wbich
is the subject of opinion to such or such perIODS, in the
same manner as dialectic. For dialectic, ~ls)'1Iogiaes,
not from such tbinge as are casual; since 49rtain things
appear [to be aed.ible] even to tboae that ,are .delirious ;
but dialectic syllogizes from· 8llCh things as r " " 110 hi:
developed by a reasoDing proc-. ad rhetoric tram 'auc:b
tbiags as are accustomed to take place in c:aDI1IltaIitm.
The employment, hoiIe¥el', of rhetoric coasista in

_r
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lucb particulars as are the subject' or· our consultation,

aad respecting which we have no art, and it is also eon.
versant with such hearers as are incapable of perceiving
[a cOnclusion which is deduced] through many [media,]
or of syllogizing remotely, [i. e. who are incapable of
a long series of reasoning.] But we consult about
those things the subsistence of which appears to be possi.ble in both ways, [i. e. which may subsist otherwise than
they do.] - For with respect to such things as cannot
either in the past, or future) or present time, have a diE'...
ferent subsistence, no one consults about these, conceiving that they thus subsist. For it is not possible for any
one to consult otherwise than thus [about things of this
kind.] But it is possible to syllogize and collect, some
things, indeed, from· such particulars as have been previously syllogistically inferred, but others from things
not inferred by syllogism, but which require syllogism,
- because they are not probable. And it is necessary,
indeed, with respect to these, that the consecution of the
ODe should not be easy, on account of its length-; for
the judge is supposed to be siinple; and that the other
should not be adapted to persuade, because it does not
proceed from things acknowledged, nor from such as are
probable. Hence, it -is necessary that enthymeme and
esample should be conversant with such things as for
the most part admit of a various subsistence. And
example, indeed, requires induction; but enthymeme,
syllogism. It is, likewise, necessary that enlhymeme aDd
example should coDsist from a few tbings, and frequently
from fewer than those from which the first syllogism
C08Iists. For if anyone of these is known, it is
necessary to say any thing [farther;] since the hearer
himself wjll ~ this. Thus for instance. for the purpOse

not
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()f concludiag that Daricua was victorio\18 in tbat CdDteIIt
in which ahe victors were crowned, it is suBideot to say.
that be conquered· in the Olympic games; but theN.
no occasion to add that· he was crowned becauae he con..
quered in. the Olympic gaJlle&.; for this is mown by.all

mea.
There are, however, a few necessary things from
which rhetorical syllogisms cODSist; for many of the par..
ticulars which are the subjects of judgment and coDSi.
deration, may have a various subsistence, or subaist
otherwise' than they do; since men make their acuont
• subjects of their cOD6ultation and consideration. All·
~ likewise, belong to the genus of things whicla
are contingent, aJld no one of th~, as I may say, it
from necessity; but things which are for the most part
accidental and contingent, must necessarily be syllogiatieaU y collected from other things which are of the lik.
kind; and such as ar~ necessary must be deduced by
syllogism from necessary propositions. But this is evident
$Q us from the Analytics. This then being the case, it
is manifest that with respect to those things from which
enthymemes are dedu~, some, indeedt are necesauy,
but most of them are such as have a frequency ofs~
enc:e. For enthymemes are deduced frQlll .probabilitiet·
and signs; so that it is necessary each of these shQuld·be
the same with each. I. For the probable is that whMll,
subsists for the mC?St part; but not simply, according lO
the definition of some ~ns. That, however, wbic:h
is assumed respecting. things which may· have a vari~
aubsiatence has the same relation to that to which the
• L e. The propositions from .ruch enthymemes are deduced are

abe . . . wi~ probabilitie~ and signs. .

.
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p'I'Obable is dlNeted, 38 uniTeraa1 to partieulai. But·
wiIb respect to sigas; one, indeed, has aach a I\lblist~

• some one of particulars to that which is UDiYersaI; but'
aaather, as aome one of uniyersals to that which is pat_.
dculat. And of' these signs, that, indeed, which ..
necessary, is an argument; but that which is not necessary, is anonymous according. to difference. I call,
tllerefore, those things necessat}' from which syllogism is
produced; on which ;leCount, also, a sign of this kind is'

IiMterion, or an argument. For when rhetoricians
faRcy that what they say cannot be solved, then they
dliDk they- have adduced an argument, as being somethilag proved and definite. For telmur, and bormtl, or'
liiItit, are the same, according to the ancient tongue.
"ith respect to signs, however, that indeed which sub. . as particular to universal, is just as if some one
aiould say it is a sign that wise are just men; for Socrates
was wise and just. This, therefore, is a sign; but what
bas been asserted though true may be solYed; for it is
unsyllogiatic. The following, however, as, for instance,
if aome one should say, it is a sign. that a certain person
is diseased, for he has a fever; or that some female has
been deliYered, because she has milk, are necessary signs;'
aAd which are the only signs that are teltmeria. For
these alone if true cannot be solved. But that which
sahsists as uniyersal to particular, is as if. some one
sheald say, it is a sign that a certain person has a fever ;
for he breathes short and frequently. This, however,
may be solved though it is true. For it is possible that
OM who has not a fever may labour under a difficulty of
breathing. We have, therefore, now shown what tire
probable, a sign, and an argument, are; :mel in what mey
differ (rom each other. These, however, are more
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'clearly unfolded in the Analytics, where, also, it is
shown from what cause aome of them are unsyllogiabc,
but others are syllogistically deduced. And with respect
to ezample, that it is indeed inductioD, and what the subjects are about which it is an induction, we have already
shown. It is, however, neither .. a part to the whole,
nor .. the whole to a part, nor as whole to whole; but
that which is as a part to a pan, and as the similar to the

siIDiJar, when both are uader the aame geaut, bitt· the
one is more known than the other, is eDlDple. ......

..,lieb

for instance, that DionyRs endeavoured to
a
tyraDDical government, when he :requirecl a guanI, is.
example; for Pisistratus, who prior to hiDl attaptecI . .
8IIDe thing,· demanded a guard, and haWn, obtaia.ed it.
tyrannized [over the Athenians;] and Tbeagenee
the MegarensiaDs. All such others, likewise. •. are
lmown [to have acted in tbis manner] become an ___
pie of Dionysius, with respect to whom it is not yet
known whether he J:equires a guard with a view to..
tyrannical government. All these, however, ate UDirleI
the same universal, viz. that he aspires after a tJl'III8J
who requires a guard. And thus we have shown whal
the particulars are from which the creckbility that appeull
to be demonstrative is derived.

0_
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CHAPTER III.
WITH respect to enthymemes, however, there is a greac
4il"erence, of ·which nearly all [the professors of rhetoric]
are particularly ignorant, and which is conversant with
die dialectic method of syllogisms. For aome enthymemes pertain to rhetoric, just as some. syllogisms subist
aficording to the dialectic method; but others pertain to
bIber artS and faculties, some of which are in existence,
aDcI others are not yet discovered. Hence, they are not
lIflCIerstOCKI by those that hear them, and if rhetoriciaas
employ them more than is fit, they relinquish their own'
" an, and exchange it for some other. But what we have
lIIIId, will become more evident, hy a more copious disCRIIIlon. For I say that dialectic and rhetorical syllogisms..
are thOle which are formed from propositions derived
&om certain places. And these are such as are conversant in common about things that are just and natural,.
and about political concerns, and many things which are
specifically different; such for instance as the place retpecting the more and the less. For we cannot in any
greater degree syllogize from this place, or produce an
tnthymeme from it respecting what is just or natural,
than respecting any thing else; though these things are
specifically different. But peculiar or proper syllogisms
are those which consist from propositions pertaining to
e&ch species and genus. Thus, for instance, the propo-
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aiticms respectiag "natural things are tboee from which
neither an enthymeme nor a syllogism respectiag etbiri
can be fotmed. And ethical enthymemes are those
which are formed from propositions peculiar to ethical
subjects, and from which phyeical enthymemes cannot be
produced. The like, also, take place in every aabject.
And those [dialectic and rhetorical syllogisma,] ~
do not render a man wise in any kind of disc:uaioD, because they are not conversant with any [definite] subject";
but with respect to these [that are peculiar and appropriate,] in proportion as the selection of them is bettei',
in such proportion will" he who makes the selection
tatently produce a science different from dialectic and
rhetoric. For if he should happen to meet with the principles [of any science] the peculiar syllogisms will
ao longer pertain either to dialectic or rhetoric, but' to
that science of which he possesses the principles.

" Most enthymemes, however, are derived from tbose
fonns which are particular and proper; and a few of them
are derived from common [places.] .As ,in the Topics;
therefore, so here the species and the places of enthymemes, from whence they are to' be assumed, must be
distinguished. Bu~ I call species, indeed, the Peculiar
propositions according to each genus; and places, those
propositions which are similarly common to all genera.
We shall, therefore, speak. first concerning the spec*.' .
And in the first place we shall assume the genera oJ.
r{letoric, jn order that we may ascertain how many the~e
are, and with respect to these we shall separatety assume
~: elements and" the propositions. But the genera of
rhetoric are three in number; ·for 80 many, also, are 'he
Anll.
VOL. I.
"B
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IIUdlwrs ·of· oral.imlS. For an oration is composed from
th'r~e things, fro~ thespea;ker, from the thing a~
which he speaks, and from tht! person to whom he speab.
The end, also, [of the speaker] is 4irected to this last; I
mean to the hearer. But it is necessary truit the auditor
$hould e•• her be a spectator or a judge; and that the
jadp should be a judge either of things past or future~
H~ however, who judges of future events, is as. it wer~
ofte whQ speaks in an assembly; but he who jud~ of
past events, is as it were one who determines causa»
and he w,ho judges of the power [of ·the oration,] is as
it were a spectator. Hence, there will necessarily be
three genera of rhetorical orations, the deliberative, ow
U. "hieh pertail¥ to counsel, the judicial, anq the de,
~nstrative. But of counsel, one part is exhonatio&t
and another debortation. For always, both· those wh9
privately give counsel, and those-w~o ]JUblicly harangue.
do one of these, [i. e. either exhort, or dissuade.] Of
judgment, however, one part is accusation, but anotller
defence. For those that are engaged in controversy
must necessarily do one or other of tbese. But of th~
demonstrative, one part is praise, and another blame~
'There are, also, times appropriated to each of these, t~
him who gives counsel, ' indeed, the future; for he CO~
suits about future events, and concerning these eithel'
~0118, or dissuades. But the time which is adapted
to him who judges, is the past; for al~aya concenU.og
things which have been done, one accuses, and another
apologizes. And to him who demonstrates, the most
I

• It must be carefully obsel"fed, that tkmondrairon in rhetoric'
means only the prdtJ6k proof of a thing. and not, as in scieDce~
a I}'Uogistic process from self.eyident principles, the coaclasions
of "bi~ process are always ~""..
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appropriate time is tb'e present; for all those who demonstrate prai e or blame according to existing circumstances.
Frequently, however, they employ the past time for the
purpose of recollecting, and they form a conjecture of
future events•
.But the end to each of these is different; and as there
are three persons there are three ends; to him who gives
<;ounsel, indeed, the end is that which is advantageou
and detrimental. For the advice of him who exhorts is.
directed to that which is better; but he who dissuades,
dilBaades froai that'which "is worse; and at the came tiine
they assume other tbingswith a .iew to this, viz. either:
the just or theunjast, either the .beautiful in conduct, or·
the base. But to those who judge in courts ofjudicature~:
the end is the just and the unjust; and they also assume
other things with a .view ' to these. And to those that
praise and blame, the end is the beautiful and the base in
conduct; and they likewise refer other things to these.
AnindicatiOll, however, that the end to each ,of these, is
what we have said it' is, is tIris, that sometimes there •
no 'conttoversy ' about other things. Thus for iDstance,.
he'who is tried will assert that the thing was DOt d~
or·that he has committed no injury ; but be wil neYer'
acknowledge that. he bas acted unjustly; mr if be ~, "
the trial would be , ~. In .like manner, those
who give counsel. frequently admit ather things, bot will:
nat 'acknowledge that they have advised what is diMd~
~ ,or tbatthey .~ diIauaded &om .what ia:
beneficial Frequently, however, tIIey are not' at all eOII-:
oemed whether it mnot unjust to eDsIave the neigQbourJ
ing people, and those who , ba_clouemem J¥).iajul!y~
JJl "like .1IJIDII4'I', .:abo, thea .w~ praise, aDd ihGle who
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blame, do not coDaider whether the -.uhject of theirpraise or blame has acted advantageously or pemic.iously;
but frequently applaud him beCause, disregarding his
awn mterest, he perform~ some wonhy action. Thus
for instance, they praise ~chilles, because he gave aasi&t.
IDee to his friend Patroclus, though he knew it was
8fJteiIary - that he should die himSelf [by giviilg this
''''uce,] and that it was in his power to live. But to
Adillles. indeed, a death of this kind was more hoDOur. able; and to live, more advantageous.

. FJODl what has been said, however, it is e.videDt IfIat
it is DeCeIIIU'J to possess- in the first place'propositioas
about these things. For arguments (t~meria), probabi.
Iities, and signs, are rhetorical propositions. For in short,
ayUogism is from propositions; but enthymeme it a
ayUogism consisting from the above-mentioned propo-.
POD&.

: SiDc:e, however, impossibilities cannot be performedeither it present or in future, but this can only be assertedof poIIBibiIities; and since. likewise, it is not posatble
that things which are neither done, nor will be done,
ahould :be performed at present, or in future, it is neces.sary that he who coun&els, he who judges, and he who
demoDatnta, should .possc!8I propoaitions concerning the
poaible-and impoaibl~ and whether a thing bas hem
doae or not, aDd whether it will ~ or not. Farther
IIilI; aince -all tbOae -who praise aJid blame, who exbon·
lId.dilauade, who -aceuse and defend, not only endea-~
YOU&' to show me particulars we have mentioned, but .... ·
~ing which is great or small, gaod or nil, ~
jUlt or uajuat, whether they. apeak .of

01'....

m..
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'things by'themselves, or compare them with each other,
this being the case, it is evident that it is requisite to haft
propositions concerning magnitude' and parvitude, the
greater and the less, the universal and the particular;
such for instance as what is a greater or less good, an un:.
, just, or a just action; and in a similar manner in other
things. And thus we have shown what the things are
concerning which it is necessary to assume propositions.

-- CHAPTER IV.
1M the 'next place, a distinction must be pecuJiarJy'
..-Ie reapecting each of these; as for inatince; what tile

I8bjecta of cooaultation· are; with what demoostratiYe
orations are COBvenant; and in the third place what the
sUbjects are about ~cb judgments are employed. Ja
the first place, therefore, it must be assumed what the
kind of ~ or evil is· about wblch he who 14_
enaaels; &iDee·he doetaot give c:oUlUlel abQut all tbiap,
habout such as may happen to be or not•. But willa
iespect ~ sUch .thioga as neceasarily either are or will be,
~. which c:aDIICIt poIiibly exist, about these th~ is DO
C'QIIItlllBlion. Helice, Blither is there c:oDSUltation about
iIl',cqoaiapm eRa... For there are lOme goods &om
8IIlurej·~.aome &om fortune, which notwitbstandiog
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. . , are coa~ aDd may or ~y DOt . . yet c. .
aulcation contributes nothing to theIJI. But it is evicieat
that cODSuhatioD is respectiug such thinp as are naturally
adapted to be referred to us, and the principle of the
pneration of which is in our power. For our attentioQ.
is ne~ thus far, riB we find whether it is possible or
impOl8ible for us to perform such things.

Accurately, therefore, 'to enumerate the several patti..
culars, and to distribute into species the subjects of po..
pular discussion; and besides this, to determine according to truth as much as is possible concerning them, it fa
Dot necessary at present to investigate, because it is not
the province of the rhetorical art, but of an art more
allied to wicdom, and more true; for even now much
more is attributed to rhetoric than pertains to its proper
theorems. For that which we have before observ:ed
is true, that rhetoric is composed indeed from the analytic
aci~ce, and from that political science which is conver•
... with morals; and it is partly siaDlar tculillecUc, mtl
pIIdy to aophistic:al arguments. In prDpOrDGn, how~
• any QIle endeavours co diSCWIS either 4ialecdo or rhetoric, oot as powers, but ae sciences, 10 far he jpe.
ftlntly· deJtl'()Ys the nature of them, by migrating tbMll,h
fhli attempt into the sciences- of eemiD subject III. . .
kistead of alone making a traIlSicioD iato the po.era 0.faculties of 'lDiwds. At the .... lime, 1ft shall . . .
speak ofwbatever it is indeed ....w.Keto distinguiIb,_
which leaves matter of consid.adoa to &he
$(lence. For nearly the subjec~ which are dilcull8li by'
,all those who give counsel, are rspeciaIly ive.in numiMr;
. jiid 'these are, concerning, wealth, ..., aad, pe.:ICe; and
besides these, the defence of tlae CGUDIIy, . . . . . _
imports; and l~islation.

po"
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HeDl», it is teqoisitethat h~ who is

tea

give cowssel

about wealth, should know the revenues of the COUDtry,
what they are, and how, if they are deficient, an addition
may be made to them; and how, if they are too small,
they ·may be augmeated. It is likewise necessary that he
ahould be· acquainted with all the expeoses of the city, and
know how any UDIlecessary expeuse' may be removed.
~d that which is ~ter [Iban' is fit] may become leu.
FOI' men not ODlybecome richer by an accuDlulation at
propeny, but also by a decrease of expeuse. A;nd these
things may not only be surveyed. from the experience of'
private affairs; but in order to give cO\Jll8eI about th~
it is necessary. to be ·akill~ in what has been :discoverecl
by others.

With respect however to war and peace, it is DeCesaary
to know the power of the city, what the forces of it are at
present,' how great ~ey may. .be, what the nature of toe
etreaP is which is possessed, and what additiOl1 may be
..-I.e to it; and: farther suH, what wan the city has bad.
aDd how they bye been conducted. Aad it is .not ·anI,
acesauy·that he who gives counsel should understaa4
dleae c:Once1'D.S of his own country, but alsio those of·the
neighbouring countries. He should likewise be particu.larly acquainted with those cities against which it is
daoaght fit to wage war, in. order that peace may be
made with the more powerful, and war undertaken agam.

the less poweiful, if requiii~

He ~~ also· know tIie

.farces of these cities, whether they are similar OJ' di,.
milar. F.or. in dame, it is possible to be superior or Weriar. h is likewise necesaary for this purpose, that be
shoulcl nqt only hue surveyed the wars of his own cOU&-

try, bat IiUwise ~'UfIlt of the wan..of other
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For similais are naturally adapted to be bown fmm

.umJan.
Farther still, with respect to the defeace of lhe COIIIIo'
try, it is requisite not to be ignorant bow it may be ,defended, but to know the multitude of its defenders, and
the form of the defence, and the places P"'Pel for gam..
IOns. This knowledge, however, caDDot be poaeaed' by ,
him who is unacquainted with the country. For stICh
knowledge is necessary, in order that if the defence is
lesa [than it ought to be] it may be increuecl; that
if superfluous it may be taken away; and that garriaoDe
may be formed in more appropriate places.

Again, it is requisite to know what expense is neceiaary to supply the city with provision, wbat the couaay
wiU afford, and what must be supplied from abroad.
What commodities are fit te be imponed, and what ex..
ported, in order that conventions and compacts may be
considered accordingly. For there are two descriptloDs
of men with whom it is necessary the citizens should preo
8el'Ve theJD6elve8 blameless, viz. with those that are more
powerful, and with .those that are beneficial to them [m
a commercial point of view].
And it is neces...ovy, indeed, to be able to survey all
thae particulars for the sake of security; and in no IIDaII
degree for the purpose of understanding the business of

legi8lation. For the safety of the city is in the laws.
Heace, it is neceaaary to know how many forms of g0vernment there are, what kind of things are advantageous
-to each, and by what they are natura:l1y adapted to be
.corrupted, both among things appropriate and contrary
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to the "polity. BUt I say, goftmmentl are"corrupted by

tbiD. appropriate, because all other polities except that

which is the belt, are corrupted by remission and Juten..

doD. Thus for iDBtance, a democracy, not only becomef
IdOre imbecile by remission, 10 as at length to arriYe at
aaoligarchy, but·it is al80 weakened by vehement intentioa ; .just • an" aquiline and a flat nose, not only arrive
almec1iocrity by remission, but likewise when they be.
come very aquiline or flat, cause the nose to be 80 "disJX*d, that it no longer appears to be a nostriL It ~
aaoreover useful for the purpose of legislation, not only
to understand wJtat is advantapus to a ,poJity, bY a
soney of past events, but also to know the conditioD of
other polities, and what is adapted to each. Hence it is
.eftdent that· travelliag is useful for the purposee of lejisIation; since from hence the laws of nations mat be obtained. But the knowledge of history is requisite to
political counsels. All these particuIars, however, ue
the business politics, and not of rhetoric. Such, there.
fD~ are the principal things which he who intends to
give counael ought to possess.

or

. _.
CHAPTER

v.

J;

.. UT us again, however, enumerate the particulars from
which it is requisite to exhort or disSuade. both ~..
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Due;
both pliYjilftJl
eacD ia4ividual. aud in QlIlllllOil ~ all mat, there it ,.
certain MOpe, to which cboice and ateniraare directecI f
and this ie, ia shott, feliQly. and the parts of it. Hence.
• the sake of an e~ample, we shall assume wbal felicity
is, and from what the parts of it consist. FOf.a11 eDorladoos and ~ll diasuuiODS are conversat we tbi8, aacI
vidl the tbinge which Qmtribute to it, and the COIItrat'is
to thie. For it is aeceaaary to p9'form ~h thio81 ..
proc.ure this felicity, 01' 'a certain part of it. or .ltich RD• it greater iostead of less; and DOt to do thOle tbiop
which corrupt or impede feIic:.ity, or prodlKe ita co...
traries.
te

'Let felicity. therefore. be [defined to be] #Iding re«I
.. ror;u.clion 'With 'Vir_ ; or, II life I1Ifliciallo -U;

er, IIu: fIItIII plefJ8aJ life itt ctn9rmctioll ...-ili -securilg I
_. a 'pt'fJIIpeTOU8 cundition qfpossessiolllJ tmd ti,e IxId!h
loget1aer willa a ptIIIJer ofpreserving and '!/f«1irIg . . .
For nearly all men acknowledge that felicity is ODe. QII
more than one of these.

If, therefore, felicity is a thing of this kind, it is neces- ,
.ary that the'parts of it should be, nobility of binh, an
abundance of friends, and tIIese such as are wonhy men,
~ches, a numerous progeny, and a good old age; 'and
besides these, the vinues of the body, such as health,
beauty, strength, magnitude, agonistic power; glory,
honour, and prosperity; vinue. or also the parts of it.
prudence, fortitude, justice, and temperance. For thus a
man will be most sufficient to himself, if both internal
and extemal goods are preseat with him; for there are
lID ~ goods besides these. But inteQW goods, iDe
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MIdt are both thole which pertain to the abul, and thoa
.hich pertain to the body; aad extemal goods are, no.
W1itr of birth, frieIldt, ri¢hes and honO\lf ; and beside8
daese,. we thiDIt it: requisite that power and fOl1Ulle
shoald be present.

For thas life will be most 8eCUl'e.

'

lD a similar manner, therefore, we ahaU assume what
eath of theae is. Nobility of birth tbell both' to a Datioa
ad a. city is wbetl the' people are indigeDoul or ancient,
8IId their, firSt leaders or commanden ~ iUUstriQUI mea.
iDd when.many persOu illustrious iii thOle' 'tbiDp which
IN the objects of emwaticm are the progeny. of .theee.
But private nobility il derived alber from men,« fl'Olll
women, and a legitimate procreation from both. ADd
iD -this nobility as well as in that of a city, it ii requiaice
that the first authOrs of the race, shoUld be illU8U"ious
either in virtue or ' in richeS, or in 80methiDg . else which
is Jicmourable, aad likewise that many illustrious men an.
wOIlleD,. yOung and old, shoald be the progeny of this
.
.

pus.

.

. With respect to a good and numerous oIipriDg it is
not immanifest what it is. But in a community, a gooel
offspring is a m\1ltitudc of young and worthy children ;
who are \Torthy, indeed, according to the virtue of -the

body, as for iDatmce, in magnitude, beauty, atreDstb~
aad agonistic power; and a~rding to the virtue of dad
soul, in temperance and fortitude, which are the virtues
oi youtla~ Privately, however, the offspring is good and
lMDIlet'OUS, if the proper children, both mal~ and female,
are~y and worthy. But the corporal virtue of fe.
aWes is, beauty and magnitude; and me rirtues of their
IOUl are,. tem~e and seclutity ~ illibuality. I,
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is requisi~ therefore, to inVestigate both 'privately acl
publicly the existence of eacla of these virtues, in mea
and in women; for where these virtues are WBIIIiDg in
the women, as is the cue with the Laced&mcmiaas, 8DCIa
women are scarcely half happy.
.

The parts of 'wealth, however, are money, a great
quantity of land, and the possession of farms; and be.
sides these, furniture, cattle, and slaves which are reaaarkable for their multitude, magnitude and beauty. .All
these pass.DDS, likewise, ought to be secure, free, mel
useful. But those are more useful which are profitable;
those ate &ee which are subservient to enjoyment; I cal
those profitable which yield a revenue; and those coa.
list in enjoyment, in which nothing is estimable 'baida
the use. But the definition of security, indeed, is for a
to pcasess what he has in such a place and in sudl
• manner, that the use of it may be in his power; aud 80
that it ~y be I].is own property or not, when, i~ is in bill
power to alienate it. But I call alienation giving mel
seIling. In short, riches consist more in use than in passeaaion. For the energy and the use of things of this
kind are riches.

man

, Renown is to be esteemed by all wonby peIIODI, or
it is the possession of a thing of such a kind as is desired
by aU men, or which many, or good. or wise men daft.
But honour is an indication of beneficent renown. ADd
those, indeed, who haye benefited others, are justly mel
especially honoured; though he Jikewise is honoured
who is able to benefit. But beneficeDce is that wbida
eitber.percains to safety, ~ such things .~ the cauaeA
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of --..ee, or 10 wealth,' or to lOme other of . . .
goods, the possesaion of which is DOt easy; and this either
entitely, or in this place, or at a certain time. For many
persons.obtain hoaour from things which appear to be
amaII; but the modes and the occasioos are the c:aua.
of it. The parts of honour, however, are, sacrifices,
eulogies in prose and vene, rewards, sacred groves, precedency in sitring, sepulchres, statues, and public aalariee.
barbaric honoun, such ~ ac;loration by inclining the
body, ~viDg place, and gifts which are universally valued.
For a gift is the donation of possession, and an indic:atioll
of honour. Hence, the ambitious and the avaricious are
desirous of gifts; since gifts contain in themselves what
each of. these require. For poasession is that which the
anric:ious desire, and it is also attended with honour, after
w~h the ambitious aspire.
But the virtue of the body is health, and this in such a
way ~ to render tOO&e who use the body, free from &
ease. For many persons are healthy, as Her~us is said
co be; and yet no one will proclaim them to be happy
qn account of health, because [like .Herodicus] they
abstain from all or the greater part of human CODCema.
W"tth r~t to beauty it is different in every age. The
therefore, of a young man is to have a body
uiul for the endurance of labour, viz. for the course,
aad for violent actioB, and which is also pleasing to theview~ Hence, those that contend in the five game$ are
m,* beautiful, bec:ause they are naturally adapted botb.
t~ violent action, and celerity•. But the beauty of him
1'hq is in the acme of life, is to be capabl~ of warlike
Iabo~, ~d to ~ ~erribly pleasing b? ~ ,~. ~
the beauty of an old man, to have a body sufficiendr

_ty,

is
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atlapDedto aeeeesary labours, but Without pIin, t.caW ..
lias none of those diieues db which old age is defiled.
moves
8&nngtb, also, is the power by which a
caer thing as lae pleues; and it ·is necesaary to move
another thing, eidaer by dra.mg, or· impelling, or raftUtg,.
or compressing, or crushing; 80 that he who is strong is
aerong in all, or in some of these. But the vinue ·o~
magnitude is to excel the multitude in lengtb, depth;
and breadth, so that the motions of the body may not
. be rendered slower, by this excess [of magnitudeJ. And;
tile agonistic virtue of the body is composed from mag~
Ditude, streRgth, and celerity; for he who is swift is
strong; since he who is able to hurl forth his legs in acertain· respect, and to move them with celerity, and ta
a great distance, is a racer. But he who can grapple andhold fast, is a wrestler. He who can drive another per.·
son away by a blow, is a pugilist; and he who can do
both these, is a pBDcratiast. But he who excels in aU
these, is·a pentathlian. or skilled in the five games•

man

an.

.A good old· age, also, is, when age slowly approaches
unattended with paiD. For neither has a man a good
oW age, if he becomes rapidly old; lIor if he becOlDe'9'
old with difficulty, ·but attended with pain. A good old
age, however, consists from the virtues of the tKMIy and
from the goods of fortune. For an· old age which is
. .her free from disease nor &trong. willaot be impasaWe to maladies, and .will not be \lnattended with pain,
or: possess longevity; nor an it be permantBC without
[die goods of] fortune. There is, however, anottlet
certaia power of living long separate from strength ....
Jw:aIth. Few many live long without the Wtues ~,the
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~; ·b.,1ft'acc:arate 'diic08lioD of these

tMD•.is of no

use' at preeeut.

and

But wbat the frieIldabip of many
wonhy persons
is, will not be immanifest fmm the definition. of a friend. .
A friend, therefgre, is one who performs those things for
the sake of his friend which he thinks will be benefitial
to him; and he who baa lllMty· such, has many friends ;
but he with whom such men are wortby penoos bas
worthy -friends.

Moreover, pl'C)Sperity consists in those good,s of which
fortune is the cause that_either all, or most, or the greatest of. these befall us. But fortune is the cause of some
tbiDgt, indeed, of which the arts are·the cause; and like.
wise of lMIly and inartificial things, as for instance, such
as thoae of which nature is the cause. Sometimes,
however, it happens that these are preternatural. For
art, iDdeed, is the cause of health; but nature of beauty
,and magnitude. And in 6hort, those goods are from
fortwae which are attended with envy. Fortune, also. is
the cause of thOse goods which are contrary to reason ;
as .wbeD aU the rest of the brotherS are deformed, and
one alene is beautiful; or .,ben all the rest did.not see
the treasure, and one alone discovered it; or when ~
IBt pe!IGIl happens to be pierced with an arrow, but this
man acapes; or when 0DIy one 'penon did not come to'
a place where others were accustomed to come, but
omelS who only came to it at that time weft desttoje4.
For aU lUeh c:ircumatances appear to be the efFect of good'

fOl'tQDe.
Wat"h

IteSpecl

to virtue, however, because· it is.Q topic.
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to applause, we aballllal 6cuII h: ~
we speak concerning praise. And thus we haYe .....
what ought to be our aim in persuading or dissuading
whether in reference to things PreaeDt or future. Jar
persuasion is contrary to diIauasion.

1D08t adapted

.. - ..
CHAPTER VI.
however, the profitable is the scope proposed
by him who counsels; but men coUDlel DOl coac:eraiDg
the end, but those things which refer to the cad; ;mel
these are such as are advantageous to actio~; but tba&;
",hich is advantageous is good ;-thia being the ·cue;
the elements must be assumed of the good and .the ad-.
vantageous simply considered.
SINCE,

Let good, therefore, be that which is itself eligible for
its own sake; and for the sake of which we chuse something else. Let it, also, be that which all things desire,
or which all things desire that have sense or intellect, orwould desire if they had. Let it, likewise, be such
~ intellect dictates to every one; and whatever the· jo..
tenect of each person dictates to each, this ie the pod. of
each. It is, also, that ,..hicb· when present ~_ ...
possessor to be well disposed, and sufficient to himIelf;
and is self.sufficiency. It is, likewise, that whidl pro~ces or preserves things of this kind; to which things
.~~. kind are CODSequent; aDd which prev. the
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cOnttaries, a'Ild such things as are corruptive of these.
Bill things of this kind are consequent to food in a twofold respect; either at once or afterwards. Thus, for
iastance, scientific knowledge is posterior to discipline;
but life subsists at one and .the same time with health.
And the efficient causes have a threefold subsistence,
s:mle, irideed, [in the genus of the formal cause] as t() be
wen is effective of health; others [in the genus of the
efficient, cause] as food is productive of health; and
others [in the genus of the disposing cause] as exercise,
because this for the most part produces health.
These things, therefore, being admitted, it is necessary
that the assumptions of things good and the rejections of
things evil should be good; for the non-possession of
evil is at once consequent to the former; and the possession of good to the latter. The assumption, likewise,
of a greater instead of a less good, CIS consequent to
these,] and of a· less instead of a greater evil. For that
by which the greater surpasses the less, becomes the assumption of the one, and the rejection of the other. It
is, likewise, necessary that the vinues should be good.
For those who possess them are from these well disposed,
and become efFective of and practically good. With respect to each rinue, however, what it is, and what quality it possesses, we must speak separat~ly. It must
alto be admitted that pleasure is good; for all animals
naturally aspire after it; so that things which are plea..
IIDt and beautiful are necessarily goo.d i since these are
productive of pleasure. But of things which are beaudfu}, some indeed are pleasant; but others are them·ta!ltes· eligible by themselves. That we may, however,
speak of them 8tverally; it is necessary that the foUowing
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thiDge should be good: felicity; for it is eligible for ita OWll
sake,.is sufficient to itself, and we chooee many things for
tbe sake of it. Justice, likewise, fortitude, temperance,
magnanimity, magnificence, and other habits of this kind,
[are necessarily good;] for they are the virtues of the
IOUI. This is also the case with health, beauty, and the
like; for they are the virtues of the body, and are etrecdve of many things. Thus, for instance health, is etrective of pleasure and life; on which account, also, it ap-pears to be most excellent, because it is the cause of two
things which are most honoured by the multitude, viz.
pleasure and life. . Wealth, also, is good; for it is the
virtue of possession, and is etrectiye of many things. A
friend.l also, and friendship are good; for a friend is ~
thing eligible of itself, and is etrective of many thingS.
This is also the case with honour and glory i for they
are delightful, produce many thiDss, and those things for
~hich men are honoured, are for the most part attendant upon them. The power, likewise, of speaking and
acting is good; for all such things are etrective of good ;
and besides these. agood disposition, memory, an aptness
to learn, sagacity, and every tbing of this kind; for
these powers are producti¥e of good. In a similar manner
this is the case with all sciences and arts. Life itself.
also, is good; for though it were effective of no other
good, yet it is eligible of itself. The just likewise is
good; for it is in common something profitable. And
these tbiDgs are in general acknowledged to be good.
With respect, however, to those things which are
dubious, syllogisms are thus framed to prove that they
good. That is good, the contrarry to which is eviL
This is likewise the case with that, the contrary to which
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is advantageous to enemies. Thus, if to be timid is
especially advantageous to enemies, it is evident that for.
titude is especial} y beneficial to citizens. And in short,
the contrary to that which enemies wish, pr with which
they are delighted, appears to be beneficial. Hence, it
was well said,
Sure Priam will rejoice.'

This, however, is not always, but for the most part true.
For nothing hinders but that sometimes the same things.
may be beneficial as well to our adversaries as to us.
Hence, it is said that evils conciliate men, when the same
thing is pernicious to both. Tha~ ;dso, of which there
is no excess is good; but that which is greater than it
ought to be is evil. That, likewise, is good, for the sake
of which many labours have been endured, and much
wealth consumed; for this is now an apparent good;
and a thing of this kind is considered as an end, and as
the end of many things. But the end is good. Hence
it is said [by Juno, a]
And fame, indeed, to Priam will redound.

And [by Ulysses,']
Longer to stay il shamefuL

Whence, also, the proverb, "A water-pot at

th~

door."·

• Iliad, 10.
• Iliad, 2.
s Diad, 2.
This wal probably said of those, who after they had broughta.
vessel full of. water &om a distant fountain home. IUi"ered it to fall
~their handl and to be broken at che door of tile. bouse.
. 4
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Th~ likewise, is good which is

the object of desire to
many persons, and which appears to be worthy of contention. For that which all men desire is good; and
tlle many appear to be as it were all. That, also, is good
which is laudable; for no one praises that which is not
good. In a similar manner that is good which both
enemies and bad men praise: For it is just as if all men
acknowledged it to be good, if it is acknowledged to be
so by those that are badly affected. For because it is
apparent, it is aeknowledged to be. good; just as those
~ bad men whom our friends blame; and those are
good men whom our enemies do not blame. Hence the
Corinthians conceived themselves to be reviled by Si~onid~ for saying,
.
" Ilioo, howeYer, does not Corinth blaDle."

that likewise is good which is preferred by some wise
P,erson, or some good man or woman. Thus Minerva
pr~ferred Ulysses, Theseus Helen, the goddesses Paris,
and Homer Achilles. And in short, things which are
the objects of deliberate choice are good; but men deliberately choose to perform the things we have mentioned,
and such as are evil to enemies, and good to friends.
Things that are possible, also, are good; ~ut these are
twofold, viz. such as may be done, and such as may be
easily done; and those thiQgs may be easily done, which
are unattended with. pain, or which. may be effected in a
short time. For that which is difficult is defined either
by pain, or by length of time. Things, likewise,
good which are done according to our wish; but we
wish either no evil, or less evil than good. But this will
take place, if either punishment is latent, or small. 1\1:.
also, wish to possess good' which is their own propertr,
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and which no other person possesses. They, likewise,
wish to possess super8uities; for thus they obtain more
honour. And, also, things adapted to themselves; but
things of this kind are such as are fit, both according to
genUs and power. Things, likewise, which they fancy
they are defective in, are the objects of their wish, though
they should be little things. For they no less deliberately chuse to perform these. Also, things which may
be easily effected; for these are possible, as being easy.
But those things are most easily effected which all mea,
or those that are similar, or those that are inferior, have
performed rightly and well. Likewise, those things widl
which friends are gratified, or which are odious to enemies. And such things as those who admire them
tWa"berately chuse to do.· Likewise-, those things ia
which men are ingenious and expert; for they think they
Ihall easily accomplish them with rectitude. Also, thote
things which no bad man will undertake; for these are
more laudable. And such things as are the. objects 01
desire to men; for these are not only delightful, but
they also appear to be more excellent. Men, also, eape.
dally chuse to do those things to which they are most
. propense. Thu~ for instance, victory
the object or
choice to the warrior; honour to the ambitious; riches
to the covetouS; and other characters after the same
maliner. 'Concerning the good, therefore, and the ad.
vatageous, credibility may from these things be derived.
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CHAPrER VII.
BJlCAt1SJl, however. those [who counsel] and who acknowledge [the subjects of their deliberation] to be pro- .
.1itable, are frequently dubious with respect to that
,which is more profitable, it follow8 that we should in the
next place speak concerning the greater good, and the
more profitable. Let, therefore, that which exceeds be
80 much and something more; but let tbat which is exceeded be that which is inherent [in the thing whicb exceeds.] And that which is greater, indeed, and more, is
always referred to that which js less; but the great and
the small. and the much and the few, are referred to the
magnitude of many things. And that which exceed.,
indeed, is the great; but that which is deficient is the
amall; and in a similar manner with respect to the much
and the few.

We call good, therefore, that which is itself eligIDle
for its own sake, and not for the sake of another; that
which all things desire; that which he who has recaved
intellect and prudence woul4 chuse; and that which is
efFective and preservative, or to which things of this kind
are consequent. But that for the sake of which [other
things subsistJ is the end ; and the end is that for the
sake of which other things subsist; but that is good to
any individual which with reference to him possesses these
[definitions of universal good.] Hence, it is necessary
that more goods should be a greater good than one or a -
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few goods, when the one good or the few are co.enumerated; for they transcend; but that which is inherent is
.exceeded. If, also, that which is greatest [in one genus]
exceeds that which is greatest [in another,] the one
genus will also exceed the other; and when one genus
exceeds the other, that which is greatest in the one, will
also exceed that which is greatest in the other. Thus,
for instance, if the greatest man is greater than the
greatest woman, then in short men are greater than women; and if ~en are in short greater than women, tbe
greatest man is greater than the greatest woman. For
the excesses of the genera, and of the greatest things in
. the genera, subsist analoGously. When, also, this thing
is coasequent "to that, but ~at is not consequent to this,
[the latter is a greater good.] But one thing is consequent to another either simultaneously, or SUCCesSively, or
potentially. For the use of the consequent is inherent in
the use of the OIltecedent; and to live is, indeed, simuL
raneousl, consequent to the being well, but the latter is
not simultaneously' consequent to the former. And
scientific knowledge is posterior to discipline. But it
follows potentially that if a man be a sacrilegious person,
be may commit a private theft; for he who robs a temple
would also steal private property. Of two things, also,
which exceed the same third, that which more exceeds is
the greater; for it is necessary that it should exceed the
other by that greater excess by which it exceetls the third.
Those things, likewise, are greater which are effective of
a greater good; for by this the efficient cause is greater.
And in a similar manner that of which. the efficient is
greater, is also itself greater~ . For if that which is salubrious is more eligible than that which is pleasant, and is
a greater goad, health is also a greater good than p~
Sure. That, likewise, which is more eIig1"ble of i~ is &
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greater gQOd thaD that which is DOt eligible of itaeIf.
Thus, for instance, strength is a greater good than the
ealubrioQ$ ; for the latter is not desirable for its own sake,
but the former is, which is the characteristic of good. If,
also, one thing is the end, but the other is 110t, [the
former is the greater good.] For the latter subsists £Of
the sake of another, but the former for the sake of it. eelf; as, for instance, to be exercised is for the sake of
the good condition of the body. That, likewise, whic:h
is in a less degree indigent of another, or of other things
[is a greater good;] for it is more ~ufficient to itself.
But that is in a less degree indigent which requires fewer
things, or such as are more, easily procured. When,
likewise, this thing cannot ~bsist without that, or it is
IJ,Ot possible it can be generated without it, but that can
fUOOst without this, [then the: latter is a greater good
~an the former; for it is DlOre sufficient to itself;] because that which is not indigent of another is more self.
sufficient; so that it is evidently a greater good. This is
also the case, for the same reason, if one thing is a
,rinciple, but another is not; and if one tbing is a cause,
but another is not. For without cause and principle it
~ impossible for a thing to be, or to be generated. When,
~, two things are principles, that, which proceeds
from the greater principle is greater; and also when
there are two causes, that is the greater which proceeds
from the greater cause. And vice versa, when there are
two principles, the principle of the greater thing is
greater; and when there are two causes, the cause of
the greater thing is greater. From what has been Aic;l,
~erefor~, it is evident that
both ways a thing ~J
IlP,pear t? be gfeat~. For if Yii$ thing is a princ~,
but ~ is ~ot, this thing will ~ to be gr~ thao
dlat. And, also, if this thing is not _ p~ciple, [i. e. if
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.it iii the end,] but that is a principle; for the -.d ;,
.greater, and is not a principle; as Leodames, "heD beaccused Callistratus, said, that he who advised did ,
.greater injury than he who performed the deed; for it
would not have been daDe had it Dot been advised. But,
apin accusing Chabrias, he said that he who did the d_
acted more unjustly than he who advised it; for ¢
would not have been done, unless there had been GIlt
.who did it. For men give advice to others for the sake
of this,' viz. that they may act. That which is more rare,
alIo, [appears to be a greater good] than that which iii
found in abundance ~ as for instance, gold than irop,
though it is less useful. For the polSeSlion of it is greater
because it is obtained with more difficulty. After another
DlIUiner, however, the plentiful is a greater good than the
Ilfe, because the use of it surpasses [the use of the rare.]
For that which is fre'luently, surpasses that which it
ruely found. whence it is said [by Pin4ar,]
" Water is the best of things."

.And, in short, that which is procured with more dilJicQltJ
[is a greater good] than that which is procured witb
acility; for it is more rare. After another manner.
bowever, that which is procured with facility [is a greater
lood J than that which is procured with more diffi~ulty.
for it subsists as we wish it should. That, a11O, ~ greatel',
the contrary to which is greater. And, likewise, that of
wbich the privation is greater. Virtue, likewise, is greatet
than what is Dot virtue, and vice than what is not vice. I
i By what is not virtue, and what is not vice, Aristotle meaa.
the disposition to the perfict habit of virtue or vice; such for ia.
stance, as commeflce aDd illcOftlinenc~;'which are dispositioDl t.
....."tm~aDd ~ which are ads.
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for the fonner are ends, but the latter
not. Those
things also are greater, the works of which are more
beautiful, or more base; and of those things of which
the virtues and the vices are greater, the works also are
greater; since such as is the subsistence of causes and
principles, such also is the subsistence of events; and·
such as is the subsistence of events, such also is the sub_ence of causes and principles. Those things, 1ikewiae,
are greater, the excess of which is more eligible or more
beautiful. Thus, for instance, to see accurately is more
eligible than to smell [accurately]; for the sight is mote
eligible than the smell. To be a lover of friendship,
also, is better than to be a lover of riches; 80 that to be
.• lover of friends is more beautiful than to be a lover of
wealth. And on the contrary, the excesses of better
things are better; and of more beautiful things more
beautiful. This is also the case with those things of
which the desires ,are more beautiful or better. For of
greater things there are greater appetitions; and the desires of more beautiful and better things, are for the same
reason better and more beautiful. Those things, likewise, of which the sciences are more beautiful or more
worthy, are themselves more beautiful and morewonhy•
. For such as is the subsistence of science, such also is the
subsistence of that which is true. But each science is
employed about its pro~r subject; and for the same
reasons the sciences of more wonhy and more beautiful
things have an analogous subsistence. That, likewise,"
which either all, or many, or most prudent persons, or
the most excellent characters have judged or do judge
to be good or greater. necessarily thus subsists, or simply, or so far as they ju~ge according to prudence. This,
also, is common to other things. For every thing is such
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according "to substance, quantity and quality, as scieuce
and prudence assert it to be. This principle, however,
we apply to good; for good is defined to be that, which
every thing that pc>S!'esses prudence would chose. It is
evident, .therefore, that that thing is a greater good which
prudence says is more good. That, likewise, which is
inherent in better things either simply, or so far as they
are better [is a greater good;] as, fer instance, fortitude
than s~gth. This is also the case ,nth that which a
better man would chuse, either simply, or" so far as he
is better; such, for instance, as to be injured rather than
to injure; for this a more just man would chuse. That
which is more delightful, likewise, [IS a greater good]
than that which is less deJightful. For all beings pursue
pleasure, and for the sake of it desire to be delightecL
For these are the things by which good and the end are
defined. But the more difficult is both that which is leas
painful, and that which is for a .Ionger time pleasant.
That which is more beautiful, also, [is a grater good]
than that which is less beautiful. For the beautiful is
either the delightful, or that which is of itself eligible.
Such things, also, as men wish to be in a greater degree
causes to themselves or their friends, are greater gooc:l&
This is likewise the case with things that endure for a
longer, than with those that endure for a shorter time ;
" and with things that are more than with those that are
Jess stable. For the use of the fonner exceeds in-time;
but of the latter in the will. For we in a greater degree
use that which is stabie according to our will. Such
things, also, as follow from co-ordinate and similar cases
[~ greater goods.] Thus, if an action which is accomplished with fortitude,. is better and more eligible th~
that which is efFected by temperance, fortitude also is
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more eligible than temperance, and to be braye than to
be temperate. That, likewise, which all men chuse is a
greater good than that which all men. do not chose.
And that which is chosen by many than that which is
choaen by a few. Fo! good was defined to be that which
all beings desire; so that what is more the object of deeire will be a greater good. That, likewise, [is a greater
good,] which is admitted to be so by those ... ho contro-

/

ven [what good is, or which enemies, or judges, or the
· akilful acknowledge to be so. For that which enemies
admit, is just as if all men admitted, and that which the
latter admit, is equivalent to wltat is granted by men ex~elling in power and knowledge. And at one time,
indeed, that is a greater good of which all participate;
· mr it is disgraceful not to participate it; but at anoth"
time, that of which no one, or of which a few participate; for it is more tare. Things, likewise, which are
more laudable are greater goods; for they are better•
.And in a similar manner those things of which the
honours are greater; for honour is as it were a certain
dignity~ This is also the case with those things of which
she punishments are greater. And likewise with those
things which are greater, than such as are acknowledged
or appear to be great. The same things, also, when
divided into parts appear to be greater; for the transcel1dency of many things, becomes apparent. Heace,
the poet says, that Meleager was persuaded [by his wife]
to rise to battle [by enumerating the evils which happen
·&om a captured city.]
She paints the horrors of a conquer'd town,
The heroes slain, the palaca o'erthrown,
The matrolllrllTisb'd, the ",hol. race eulaY'd.'

• Diad, 9, T. 588, Bee. The traDIla&iOD by Pope.
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nus is also the case with composition and

mggeratioD,.

as may be seen in Epicharmus j and for the same rea&oD
as in division. For composition shows an abundant ez-,
cess, and appears to be the principle and cause of great
things. Because, however, that which is more difticult
and rare is greater, occasions, also, and ages, and places,
and rimes, and powers produce great things. For if
[anyone performs a deed] beyond his power, and be-;
yond his age, and those that resemble him, or if in this'
way, or in this place, or at that time, it will have the
magnitude of things beautiful, good and jUlt, and of the
contraries to th~ Whence, also, the epigram on him
who conquered in the Olympic games.
Some time ago so vulgar was my trade.
With a rough sack on both my shoulders laid,
From At-gos to Tegea still I trudgtd.
To sell my ish, till victor here adjudgtd.

ADd Iphicrates passes an encomium an hi~lf b}t

-yiag,
From wbeDce came these?

That, likewise,

which is spontaneous, or apriDgs &om'
itself, is greater than that which is adsciritious; for It
iI more difficult: whence also the poet saye,
Self-taught am I.

I

And also the greatest part of a great thing. Thus, for
instance, Pericles in a funeral oration says, U That youth
~g taken away from a city, is just as if spring were
• These are the words of Phemius in Odyss, 2t.
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takeo away from the year." Those things, likewise..are
greater which are useful in a greater necessity; such as
things in old age and disease. This is also the case with
tbat of two things which is nearer to the end. That,
likewise, which is good to a certain thing, is a greater
good tban that which being good simply is not good to
it. And also the possible than the impossible. For the
fermer is good to a thing itself, but the latter is not.
The goods, also, which are in the end of life [are greater
than otbers;] for those things are in a greater degree
ends which are near. to the end. Things, likewise, which
pertain to truth are a greater good than things which
pertain to opinion. But the definition of that which pertains to opinion is that which if;1 'l»ere latent lID one'
'IIJOUld. chuse. Whence, also, it would seem that it is
. more eligible to be benefited than to benefit; for the
former would be chosen though it should be latent; but
to benefit latently does not seem to be a thing that would
be chosen. Those things, likewise, are greater goods
which we rather wish to be than to seem to be; for they
pertain more to truth. Hence, also, [the sophists I] say
that justice is a small thing, because it is more eligible to.
seem to be than to be just; but it is not so with health.
That, also, is a greater good which is more useful for'
many purposes; ~, for instance, that which is more useful to life, to living well, to pleasure, and to the performance of beautiful actions. Hence, riches and bf(4llth
appear [to the vulgar] to be tbe greatest of tbings; for'
these contain all the above-mentioned particulars. That
also is a greater good which is more free from mol~
tion, and is attended with pleasure; for in this case there·'
I

A. Thrasymachus in the R.epublic of Plato.
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are more goods than one; so that the good is both
pleasure and a privation of pain. That, likewiae. of two
things is the greater good, which being added to the same_
thing renders the whole a greater good. Arid those
things which when present are not latent, are greater
goods than those which are latent; for the former tend
to truth. Hence, to be rich will be considered as a
greater good than to seem to be rich. That also which
is lovely is a greater good; and which to some things.
indeed, is lovely 'When possessed alone; but to others
when possessed in conjunction with other things. Hence,
the punishment is not equal to deprive him of an eye
who has but one eye, and him that has two eyes; for
the former is deprived of that which is dear to him.
And thuS we have nearly shown from what forms it _is
necessary to derive credibility in exhorting and dissuad.
ing.

--"
CHAPTER VIII.
THB greatest, however, and most powerful of all
things, in order to the ability of persuading and counselling well, is to assume all polities, and the manners
and legal institutes of each, and to distinguish what isadvantageous_ to them. For all men are persuaded by
that which is advantageous; and that is advantageous
-

.
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which preserves the polity. Farther still, the enunciation of him who possesses the supreme power, possesSes
the principal authority. But dominion is divided according to polities. For as many polities as there are, so
many forms also are there ~f dominion.
There are, however, four polities, a democracy, an
oligarchy, an aristocracy, and a monarchy; so that the
supreme power and that which judges, will be either a
part or the whole of these. But a democracy, indeed,
.is a polity in which the magistrates are distributed by
lot. An oligarchy is a polity [in which the magistracy
is distributed to the rich alone,] and therefore is distri-"
boted according to estates. An aristocracy is a polity in
which magistrates are chosen according to their erudidon; but by erudition I mean that discipline which is
appointed by the law. For those who persevere in legal"
institutes, govern in an aristocracy. Hence, it is necessary that these should appear to be the best of men."
But a monarchy is, as the name indicates, a polity in
which one person has the supreme authority. And of·
this polity, that which is conducted according to a certain order is a kingdom; but that which is indefinite is
a tyranny.
It is also requisite not to be ignorant of the end of
each polity; for those things are chosen [m each] which
pertain to the end. And th~ end, indeed, of a democracy is liberty; of an oligarchy wealth; of an aristocracy. whatever pertains to erudition and legal institutes;
and' of a tyranny safe-guard.
It is

evidentt therefore, that those customs, legal
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institutes, and things advantageous which pertain to the"
en~ must be distinguished, if the choice [of the several
polities] is directed to this.
Since, however, credibility is not only produced
,through a demonstrative oration, but also through that
which is ethical; (for we believe the speaker because ht;
appears to be a person of a certain description, viz. if
appears to be worthy, or benevolent, or both thele), this being the case, it is requisite that we should possess
a knowledge of 'the manners of each of the politi-.
For it is necessary that the manners of each should be
most persuasive with refereace to each. But these mrmo
ners may be obtained through the same things. Fow
manners become apparent from deliberate choice; but
deliberate choice is referred to the eIId. What the particulars therefore are, to which the attelition of
who exhort should be directed, as future or present; aDd
&om what forms credibility about that whicfl is advill.
tageous must be derived; and farther still, c0lI;cemin.
the manners and legal institutes of 'polities.; and through
what things and how we may abound [with arguments,]
all these have been unfolded bJ' Wi as much as is au1Ii..
dent to tbe present purpose. For these particulars will
be accurately discussed in the Politics.
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CHAPTER IX.
ArTER. these things let us speak conceming virtue ad
and the beautiful in conduct and the base; for to
IIiese the intention of those who praise and blame iI
directed. FOl' it will happen that at tbe same time we
apeak about these, those things also will become manifest
from which our moral character is formed, which is tbe
~nd thing that produces credibility. For we may be
able to gain the credit of being virtuous ourselves, and
cause aother person to do the same, from the same
dUng& Since, however, it frequently happens that with·
out being serious, and also seriously, we praise not only
Ibm or God, but also inanimate things., and any animal
that may occur J-this being the Clle, propositions do
respecting these must be asaumed after the same maMtrJ
to that we must also speak. concerning these, 80 far as it
requilite for the sake of example.

m.

The beautiful in conduct, therefore, is that which
being eligaole of itself is laudable; or which being good
is delightful because it is goocL But if the beautiful in
conduct is this, it is necessary that virtue should be beau.
tiful; for being good it is laudable. VJrtue, however,
_indeed a power, as it appean of imparting and preseniDg good : and a power of procuring mao,. and great
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beaefits, aad of imparting all things about aU.

But the
parts of virtue are, justice. fortitude, temperance, magDi.ficence, magnanimity, liberality, mildness, prudence,
wisdom. It is however necessary, that those virtues
should be the greatest which are most useful to others,
since virtue is a beneficent power. Hence,. just and
brave men are especially honoured; for fortitude is useful
in war, and justice in peace. The next to these is h'berality. For the liberal freely bestow their property, and
do not contend about money, of .which others are SO
eminently desirous. But justice, indeed, is a virtue
through which every one legally possesses what is his
own; and injustice is that through which a man p0ssesses the property of others, contrary to law. Fortitude
is' that virtue through which men perform beautiful
deeds in dangerous circumstances, in such a manner as
the law commands, and those who possess this virtue are
subservient to the law; but timidity is the contrary to
. this. Temperance is a virtue through which'meJl are
disposed towards pleaaures in 8uch a way as the law c0mmands; but"mtemperance is the contrary. Liberality' is
the beneficent use of money; but illiberality is the CC&.
trary. Magnanimity is a virtue which is el"ective of
great benefits; but pusiUanimity is the contrary. Magnificence is a virtue effective of magnitude in expense J
but p118illanimity and indecotous parsimony are the coatrary. Prudence is the virtue of the reasoning power,
according to which it is possible to give good. counsel
respecting the above-inentioned good and evil pertaining
to felicity. And thus we have spoken sufficiently at present of virtue and vice, and the parts of them.
With "respect to other tbfugs, however, it. is not dim·'
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cult to see "[which among them are ,beautiful or ·base.]
For it is evident that such thil)gs as are effective of virtue
must necessarily. b~ beautiful;. 6Uu:e they pertain ~
~irtue·; and also those things which ,proceed fro~ virtu.
lIut things of this kind are the in~ons and works of
mue. 'Since, however, the indications, and such thing.
as are the works OI'passions' of virtue, are beautiful, it
is necessary that such things as are the works of fom.
tude, or a~e indications of it, or are bravely accomplisbed
should be beautiful.' This must also be the, case with
,just things; and with wotks which are justly performed;
but not with the passions of them. For in this alone of
the virtues, that which is justly done is not always beautiful; but in being punished, it is more base to be
punished justly, than to be punished unjustly. And in
a similar, manner with respect to the other virtues.
those things, also of which the reward is honour are
beautiful; and likewise those things of which honour
more than riches is the reward. And such eJigibte
things as a man performs not for his own sake. Likewiaeauch'things as are simply good, such ~ what a man
perfornts for his country, neglecting his own interest.
Also ,things which afe naturally good; and such thiDgB
as are good, but not to their possessor. For things
'Which are good to their possessor, are performed for his
I!Ike [alone.] This is likewise the case with auch things
,88 are more present with the dead than with the Jiving.
For thQse things which are present with a man when
lWing. have in a greater degree a 8ubaietence for his sake.
• By the pJSsiOl1l of virtue, Aristotle means the dects resultiQc
from the ewci$e of them. on others. Thus the effect resulting
&om the exercise of justice on aaother perIOD, is the
of

jqaUOe.
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.And also with.SlIcla worb as are performed for the sake
of otber things; fot they have less· of -a suhlistence b
die sake of him who performs them. This likewise,
·is· the case with such deeds as are well performed with
1"eSpect to otbers, aJ)d not with reipect to him wbe
performs them, ,and aIao With r.espec:t to beDefaCtoJa;
for this is just. The like may be said of benefits [c. .
Ierre4 on others;] for they .are not attended with pJi..
nte advantage. _ This is also the case With the CODtrar
~ to thoee things of .which we' are ashamed. For th.
who say or do, or·are about to commit base acrioat
are ashamed, as ill the ve~ of Sapph~ when Al~
laid. to her,
Somethin$ I wish to say, but &hame prevents..

Sappbo .replied , .
If ~ IUid upright actions you deI~,.
And your tOftg\1e .meditates no ill to I~J
Your eyes wiD never be suffus'd with shame,
But freely you will what is just reveal.

This is likewise the case with things about which men
f.rlessly contend; for men are affected in this manner .
about things which tend to glory. The virtues, also,
and the workS of things which are nilturally more worthy~
ire -beautiful; as, for instance, the virtues ~nd works of
man than those of woman. This is -likewise
case
with those things which procure more pleasure to others
than to their posSessor; on whiCh account the just and
justice are beautiful. It is also beautiful to take vengeance .on enemies rather than to be reconciled to them.
~or retribution is just; but the just is beautiful; and it is
the province of ~ braye ~ ~ot' to be -vanq~ished~' Vic-

the
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tory, Iikewiae, aad hOllOw are aBlGIIg the n1llDber Of
1IIinga beautiful; for they are ~ though-they should
be UDatteDded with advaoblget and they evince the CI'aJI&.
ceDdency of virtue. Public celebraticm, also, of the
..emory of any one are beautiful; and the greater they
are the IDO~ beautiful. This is likewise the cue witIa
commemorations of the -dead; and also with thOle thinga
which are attended with honour. Things too 1fhicl
possess a certain excellence, and belong to ODe peraoa
alone are more beautiful; for they 1ft mo~ worthy of
beiDg remembered. This is likewise .the case \1Pith pol.asious that are unftuitful; for they -are inore liberal.
Things, also, which are the peculiar property of iadividuals are more beautiful; and likewise such things I I
are indications of what is laudable among those with
whom we inhabit. Thus for instance, in LacedZIDon it
is beautiful to wear long hair; for it is a sign of liberty.
For it is not easy for him who wears long hair to do any
senile work.· It is also beautiful not fD exercise any
illiberal art; for it is the province of a freeman not to
live subservient to another person.

Things also which are allied to the beautiful are to be
assumed,a as being the same with them, both with •
spect to praise and blame; as if, for iosmnce, we ahcNIcl
call a cautious and animated penon, timid _ inaidioua;
a stupid, a good man; and one who is iDseDsible in tM
• Because his long hair would be an impedimeDt to aeniIe
offices.
S For the purpose ofpraisiag and blamilig, we may DOt. cmlr use
propositions, in which it is shown that something is truly- beautiful
or base, but also other places which have' the power of causing a
certain appearance of beautiful or bale· coDduc:t.
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eodul'tllee .,f iajuries; a 1bIW·ma. ADd after rhie
maoner ~ should always proceed from thing. whiela .,.,
consequent to that which is best; 10 as to call him who
is W1'8;thful and furious, simple; and him who is arrogant,
magnificent and venerable. We may also praise those
.eo err t~· UGaJS, 18 if they. were virtuous. Thus,
for iase;ance, we IDly caJI ;m aodaci~us, a brave maD4
and a prodigal, a liberal man. For. they will appear to
_ .be 80 to tile ·1DIdtinade; and ~ the.same tUne a para·logism will be tnade fl'9m cause. Yor if anyone is pre~ to .encouater daIIger when there is no necessity for
-it, he will much ·more seem to be so prepared where it is
beautiful to encounter it. ADd he ",110 is F4l~ tp
.uy asual-persoas, will appear to be. mu~h ~ so tp
his friends; fer to betMtJlI oJl t'IUm is tile ezcelS lit sir_.
k ·islikewise requislte to con$ider by,whoa aay o~, .•
llraited; for as Socrates &aid, it is not difficult to prail.e
the Athenians amQQg the Athenians. It is necessary..
howewr, to ,speak of that wbich is honourable amoag
·.tlle several oatio.es, as of .a th$g which actually exists,;
.18 for ·instaDce, among the Scythians or LacedlemoniaDf,
(»f :tke ~phet& And in short it is requisite to refer
,that which is honourable to lite bea~tiful in conduct;
_ e ·it appears to ..pproKimate .to it. This is also the
:Ca$e wQ sudl dWJ~ 88 s11bP.;t. aceor4iag to fibless; ~
.if dle ,4eec1a Q{ a ~ are wortt.yof his ~ and
.·the tleeds wbirJi ..~ has: aI~, p:riormed. Eor ap
make ,an .ad4itiOJll-to the hQ~r already acquired, COR..
. -ttibQtes te -fdi~ity., and is ~t.jfql. T~.likP.wise ~l
·.he ,the -alSe. ~ ~ wb~ is .becoming, a man. cOllducts

_th a _

to what is ~r zd more beau-tifuJ.; ilt$·if ~ ,prosperous' be .is ind~ m~~; ~t
in adveraitJ.. ~~ " "'P_~'; ~ if bett.er ,..- .~
-h~lf
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Bflable, the more 'digni6ed his situition in life becoriaes.
And a thing of this kind is that saying of Iphicrates,
Some time ago 10 mgar was my trade,
With a'rough sack on both my shoulders laid.

And also that [inscription] of Simonides, 'fA woman.
. :Whose father and husband were the brothers of tyranfl."
But since praise is derived from actions; and the peculiarity of a worthy man is to act from deliberate
choice, we must endeavour to show that he who act1r,
'acts from deliberate choice. And for this purpose it is
useful to render it apparent that a man has frequently.
'thus acted. Hence, also, casualties, and events ..bich
'1'eSUlt from fortune,' must be assumed as pertaining to
deb1>erate choice. For if many and similar things are
adduced, it appears to be an indication of virtue and
deliberate choice.·' But praise ·is an 'oration exhibiting
the magnitude of virtue. It is necessary, therefore, to
evince that actions are things of this kind [viz. that they
proceed from great virtue.] An encomium, however,
.pertains to deeds; but those things which surround him
who is praised, pertain to credibility; such as nobility
and education. For it is likely that a good man wiU be
the offspring of good parents, and that he who is th.
educated will be a man of this kind. ~ence, we celebrate those who act well; but deeds are the indicatiOM
of habit; since we also praise him that has not acted, if
we believe him to be a man of this· kind. The predication, however, of beatitude and felicity, do not dit"er
from each other, but the ·'te not the same with pniae
.and- encomium; but as feticity comprehends virtue-. so
the 'pteaication of felicity cemprebeBd& th~ "
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Praiae, however, and cOUDlel have a common form •.
For those things :which you may propound in giving
cowasel, these by transposing the diction Will become
eac:omiums. When therefore we know ' t we have
to do, and what kind of a person a man ought to be.
'then it is' necessary· adducing these as precepts to trana.
poae and convert the diction; such for instanCe, as thM
it is not proper a man should conceive' magnificently of
himself QJl account of the gifts of fortune, but on ae..
coat of those things· which he' possesseS' from himsel£
And thUs indeed what is said, will have the force of a
precept. But the following win have the force of praise.;
He conceived magnificently of himself, not on accoWlS
of the' gifts of fortune, but of those procured by himself.
Hence, when you praise see what it is that you propound.
aDd when you propound, see what it is you praise. The
diction, however, will necessarily be opposite, when that
which impedes, and that. which does not impede are
transposed.

!

Frequently, also, many of those things may be used,
'Which have an amplifying power; as whether a maD
acted alone, or first, or with a few, or whether he were
t4e principal person in the action. For all thes~ are
beautiful. Praise likewise is increased from the coDBiP
deration of times and seasons. For these have nothing
in addition to what is fit. This is also the case with the
acmaideration if a man has done a thing rightly; for thia
will be·considered as a great thing, and not originating
from fortune, b· t from himself. It likewise pertains ~
pl'2iie. ,I those.things which excite men [to virtue] anti
~ them to. be honoured, were invented 'and prep. . .
by him [waom w.e prai~;] and upon whom the tim
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eacomium ft9 made. Thus, for mance,. it bappeaed to
Hippolocbus to have the first encomium, and to Bar.
modius, and to Ariatogiton to have their statues placed
in the forum. The lib method also m\l8t be obael't'ed
ill amplifying the contrary to praise. When, likewise,
you do not find in him whom you praise an abundance
of things wonhy of applause, compare him with others.
which Isocntes did from his custom of writing decJa.
matory orations. But it is requisite to compare him
whom you praise with renowned men; for the ol'llioD
lias an amplifying power and is beautiful, if he is foUD&i
to be better than worthy men. Amplification, howey.er,
~}'Vedly falls upon praise; for it, consists in transcendency ; and transcendency is aDlOIlg the number of
things bea':1tiful. Hence, if you cannot compare him
with renowned persons, yet it is requisite to compare him
wish others, [that are not renowned,] since transcendency seems to indicate virtue. In shorr, of m.e forma
whic~ are common to all orations, amplification, indeed. is
most adapted to the demonstrative genus. For it assumes
actions which are acknowledged, so that it .only remains
. to add to them magnitude and beauty. But examples
are most adapted to the deliberative genus, or that
which consists in gi¥ing counsel. For .we form a judg.
ment by predicting future from past events. .And en..
thy memes are most adapted to the judicial ;genus. For
the fact [which is the subject of judicial discussion,]
especially receives cause and demonstration, on acC01lllt
of its obscurity. And thus we have shown from what
forms nearly all praise and blame are derived, to what
. We 0Ught to look in praising .and blaming, and ,~
.hat particulars encomiums and opprobriums are ~
ducred. For these things. being &n9wu, die cOD,truiel to
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these are appareDt; since blame c. . . . from the coa.
uaries [to. praise aad eacomium.]

-,..
CHAPTER. L

'1. the next place we must speak of accusation and
aefence, from ;how many and from what kind [of places]
It is necessary syllogisms should be made. It is necessary, therefore, to assume three things; one, indeed,
what the particulars are, and how many in number, for
the sake of which men injure others. The second ~
how'they are effected. And the third is, what kind of
persons, and in what condition they are [whom they
attack.]
When we have therefore defined what it is to do an
injury, we shall speak of what is next in order. Let
then to do an injury be, to hurt another person voluntarily contrary to law. But law is either peculiar or rommono And I call that peculiar,' indeed, according ,to
which when committed to writing, men act politically.
But common law is such institutes, as though not committed to writing appear to be acknowledged by all men;
Men also -act willingly when they act ·knowingly, and
without . cOinpuliion. With respect· ·to such' things~
therefore, as they do 'williDgly, all· these'are not per~
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fonaed by them with deliberate choice; but
such
things as they perform with deliberate choice, they do
knowingly. For no one is ignorant of that which he
, deliberately chuses to do. The causes, however, through
which men deliberately chuse to injure others, and to do
evil contrary to law, are vice and intemperance. For if
certain persons have depravity either in one, or in many
things, with respect to that in which they are depraved
they are also unjust. Thus for instance, the illiberal
man is unjust in money; the intemperate man in the
pleasures of the body; the effeminate man in sloth; but
the timid man in dangers. For timid men through fear
desert those tbat are in the same danger with them8elye&.
But the ambitious man is unjust pn account of honour.;
tbe hasty man from anger; be who aspires after con.
quest, from victory; the severe man through revenge;
the imprudent man, because he is deceived about the just
IU)d the unjuat; ~d the impudent man., thr01:1gh a contempt of renown. In a si~ar ~anner with respect to
the rest, each is unjust in that which is the subject of his
passion. These things, hGwever, are evident partJy from
what has been said about the virtues, and partly from
"hat will be said about the passions.
. It now remains to show for what reason, and. in what
condition men injure others, aI¥l 'who~ they .~juz:~.. In
aile first place, ·therefore, let us expl~ .wIt. w~ d~sire,
aDd what we avoid, 'Yherr we en~vour .t'!, do ~ iQjury.
For it is evident tha~ the. accllSer must 'cp~r hol!'
zqany and which of those thiJlg~,. which alllJl.en co~eting
iDj~e ~eir n~.8hbours, are ~esent w.ith., his kdversary·;
and h~w many ~ whicb of tb~ t~g~ ar~. ~t p~
with ~ dcrfeD~t.; " AU ~n,'ther¢~ ~ ~ ~

--
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panly GIl account of themselves, and partly not. '.And
of those things which they do on account of themsell'et,
sOme are performed by them from fortune, but others
mm necessity. And of those which are performed by
them from necessity, some are violently, and others
naturally eift"Cted; so that all such things as men do.
not on account of themselves, are partly from fortune,
partly from nature, and partly from violence. But suda
things as they perform on account of themselves, and of
which they themselves are the causes; are partly &em
eustom, and partly from appetite;, and some indeed are
from a rational, but others 'from an'irrational appetite.
But the will, indeed, is aD appetite of good: in conjunctiria
with reason; for no one wishes anything else than thai
which he conceives to be good. But the irrational apo;
petites are anger and desire; sotbat aU such thiBgs 81
men do, are necessarily performed' by them from 8eftJl
causes, viz. from ·fortune, force, nature, custom, reasoDi
anger and desire•. The division,' however, of actions
according to ages, or habits, or certain other things, is
superfluous. For if it hapPens that young men are ch0leric, or prone to indulge desire, they do· not perform
things of this kind on account of their juvenile age, _
on account of anger and desire. Nor yet on account of
riches and poverty; but it happens to t~e poor: indeed,
''to covet riches on account of their indigence; and to the
rich to desire pleasures that are not necessary, throu&h
tbe power which they have of gratifying their .de. . .
These, however, do' not act on account of riches _
poverty, but on account of desire. In a timilar manner;
also, the iust and· the unjust, and others who are said .•
act according to habits, dd all things from these c:a.IJIM!!m
For tbey act, either :from reasoIl~ or r from -pwien, ....
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ecae, iacleed, act ~ maDDerS and worthy aI'ections ;
. . othen from the coatnries to these. It happens,
Jiowever, that things of this kind an! consequent to·such
like habits, and auch and such to othen. For illllDediately, perhaps, worthy opiBions and desires concemiDg
pleasures, are consequent to the temperate man, OD
account of his temperance; but the contraries to these
a'e cousequent to the intemperate man. Hence, diriaioas of this kind must be omitted; but it must be coasl..
tiered what [desires or opinions] are usually consequeat
[to certain conditioDs.] For whether a man be white CD
black, or great or little, nothing follows of thinKS of this
kind. But it is of consequence, whether he is young or
old, just or unjust. And in short, such accidents as.
cause a difference in the manners of men, are of conse..
quence [as to the dift"erence of their desires.] Thus, for
instance, it makes a distinction, whether a man be rich or
poor, fortunate or unfortunate. We shall, however,
apeak of these things hereafter.
But now let us speak of the rest. Those things then
proceed from fortune of which the cause is indefinite,
aad. which are not produced for the sake of any thing;
~d which have neither a perpetual, nor a frequent, nor
at orderly subsistence.
This, however, is e\fident from

tire definition of fortune. But those things are produced
- by nature, of which the cause is in themselves and is
orderly. For they happen after the same manner, either
always, or for the most part. For with respect to preternatural ~gs, it is not necessary to consider accu-

*-ely whether

they are produced &om a certain nature.
or from lOme other ~use. Fortune, allO, may seem to
be. the cauae of .tIl like things. But those things are
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. etFec:ted by force, which are done by the igeIItB th....
selves CODtrary to their desire or reason. Those thingt
are etTected by custom, which are done in consequtllce
of having been frequently done. And those things are
eEected through reasoning, which are done with a view
to ad\'alltage, IS, ranking among the above-mentioDe4
goods, or as being an end, or IS referriQg to the end,
when they are performed on account of utility. For the
intemperate, also, perform some things that are advantageous, yet not because they are advantageous; but for
the sake of pleasure. And some men through anger
and rage perform things which pertain to revenge.
Revenge, however, and punishment differ. For punishment is inflicted for the salte of him that suifers; but
revenge~ for the sake of the agent, that he may satisfy
[his desire of vengeance.] In what we shall hereafter
say, therefore, about the passions, it will be evident what
the objects are with which anger is, conversant. Such
things, however, as appear to be pleasant ar~ performed
on account of desire. But both that which is done from
use,
that which is· done! from custom, are delightful.
For many tblngi which are not naturally pleasant, whm
. rendered familiar through custom, are done with aelight.
Hence, in short, all such things as meR do on account of
themselves, are either good, or apparently good, _
either-p~apparently pleasing.

mer

Since, however, such thiap as men perform on account of themselfe8, they perform willingly, but such
tbhtgs as they do not perform on account of themselves.
are done by them not wilIingly;-hence, aU such things
a&they perf~rm ~gIYJ will either be good or- a~
ready goodt 'Will either· be ttleaiant or appat'fBlly plea-
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_to I'or I c:oUder the liberation from en'" or from
apparent evils, or the assumption of a less instead of
a greater evil, in the nu.mber of good things. For in a
c-enain respect these are eligible. And in a similar man~
aer the liberation from things painful, or apparently
paiDful, or the assumption of leas in.aaead of more paiRfo1 things, rank. among things. which are pleasant•

. -CHAPTER XI.
WE must assume, therefore, how many and what
things are useful and pleasant. Concerning what is
useful, therefore, or radyantageous, we have. a1re.ady
apok.en in dIe discussion of things pertaining to counseL .
Let us, therefore, now speak of what is delightful.
But it is requisite to think that [rhetoric:a1] definiticms
are sufficient, if, about the object whic:h they define, they .
are neither obscure, nor inaccurate. Let it therefore be
supposed by us, that pleasure·is a certain ·fQOtion of the
soul, and a sudden and sensible'disposition of the soul ia
a state conformable to na1;UF-e; but that pain is the CODtrary. Hence, if pleasu~e is a ~g of this kind, it ~
erident that the pleasant ~ ~twbicp is eJfettive of thf:
aDoVe-JDeDtioned disposWQ~. B~t that whicb is C9f,.
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k necessarily follows, therefore, that it is pleasant to
accede to that which is according to nature, as beiag thai:
which has a frequeacy of subsistence, and espeQtIy
.ben those things which take place accordiDg to nato. .
ba"e assumed their own nature. Those things Do are
pleasant Which are done from custom. For' that to
which we ar~ accustomed becomes now as it were Datunl; since custom is something similar to nature. FOr
fhat which is .frelJuerdlg is Dear to that which is alrDtIyi
cble. But nature pertains to tbat which always, aDd
tuaom to that which frequently takes p~e. That like.
triads pleasallt which is not violent; ;for violence is p1'&
lekmtnraL Hence, also, necessities 8I'e painfUl; and i1:
inigbdy said,
P.,-1l1 is

~er1

peceaary work.

'J

8ed1llity,. likewise, .study, and strenuous en4eavourare
painful; (for these things are nec:et!Gry and violeat)
unless we are .accaatomed to thesn. But thus' cuStom
_den them pleasant. And the contraries to these are
pleasant: Hence, jDdolen~e, cessation fro~ labour, ~
clom from ~ Jairth, recreation and sleep, are ,in .the
IlUBlber of pleasant things. For DO one of these is
atteD.de4 widl DeCeSSity. ' Every thing likewise which we

Mlire

~

plea.nt. For :delir, is, the appetite qf tIIat

Of desires, however, «>me ~ irrational; but others are attended with reason. But I call
those irrational throwgh which we do not desire thiDga

'llJhicA is p1eastlftl.

. .use we are rationally of Opiaioll"that tIIey are proper
.AmI.
'YOL. I.
•
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fOr 11&. .And ~ of this kincl are such as are . .
to be inherent in, us naturally, as are those which' e:iiIt
through the body; such for instance as the desire of
-&exl, thirst and hunger; and 'also the desire of eYer,
kiDd 01 fbocl. This is likewise the case with the desires
of gatable substaDces,· of yeileRal pleasumes, aDd.in short
oE. taDgible objects, aDd of what pertains to the iIIlell of
fngraftce, to the hearing and the sight. BUt ,the desirea
atteaded with reuon, are such as are the'result of pereuasion. For men desire to behold and possess many
things from report and persuasion. .' Since, howeYer,. tbe
'being delighted consists in the sensible perteptidn' of a
certain passion; but the phantasy or imagination is a certain debile sense; and both to him who remembers ancl
him who hopes, a certain imagination is co~uent
of that which he remembers or hopes;-if tbis be the
case, it is evident that pleasures are present'. with ·those
that have strong memories and hopes, since sensible perception is also present with them. Hence, it is n~essary
that all pleasant-'things must either consist in .~e sensible
perception of what is present, or in the rememhrance of
what is past, or in the hope of what is future. For pJ'&.
Sent things are the obj~ts of sensible perCeptiOn, but
past things are remembered, and future 'events are the
subjects of hope.. Things, therefore, which are prer
~ed. in the memory are pleasant, not only s'l~h as were
then delightful when' they were present, but some alao
which were then not delightful, if afterwards ·tbey are
attended with the' beautiful and the good~ Whence,
,also, it is said [by Euripides,] ,
, .
'Tis pleasant when from danger free,
To recollect past miaery.

. .,
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ADd alia [by Eiulleus.in the, Odyssey, Book·15.]
,

, For' he who much has IUfFerd, much Will know,
, " And pleas'd remembrance builds delight in woe.
,

But the ~se of this is, that it is aIio delightful DOt'
in possession of eYi1. With respect howevet to'
such tbiDgs as pertain to hope, those which when pre-'
sea.t- appear greatly to delight or benefit, or [at leait] to
benefit without pain; and in shart, such dliDgs as aEot:d
delight when present,-of these the hope and the .remembrance are for the ma&1, part delectable. Hence,
also, it is pleasant to be eo.raged; as HOPler [in Iliad,
18.] says of anger :
to be

Far ,sweeter to the soul than honey to the, taste. '

. Fo~ no one is enraged ,with' a circumstance which it'
apPears impossible to revenge; nor are' men at all
raged, or they ate enraged in a Jess degree, with thOle
that are far superior to them in power. A cenain plea,sure, likewise, is consequent to most desires. For men
rejoice with a cenain pleasure, either from' remembering
what they flave obtained, or from the hoPe of what they
may obtain. Thus for instance, those that in fevers are
aftIicted with thilst, are'delighted with, remembering how
have c1lank, aDd with the hope that tbey shall again
driDk. Those also who ,are in love, are always delighted
with some circumstance pertaining to the' beloved objeCt,
when they con'Yerse, or write, and in short, in all their
actions•. For in eVery'thing of this kind, by recollection
they fancy th8t they have a sensible perception as'it ware
of the object at theil' love., The beginning itaelf,Hkewise, of love is ptoduced in all persons, when they are
not only delighted witJi ..the beloved ob~ wbeD paenr"

m-

they
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but alsq With. the l'If{.tfon of i6vben,. . . .,
also, when they are a1Hic~~ from.the a~ce.of the 0bject of their love, a certain pleasure is ingenerated in their
grief and lamentation. For the pain which they feel
ariIes froill the beloved object not -being preseat;. but
the plasuH. from the remembrance aDd paceptioa i& a.
GeI'Irfia respect of this object, and of what he did, and
_at kind of a penon he WIS. Hence, also, _ poet.
stays [of Achifles in Iliad, is.]
l

Thus having said, he rail'd in ev'ry one, An ardent wi&h hi. IOJ'1'OWS to bemoan.

Revenge likewise is pleasant. For that of wl&ich the
frustration is painful, the obtaining is pleasant. But those

wb9 -are. ~ed, are p';'ined. iR a ~~~ent d&fP'ft,
i(.tJtey cannot take. reveng~; but they aredeliglned witAtWt. hope of veageance. To concp16.also i8.pJ~t, not
only to those who are lovef$ of vic:to,ry" but to all mep.
For 'there ia ~ i~aginatiOD of tran~im~cy [in. van·
'I-~g,] of whicll.aU men ~ the· ~e,. either
~re ar l~ ,ardently. Since, however, it is pleasant toc:Qpq~,- ~h~ sports, alSQ, must be d~htfuJ. which re.·to ~. to playing o,Q the pip~t. au4:1» .verbal contMtits; fQf in th~ victpry is fr~~~tly ~~. ~his,
it likewise thtt ~. wi~ ~. gw;n~ of ~'l teJ).niGe"
tables, &CO. and, in a similar ~ with· ~rio~·PlI~.
For some. of, th. . b«ome pleasant fro~ custom·; bGt
otben are imnwdiately p~tt such f9r DJstaJKe as.
...,. kiJld of hunting, Fp~ where' there is, c9nteatiou~
:a180 ~d8' vkJary•.. lUnCe, . the pleadin&; of.
eM1Set au4; Cf)Ot:.atioua e&P\\tElS are,.~t to: tlloee
tJIat 8l'ei acaHt(QCld, t<t.· .8I)cl are able to engag4. n..: them•.

u..
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H()Il()Ul', lIkewise, and reputation; are among tile nuriim
of things most pleasant', because every one imagines tht
he is a man of this kind. and that he is a worthy person;
and more so when others asSert this of him, whom he
mnsiders as persons of veracity•. Such are neighbours
rather than those that live at a distance; friends, acquaintance, and fellow citizens, rather than foreigners; sucli
"as are now in being, rather man such as are yet to:be
bom; the prudent rather tban the imprudent; and th.
many rather than the few. For it is mote likely tha~
'the abOve-mentioned persons should speak the trUth,
than thoSe of a contrary description. For with' respect
t6 such things as a man very much despises, as childrea
~r wild beasts. no one pays any attention to the honour
0'1 opinion of these, for the sake of the opinion itself ~
but if he does it, it is for the sake of something else.

A friend, likewise, is among the ,number of delightt\ll
thmgs ; , for friendly love is delectable; since n6' one l$
a lover of wine 'who is not pleaSed with wine. 'ro 'bf=
beloved, also~ is delightful. For this causes the person
beloved to imagir.e that he is a good man, which is d~
sired 'by all men that are ~ndued with sense. But to ~
beloved·is foi-a. man to be dear to another person, him:
self on account 6f' himself. To be admired also bt
others is pleasant, on account of being honoured, [as the
consequence of being admired.] To be flattered. like1Yise, and the flatterer himself are pleasant; for a fJattere~
is an apparent admirer, and an apparent mend. To
the same things frequently, lik'ewige, is delightful; for
What is customary is pleasing. Change also is pleasing;
fer it is pleasant to return ,tG a natural condition which
is ,etfecte4 bt -matation. . For to remain always in the

do
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same state, too much increases. habit [and prod~1$
saUely.J Whence it is said [by J:uripides in his Orestes,]
Sweet is the change of all things.
.

.

'

For on this account things -which are performed througb
intervals of time are pleasant; and the sight. of our acquaintance is pleasing after some time has elapsed. For
this is a mutation from the prt!sent time; and likewise
th.t is rare which takes, place. through 'interval of time.
To learn, also, and to admire are for the most part delectable. For in a~miration there is a desire of learning
[something j] so that what is admirable is the object ,of
,desire. But in learning there is a transition into a conditioQ.
;according· to nature. t To benefit, likewise, and to be
benefited are among the numbf!r of things delectable.
For to be benefited is to obtain the' objects of desire j' but
to benefit is to possess and transcend, both which are deSirable. Because, however, it is 'pleasant to have .the
pow~ of benefiting~ hence, me~ ,are delighted in correcting tbe miscarriages ,o{ their .neighbours, and in COlIl.p1eting· wh~t is deficient. Since, also, to learn and te)
admire are delectable, those. things must necessarily ~
pieasarit 'wh~ch consist ~ imitatio~, such as painting;
,sculpture and poetry; . and whatever: is ,well imitated,
,though that' of which it is' the imitation should not be
pleasing. For in this case,' we are not delighted with
the imitation, but with the reasoning by which we know
what that is which is imitated ~so that it happens that
we learn something. A variety likewise of unexpected
ac"cidents, and narrow ~apes from dangers, are delect-

an

'0 Beclluse by learning we pass from igoOraac:e to bowltdglt,
.which is a oatW'al tnDsition to socii: ~ reasooaWe beina as maL

....... - - -
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able; for aU these are admirable. And because that
which is according to nature is pleasant, but thing. whicli
are allied are naturally conjoined with each other, hea~
all things that are allied' and similar, are for the· mott
part delightful; as man with man, horae with horse, and
the young with the young. Hence, also, the proverb

sameness ofage is delighted 'With 'satpenel8 Q{ age; anc4
a'hmlys liIte to like; and, bead knows beast; and; . .
flJll!Is the blackbird to. the blackbird, and others of· ~
like kind. Since, however, that which is similar· an4
allied to any thing is delightful to it, but every' man is
especially thus affected towards himself, it necessarily fol.
lows that all men are lovers of themselves more or iess ;
for such things [as similitude and alliance] are especially
present with a man towards himself. But because all
men are lovers of themselvelt, hence, those things which
are their own, must necessarily be delightful to all men;
such as their works, and their orations. Hence, for the
most part they love their Batterers, and those that love
them; they are ambitious, and love their children j for
children are their own ·workS. It is likewise pleasant to
give completion to things which are deficient; for it now
bec:omes o~ own work. And because it is most pleasant to govern, it·is likewise ,delightful to seem to be wise.
For to be wise is a thing of a ruling nature. But wisdom
is the science of many and admirable things. Farther
~1I, since men are for the most part ambitious, it necessarily follows that they are delighted to rule over ·and
reprove their neighbours. k is likewise delectable to a
man to be conversant with that in which he thinks be
particularly excels; as 'Euripides also .says, "To this
he eagerly applies himself, bestowing the gi'eatest part of
every day upon it, in order that he may eYen surpus
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hiatself." In like maaaer. becauae aU retreation and re.
luadon is pleIIIIlt, and laughter also is among the mun"' ol thillgs that are delectaWe, it neceesarily follawa
that; iidiculou8 thiBgs are p~t, as well ridiculou
D.I8D, as ridiculous speeches aod works..
RidiculeUi
chiaga, however, are separately discussed by us ill the
treIti$e OR Poetry. And thus much concerning thinga
wbiell are delectable. But things which aile painful wiH
be IMDifest from the contraries to these. Such, ther.
be, are the particulars fur the sake of which .en act

unjustly.

--.
CHAPTER XII.
LET us IIOW consider what the eon_em is of . .
.that do an injury, and who those ate whom they injun.
.1'bey are. tl1uefore, the.n indeed [prepared to do III
·iJ)jury,] when they fancy th~ thing is ·possible to be delle,
alJd it is possible to ~ dene by ·them, whether they can
do it latently, or so .as not to aufel pueishment though
it should DOt be done latendy; or wben they think thai

tlley may suffer punishme~t, Wleed, but that the 1088
&hall suatain by it,. will bt less than the' ga,
Y'~ will ;LCCrUe to t~,~. or to tllC)i,e who .,e the
w~ch :they

~~
. qf

dad&-. .~e..
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With· respect therefore to what a~ .possible to be
effetted, and what not, this will be afterwards explained j
ktr these things are CQIIlmOD to aU the pa"s of rhetQl'ic~
Those men, however, fancy themselves especially able
to ·do an injury with impunity, who are ~ble both tQ
speak and act, and who are skilled in a multitude of
[~] (0Ilte&t& Those, cdso. (aney they can esapo
with impunity who. hav~ a gr~t number ·of friends, _
especially, iQdeed,· if they imagiae themaelves' to btJ
.powerful in what we have qlEllltioaed J Of if they afe
if their friends, or assistants, Of accomplices are penoDl
of thia deacriprion. for through tb. they ~y be able
CO ei"ect. their purpose latently, and wltbout sui"eriDl
pwUshment. This will also be the case, if tbey are the
friends of those that are inj.ured, or of the judges. For
&iecWs are cartle8$ of injuries, and are reconciled before
proeec:ution. The judges, also, are willing to gratify
their friends, aad either entifely acquit t~m, o~ Wlic:t •
JIDIl.l punishment. But those' are adapted to be .COIl!"
cetl~ who have a dispositio~· COlltrary fA) the alleged
crimes; as for io&taJlce. a feeble man, whea accused of
striking another, and a poor and deforll)ecI Qlan when accused. of. adultery. This is also the case if the crime is com;.
~ted very openly, aQCl in the eyes ci all men, because iJa
~ DO one would think it to be true. Or if tbe crimes an
ao'gr"t, Qld 8() many, 88.not to have been comnUtttkl
by aay one person before. For Olea are not aware of
,.w:b injuries; since all men shun those that are &cell&tc)Iae4 to act· ill. in the same maaner as they ahua
dietasee ; but Db one avoids hUn that has Dot yet beta
ailicted· with di.... Thoae. like_ duak they abaIl
be e~, 'wlPinjure lb_ who .ba'fe D~~ or those
wbo.~e", eDCl8iee. F.er if tlwy _jure the former

-t
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they fancy they -shall be concealed, because they are not
SUSpected; but if they injure the latter, that they shall
be concealed~ because it seems incredible that they would
attae:k those who are aware of them, and because they
might urge in their defence, that they did not make the
attempt [because they were cenain they should find resistance.] The like may be said of those who are pro~
vided with the means of concealment, or of some place,
or mode of escape which is at hand; and also of ·such,
who if they cannot conceal themselves, can put oft the
cause by delay of justice, or by corrupting the judgeS.
This too may. be said of those who, if they are amerced,
delay or buy off the payment, or who through poverty
have nothing to lose. And of those whose gains are
apparent, or great, ot near;· but their punishments either
alDall; or unapparent,' or at a distance. Likewise where
tile punishment is not equal to the profit, as appears to
be the case·in tyranny. And also with those that'gain
by the injury, but are only disgraced by the punishment.
And also with those to whom the contrary happens, that
the injuries prOcure them a certain praise, as if it should
bappen, as it did to Zeno, that a man in avenging an
injury, at the same time revenges an injury done to Iris
father or mother; but the punishments are either a fine
or banishment, or 80metliing of this kind. For ·hath
these do an injury, whether it be done this way or that.
though they are not the same persons, but contrary in
their manners. Those, likewise, [are audacioUs in com.
miidng'mjuries,] who have frequently either been CODcealed, or not been punished. .This is likewise the case
with those who have· frequently failed in their attempts ,
for in things of this kind, in the same manner as in war·
lib CODCenur, there are some 'Who are sdll pn!pll"ed to

a
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renew the fight. 'And also with those to whom the
delightful is immediately present, but the painful follows
afterwards; or gain is immediate, but punishment p0sterior. For the intemperate are persons of this description; but there is intemperance with respect to all such
things as are the objects of, desire. Those, likewise,
[confidently do an irij'ury] to whom on the contrary the
painful is immediately present, or punishment, but the
delightful and t~e advantageous are present. afterWards
and later., . For the ~continent, and those who are'more
prudent, pursue things of this kind. .This is also the
aise with .those who inay.seem to have acted. from for.~
tune or. necessity,. from nature, or from custom; . and in
abOrt, W'oo have erred,' but have not done any injury:
The like. too may be sa~d of thOse who have been abl~ .tq.
obtain an equitable decision jand of such as are in want;
,Bllt men are in want in a twofold respect; either as being
in want of_necessaries,' as is the case with the poor; .or
as being; in ~ant of superfhlities, as is'the caSe with the
rich. ThOse also [are prone to do injuries] who. ,are
renowned, and also diose who' are very infamous. The
former,indeed, because it will not be supposed
tbey have done an injury; and the latter beCause ~
will not;· become at
more infamous [by doing the
iDjury.] ,Under these 'circwristanceS, therefore,. they
·attempt [to act unjustly.]

m. .

an
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CHAPTER XIII.
MwK, therefore, injure those who possess things of
which they are in want, whether they pertain to the neceasaries, or to the superfluities of life, or the enjoyment
[of pleasures.] They also injure those that live at a distance, and those that live nell' them; for the plunder of
the latter is rapid, and the punishment atteIlding the iD.
jury done to the former is slow; as was the case with
those who plundered the CanbaginiaDs. Men likewae
injUre the unwary, and those who are not on their guard,
but are credulous; for it is easy to deceive all th~
They also injure the indolent; for it is the province of a
diligent man to· avenge the injuri,es he has received. And
likewise the bashful; for these do not contend about
piD. ~hey also injure those who have been injured by
many, and who do not avenge the injuries they have r.ecaved, "as being according to the proverb the Mysian
prey. Likewise those whom they have never, and those
whom they have frequently injured. For both.
are incautious; the former, indeed, as havUlg never been
injured, and the latter because they expect to be injured
no more. Also those who are or may easily be scandabed; for persons of this description, neither deliberately
chuse [to avenge an injury] being afraid of the judges,
nor are able to persuade [others that they have been in.
jured;] among the number of which are those who are

meR
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hated aDd injured. Likewise, Bleil' iDj\l1'e thOse against
whom there 'is a pretext, eithet because they themselves,
or ,their ancestDrs" or frieads,have acted in, or would
, hue aCted ill" ,eithei to thelIUl8lves- or to their a'Bcestol'St
oe to those that are under their protection. - For, as the
pr.overb says, Deprtl'DitJJ mUy 'tJJ(Jftts II yrttnu:e. . Men,
alia. injure both their eneuiies and frieads; for to injure
tile one is easy, and the other' pleasant. Likewise those
who are without friends.· aDd who are not skilful in speakinror -acting. Far theae either do not endeavour to revenge
the-injury tbey ha1/fe NCeife4, or they became reconcilecl,
or they finally effect nothing. Also those who cleri~e'
no advantage in waiting for judgment and recompence;
lOch as foreigners and handicraft tradesmen; for these .
ant satWied with a small recompence for the 'injuries they
lDay have received, and such men easily cease from pro&eCutiost. Men likewise inj~re those who haye already done
many injuries to others, or who have done such injuries' .
as they DOW soifer.' For ll: seems to be something neir·
to.the not doing-al1'.injQtj~ when anyone suffers such' aJl'
injur.y, as be ~ ac!c\J8tomed: to do> to others. I say, for)
iDaance, IS if a maR slmuld· chastise him who acted illSC).'
leady .towards otherSi., They also injure' those who have
aCted ill, or who have wished to do so, or have this wish·
at preseDt,.OIt intend to do an injury he~er. For it is'
ateended both with the· pleasant and the beautiful;. and"
this appears to be near to not a~ting unjUStly. .Men likewise injure those, in· injuring whom they gratifY their"
friends. or those whom they atlmir'e,ot love, or their'
masters, or:in shol'li those with whom they live, ·andfrom whom. they expect to obtain some good.' Also
those whom they bave falsely aecnsed, and their friend.·
&hip witll whom. dissolved. For· things· of this kiIld
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appear ttl) ~ llear to'the 40ing no injury; as was· the Case
between Calippu& and Dion. . They likewiscdnjuM those
~bo 1Ul1ess. they were injured by them, would be oppressed by Qthers, as if with .these there was DO longer
any place for consultation; as Anesidemus is reported to
have written to Gelo, when Calabria would have .been
depopulated by' him, that he had anticipated . him~ as if.
he interuted to .have done the.sarne.thing himself. Also
those, to wb9m if they have. injured them they . may do
many things justly by way of. satisfaction; as Jason of
Thessaly said. it is necessary tow unjustly in some
things, in order that we may ·be. able to do many just

things.
..
Men lik~. act unjustly in thOse thingS, in which all:
or many persons are accustomed to act injuriously; for'
they fancy ~they shal! obtain pardon for thus. acting•.
Also in ·those things which can eaSily be concealed.' But:
things of .this kind are such as 'are easily consumed, such·;
as esculent substances; or' which' are easily. changed,
~ther in ttleir figure, or colour, or temperament; or:
which may easily be concealed in many ·places. But .
things of this kiJld . are .uch as ar.e pOrtable, and:
which may. be concealed in sniall places;, and .which"
also resem~le many tlWlgs which he that did the
iajury possessed before. Men' likewise commit injurle$.:
in, those things which those :who are injured are ashamed
to ~ose; such as insolent and indecent behaviour to..
wards the wife of a man, or towards himself, or his children. They also injure others in those things, which:
show the prosecutor to be a contentious person; .but
things of this kind are such as are of small :consequence,
and' .for which pardon is granted. And thus we have
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nearly shown how men ,are capacitated- w&e. they do an
injury, in what things they, act unjustly, what kind of

men they injure, and on what accou~t.

~

--

.,

CHAtrrER XIV.
us now distinguish, betwe~n all unjust and just
,deeds first beginning from hence., Just and unjust deeds,
therefore, are divided with reference to two laws, and
with reference to the persons to whom they relate in two
LET

ways.
But I tall law either proper or common. And, the
,proper, indeed, is that, which the, seve~ [cities and na.
UOI)$] have established among themselves. And of this ,
law, one part is not written, but the other part i$ written.
But common law is that which is according to nature.
'For there is' solJletbing which is, j\lst, and' ·something
whi(;h is UDjust,in, common aaturally, and which all men
prophetically p~DOUJlce to be 80, though they have DO
commutUon nor compactwitb each otber. . And this the
Antigone of Sopbocles appea1'8 to intimate, when sh•
.18$eJ1S ·that it is just ~o bury Polyldces, though forbiddea
to do sa [by CreoJ1 themg,] because this isnaturall,
just:
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......._-_. aor,e-Jd I eyer",
A mortal's law of power or strength sufti~t,
To abrogate th' unwritten law divine,
'
Immutable, eternal, not like these,
Of yesterday, but made ere time began.

And as Empedoc1es says with respect to not slaying
that which is animated. For this is not indeed just to
some persons, but not just to others,
But a fixed law in all men's breasts, where'er
Heaven's light immense shines thro' wide-ruling air.

And this is also confirmed by Alcidamas in his Messeniac
oration.
.
,
The persons, however, to whom the just and the lIIljust ate referred, are distinguished in a twofold respect.
what ought and what ought not to' be done is -either
referred to the community, or to one indiVidual of the
community. Hence, also, with respect to unjust and just
deeds, it is possible to act justly and unjustly in two ways;
towards one definite penon, or towards the commuDity. For he' who commits adultery, or. strikes-a ma,
injures 60me defuHte person; bet he Who d0e8 not ipt
[for his coantry,] injures the community.

ror

.iz.

Since, therefore, aU unjust deeds teceive a tWofold
and some have -a reference to the community,
but omen to diWerent private penons, after repeatibr
what' it is to be injured, we shall explain 'the ~. T() be
inJured, therefore, :is m suffer unjustly, by ,those who lIet
.olutarily;
we 'have befure defined the iDj~
another
to be a voluntary deed.. Since, hO~,
he who is injured is necessarily hurt, and is hurt UIliMI-

di~on,

for

person
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lingly; what hurts are, indeed, is evident from what haa
been hefore said. For good and evil have been already
essentially distinguished; and voluntary deeds are such
as men perform knowingly. Hence it is necessary that
all crimes should either be committed against the com.
munity, or against an individual, and this either by one
who is ignorant, or by one who is unwilling, or by one
who acts willingly and knowingly.
And of these crimes, some are the result of deliberate
choice, but others are the effect of passion. Concerning
the crimes therefore which are produced from anger, we
shaII speak when we discuss the passions. And we have
already shown what are the objects of deliberate choice,
and how men are disposed with respect to them.
. - S~ce, however, frequendy men who confess that they
have done a thing of which they are accused, either deny
the name by which the accuser calls the deed, ~d In.
scnbes the accQSarion, or deny the thing which is signified by the inscription; as for instance, that the thing
was taken, indeed, but not stolen; and that such a one
gave the first blow, but did not act insolently; and ass0ciated with the woman, indeed, but did not commit
adultery with her; or that he committed a theft, but not
sacrilege; (for be took nothing consecrat~ to divinity)
or·that he broke up land, but not belonging to the public; or that he discoursed with the enemy, but did not
betray his country; on these accounts, it will be requisite to define 'what theft, insolent conduct, and adultery
are, in order that. if we wish to show these offences were
committed or not, we may be able to declare what is

,Ansi.
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just. Every thing, however, of this kind pertains to the
question wbether' the thing is unjust and wicked, or is
DOt unjust; for depravity aDd acting unjustly consist in
deliberate choice. But appellatioDi of this kind preeigDify deliberate choice; 18 for iDatance, insolent CODduct
and theft. For it does not follow that he who strikes
another acts entirely inaolently towards him, but dlen
only if he strikes him for the sake of insulting him, 18
for instance, with a view to disgrace him, or to pleue
bimself. . Nor does it entirely-follow that if a man receives any thing latently, tbat be has stolen it; but if be
takes it away with a view to the detriment of him from
wboni he takes it, and of his own adVaDtage. The like
also takes place in other things, in the same manner as
in these.
Since, however, there are two species of just and unjust things; for some indeed are written, but others are
not committed to writing; of those indeed which
proclaimed by the laws we have already spoken.

are

But of those which are not committed to writing there
are two species. And of tbese, some indeed cODSiat in
. the excess of virtue and vice, in which are disgrace and
praise, ignominy and honour and gifts ; such for instance,
18 to be grateful to a benefactor, to benefit him who
benefits, to be ready to give assistance. to friends, and
other things of the like kind.
But others are a supplement to the proper and wriue.
law. For the equitable appears to be just; and the
equitable is that which is just, besides what is enjoined
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in the-. written law. This, however, happens panly agaiaat
the will, and panly with the will of the legislatol8.
Against their will, indeed, when [the crime] is latent.
.But-with their will when they are unable to defiae the
thing; and· it is necessary, indeed, to assert universally
that the thing does not thuS' su~st always, but for the
most part. Legislators also omit certain things willingly.
which jt is not easy to determine· on acco~Rt of their
iafinity; as for instance, [when they ordain a' punish.
ment] for- striking a man with iron, they qmino deter.
pUne the quantity and the quality of the i1'Qn. _ For life
would not be sufficient to enumerate things of this kiDd.
H, therefore, any thing is indefiDite; but it is requiafte to
malt-e a 'law concerning it, the legislator must necessarily
promulgate the law simply•. Hence, if a man having a
ring on his finger lifts up his hand against, or strikes
another person, according to the written law, indeed, he
is-guilty, and acts unjustly; but in reality, he does not
act unjustly [by striking him with his ring;] and this is
the equitable. If then what we have said be equity, it is
evident what kind of things are equitable and not equitable, and also wha~ kind olmen are not equitable. For
those things are equitable in which it is necessary to
grant pardon. It is likewise equitable not to estimate
errors and injuries as deserving equal punishment, nor
errors and misfonunes. But misfonunes are such things
-as happen contrary to ~xpectation, and not from depravity. Errors are such things as do not happen contrary
to expectation, and are not from depravity; but injuries
are such things as are not effected contrary. to expectation, but proceed from depravity. For what proceeds
from delire, I emanates ,from depravity. It is likewise
• When the "hole lOul is considered as divided into ...... ""fW.
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equitable to pardon human [frailties.] Also not to
direct our attention to the law, but the legislator.
And not to look to the action, but to the deliberate intention of him who did it. Nor to a part of a thing but
the whole. Nor to consider what kind of a person a
man is now, but what he always was, or for the most
part. It is also the province of an equitable man rather
to remember the good than the evil which he has received from another; and to be more mindful of the
good which he has received, than of the good which he
has done. Also to endure the being injured, patiently;
and to be more willing that a controversy should be
decided by words than by deeds. He is likewise more
desirous that a thing should be decided by arbitration
than :by the suffrages of judges. For an arbitrator looks
to the equitable; but a judge looks to the law. And
recourse is had to an ar,bitrator for the sake of this, viz.
that the equitable may prevail. And thus !!luch concerning rhe equitable.
and dear•• the last of these 'Parts is that irrational appetite which is
solely directed to esternal objects, and to the gratification arising
from the possession of·them~ just as.anger i. u.appetite clirectecl
to the aveogemeat of incidental moleatatiODlo
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injuries, however, are greater which proceed
from greater injustice. Hence, also, [sometimes] the
least injuries .are attended with the greatest [injustice. I]
Thus for instance, Callistratus accused Melanopus for
having defrauded the builders of the temple of three
sacred vessels of an inconsiderable value. But the con.
trary takes place in justice. These, however, are the
greatest injuries, because they transcend in power. For
he who stole these three sacred, vessels, would have
committed any other unjust act. Sometimes, therefore,
the injury is thus greater; but sometimes it is judged
[to be greater] from the harm that ensues. That injury
also is considered as gre~er, to which no punishment is
'equal, but every punishment is less than it deserves.
And likewise that for which there is no remedy; because
it is difficult and impossible to apply such a remedy.
Also that for which the sufferer can obtain no recom·
.pence; for the evil is incurable; since justice and punish.
ment are the remedies [of injuries.] Likewise, if the
THOSE

I Sometimes injuries, though they Me the least, because they are
connrsaot with the smallest things, are seen to proceed from the
greatest ~abit of injustice, and on this account they are the great-

est.
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sufferer and he who is injured, cannot endure the attendant ignominy; for in this case he who did the injury
deserves to be punished in ~ still greater degree. TbUl
Sophocles when pleading for :E;uctemon, because he who
had been used insolently slew himself, said, that he who
had done the injury ought not to be punished in a leas
degree, than he had punished himself who had been
injured. The injury likewise is greater which a man
does alone, or the first of all men, or with ,a few ass0ciates. The injury, also, is considered as greater which
is often committed. And also that for the prevention of
which laws and punishments haTe been explored. 'Fhus
in Argos those are punished, on whose account some
new law is established, or a prison is built. The injury
likewise is greater which is more brutal; and also that
which is more premeditated. L11tewise that which excites in the hearers of it, terror rather than pity. And
_rhetorical-formula=, indeed, are of this kind, viz., that a
man has subverted or transgressed many just things,
luch as oaths, pledges of faith, and conjugal vows; for'
this is an exuberance of many injuries. And, also, that
a man has committed an injury there where those that
act unjustly are punished; as is the case with false wit.
nesses. For where will not he do an injury who commits one in a cOUrt of justice? Likewise, that a man
has done an injury which is attended with the greatest
shame. And that he has injured him by whom he has
been benefited; for such a one multiplies injuries, because he acts ill, and likewise does not act well. Also,
the injury is greater which a man does against the unwritten laws; for it is the province of a better maD to
be just, not from necessity, [but voluntarily.] - Written
laws, therefore, are [observed] from necessity, but this
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is not the cue with UJlwritten laws. But after UIOther
manner the injury is greater which is committ~ against
the written laws. For be who acts unjustly in those
things in which he may be terrified by punishment, will
much more act unjustly in those things for whicb no
punishment is ordained~ And thus much concerning a
greater and a less injury•

. -CHAPTER XVI.

IT follows in the next place that we should discuss
what are called inartificial credibilities; for these are
peculiar to forensic orations. But they are few in number. viz. the laws. witnesses, compacts, examinations, and
an oath.
In the first place, therefore, let us speak about laws,
how they are to be used, both by him that e.xhons, and
him who dissuades, by him who accuses, and him who
defends. For it is evident" that if dle written law indeed
is contrary to the aBair, the common law must be UIed,
and equity, as being more just. And it is also evident
that the best decision will then be given, when the written
IaWl are not entirely, used. The equitable, likewise,
always remams. and never changes, and this too is the
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case with common law; for it is according to nature·;
but written laws are frequently changed. Hence, also,
it is said in the Antigone of 'Sophocles, (for Antigone
says as an apology, that she had acted contrary to the
law of Creon, but not contrary to the unwritten law.)
nor could I eyer think,
A mortal's law, of power or strength sufficient,
To abrogate th' unwritten law divine,
Immutable, eternal. not like these,
Of yesterday, but made ere time began.
Shall man persuade me, then, to violate,
Heayen's great commands, and make the gods my foes I

It is likewise evident that the just is something true
and advantageous, but not that which seems to be so;
80 that what is written is not law; for it does not perform
the work of law. It may likewise be said that a judge
is like an assayer of silver and gold; for it· is his province to distinguish what is truly just from what is adulterate. And, also, that it is the business of a better man
rather to use unwritten than written laws,and to abide
by their decision. It must likewise be considered whether.
the law [m force] is contrary to a law which is approved,
or is itself contrary to itself; as when the one . law commands all contracts to be firmly observed; and the
other forbids any contracts to be made contrary to law.
It must also be considered, whether the law is ambiguous,
so that it may be distorted, and then it must be seen to
what part the just is to be adapted, or the advantageous,
and afterwards the law is to be used. If, also, the things
for which the law was established no longer remain,but
the law itself remains, this we must endeavour to render
manifest, and thus the law must be opposed by showing
[that things being changed, the law also is to be changed
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and abrogated.] But if the written law is adapted to
the occasion or the fact, then it must be said as tbe result
of the best decision, that the law was established not for
the sake of judging contrary to law, but in order that he
may not be perjured whQ may happen to be ignorant
what the law says. It must likewise be assened, that
no one chuses that which is simply good, but that which.
is good to himsetf. And that it makes no difference
whether laws are not established, or are not used. Like.;
wise, that in other acts it is of no advantage to. dispu~e
against the masters of them. Thus for instance, it is
not expedient for one who. is sick to dispute against the
prescriptions of the physi~; for the error of the physician is not so injurious, as it is to be accustomed to
disobey a ruler. To endeavour likewise to become wiser
than the laws, is that which is forbidden in celebrated
-laws. And thus much coJ)cerning laws.
'
- With respect to witnesses, however, there are two
kinds; for some are ancient; but others modern. And
of the latter, $Ome are partakers of danger, but othera
are exempt from it. But I call ancient -~tnesses the
poets, and other illustrious persons whose judgments
[and opinions] are manifest. Thus the Athenians made
use of Homer as a witness about Salamis; the Tenedians
of Periander the Corinthian, against the Sigcans; and
Cleophon made use of the elegies of Solon against Critia&,
in order that he might show that the family of Critias
.was formerly contumacious. For otherwise Solol1 would
never have said,
Bid Clitias with his yellow locks,
His father's will obey.
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Such, ·dt~fore, are the witneaes about things that are

JlIiIt. But .nth respeet.to future events those who interpret oracles are witnesses; as, for instance; Themiatocles,
when he said that the wooden wall [mentioned by the
oracle] signified that the Athenians musl betake themtelves to their ships. Proverbs also are witnesses. Thus,
if some one should deliberate whether he should form a
friendship with an old man, the proverb testifies what he
ia to do, whicb says, Never confer a benefit on an old
mtm. Thus, also, for him who -deliberates whether be
abaD slay the chlldren, whose parents he bas likewise
IIain, there is this proverb, He is a fool .,ho Iuzrving
,Idin tire fiJlller leatJes tire clUldrm. Modern 9r recent
witll~ however, [who have no share in the danger,]
Ire such as being illustrious have given .a decision [m a
court of justice.] For the judgments of these men are
useful in the confirmation of what is doubtful. Thu.
Eubulus, in a court of justice, employed against Chares,
\Yhat 'Plato had said against Archibius, Tkat it tIJtU CMntiiim in the city for men to ac/mfYllJledge themselves to be
dl!prtlfJed. Those also are recent witnesses, who partake
bf the danger [of being punished] if they appear to have
given false evidence. Persons, therefore, of this descriplion are alone witnesses in things of this kind; viz.
whether the tbing has been done or not; and whether it
is, or not. But they are Bot witnesses concerning the
quality of the thing; as, wbether it is just or unjust,
2dvantageous or disadvantageous. Remote witnesses,
hOWever, are most worthy of belief in things of this
kind; but the ancients are most worthy of belief; for
they' cannot be corrupted. The credibility, however,
derived from witnesses [IS to be employed as follows.]
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'When, indeed~ there are DO wimesses, it is'neCesaary;to
judge- from probabilities; and this it is to-employ .the beet
decision. Probabilities, also, CanDot be corrupted .by
money; and they are not condemned for giving' a false
testimony'. But he who has witnesses ought to say 'to
him that has not, that witnesses may be tried -and
punished, but probabilities cannot. [It may also -he
added,] that there would be no occasion for witnesses, if
-arguments from probabilities were sufficient. Testimonies, however, are either concerning ourselves, or concerning our opponents; and some, indeed, are concerniDg
the thing itself; but others concerning the manners 'of
persons. Hence, it is manifest that we can never be' fa
want of useful testimony; for if the testimony does not
relate to the thing, it Will either be favourable to the de.
fendant, or adverse to the -plaintiff. But the testimony
respecting manners, will either evince our probity, oJ'~
~epravity of our opponent. Other particulars, howeftr,
respecting a witness, whether he be a friend, or an enemy,
or neither, whether he be a man of reputation, 01' III
infamous character, or neither, and whatever other differ~
ences there may be of the like kind, must be derived
from the same places from which enthymemes are de.
rived.
WIth respect to compacts, an oration is 80 far ~1
as it mcreases or diminishes [their authority;] or so far
as it renders them credible, or unworthy of belief. For
it is favourable to the speaker to show that the compact's
possess credibility and authority; but the contrary is
favourable to the opponent. The same argumeptB,
therefore, are to be employed in showing that compacrs
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are wonhy or unworthy of belief, as we have employed
in the affair of witne86eS. For such as those persons we
who have subscribed and signed the compacts, [with
respect to ~g worthy or unwortby of belief,] such
also are the compacts. Wben, however, it is acknowledged by the litigants that compacts were made, if this
acknowledgement is appropriate, the authority of the
compacts is to be increased; for a compact is a private
law, and ~ of a partial nature. And compacts, indeed,
do not give authority to the law; but the laws give
authority to legal compacts. And in short, the law
itself is a certain compact; so that he who disbelieves in
and subverts a contract, subverts the laws. Farther
still, many contracts and voluntary transacrioJinre effected
by compacts; so that if compacts lose their authority, the
intercourse of men with each other must be subverted.
Other things, also, which are adapted to the confirmation of
compacts, the orator will perceive by himself. But if the
,compacts are adverse to the cause, and favourable to tbe opponents, in the first place tbose are adapted to tbe purpose
which some one may urge to invalidate the force of the
contrary law; for it is absurd tbat we should think laws
.are not to be obeyed, which have not been established
rightly but by fraud, and tbat we should not think it necessary to observe compacts [which have been rightly made.]
In the next place it must be said that a judge is a dispen&ator of what is just; and therefore that his attention is '
not to be directed to the observance of the compacts,
but to that which is more just. And the just indeed is
, not to be perverted either by fraud, or by necessity; for
it haa a natural subsistence; but compacts are made both
by persons who are deceived, and those who are com-
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peUed. In addition to these thingS, also, it is requisite to
consider whether the compact is contrary .to any written
or common law, and to things just or beautiful; and
besides this, whether it is contrary to any posterior or
prior contracts. For either the posterior contracts are
binding, but the prior have no authority; or the prior
are right, but the posterior fallacious; and thus tbia
contrariety of compacts may be employed with advantage. Again, it will be expedient to see whether the
compacts are in my way adverse to the judges, and to
direct the attention to other things of the like kind; for
these things may in a similar manner be easily perceived.
Examinations, also, and torments are certain testimoDies; and they seem to possess credibility, because a certain necessity is present with them.· There is no di8i.
culty, therefore, in perceiving what relates to these
things, andio narrating what· is contingent to them; as
.aIso in discussing those particulars, which if they are
adapted to our purpose we may amplify [by asserting]
that these alone are true testimonies. But if they are
against us, and favourable to our opponent, then the evidence may be invalidated by speaking against the whole
genus of examinations and torments. 'For men through
compulsion no less assert what is false than what is
true; since they endure in order that they may DOt
speak the truth, and readily assert what is false, in order
that they may be more swiftly liberated ~m pain. For
collateral confirmation, also, it is requisite that examples
should be adduced, with which the judges are acquainted.
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Widl respect to oaths,. however, there is a fourfold
cOllSideration. For we either give and take an oath; or
we do neither.
Or we do the one, but not the other.
Anti of these either an oath is given, but not taken; or
it is taken, but not given. Again, either we haft
swom before, and are accused by our opponent of perjury, or the opponent swears and is accused of perjury. He therefore who does not offer an oath to his
opponeat [may say] that men are easily perjured; and
that his opponent if he should take an oath, would not
restore the money, but if he did not take an oath, he
should think the judges would condemn him. He may
also add, that as the a1Fair is dangerous, it is better to
commit it to the judges; for he believes in them, but .
llOI.in his opponent. [He likewise who does not take
the oath which is offered him, may say] that he does not
take· it, because he is unwilling to swear for money i
and :tbat if he was a bad man he would take an oath;
for it is better to be depraved for the sake of something
than for the sake of nothing. For by taking an oath he
wil obtain money, but otherwise not. His not taking an.
oath therefore will be the effect of virtue, and wiU not
be the consequence of the fear of perjury. The saying
of Xenopbanes, likewise, may be adapted to this affair,
that the· challenge is not equal of an impious against a
pious man, but is· just as if a strong man should call
upon' a weak· man to fight with him. He also who
takes an oath may say that he takes it, because he confides in himself, but not in his opponent. .And by
iDTerting the assertion of Xenophanes he may say, that
the challenge is equal, if an impious man offers, but a
piOUl Idm takes an oath. And that it is a dreadful thing
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he should not be willing to swear rapec:tiag those
for which he thinks it right thlt the judges should paea
sentence on those that take aD. oath. But if he oWen ID
oath, he may say that it is. pious to be willing. to commit
the affair to the gods; and that there is DO occ:aaioll [for
his opponent] to require any other judges; since the judgment of the cause is committed to him through an oath.
He may, likewise, say that it is absurd that his opponent
should not be willing to swear concerning those things
about which he requires others [i. e. the judges] to swear.
Since, however, the manner in which we ought to speak,
according to each [of these four modes,] is evident, it is
likewise evi4ent how we ought to speak according to
these modes when combined; as for instance, if a man
is willing indeed to take, but not to give an oath; or if
he gives, but is unwilling to take it; or if he is willing
both to give and take it; or is willing to do neither•.
For a combination must necessarily be made from the
above-mentioned modes; 80 that arguments also must
.necessarily be composed from them. If, however, any
one has before taken an oath, and which is contrary [to'
tbe present oath,] it must be said that there is no perjury.
For to do an injury is a voluntary thing; but things
which are done by violence and fraud are involuntary.
Hence, therefore, it must be inferred that injury is committed in the mind, and not in the mouth. But if the •
opponent has before sworn, and is now unwilling to
abide by his oath, it must be said that he subverts all
things who does not adhere to what he bas sworn; for
on this account, also, judges that have taken an oath use
the laws. And [it may likewise be said in the way of
amplification,] shall we rejoice, indeed, that you judges
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mould abide in the decision which you have made, after
taking an oath; and shall not we abide in the oaths
which we have taken? And such other things as may be
said for the purpose of amplification. And thus much
concerning inarti6cial credibility.
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SUCH, therefore, are the particulars &om 'which it is
requilite to exhon and dissuade, to blame and praise, to
accuse and defend, and such likewise are the opinions and
propositions which are useful in procuring credIbility in
rheee. For concerning these, and from these, enmy..
Dteines, about 'each .genus of orations are peculiarly de~

rired.
Since, however, the rhetorical art is for the sake Of
judgment (for [the auditors of orations] judge of con.
IUltations, and justice is judgnlent) it is necessary tliar
the orator should not only direct his attention to the ~
lion, so as to consider how it may be demonstrative and
credible, but he should also shew himself to be worthy of
belief, and cIispo$e- hie auditor to become a judge. For it
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is of great consequence in procuring belief, espec:iaIly
indeed in counsels, and afterwards in judgments, that
the speaker should appear to be properly qualified, and
that he should be well affected towards the auditors; and
besides this, if the auditors also are properly disposed.
That the speaker, therefore, should appear to be properly
qualified, is more useful in counsels [than in judgments;]
but for the hearer to be well disposed, is more useful in
judgments. For the same things do not appear to those
that love and hate. nor to those that are irascible and
those that are mild; but either they appear entirely dif.
ferent, or dilf'erent in magnitude. For to the friend, he
conceming whom he forms the judgment, will not appal'
to have acted unjuatly, or will appear to have acted 80
in a small degree; but to him who hates, the contrary
will take place. And to him who desires, and is in good
hope [of possessing what he desirel] if that which is to
come is pleasant, it also appears that it will be, and that
it will be good; but to him who has DO desft, UId 1M)
expectation'of a thiag, the contrary will take plate. .
There are three causes~ theniote; tluwgh wbida
IllEIl become wortby of belief; for 80 IIWlY are the tbinga
through which we believe, besides demoDSttatioDs. AIMl
these are prudence, virtue and benevolence. For IDIft
are false in what'they say, or in the counsels they pe,
either on account of all theee, or on account of some' ane
of thae. For either they do not thiDk rightly ~
impru~e; or they do not speak what appears to be
true, in consequence of their depravity; or they are pNand worthy, but not beaevolent. Hence, it happeDS that thoae do not giR' the best coUD&el8 who bow
bow to give them. ADchheae ate the oll1J .... through
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which they fail. I~ is necessary, tberefore, that he who
appears to possess all these, should be considered by his
auditors as worthy of belief. Whence, therefore, men
may appear to be prudent and worthy, must be derived
from the divisions of tbe' virtues; for from the same
things through which a man renders himself prudent and
worthy, he may also cause another to become so. Con~ing ,benevolence, however, and friendship we must
now, speak, in discussing wbat pertains to the passions.
-' Bot the passions are those things, 9n account of which
men being ch~ged, differ in their judgments, and to
which pleasure and pain are consequent. The pas&ionS,
therefore, are such as anger, pity, 'fear, and other thingS
of this kind, and the contraries to these.
, 'It is necessary, however, to give a threefold division
to the ,particulars about ,each. I say, for mstance,
about anger (we should consider] how men are dispOSed
when they ~ angry, what tile things are at which' th~
are accustomed to be ~gry, and what 'the qu~ty is of
the things which 'are the subjects of tJIeir
For it
we only
a knowledge of one or two~ but not Ql
all these, it will be impossiJ>le to excite ~ger [in ~he au.c1jton;] And ~ a similar ~anner the other p~o~
As.. therefore, in what has been' bebe ,said, w~ have
delivered: [appropriate] propositions, we 'shall newjSe,'do
the same in considering tile' passlODS, and divide them
after the same manner.

anger:.

possess

m
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La., aDger, therefore, be the appetite in man ot appa.rent revenge in cOBjuncfjion with pain, in consequence of
a IIeIIling aeglect or co~tempt of himself, or of some
one belonging to him.

11, thereI'ore, an~ is this, it is nec~ that he w~
is ....,.. should always be angry ,with some particular
person ;' as for instaace, with Clean, but not with man;
aDd that he is angry because Clean has done or intended
to 40 something to himself, or to some one belonging to
bim. It is also necessary that a certain pleasure arisiuc
from the hope of revenge, should be ccmsequent to all
_ger. For it is pleasaat for a mao to fancy that he shall
obtain the object of JUs desire; but .no one aspires after;
those things :which appear to him to be imposaible. He,
who is 8Ogry, however. aspires after things which it is
pGI8IDle for ,him to obtain. Hence it is well said (by
Achillea'] ~ anger, that,
Anger im:reaIes in the mortal breast,
Sweeter' than trickling honey to the taste.

POI • certain pleasure is cOIlleq~t to anger both on
• la.Iliad, 18.
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this acco~ and becauee the thoughts. of .thoee who ...
angry are eDtirely employed on reftDge. The p~
tuy, therefore, or imagiDation which is then ingen~
in the 8OuI, produces pleasure, in the same manner 18 tbe
imagination which is ingenerated in dreams.
. Since, however, neglect is the energy of opinion abQut
tlaal which appears to desene no regard; (for we COIIIo
ceive that both good and evil, and what contn"butes to
these are worthy of attention, but such things as are n0thing, or, ve-ry .trifting, we ccmc:eive to be of no worth
whatever}-hence, there are three species of neglect, viz.
~ntempt, insolence and contumely. For that which me
despise they neglect; since they despise that which they
conceive to be of no worth; and those things which are
of DO worth they' neglect. He alao who insults another
person appears to despise him; for insult is an impedi~t to t~e will of another persoD, not that he who off~
the insult may' derive' a certain adftlltage bimaelf, but .
dial be may prevent the person iDauIted from deriving it•
.,si.Dce, therefore, he does DOt eqect to derive any ad•
.vantage hilDlelf, he neglects the other person. For ,it-is:
mdent that he does not appreheod any injury will ac~
to himself frQm the insult; since if he did, he would be·
afraid, and would not neglect [the person he inSults;)
nor any adftlltage to the person insulted, which deserv.
to be mentioned; for if he did, he· would be auioua to
make him his friend. He, alao, who acts contumeliously
towards another neglects him ; for contumely is to injure
and pain ano~her person in those things in which shame
befalls the sufferer, and this not that any thing else may
be done to him than what is dODe, but that he may re~eive pleasure ftom the act. I'or those wl\Q retQ~ ",.
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injb". do Dot act contUmeliously, btit take re¥• •
The tause, however, of pleasUTe to those that caJunmiate
.. tbJs, that they fancy they excel in a greater degree by
acting ill. Hence, ymang min aDd those that are rich
are contumelious; for they fancy that they thus acquim
a superiority to others. But ignominy pertains to contumely;
be who disgraces another neglects bIm.
For' that which is of no worth, has no hcmeut eitJaer of
~ or good. Hence, Achilles when angry lIlya,

and

- - - - The a4'ront my honour . . . .,
WbDe be my valour'. guerdon tbDl detain..:

:And,
Disgrac'd, disbononr'd.like the vUest slave.s

AB being enraged on account of'these things. M~ at.
think it fit that they shObld be greatly honoured· by thbee
who are inferior to them in· birth, in power, in "irme.
and in short, in that in whith they very tnuch excel
another person; as for instance. the rich man excels the
poor man in money; the rhetorician excels in speakUag
him who is unable to speak; the goYemor hjm .hois
govemed ~ and he who fancies .himself woithy: to c0mmand, him who desenes to be commanded. Hente, itia
said,

And,
For tho' we deem the short.liv·d fury put,
)Tis sure the mighty will revenge at last.·

• IlIad,.p.
Iliad,!.

J
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'iMipaDt 011 accouot of tJatq ~ea..
libwise, tIaink that. they ought to he
.-ly hOJlO.ured by thOle by wb~ any OM shotakt
~. they ought to .be benefited J but these are auela as
~y. have benefited, or do bellefit, either they themselves,
or IiOIIle one belonging to them, or such as they do wish,
0, have w.ished to beaefit.

It is now therefore manifest from these thiDp, haw
men are disposed when they are angry, and with whom,
~ from what causes they are angry. For they are
ind~, whon they are aggrieYeKl. For he who isagrieved desires something; whether be is aggrieved:
~y any op~tion directly made against him, as "hen a
~ is prevented from drinking that is thiraty; or if m
.opposition is nQt ,directly made against him, yet it app;ars to be made indirectly; or if anyone acts contmry
tD him, or does not co-operate wim him; or if aDy thing
~ disturbs him thus disposed,-from all these eire_.,·
~ces he is angry.· Hence the sick, the poor, those
tha~ are in love" those that are thirsty, and in shortthoae
that 4esire any th~g, and do not act rightly, are dispoae'dJ
to be angry, ao.d are easily provoked, aDd especially with
tlaOle that Jileglect their present condition. Thus for'
instance, th~ sick are angry with those that neglect them
in things pertaining to their dfaease; the poor,. .with
those that neglect them in things' pertaining to their
povez:ty; warriors with those that neglect them in warlike affairs; and lovers with those that neglect them ill
amatory concerDS; and in a similar maDDer in. other
WDgs. For each is prepared to exercise hii anger
against those
neglect them, by tile inherent pa_oa.
Farther aJill, meD are likewiIe disposed to be angry when ,

.ry,
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tWap happeD C'.IlIltnI'y to their expeetarioD. -I'or thai
....hich is very lIIuch c:matrary to opiDion is more gnevoue,
just as what is. very much COlltrary to opinion prode_
delight, if that which is wished for is accomplished.
Hence, abo, aeascms aDd times, and dispositions and ages
z:ender it apparent what kiDd of perIODS are euily cIisposed to anger, and when and where; and that wh.
they are most in'thae circumstances, they are 1IlOIteasily excited to anger.

Men, likewise, are angry with those that laugh at,
deride and mock. them; for by so acting they aDlt
them. They art! also angry with those that
them in auc.h thiaga as ,are indications of contumel,.
But it is necessary that these should be things of such a
kind, as are not directed to any other end, and are of no
advantage to those that do thelJl; for they appear to he
done solely through contumely. Men also are angry
with those that defame and despise things to which they
are most devoted. Thus for instance, those that are
,ambitious of excelling in phiJosophy. an! angry with
those who speak. c:ontemptuOUEily of philosophy; tbose
who pay g~t attention to the form and beauty of the
body.
angry with those Ihat des)\ise it; and in a
similar manner in other things. This also is much more
the case, if they suspect that they either do not at all po..
&ell. these things, or do not firmly possess them, or do
not appear to do so.
But wilen tbey fancy' they Vf!f'Y
much excel in those things for which they are reviled,
they pay no attentiotl to the scoffs of .others. Men are
likewise angry with their friends more, than with -those
that. are not their friends; for they think it is more proper that they should be benefited by tbeJn . than Dpt.
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They are aIao angry with those who have been accustomed to honour, or pay attention to them, if they no
longer associate with them as formerly j for they fancy
dw by so actbig they are despised by them. They are
Htewiae angry with those that do not return the kina.
Bess which they have received, nor make an equal recompense j and also with those wh'o act contrary to
cbem, if they are their meriours; for all such tbings
appear to be attended with contempt j the one indeed as
of inferiours, but the other as by inferiours. They are
also angry in a greater degree, if they are despised by
men of no account; for anger was supposed by us
to arise from undeserved neglect or contempt; but it is
fit that inleriours should not despise their superiours.
Men likewise are angry with thei~ friends if they do not
ipe8k or act well, and still more so, if they do the contraries to these. Also, if 'they are not sensible of their
wants j as was the case with the Plexippus of Antipho
when he was angry with Meleager; for it is a sign of
aeglect not to be sensible [of the wants of a friend;]
lince those things are not concealed from us to which we
pay attention. They are likewise angry with those that'
rejoice in their misfortunes, and in short. with those who'
are not at all concerned when they are in adversity; for
this is an inclication either of hostility or neglect., 'Also
with those who pay no attendon to them when they are
aggrieved jon which account they are angry with those
who are the messengers of evil. And likewise with
thoae who [willingly] hear or see their maladies; for in'
this c:ase, such persons resemble either those who neglect them, or tbeir enemies. For friends condole [with
their frieDds] in their aftlictions; and all men grieve on
sun'ey.ing their own maladies. They are likewise angry
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with five kiDda of perIOns by whqp\ they are negJected ;
with thOle with whom they stand in competition for
110nour; with those they admire; with those by who~
they wish to be admired; with those whom they reverence; and with those by whom ~ey are reverenced.
For if they are neglected by any of these, they are in ~
greater degree angry. They are also angry with thoae
who despise them. by injuring their parente, cbildrm,
wives, and such as.are in subjection to them, an4 whom
it would be disgraceful in them not to assist. ~
with 'those that are ungrateful; for neglect or co~empt
from these is unbecoming. Ther; are also angry ~
iuch as employ irony and dissimulation towards tho~
who are seriously employed; for irony pertains to ~o~
tempt. Likewise with those that benefit others, but not
themselves; for this also indicates contempt, not to think
a man deserving of that which all oth~r persons ate
thought to deserve. Forgetfulness also is productive of
anger, as for instance, of names, though it is but a ~r~
t'hmg. For forgetfulness seems to be an indication ~
neglect; since oblivion is produced from neglig~Dce j
and negligence is inattention. And thus we have ~0WD.
who the persons are by whom anger is excited, how they
are disposed, and from what causes others are angry widl
them. It is likewise evident that an orator ,ought ~
frame his auditors to such a temper as they are in when.
they are angry, and show that the opponents are guilty of
those things which excite anger, and that they, are slim
persons ,as men are ac~ustom.ed to be angry with.
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, SINCE, however, the be~g angry is contrary to the
beiDg placable, and anger is contrary to placability, the

c&position of those that are placable must be considered.
~ho those perSODS are to whom they' conduct themselves
~th placability, and through what causes they become
10. Let placability then be a remission pnd suppresUoB
.Q{ anger.
'

, If, therefore, men are angry with those that neglect
tJl~, ,but neglect is a voluntary thing, it is evident that
they will be placable to those who do none of these

qunp, or do

them unwillingly, or appear not to have
done them ,:oluntarily. They will likeWise be placable
. to those who wish to have done the contrary to what they
bave'dODe. And also to those who are such towards
th_Iv~j as they are towards -others; for no one
;appears to neglect hiinseIf. Likewise, to those whO
acknowledge [their faults,] ~d repent of them. For
.CODIidering the pain which they fe,el as a punishmeat
for what they have done. they 'cease to be angry. But
this is evident from what takes place in 'punishing sernuts;. for we punish in a greater degree such of them
as deny [the fault,] and contradict Us j but we cease to '
be angry with such of them as acknowledge they are
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pUDilhed justly. The c:aUIe, however, of this it that it
is impudence to deny what is manifest; and impudence.
is neglect and contempt. We feel DO shame, therefore,
towards those whom we very much despise. Men are
placable likewise to those who humble themselves towards them, and do not cootradict them j for thuB they'
appear to acknowledge that they are inferior to them;
but those that are inferior are afraid, and no one who it
afraid is negligent. But that ang~ ceases towards those
who humble themselves, is evident from dogs who do Dot
bite those that prostrate themselves. Men also are pIaCa;.
ble to those that act seriously, when they are actiDg
seriously themselves; for thus they appear to be thought
by them worthy of attention, and not to be despisecf.
Likewise to those who [if they have injured them in any
respect, are afterwards] more grateful to them. .Also to
those that beg ~d intreat; for such persons are more
humble. And to those, that are neither contumelioUi,
nor scoffers, nor neglectful, either of any person, or at
least not of the worthy, or of such as they themselves
are. And in shon, men become placable from causes
contrary to those which excite to anger. They are likewise placable to those whom they fear, and reverence;
for so long as they are thus disposed towards them they
are not angry with them. For it is impossible at one
and the same time to be ugry with and afraid of a man.
With those also who have done any thing through anger,
they are either not ugry, or they are angry in a less degree; for such persons do not appear to have acted from
neglect j since no one who is ugry is neglectful. FQr
neglect is unattended. with pain; but anger is accompanied with pain. They are likewise placable to tJtoae
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that revere fhem, [becaUse reverenee is contrary to con.
tempt.]'
.
It is also evident that men are placable when they are
in a diSposition contrary to anger; as when they are in
aport, when they are laughing, when they are at a festival,
when they are successful, when they pelform any business
happily, when they are full; and in short, when they an:
without pain, experience a pleasure unattended with indc>lence, and are in good hope. They are likewise placa,.
ble to those by whom they have not been molested for a
long time, and through' whom they have not been exCited to recent anger; for time appeases anger. Venge..nee also formerly inflicted on another person, has the
power' of appeasing a greater anger conceived against
some one.' Hence, Philocrates answered well, when a
certain person said, the people being enraged, why do
you not defend' yourself? He replied, not yet. Bu~
.hen will you? When I see another person condemned.
For men become placable, when they have consumed
their anger upon another person; as it happened to
Ergophilus; whom the people absolved, though they
were more enraged against him than against Callisthenes,
whom the. day before they had condemned to death.
Mea also are placable towards those whom they have
convicted. And likewise whell they see those that an;
angry suffering a greater evil from their anger than they
occasioned to others; for they conceive that such a one
is punished for his anger. Also if they think that they
themselves have acted uilj~stly and suffer justly; for
anger ~ not eXcited against. that which is just; since in
this case they do not any longer fancy that they suJFet.
undeservedly. But anger was said by us to be this. [viz.
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co arise from a conception of UD.IDe1'ited cona:empt. j
Hence, it is necessary that offenders should fil'8l: ~
punished by words; for slaves also when thus punished
are less indignant. Those likewise are placable who
conceive that the persons on whom they inftict punish~
ment will not perceive that they - are punished by them.
For anger is excited against individuals, as is evident
{rom its definition. Hence, mysses [~ his ~peech tq
Pol}1?hemua] rightly calls himself Ulysses tile lubot:illJr
qf ciues j as if he could n()t have avenged [the injurief
of Polyphemus] unless he made -him sensible who it ~
that inBicted the vengeance, and for what it was inBict:e4!
It follows, therefore, that we are not angry with thOM
that are not sensible; nor any longer with those th~
are dead, because [we fancy] they have sufFe,ed the e¥tremity of evils, and will not be pained by, ()r sensibl~
of our revenge, which is the object of desir,e of th~
that are angry. Hence it is well said by the poet respect,.
bag Hector, who wished that the anger of Achilles
towards him might cease when he was dead,
On the deaf earth his rage was spent in vain.

It is evident, therefore, that those who wish to render
Cltbers p1acable must derive their arguments from these
places. For those whose anger is to be appeased, must
be rendered such persons as we have described; but
those perlOna with whom others are angry must be s~oWD
[by the orator] to be such as are to be feared, or tbat
they are worthy of reverence, or that tbey have desen;ed
.ell of them, or that they injured them unwillingly"
or that they are very much grieved for what they ha.,.

done.
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.. LET us now S:ho~ w~ those Pel'SOla are ~'iretho
~ of love and Jaatred, and :why they are so, definiag
for this purpose what friendship is, aJl4 friendly love.
Let, therefore, friePdly . love be defined to be, the willa.
that such things as are conceived ~o be good may &ll to
the lot .of some ODe for his own sake, and not for the
like of him who forms the wish, and also .the endeavour
of him who forms the wish·to procure such good to the
utmost of his power. Butlae is a friend who loves, lAd
iI reciprocally beloved; and tb~ persona conceive th__
aeiVei to be friends, who tbiDk they are. thus ~
towards eacl1 other~
.
, ,

.

-

.

These things, therefore, being ~pposed, it is necessary
that a friend should be one who reciprocally rejoices ~
the good which befals another person, and is naturally
pained when that person is aggrieved, aod thia not. QD
account of any thing ~ but on accoWU of the penon
~. For all men rejoice when they obtain the'object
of their wiahes, but are' aggrieved if the contrary tabs
place; so that pains and -pleasures are an indication of
[good and bad] wishes. Those ~ are friends to
each other, to whom the ~ things are good and eviL
&ad also thOle who,
are frieJJdt .;mct
.
. enemies to the ~
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persons and things; for these must necessarily wish the
same things; 80 that he who wishes the same things to
another as to himself, appean to be a friftld to that

person.
Men also love those that have either benefited'them,
or those that are under their care; or if their kindnels
to them has been great, or has been cheerfully exerted,
or seasonably, and for their own sake; and also such as
they t!iink are willing to benefit otbers. They likewise
love the friends of their friends, and those that love th~
aame persons that they love, and who are beloved by
those who are beloved by them; who are likewise enemies to those to whom they are enemies, and who hate
those whom they hate, and are hated by those who are
faated by them. For the same things appear to be good
to all these, and to themselves; 80 that they wish the
Same good to them as to themselves; which was the
definition of a friend. Farther still, men love those who
are beneficent to them in pecuniarj affairs, and in tllOR
things which regard their safety. Hence they honour
liberal, brave, and just men; and they consider those to
be such who do not live ~ the property of others.
But men of this description are those that live by their
own labour; and among these are those that live by
agricultUl'e, and of others, especially manual artificers:
They also love tbose that are temperate, because they are
Bot unjust; and for the same reason they love those that'
lead a quiet life unmolested by business. We h"k~
{eve those to whom we wish to be friends, if they appear to wish to be our friends. But men of this deacription are ~uch as are good according ·to Yirtue, and
are celebrated either by all meu, 0, by the best of meil;
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admire us. Farther &till, men lo'e those who are ......
able IOIIIpIDioDl ad with ..hom they c:aa pUs the day
pI....DtIy. But men of tbis descripeion are such IS ~
ilgeauous, who do DOt reprove the fa\llte of otbers. aad
an e.ot ~dioU8 of COQteDtiOIl nor DlOl'08e; for alllUda
'penoD8 are P'lpaciou&; and thoae· that are pugnacious
eppear to wieh chi..p contrary to the wishes of friends..
T.he.y likewise love those that have elegant manners, aH
-who can gi.e and take a jeet; for in both tIlese,...,.
to be facetious. 18 well those that are able to bear
.ulery,. thole that are .Ie fo rail elegantly thtmtelvea. They alao lcrJe tIK1ee who prai8e the good thiap
which they enjoy, uad especially such among these as
thtty are fearful ahoulcl DOt be present to themselves.
'Libwiae those who are Deat in their appearance, ia their
..., ad in.every thin, pertaining to the whole of tbeiJ
life. Alto thole. who neither reprobate the faults co. .
·mitted by othen, DOl' .the benefits confen-ed on them;
for botb are atteDded "trim defamation. They likewise
lOTe those that Deither remember iDjuriee, nor are ob,.
eenel'8 of the fWlte of othen, but are eaeily reconciled.
·For toela as they tbiok they are towards others, they aIsQ
tbiDk they will be cowarde themaelv~ They
love thoae that are DOt addicted to sIancler, aad wh.,
know Det et'it, but only goat!, either of tbeir neig~
,. them. For a good man &ets in dUs menaer. ~
. . . that do not reaiIt .beaa when they are angry, ~
eeriousJ,y employed; for SUGh like penaos are pu~
JJkewiae thole that ate ~1 eIiaposed' towards'them,
• for inatin~ such 18 admire them; ~lI8ider them tq .
• wordly ;,' are cleIipted wids tIl_; and are especialIJ
... ai"ec;tacl iD tbiDzB ;. ~ tJie1 daeJaae&vca pani-

..we

Uk.,..

~L
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cularly wish to be admired, or to appear to be worthy,
or pleasant persons. Men also love those that resemble
themselves, and are engaged in the same pursuits, pro.
videel they are no impediment to them, and their 8U"'.
eDCe is not derived from the same profession. For tIlua
(wjlat Hesiotl says] will take place, viz. tbat 1M poIIer
t:mJie, tile
They likewise love those wbo 'desire
things of which it is at the same time possible for them
to be partakers; for if not, the same thing [which we
baTe just noticed] will thus happen. They also Ioye
those towards wbom they are so disposed as not to be
ashamed of things which are base only according to 0pinion, and towards whom tbey are ashamed of ,things
which are in reality base. And likewise those by wboa
they are ambitious to be honoured, or by whom diey
wish to be emulated, and not to be envied; for these
they either love, or wish to be their frieads. They lib'wise love those with whom they co-operate in the acquisition of some good, lest greater evil should hereafter
befal themselves. And also those who similarly love
their friends when absent and present; on which account
aU men love those who are thus disposed towards the
dead. And in short, they love those wbo very muCh
love their friends, and do not forsake them; for amOllg
the number of good men, they especially love tbose who
are good in what relates to friendship. They likewile
love those who do not act with dissimulation towards
'them; but men of this description are such as are DDt
ashamed to speak of their own defects. For we haft
already observed that t.owards friends, we should be
ashamed of things which relate to opinion, [i. eo which
'are base in opinion only, and not in reality.] I~ mer.
fore. he who is asbame4 -has not meDdlyloye, h. wJm .

po""'.
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is not ashamed. will resemble one who has friendly "oye.
Mel, likewise, Ioye those who are not the objects of feaT,
and in whom they can confide; for no one loves him of
whom he is afraid. But the species of friendship are
fenowship, familiarity, .alliance, and things of the like
kind. Beneficence also exerted towards another person
is productive of friendship, as also are ac~g beneficently
when it is not required, and not divulging favours when:
&hey are bestowed. For thus beneficence will appear to
me been exerted for the sake of the friend, and not·on
any .other account.

-

-.

.

CHAPTER

v.

_ WIT~ reipect to enmity, however, and hatred, .it is
evident that they must necessarily be sUrYeJed from

contraries. But the things which produce enmity are,
anger. injury either in word. or deed, and calumny.
Anger, therefOl'e, arises. from what pertains to our. ...Iv.a; but enmity !JUly exist independent of what hal
r,ference to ourselves. .For if we conceive a man to be
a person of a certain descriptioo, we hate ~m.
And anger, indeed, is always exerted towards parti~ns, as for instance, towards Caltias, or So-

cular
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cratee; but hatred is &lao exerted towards geaera them,."
selves. For every man hates a thief and a aycophaat.
.bd anger indeed may be cured by time; but hatred is
iacurable. The former, also, desires to give paiR; but
the latter is more desirous to do harm. FOl" be who
is angry, wishes [that he with whom he is angry] may
be aeosible of paiD; but with him who hates
is of
no consequence. All painful things, however, are obj...
of sensation; but those things which are especially nils,
. . iDjustice and folly, are in the smallest degree objectI
of sensation; for the presence of vice is attended with
no pain. And anger, indeed, is accompanied with pain;
but hatred is not; for he who is angry is pained; but he

tm.

who hates feels no pain.

angry

And the
man, indeed, pities the subject of his
anger, if many evils belal him; but he who hates, feels
DO commiseration for the object of his batred. For the
former wishes that he with whom he is angry may reci.
procally suffer what he feels; but the latter wishes that
the object of his hatred may no longer exist. From
these things, therefore, it" is evident, that it is poaible
[for an orator] to show who those are that are really
eaemies and frieads, and tp make those to be such who are
not so. He may also dissolve the arguments by. wijeh·
his opponent endeavours.to show that some persons are
mutually friends or enemies; and that when it is dubious
whether a tiaiag was done from uager. or from enmity.
be may persuade the adoption of that part which ~
one may have deliberately choaen.
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CHAPTER VI.
WHAT kind 'of things are the objects of feat, and
how those that are terrified are affected, will be evident
from what follows. Let fear, therefore, be a cenain
pain or perturbation arising from the imagination of some
future evil, which is either of a destructive nature, or
attended with molestation. For not all evils are the
-objects of fear; such for instance, as injustice or slow•
.ness; but such as are capable of producing ~reat molestation or destruction; and these, when they are not remote, but seem to be near, 80 as to be imminent. For
thiDgs which are very remote are not the objects of feat ;
-aince all men know that they shall die, yet because death
is not near, they pay no attention to it.

If, however, fear is this, it is necessary that such tbiftp
should be temole as appear to possess a great power of
-destioying, or are productive of such harm as is attended
with great molestation. Hence, also, the indications of
things of this kind are terrible; for the object of fear
seems to be near. For danger is this, -viz. the appro.rimation qf that .lUck;, terrible. Things of this kind,
however, are the enmity and anger of dIose who are able
to efFect 8Ometh~;' for it is evident that they are both
willing and- able;" so that they are near to a(tmg-[,Wk
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their enmity and ager may suggest.] Injustice, alao,
when it possesses power is the object of fear; for the
UBjust man is unjust from deliberate choice. Virtue,
likewise, when insulted and possessing power is to be
feared; for it is evident that vengeance, when it is in.
,ulted, is always the object of its deliberate choice; but
now it possesses power. The fear, also, of those who are .
able to effect something is the object of terror; for such
a one must necessarily be in preparation [for that which
he dreads.]

SiBce, however, the multitude are depraved, are van·
quished by gain, and are timid in dangers, to be in the
power of another person is a thing for the most part to
be feared. Hence, those who have been eye-witnesses
of any dreadful deed that has been perpetrated, are to
'be feared" lest they should divulge it, or desert [him by
whom it was committed.] Those, likewise, who are
able to do an injury, are always to be leared by those
who are capable of being injured; for men for the most
part act unjustly when they are able. Those also are to
be feared who either have suffered an injury, or think
'that they have; for they always watch for an opportu.
nity 1:of retaliating.] Those too are to be dreaded who
would do an injury if they had the power; for they are
afraid of retaliation; and it was supposed that a thing
of this kind is the object of dread. Those, likewise, are
to be feared who are competitors for the same things,
.and which both cannot at one and the same time possess;
for between men of this description there is always hostility. Tbose also who are objects of dread to IDOre
powerful men, are to be feared by us; for they aTe'more
allie to injure us than they are to injure the more power-
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For the same reaIOli those peisons are to be feared
who are dreaded by men more powerful than themselves;
and also those who have destroyed men auperior to them.

fuL

.elves in power; and those who have attacked men
inferior to themselves; for either they are. now to be
dreaded. or when their power is increased. Amoac
thOle that have been 'iIljured, likewise, and among
memies and opponents, such as are to be dreaded, are
not those that are hasty and choleric, and who speak
their mind freely, but those that are mild, who dissem4
ble, and are crafty; for [what they are machinating] is
obecure, or nearly 10; and hence their designs are
never manifest, because they are remote [from 0bserva-

tion.] .
With'respect however to e,eJ'f thing that is dreadful,
such things are more to be feared, the errors pertaiDinS
to which cannot be corrected; but it is either wholly
impossible to correct them, or they cannot be corrected
by those that have committed them, but by their adver..
sariea. Those things also are to be feared for which
there is no help, or in lthich assistance cannot. easily be
obtaiDed. And in short those things are to be feared
which when they do or shall happen to others, are
lamentable in their consequences. With respect to tbinp
which are to be feared, and which are dreaded by men,
these, as I may say, are nearly the greatest.
Let us now show the manner in which men are affected
when they are afraid. If, therefore, fear is attended with
the expectation of suft"ering some destructive evil, it is
evident that nO'one is afraid who thinks.that he shall not
sufer any evil, and that no one dreads those things which
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he does nat thiak he aball suter, or thoee persoM

through whom he does DOt imagine he ahaIl suffer, nor
shea wilen he does DOt suspect [any evil to be immineRt.]
HeDce, it is neceuary that those persona should be afraid
who imagiDe they shall suter lOme evil, aad from _ch
penons, and in such things, and at sueb a time. Neither,
however, those who are in vert prosperous drC\lmata1lCe8t
aacl appear to - be so to themselves, imagiae they .....
lUl'er any evil; (on which account such men are iDIoI.,
Blllectful aad audacious; ... riches, strength, a multi.
tude of friends, and power, produce slich men) nor IboIe
who think that they ha'le now suft"~ clrea4fully, IIIUI
..II. . hopes with respect to futurity are ednct, as is tM
case with thOle who are led to capital punishment. But
it is necessary [where there is fear] that there should be
IOIDe hope of safety, aM of -esaping .abe- eriIa which
~

thek auiety; of whlcb. tllia is an ~
tbat fear makes men dispoied to receive co.-el, tboegb )
laO ODe collBUles about tbibgw that are hopei.. Bente,
wIleR it is aecesaary tbat tM 0IIII0r shojld excire leer 1ft
biB auditOl'8, he mlllt allow them that me, are 8uch perlOBI 18 may suffer [maayJ mis, because others greater
thin them have sufliered them. He must also show that
IDtIl siIIIiIar to themselwa su. or haYe sul"ered IDID1
t:tiII, froID thoee tlarough whom they did not expect to
ader, and that they have sutrered these evils aad theft
when they did not itaagiae- they- should.
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SlM91, however, with respect to fear, It is eftdent
w"t it is, and it· is also evident what the Gbjects of ferrot
-.; and bow men are affi!ctecl when they are afraid, It·
is likewise manifest fftJrn these tbings what conficleate
.. what the kind of things are in wbich mm con~
aftd how conficient men are cIispoeed. For conidell~
is ~mrary to fear. ud that which is the object of cea.
fidence to that which is the object of di'ead. Hcmee,
ctWt.Jitleta "II hOJM IlttmtllHl 'II1iIh imIIgitu.tlion~ t1uJt . "
tltMgs _itA '""9 btl Mlultlty ID US are ".,. at lttInd, IMI
"'at those tlting' flJl,ich are tIM oI;jectJ td' 0111' dread, . , . ,
. , Itol uiII, ot' ar6 remote.
But- the thingt which are eS'ective of ccmfideAce are,
neats of a dreadful nature. if they are remote, 184 aueh
• may be confi4ed in if they are aear. Evils also wbfdI
are iImniDeIlt, if chey may be ~ed prod~ COllI.
deuce; and this is likewise the case when many or gteM

aulliaries, or both these, against mls, are present.
Confidence aIio is produced, when there ate aeither
By peraoD8 who haft been iDjured by us, nor who hde

iDjunrcl UI. ABel wIleB either, in short, we have ao uta.
pRIt8, or they haft no power, or if they haft PO'fNl!
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they are our friends, or have received benefits from. or
have conferred benefits on us. Confidence likewise is
produced, when those to whom the same things are
advantageous as are beneficial to us are many, or superior
ta us, or both these.
Those, however, that are confident in dangers are
8uch as think they can accomplish wlth rectitude mmy
things. without suffering any evil; or who, if they
frequently fall into great dangen, escape from them.
For men become void of perturbation in dangers in a
twofold respect, either because they have not espcrienced
ahem before, or because they have auxiliaries through
which they may escape from them. For thus in dangers
at .sea, those· who are unexperienced in its stonos are
confident they shall escape them; and also ~oaewho
have a..qsistance in themselves from their experience.
Confidence likewise is produced when there is nothing
to be feared from either our equals or inferiors, and thOle
to whom we imagine ourselves to be superior. But we
imagine ourselves to be superior to those whom we have
either themselves vanquished, or those that are superior
to, or resemble them~ Men also are confident, if they
think,those things are present with them in a greater
aumber, and in a greater degree, for' which those who
acel others are the objects of dread; and theSe are, an
abundance of riches, strength of body, of friends, of
coun~, of warlike apparatus; arid either of. aU, or of
the greatest of these. They are likewise confident if
they' have injured either no one, or not many, or not
sueD as are the objects of fear. And in .short, if they
are 'Well disposed with reference to wbat pertains to the
gods, :both as to other things, and to what is indicatetl by
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signs and ori\Cles.
anger is· Iitte.ded widt CODfi..
derice ; and not .to injure, bUMo be .injured, is effective of
anger; but. divinity is conceived
give assistance to
those that are injured. Men also are confident, when
either having first· attacked others, they neither do nor
are likely ta suffer any evil, or think that in so doing
they have acted rightly. And thus much conceming
things which are the objects of fear and confidence.
"
"

I

CHAPTER VIII.

WHAT kind of things, however, those are which are
the "pbject.s of shame, and also those for which men
not ashamed, and towards what persons they are ashamed,
and how they are disposed [when Under the influence "of
• this passipn,] will be evident; from what follows. But
let sJunne be a certain pain a~ Fturbation 'Ulth respect

are

or future, 'wlliel,

appa~

reneiy lead to irifiImy. And let 'WOnt of shame or

;11lPU~

to evils either present,

qr paSI,

dence be a certain contempt and impassivil.!J with respect
to these very same things.

Ii, therefore, shame is that which we have defined it
to be, aman must necessarily be ashamed of evils
a kind as appear to him to be base, or to those whom
regards. But things of this kind
such deeds as pro~
~~d from vi~e; such for instance as, for
to

are

be
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tattle] or Iy; for this procetde
It is Iikewiae bile to deny a depoeit ; for
this • the ti"eet of injU8lice. Aad aleo to lie with YO. . with whom it is not lawful to lie, or where it is DOt
PfOPeI', or when it is BOt proper; for tlUs· proceeds from
_.peraace. k is likewise base, to seek aft~ gam
from minute, or disgraceful, or impoesihle things; as
&aJn the poor or the dead; whence also the proverb, tb
IIIlXI!Iftom tile dead j for this proceeds from a desire
of base gain, and from illiberality. It is also base for '.
maD not to assist others with money when he is able, or
to assist in a less degree than he is able. Likewise for •
man to receive pecuniary assistance from one less rich
than himself. is base; and for him to take up money at
interest, and yet seRl to beg; to beg, and yet seem to
demand; to demand, and yet seem to beg; to praise •
dUng. so as that he may appear to beg it; and though
repulsed, to persist no less in begging it. Poi' all the5e
are indications of illiberality. It is likewise base to praMe
• man to his face; for this is a sign of ftattery; a&o to
praise above measure what is good, but extenuate what
is evil; to condole immoderately with one who is afBici.
ed; and every thing else of a similar kind; for these are
indications of Battery. It is also base not to endure
labours which more elderly or delicate men, ot those that
,bave greater authority, or in abott thOse that are more
imbecile endure; for all these are indications of effeminacy.
To be benefited liltewise by another, and that frequently
is base ; and also to reprobate the benefits conferred OD
. mother. ror all theBe' ate indications of pusillanimity
IUd an abject mitld. It is alio, base fot a man to speak
of JWttself, and to promise (great things of himself;] 1It4
Iibwise to attribute to himself the deeds of others; f6t

.flam timidity.

Ia.
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... is a sip ol anopoee. .. a IimiIIr IIIIDD. -in . .
of the other ethical vic., works, mel indicatiea.. tIae
like may be found 5 for they are bI8e and ~.
In adctiIion to these thiDga also, it is shameful DOt to
participate of thole beautiful things of which all mea, or
all th~ that raemble each other, or most men partld_
pate~ But by men that ft!8eII1ble each other I meaD,
. . of the ame _on, city; and age, .and who are
aI1ied to ~ other j and in thort, those that are of an
cooditiOB. For it is now base not to partake of
abase things; as for instance, 01 suell a portion of eruclition,
of other· dUDgs in a lianilar manner. But all
aha are more shameful when they are seen to happen
10 auy ODe from himself J for' thus they proceed in a
prater degree from vice, .beD a man is the cause to
himself, of past, presem, 01' future evils. Men likewiee
are ashamed of suCh things as lead to infamy and dis.
PIP if they au6er or have suffered, or are to suter
them; aDd'theIe are such' things 18 pertaia to the miJUs.o
traDt aenices either' of the body. or of base works,
among tbe number of whioh is having the body a~.
Things also are shameful which pertain to imemperanc~
whether· vol~..., or involuntary; but things which per\.
laiD to violeDce are involuntary. Fot the endurmee of
lOCh things unattended with revenge proceeds froai
110m and timidity. These, therefore, and the like ~ the
things of which men are ashamed.
' .

-.m

.u

Since, howev~, shame is an Imagination with respect
to ipominy, aBel shame, on account of ignominy itself;
ad.. DOt on account of the etilt which attend it; but DO
aM payI 8A'f aatllltioa to epiaioll eKept OB account of
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abamp in the preseate of those whom they regard [when
they. have acted wrong.] But they regard thOle who
admire them, and those whom they admire, those by
wJlo.m they wish to be admired, and with whom diey
exmteDci for honours, and. whose opinion they do .DOt.
cIeepiae. They wish, therefore, to be admired by, and
they admire those, who are in possession of some good
wlHch is honourable, or from whom they "fery mudl
wish to obtain something which it is in their power t4
pve them; as, for instance, is the case with lo"fers.
Men, however, contend for honours with those that resemble thf!lDSelves. But they pay attention to prudcDt
men, as to persons of veracity; and men of this. kiDCl
are such as are more elderly, and the erudite. Men
also are ashamed of :what' is before their eyes, and i~
done openly; whence the proverb that a1uzme;s mlluJ
e}Jes. On this account they are more ashamed before
those' that are always present with them, and who pay
attention to them, because both these are before their
eyes. They are likewise ashamed before those who are
~ot obnoxious to the same crimes as themselYeS; for it ..is
evident that the opinions of the latter are ·contrary to
~ose of the former. Before those also they are ashamed
.who are not disposed to pardon such as appear to ut
wro~g ; for that which a man does himselfhe is said DOt
to be indignant with in his neighbours; so that it is eyi..
dent he will be indignant with crimes which he does not
commit himself. They ~e likewise ashamed before
thoae who divulge to many persons [any thing they have
done amiss;] for there is no dUFerence between the DOt
appearing·to have donerWfong, and the DOt divulging it.
B~ ~ divul~e ethe faults of others] w~ have be.l
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injured by them, because they obse"e their con4uct,
also those who are given to defamation (for if they defame those who have not acted wrong, -much more will
they defame those that have.) Those also divulge [what
they see or hear] who are attentive to the faults of
others, such as those that deride, and comic poets; lor
in a certain respect they are give!! to defamation and are
babblers. Men likewise are ashamed before those by
whom they have never been repulsed, but have- obtained
what they wished; for they are disposed towards them,
as towards penon, whom they admire. HeJlce, also,
they feel shame before those who have for the first time
asked any thing of them, as not having yet done any
thing by which they might lose their good opiaioo. Of
this kind likewise are such as recendy wish to be
friends; for theJ have perceived -qualities of the _most
excellent nature in us. Hence, the answer of Euripides
to the Syracusans was well, [when they desired his
friendship.] Among those likewise who were formerly
known to us we feel shame before suehof them as are Dot
conacious [of any crime we may have committed.] Men
also are not only ashamed of disgraceful things, but of
the indications' of -such things." Thus for instance they
are not only ashamed of the act of venery, but likewise
of the iDdicatioos of it; and not only when they do base
things, but when they speak of them. In a similar manner, also, they are Dot only ashamed before the abovementioned persons, but befo~ those who may divulge
their actions to tbem, lOch as the servants and friends of
these. In abort, men are not ashamed before thosewhose opinion with respect to veracity, is despised by
many persous; for no one is· ashamed before children
and brutes. Nor are men aShamed of the "same things
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before persona that they bow. aacI thoee who are
UDknown to them; but before thoee whom they know,
they ue ashamed of such things as are base in reality.
aa4 before tbole that are ~ of such things as are
legally base.
Mell likewiae when they are ashamed, are afFected ia
the following manner. In the fint place, when they an
pre&eIlt with perIODi of such a description as we haN
abo... thOle to be before whom they are ashamed; but
tbeee were such 18 are either admired by ~em, or who
admire them, or by whom they wish to be admired,
or from whom they are in WIIlt of something adYUltlgeoua, which they will not obtain if they are without
renown. Men alia are ashamed when they are Been by
auch perIODS 18 these. as Cydiaa the orator said respecting the divisioo of the lands in Samoa; for he ~
the Athenians to suppose that they were snrroutlded by
the Greeks in a circle, not ooly as hearers, but as spec.
tltora of their decrees. And they are b"bwile ashamed,
if such persons are near them, or are likely to be spec:tatora of their actioDl. Heace, those that are unfortuft8te are unwilUng to be seen by those that einulate
them; for emulators are admirers. Men aIao are ashamecI
when they have ally thing which disgraces the aCtio..
aad affairs, either of ,themselves, or of their ancestors. oe
of certain other persons, with whom they have aD1
alliaKe; and in short, they are asIwped before those •
whom they are themselves aahamed. But tb• . are such
penons 18 the above meDtioDed, and thole who aN
referred to them, of whom they have .been the precepcon
or cQunaeUors. They are likewise uhamed if daere are
other perIODS resembling themselves with wboIQ tbap
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contend for honorary distincti~ns; for from shame they
both do and omit to do many things on account of men
of this description. Men also feel more ashamed when
they are about to be seen, and converse openly with
those who are conscious [of their actions.] Hence,
Antipho the poet when he was led to punishment by the
command" of Dionysius, on seeing those who were to be
executed with him, having their faces covered as they
passed through the gates of the prison, said, why do you
COver your faces 1 Will" anyone of these see you to-morrow 1 And thus much concerning shame. But with
respect to impudence, it is evident that we shall abound
with what is to be said about it from contraries.

.

~-

•

. CHAPTER IX.

\.

THOlE,

however, to whom men are grateful, and in

what they are grateful, or how they are affected when
they are so, will be evident when we have defined what
a favour or kindness is. Let a favour,~herefore, be thaJ
,tICCOrding to 'lMich lle 'lVIw possesses a thing, is said to
~er n jilrJDW OR him f»1w is in 'lIJQnt Q/ it, not that he
fIIII!J receive «ng thing from him," nor tllot an!} advantage
,nq" accrue 10 tile girJer, but tll4I lie .110 is in 'lINmI mtI!J
"~1eI.
.....

...

YOL.I!'l
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Bat a favour is great when it is confelTed, either 6It
one who is very much in want of it, or the' favour itself
consists of tbings which are great and difficult to obtain,·
or is bestowed opportQnely, or when he who bestows it:
is the only one,. or the first that bestows it, or who espe.t
clally bestows it., Wants, howe'fer, are appetites or
desires, and of these particularly such as are accomJ
panied with pain when the desired objett is not obtained ..
But of Ihis kind t are such desires as love, and also those
which take place in the maladies of the body, and in
dangers; for he who is in danger desires, and 'likewise
he who is in pain. Hence, those who relieve men thar
are in poverty PI' in caile,. though the relief be but snul~
yet on account of the magnitude of the want, and the
seasonableness of the relief, they confer a favour; as was
the case with him who gat'e a mat [to a poor ellile] in
the Lyceum. It is necessary, therefore. that he who
confers a favour must especialfy c~nfer it in the above·
mentioned circumstam:es j but if nOl in tl:!ese, in 8uth as
are equal or greater.
Hence, since it is etident wen aAd in what thiags a
favour is to be conferred, and how those are affected that
bestow a favour, it is likewise manifest that from hence,
argiuments must be derived for the plltpose'
sho,.ing
that others are or have been in such like pain and wanr~
and -that those who relieved them in sucb WaIlt, relieved
them by supplybtg what was mentioned.

of

It is likewise manifest whence it may be sbownthat '3, ,
favour has not been conferred, and that no gratitude is
due, either by evincing that it, is or ha~; -been conferred
for the sake of those that bestowed it; and that is not a

.

.

. ...

,-
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f'aY.OUr. Or it may be shOWll ~hat it was· conferred
casually, or by compulsion. Or that a kindness was
returned, but not conferred, whether knowingly or not;
for in both ways one thing is given for another; 80 that
neither in this way will it be a favour. Wha~ we have
said likewise must be considered in all the categories.
.For it is a favonr, either because this particular .thing is
given, or 80 much, or ·a thing of· such .a .quality, or at
.such a time, or in such a place. But· the signs [that a
favour has riot been conferred] are if less has been done
than. at another time. And if the same, or equ~, or
greater things have been conferred on enemies; for it is
evident in this case, that these things have not been
Bestowed for our Sakes. Or if things of a vile nature
have been bestowed knowingly; for no one will acknowledge that he is in want of vile things. And thus much
concerning conferring and not conferring a favour •

.- .
CHAPTER X.
LET us now show what pity is, how men that commi.
serate others are affected, and what things and persons
are the objects of pity. But let pity be a certain pain
arising from an Qpparmt tiestructirJe and dolmi.ftc e'Di1

which bgals smne one ,undeserved/!It imtl.IJIzich Ize owlzQ
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.foell tItU pain, M' lOIRe one 1Jelorttitt6 10 ,., "'9 up«t
to srdJ'ert il1Id 1hi12V1um the IlUiI is Ieer& 10 lie lie• •
For it is evident that he who will commiserate another
penon must neceuarily be one who will think that either
·hiinself, or some one belonging to him., may suffer a
Certain ml, and such an nil as we have meDtionedia
the definitiol1 of pity; or an evil similar or allied to it.
Hence, neither do those who consider themselvea I I
utterly l06t feel pity; (for they do not think they sball
euff'er any thing further than what they have sderecl)
Bor those who fancy themselves exceedingly happy j for
tIley insult [those that are in calamity.] For if they faucr
that every kind of good is preseDt with them, it is evident
that they must also fancy they cannot suffer any evil ;
since a security from evil is among the number of goods.
Those, howe.ver, who are compassionate are such u
think they may suffer; and such as have suffered evils ;
and have escaped them. Likewise elderly men, on account of their prudence and experience. Those that are
feeble, and those that are more timid. Also those that
are erudite; for they accurately consider the mutability
of human affairs. And those that have parents, or. chil.dren, or wives; for they consider their evils to be their.OWD. Those likewise are compassionate who are not
overpowered with anger or confidence; for those that
are pay no attention to futurity. And also those who
are not insolently disposed; for those that are do not
think they shan suffe~ any evil. Bat those are compassionate who exist between these. Nor again, are thOle
.compassionate who are very timid; for those who are
terrified feel no pity, because they are occupied with their
OWll passion. Those likewise are compassionate who
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think that there are some worthy persons; for he who
thinks that no one is worthy will fancy that aU mea
deserve to suffer evil. And in short, [a man is compas.sionate] when. he is so disposed as to remember that 6uch
like evils have happened either to him, or to those belonging to him. And thus we have shown how those
who compassionate others are affected. .
What the things are, however, which they com,.
&ioDate is evident from the definition. For all such painful and lamentable circumstances as are of a destructift
nature, are subjects of commiseration. And, likewi~
such evils as fortune is the cause of if they are gre&
But evils which are lamentable and destructive are,'
death, stripes, the maladies of the body, old age, _
ease, and the want of nutriment. And the evils of
which fortune is the cause are, the privation of friend.,
a paucity of friends; (on whieh account, also, it is lamentable to be torn from friends and familiars) deformity
of body, imbecillity, and mutilation. It is also a subject
of commiseration for some evil to happen there, where
it was fit some good should have been done. And for a
, thing of this kind to happen frequently. Likewise fOr
some good to be present, when no advantage caD be
derived from it; as was the case with the gifts which
were sent to Diopithis from the king [of Persia;] for
they were sent to him when he was dead. It is also a
subject of commiseration, when no' good happens to any
ODe, or if it does happen, it cannot be. enjoyed. These,
therefore, and things of this kind, are subjects of commileration.

But mea compassionate those they are ~ell acquainted
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with, unless they are very much allied to' them; for
towards these, when they are about to suffer a'ny evil,
they are affected in the same manner as towards themselves. Hence, Amasis, when his son
led to death,
did not, as they say, weep; but he wept when he 'saw
his friend beg. For this, indeed, was an object of commiseration, but the former was a dreadful circumstance.
For that which is dreadful is different from that which
is commiserable, and has the power of expelling pity. It
is also frequently useful to the contrary [indignation.:l
Men, likewise, feel compassion [for their familiars]
when some evil is near them. They also commiserate
those who are similar to themselves in age, in manners,
in habits, in dignities, and in birth. For in aU these it is
more apparent that they may suffer the like evils. For,
in short, it is here also necessary to assume that men feel
pity for the evils of others, if they are such as they are
fearful may befal themselves. Since, however, calamities
which appear to be near, are the subjects of compassion,
but such as happened ten thousand years ago, or which will
happen ten tl,oUland years hence, as they are neither the
objects of expectation nor remembrance, are either not
at all the subjects of compassion, or not in a similar
degree; hence, those things which are represented by
the same gestures, voices and apparel, and in short by
the same action [as those who were in some calamity
adopted,] are necessarily more pitiable. For they cauSe
the evil which we commiserate to appear nearer, p1aciRg
it ·before our eyes, either as that which will be, or which
bas been. Calamities, likewise, ~hich have recently happened, or which will shortly happen, are for the saine
reason more pitiable. Signs, also, and the actions [which
have been employed by miserable men,] are pitiable;- such

was
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-as the garments which they.have·worn, ad other thiDga
'of the like kind: The species, likewise, and whatever else
is of a similar nature, of those in calamity, 18 for iDStance,
.of those who are dyillg, are subjects of commiseration';
.and especially of those who in such .circumstanees are
'worthy ·men. For aU these things, because they seem
near, produce greater c;ommiserarion; b~ause he who
-iRlff'ers, appears not to deserve these evils, and .because
dle calamitY is before our l!ye&

-

-..

CHAPTER XI.

To pity, however, that passioB is especially G~
which they call indignation. For to the pain arising
from adverse circumstances in which some one is undeservedly involved, the pain is after a certain manner
opposed-, which arises from the same manners, Oil
ac.count of the prosperity which some one unworthily
()btaiDs. And both these passions are the offspring of
worthy manners. For it is necessary tD condole. and
compassionate those who are undeservedly unfortunate
in their affairs; and to be indignant with those who are
undeservedly prosperous. For that which happens to
.anyone contrary to his desert is unjust. Hence, also,
we attribute indignation to the gods. Envy, likewise,
may appear to be after the same manner opposed to .pity,
a being proximate to and the I!aI1lC with indignatiou. It
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is hown-er cWFerent from it. For en.., also is a t\R'bu.
lent pain arising from the prosperity [of another penon]
but is not a pain arising from undeserved prosperity, but
from the prosperity of one who is equal and similar te
him who is. envious. Both these passions, however.,
agree in this, that each is pained for the prosperity
of another, because he is prosperous, and not because
any evil arises from thence to the subject of these pasaons. For if this were not the case, one of these paslions would no longer be envy, and the other indignation; but each would be fear, if pain and penurbatioll
were produced, because some evil would befal the subject of these passions from the prosperity of another.

It is however evident that contrary passions are conse- .
quent [to these perturbations.] For he who is pained
on account of the unmerited prosperity of others, will
rejoice, or at least will be without pain, on account of
the contraries to these, viz. those who are dese"edly
uafortunate. Thus for instance, no worthy person will
be pained., when parricides and murderers are punished.
For it is necessary to rejoice in the misfortunes of such
persons. After the same manner, also, it is proper to tejoice in the prosperity of those who are dese"edly for~
tODate~ For borh these are just, and cause a worthy
man to rejoice; since it is necessary he should hope. the
same prosperity will also befal him which befel one who
resembles him. And all these passions belong to the
same manners.
But the contraries to these belong to contrary man·
Mrs. For it is the same person who rejoices in the evils
of another, and who is envious; since he who is pained
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at tbat which befals and is pr~t with some one, mUst

necea;arily rejoice at the privation and destructioJl of
tbattbing. Hence, all these passions are impediments to
pity; but they differ trom the above-D:lentioned causes:;
SO tbat all of them are similarly useful for tbe prevention
of pity.

In the first place, therefore, let us speak concerning
Jildignation, and show with wbat persons, and on accOUJ)t
of what circumstances we are indignant, and how tbose
who are indignant are affected; and afterwards, let us
speak concerning the other passions. But from what
has been said, it is evident [with what persOns men are
indignant.] For if 'to be indignant is to be pained on
account of some one who appears to be undeservedly
prosperous, in the firs~ place it is evident, that we cannot
be indignant on account of every good. For if a man'
ia just or brave, or has any virtue, no one can be indii"
DaIlt with him; nor are those 'the objects of pity who
are contrary to these. But men are indignant at riches
and power, and things of this kind, of which, in short,
good men are worthy. Nor are men indignant with.-.
those who possess any thing which is naturally good,
such as nobility, beauty, and the like. Since, however.,
that whicb is ancient appears to be something proxi~
to what is naturally possessed, it necessarily follows that
men are more' indignant with those who possess the same
/ good, if they have recently possessed it, and on accou.
of this are in prosperous circumstances; for those who'
haJe recently bec:ome rich are the cause of greater mo.
lesaation to· others, than those whose wealth is ancient,
and by deIK:ent. In a similar manner, also, rulers, pow.:.
erful men, those who have numerous friends, and an ex·
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, ceDent progeny, and wba~er else is or the like kind,
'occuion greater molestation to others. And this is also
'the case if any other good befals them on account of
-these thingS. For we are more indignant with those
who are recently rich when they become rulers through
their riches, than with those who have been for a long
time in possession of wealth; and in a similar nwmer in
-other things. The cause, however, of this is, that those
who have for a long time possessed wealth, appear to
possess what is their own; but t his is not the case with
those who have recently become rich. For that which
appears to have always been possessed, appears to be
truly possessed; so that persons of the latter description,
do not seem to possess what is their own.' Because,
likewise, any casual person is not worthy of every good.
but there is a certain analogy and fitness; (since, for
instance, the beauty of arms is not adapted to a just, but
'to a brave man, and illustrious ·marriages are not adapted
to those who have recently become rich, but to those of
noble birth )-hence, if a man is a worthy character, and
does 110t obtain that which is adapted to him [so
as
be is worthy,] we are indignant. We are likewise indig.nant when an inferior contends with his superior, and _
especially when he contends with him in that in which
'he is inferior. On this account it is said [by Homer,']

far

Hence did Cebriones in c~mbat shun,
T' engage the valiant son of Telamon ;
For his presuming pride oft'ended Jove,
That with a better man he dunt bis courap prove•

.And we are also indignant if he contends with him ill
any thing else, [and not only in that in which he ia
inferior;] as if, for instance; a musician ,should contend
• lliadt..l~.
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with a just man; for justice is a thing more excellent
than music. From these things, therefore, it is evident
what are the objects of indignation, and why they are so;
for they are these, and things of a like nature.
But men are disposed to be indignant, if being worthy
to obtain the greatest goods, they do not obtain them;
for it is not just to think those persons worthy to obtain
a similar good, who are not similarly worthy; [and when
men of this description become the possessors of similar
good, worthy men are indignant.] In the second place

men

good and wortkg
are prone to he ;ndig7zant; for
"ley judge 'Well, and kate 'What;s unjust. Those, likewise, are indignant who are ambitious, and who aspire
'after certain actions; and especially when they are ambl~
tious about those things which others obtain, that are
unworthy to obtain them. And in short, those" who
think themselves dese"ing of that good, which other
persons think them not to deserve, are indignant with
such persons, and espedally when they obtain this good.
Hence, men of a servile disposition, bad men, and those
who are not ambitious, are not prone to indignation; for
there is nothing of this kind, of which they think themselves worthy. ' From these things, however, it is manifest what kind of persons those are for whose misfortunes
and evils, or the frustration ,of their wishes, we ought to
rejoice, or feel no pain; for from what has been said
the opposites are apparent. Hence, unless the oration
so prepares the judges whe.n their compassion is solicited,
as to convince them that those who implore thei~ pity
are unworthy to receive it, and that those who do not
implore it are worthy to receive it, it is impossible to ex·cite pity in the judges.
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CHAPTER XII•

.IT is likewise evident what the things and persons are
which occasion envy, and how those are affected that are
envious, ifen'O!I U a certain pain arising from apptzrent
prtnperit.!J in the above-mentioned goods, 'llJhen il 1UJppens to perlO'" Q{ a limi/ar condition, not because thU
prosperity doel not bt;{al Aim 'IJ)/u) is enviou8, but because it.falls to tlze lot qf thole JDIw are ,he ol!iect8 f!f
en'O!I.
For those that envy are such as to whom certain perare similar, or appear to be so; I mean, who are
similar in birth, in alliance, in habit, in reputation, and
~1temal abundance~ Men, likewise, enT}' who want but
little of possessing every good. Hence, those who perform great actions, and are prosperous, are envious; for
they fancy that whatever accedes to others is taken from
themselves. Those also are envious that are remarkably
honoured for a certain thing, and especially when they
are honoured for wisdom, or felicity. Likewise, those
who are ambitious, are more envious than those who are
unambitious. Those also are envious who wish to seem
to be wise, but are not so in reality; for they are ambitious of the honour which is attendant on wisdom. And
in short, those are envious who ~e lovers of renoWD in
so~s
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they.~ envious. The.
pusillanimous also are envious; (or all things appear to
them to be great.

my pursuit; for- in this pursuit

Hence, therefore, it is evident what the goods are
whieh are the objects of envy. For envy is excited by
those actions through which men pursue glory, contend
for honour, and aspire after. the good opinion ~f others.
And nearly, in all such things as are the effects of good
fortune there is envy. But this is especially the case in
dIOIe·dlings which men either desire themselves, or fancy
they ought to poaess; or in those things, in the posseslion of which they are a little superior, or a little inferior
to others.
It is likewise evident who the persons are that are the
objects of envy; for this was at the same time shown.
[from what has been said about those who are envious.]
For men envy those who are near to them in time, in
placet in age, and in renown. Whence it is said, cc That
which is kindred knows how to envy.It Men also envy
those with whom they contend for honour; for they
contend for honour with the persons above-mentioned.
INt· no one contends with those who lived 1m lhoUSt.lfld
!J«I1"s ago, or With those who will exist ten thousfJ7ld
yetl'l"8 he1lCe, or with those who are dead; nor yet 'With
those who dwell at the pillars of Hercules; nor with
those to whom in their own opinion, or in the opinion of
others, they are far inferior. Nor, in like manner, do
they contend with those to whom they are much superior.
Since,. however, men contend for honour with their antagonists, and rivals, and in short with those who aspire
after the same thingst it is necessary that they should
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apeciaIJy eDYf chose penous. Hence, it is said [by
HesiodJ Tie pottzr emies lite potier. Those also who
have scarcely obtained, or who have not at all obtained
a thing, enyY those who have rapidly obtained it. Men
likewise eIlvy those who, by obainiDg or acting rightly in
any thing, are a ctisgrac:e to them; but these are near
and similar. For it is e\"idellt in this case tbat thOle
who envy did not obtain the good [which those
"'hom they envy obtained] through their own fault; so
that this being painful produces envy. They also eBYJ
those who either have possessed these things, or who
have obtained what it is fit for them to pcl6lesS, or which
they once possessed; and on this account the more
elderly envy the younger. Those- likewise who have
spent much on the same thing, envy those who have
spent little on it. It is also evident. what the things ad
persons are in which men of this description rejoice, and
in what manner they are affected. For as those who are
not thus affected are pained,so those who are so affected are
delighted with contrary circumstances, [i. eo they rejoice
when they possess the good which those "are deprived of
who resemble themselves.] Hence, if the orator disposes the judges to be a1fected jn the same manner as those
are who are envious; and if he shows that those who
implore pity, or desire to obtain a certain ~ood, are such
as we have said those are who are envied, it is evident
that they will not obtain pity from their masters.
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CHAPTER XIII.

I T is likewise from henee evident how they are affected
.-ho are emulous, and of what kind of things and persons they are emulous. For emulation is II certain pain
Ilri,;ng fronl the apparent prese'RCe qf IlOnourable good,;
lind which he 'WI,O emulate8 mOll p08sess, a'fa1lillg 16 tile
lot of tllose 'Who naturally resemble him, so that he .,110
;s emulous ;s not pained that these goods are possessed 11y
IlnfJlllet', but tllOt they arc not possessed by himlt/f.
Hence, emulation is' equitable, and is possessed by equitable men; but envy is a depraved thing, and is possesaed
by depraved men. For he who emulates prepares himself through emulation for the attainment of good, but
be who envies endeavours through envy that his neighbour may not obtain some good.
It is necessary, therefore, that those should be emulous
who think themselves deserving of the good which tlier
do not possess; for no one thinks himself deserving of
things which appear impossible to be obtained. Henc~.
young men, and those who are magnanimous are emulous.
Those likewise are emulous who possess such g.oods at
deaerve ~o be posaessed
by· irl~.Gleo~;
for these are
.
.
~.
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riches, numerous friends, dominion, and the like. For as
they think it fit that they should be worthy men, they
emulate the worthy who possess similar goods. Men
also emulate those whom others think deserving of good.
And likewise those whose ancestors, or kindred, or domestics, or nation or city are famous, are in these things
emulous; for they think them to be appropriate to themselves, .and that they are worthy of these.

If, however, honourable goods are the subjects of
emulation, it is necessary that the virtues should be things
of this kind; and likewise such things as' are useful and
beneficial to others. For benefactors and good men are
. honoured. Those goods also which are enjoyed by
those who are proximate to us, are the subjects of emulation; such as riches and beauty, which are enjoyed
more than health.
It is evident, therefore, who those persons are that are
the subjects of emulation; for those w!Jo possess these
aad such like things are emulated. But these are the
above-mentioned particulars, such as fortitude, wisdom,
,and dominion; for rulers have the power of benefiting
many. Generals likewise, rhetoricians, and all' who are
able to effect things of this kind are objects of emulation.
This also is the case with those whom many wish to reItIDble, or of whom many wish to be the familiars or
friends; or whom many admire, or whom they themselves admire. And lik~ise with those whose praises
aad encomiums are celebrated by poets, or the writers of
orations. Men, however, despise those who are defWived of these goods, and who are defiled with the contrary -¥ices ; fOr CGDteIDpt is contrary to emulation, and

'm

.
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emul_g to- despising. But it is necessary that those
who are so affected as to emulate certain persons, or be
emulat~ flbould despise those who hue the evils opposite to the goods which produce emulation. Hence,
they frequently despise such as are fonunate when fortune is present with them without honourable goods.
And thus ,ve have shown through what particulars the
passions are ingenerated and dissolved, from which. c~
dibility is derived.

. -CHAPTER XIV.
IN the next place Jet us show what the lDIDDers of
are according to their paaaions, ~its, ages an4
fortunes.
J)leD

And the passions, indeed, I denominate anger, desire,
and the like, concerning which we have spoken before.
But habits are the virtues and vices; and of these
also we have spoken before, and have also shown what
the objects are which every one deliberately chooses,
and what the actions which he performs. The ages are
youth, the acme of life, and old age. But I call fottune,
nobility, wealth, power, and the contraries to these, and
ill shon, prosperous and adverse fortune•
.Arlit.
VOL. J.
:It
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. .Y oag meD, therefore,

aoo~

are pl'QDe to desire, . .

n.

pie-

pared to accomplish what they desire. Of all tbe desires
pertaining to the body likewise, they are especially ad..

dicted to venereal pleasures, and are intemperate ill
these; but they are mutable, and rapidly become fasti..
dioU8 in tbeir desires. They also desire vehementlyt and
quickly cease to desire. For their wishes are acute, and
not great, so that they resemble the hunger and thirst of
those that are sick. They are likewise prone to anger,
are precipitately angry, are prepared to follow the impulse of passion, and are vanquished by anger. - For in
consequence of their ambition they cannot endure to be
neglected, but are indignant if they conceive that they
are injured. And they are indeed ambitious, but they
are more desirous of victory '; for youth aspires after
transcendency; but victory is a certain transcendency.
They are also more desirous of both these [i. e. hOllour
and victory] than of riches. But they are in the smallest
degree anxious about wealth, because they have not yet
experienced the want of it, as it is said in an apophthegm
pf Pittacus upon Amphiarus. Young men likewise are
not malevolent, but ingenuous, because they .have n9f
yet beheld 'much depravity. They are also credulous,
because they have not yet been deceived in many thiags.
4nd they are full of good hope; for in the same maquer
as men [are heated] who are intoxicated with wine, 80
young men are naturally hot; and at the same time they
are full of good hope, because they have not yet been
frequently frustrated of their wishes. They also live (or
the most part from hope; for hope indeed is of. tJ1e
future, but meDlC?ry of the past; but with young DJeD
the future is long, and the past short. ~ in the ~~
ing of life they. do not think :that they shoul4 remember
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"any thing, but hope aU things. They are likewi8e euiIf
deceived for the cause already' assigned; for they easily
hope. They are also more brave; for they are irascible,
and fuji of good hope; of which the former causes
them to be fearless, and the latter confident; for no one
who is angry is afraid, and to hope for some good produces confidence. They are likewise bashful; for they
do not as yet apprehend other things to be beautiful in
cODduct than those in which they were instructed by law
alone. And they are magnanimous; for they are not
yet rendered abject by life, but are unexperienced in its
necessities; and magnanimity consists in a man believing
himself to deserve great things; and this is the province
of one who entertains good hope. They likewise prefer
beautiful to profitable conduct; for they live more from
moral precepts than from reasoning; but reasoning is
directed to tbat which is profitable; and virtue, to that
which is beautiful. Youth also is a lover of friends mel
associates, more than the other ages, because it rejoices
in society, and does not yet judge of any thing by its
utility, so that neither does it seek for advantage in friendahip. Youth likewise err in every thing in a greater
degree and more vehemently, contrary to the precept of
Chilo; for they do all things too much; since they love
and hate too much, and in a similar manner with respect
to every thing else. For they fancy and strenuously conteDd that they know all things; and this is the J'eMOIl
why they exceed in all their actions. They also injure
«bers from insolence, and not malevolently. And they
are compassionate, because they apprehend all men to be
1rDIthy and better than they are; for by their own inno~e they measure others; 10 that they are of opinion
they IUffer undaervedly. They ire Jikewiae addicted to
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laughter; on which account alsO they are facetious; for
facetiousness is learned contumoly. Such therefore are
the manners of youth •

..

~

;

CHAPTER XV.
men, however, and those who have lost the
vigour of .age, are nearly for the moat part endued with
manners contrary to those of youth. For because they
have lived many years, have been deceived iii many
things, and have erred, and because the greater part of
human affairs is bad, hence they do not firmly assert
any thing, and estimate all things less than is proper.
They likewise opine, but m(1W nothing; and being in'Volved in doubt they always add perhaps, and it rruzy be.
And in this manner they speak on every subject; but
they assert nothing stably. They are also illnatured ;
for illnature 'consists in putting the wont construction on
every thing. Farther still, thEiy are suspicious from
their incredulity, but they are incredulous from their ex.perience. Oli this account, likewise, they neither love
nor hate vehemently i but according to the precept. of
·Bias thlove as if .theY s b ould some time
• or other hate.
- J
&JDd they hate if h
'
. also as
t ey should some time or ~herlove•
Th
. ey !U'e
llusillanirq,ous. ~use they have be~e
ELDBRI.Y
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abject through' length of years; for they desire nothing,
great or illustrious, but those things only, which are
necessary to the support of, life. They are: likewise
illiberal; for one of the necessaries of life is property ;
but at the .same time from experience they know how
difficult, the acquisition of wealth is, and how easily it is
lost. 'Th~y are also timid, and are afraid of every thing
beforehand. For they are affected in a manner contrary
to youth; since they are frigid, but youth is hot; so
that old age prepares the way for timidity; for fear is
acertilin refrigeration., They are likewise lovers of life,
and _especially at the close of life, because desire is
directed to that which is absent, and that which is wanted
is especially the object of desire. They are also lovers
of themselves roore than is· proper; for' this also is a
certain pusillanimity. And they live with a view to what
is advantageous, and not with a view to what is beautiful
in conduct, more than is proper, because they are lovers
of themselves. For that which is advantageous is good
to an individual; but that which is beautifUl in conduct
. is 'simply good. They are 1ikewise more impudent than
modest; for because they do n~t similarly pay attendoD
to the ,beautiful in conduct and the advantageous, they
neglect the opinion of others, as to their' own actiona.
They are also despondent, on account of their experience
[of human affairs;] for the greater part of hu~an concerns are bad; and' therefore, most of them tend to a
worse condition; and also on account' of their timidity.
And they live more from memory than from hope; for
the remainder of their life is but little; but that which
is past is much. And hope, indeed, is of tbe future, but
memory is of the past. This likewise is the cause of
their garrulity; for they dwell on the ~tion of past
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events, because they are delighted With the recollection
of them. Their anger also is sharp, but imbecile. And
their desires partly fail, and partly are weak j 80 that
they are neither prone to desire, nor disposed to act
according to its impulse, but they act with a view to gain.
Hence, those who are so far advanced in age appear to
be temperate; for their desires become remiss, and they
are subservient to gain. They likewise live more from
reasoning than from manners; for reasoning is directed
to that which is advantageous; but manners are directed
to virtue. They injure others. also from malevolence,
and not from insolence. Old men likewise are compassionate as well as young men, but not from the same
cause; for young men are compassionate from philanthropy, but old men from imbecility; for they fancy
that all evils are near them; and this was the definition
a compassionate man. Hence, also, they are querulous, and are neither facetious, nor lovers of laughter;
(or the querulous disposition is contrary to that which is
addicted to laughter. Such, therefore, are the manners
of young and elderly men. Hence, too, since every ope
willin~ly admits orations adapted to his manners, and·
which exhibit similar manners [in the orator], it is not
immanifest what the manners are which an orator ought
to express in his oration, so that they may be readily
heard by the young or the old.

of
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CHAPTER XVI.
WITH respect to those, however, who are in the acme
of life, it is evident that their manners will be between
th~ of youth and old men, so as to take away the excess of each. And they are neither very confident; for
audacity is a thing of such a kind as confidence; nor
very timid, but are disposed in a becoming manner with
respect to both these. Nor do they confide in all men,
nor disbelieve all men, but are more disposed to judge
according to truth. And neither do they alone live with
a view to what is beautiful iil conduct, nor with a view
to what is advantageous, but with a view to both. Not
are they inclined to parsimony, nor yet to luxury, but
to that (mode of life] which is appropriate, and fit.
They are also disposed in a similar manner with respeci
to anger and desire; and they are temperate in conjunc..
tion with fortitude, and brave in conjunction withtemperance. For these virtues are distributed in the young
and the old; since young men indeed are brave and in.
temperate, but elderly men temperate' and timid. III
short, the advantages which are distributed among the
young and the old, s~bsist in conjunction in those who
are in the acme of life; but such things as exceed, or
are deficient in the young and the old, of these, thac
which is m04erate and fit, [IS ~ by men ia the
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vigour 01 their age.] But the body, indeed, ,is in its
acme from thirty to five and thirty years of age, but the
lOul about the forty ninth year. And thus much CODcerning the manners of youth, anel old age, ad those
who are in the acme of life.

.- .
CHAPTER XVII.
LET WI in the next place speak concerning the goods
derived from fortune, through which it happens that the
manners of men become such as they are. The manners, therefore, of nobility are indeed such as render him
who possesses it more ambitious; for all men when any
good is present with them are accustomed to accumulate
, it; but nobility is a certain dignity of ancestors. But
it is peculiar to those of noble birth to despise those
who resemble their ancestOJ'l, [i. e. who have recently
obtained those goodS which their ancestors formerly
possessed; ] because remote renown is more honourable
than that which is recently obtained,· and is attended
with greater glory.

A man, howeter, is noble from the virtue of lineage ;
but 'he is generous through not degenerating from the
_ture [of h:1s ancestors;] which for the most part is not
the gse with men of noble birth, since many of them
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are abject. For there is a fertility in the progenies of
men, in the same manner as in the productions of the
earth. And sometimes if the stock is good, illustrious
men are for a time produced; but afterwards, there is
again a remission of fecundity. The progeny, allO,
which possessed an excellent disposition degenerates into
more insane manners, as was the case with the offspring
of Alcibiades, and the elder Dionysius. But progeny
of a stable disposition degenerate into stupidity and sloth;
as was the case with the descendants of Cimon, Pericles,
and Socrates.

.. - .
CHAPTER XVIII.
BUT ~e

manners which are consequent to wealth may
be easily seen by all men. For rich men are insolent
and proud, and these manne.rs they derive from the- p0ssession of wealth; smce they are affected in the same
manner as if they possessed every good. For wealth is
as it were the test by which the worth of other things is .
estimated; on which account it appears that all things
may be purchased by it. Rich men also are luxurious
and boastful; luxurious, indeed, from their delicate
mode of living, and the ostentation of their felicity; but
they are boastful and of barbarous manners, because all
men are accustomed to dwell upon that which is beloved
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and admired by them; and beeause they fancy that othenl
are emulous of that which is the object of their emulation. At the same time, however, they are deservedly
thus affected; for many are in want of the riches whjch
they possess, whence, also, that saying of Simonides re..
• peeting wise and rich men, in answer to the wife of king
Hiero who asked him whether it was better to become a
rich than a wise man; for he replied, that it was better to
be a rich man; because wise" men, said he, are seen waiting at the doors of ~he rich. They are also thus a1fected
because they far.cy themselves worthy to govern; for
they fancy they possess those thing,s for t{.e sake of which
government is thought worthy of being obtained. And
in short, the manners of the rich are the manners of one
who is stupidly happy. The manners of the wealthy,
however, who have recently become rich, differ from
the manners of those who have derived their wealth from
their ancestors in this, that the former have all vices in a
greater degree, and with more depravity; for wealth
recently acquired is as it were a certain inerudition of
riches. Rich men also injure others not fro~ malevolence, but partly from insolence, and partly from intemperance; as when from the former they strike others,
and from the latter commit adultery.
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CHAPTER XIX.

THUS too, most of the manners pertaining to power
are nearly evident; for power has panly the same, and
partly better manners than wealth. For men in power
are as to their manners. more ambitious and more virile
than ,rich men, because they aspire after those employments which they are capable of performing through
their power. They are likewise more diligent, as being
compelled to direct their attention to things pertaining
to power. They are also more venerable than severe;
for dignity renders them more conspicuous; on which
account they are moderate in their conduct. But venerableness is a mild and decorous gravity. And if they
act unjustly, it is not in small aft"airs, but in things of
great consequence.
Prosperity, likewise, as to its parts, has the maDDerS of
the above-mentioned characters, [viz. of the noble, the
rich, and the powerful;] for those prosperities which
appear to be the greatest tend to these. And fan_
still, prosperity prepares us to abound in a good offspring,
and in the goods pertaining to the body. Powerful mea,
therefore, are more proud and inconsiderate, on account
of. their prosperity. Among the num1lel"8, iK1tMJer,
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",iicla are IlttentilUlt on good fortune, t1~r' is one 'lVhich

;s most ezcelient, ond it is this, thai the fortunate are
lovers qf divinity, and are 'a~ell disposed toward, a divine
fltlture; for t/ley believe in it [in a becoming matlner,]
in consequence qf the goods proceeding.from fortune.
And.thus much concerning the manners of men accord-ing to age and fortune; for the manners which are contrary to the before-mentioned, are evident from contrary
[fortlUles;] viz. from the fortunes of the poor, the unfortunate, and the powerl~~

-..
CHAPTER

xx.

THE ·use, however, of persuasive orations pertains to
judgment; for we no longer require -arguments about
things which we know, and of which we hav~ formed a'
judgment. And though it be but one person alone whom
the orator endeavours to exhort or dissuade, as is the case
with those who admonish or persuade, yet that one person is a judge; for he whom it is necessary to persuade,
is, in short, a judge. And the like takes place, whether
the oration is directed against the litigant, or against the·
hypothesis; for it is necessary that an oration ~hould be
arguments should be
employed, and that the contrary
...
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subverted,. against which, as against a .Iitigant. the oration
is made. A similar method must also be adopted in
demonstrative orations; for in these the speech is directed to the spectators as to judges. In short, he alone
is, simply spdking, a judge, who in political contests
judges the subjects of investigation. For [in such CODtests] the manner in which things of a dubious nature
subsist is investigated, and also those which are the subjects of consultation. Concerning the manners of politics, however, we have already spoken in what we have
&aid about. deliberative affairs; so that it is there explained
in what manner, and through what particulars we may
produce ethical orations. But since about every kind of
orations there is a certain different end, and about all of
them opinions and propositions are assumed,. from whicl1
those who consult, demonstrate, and dispute, derive credibility t and farther still, since we have also discussecl
'those particulars, from which it is possible to compoae
ethical orations ;-it remains that we should discuss sucla
things as are common. . For it is necessary that all rhetoricians in orations [of every kind] should employ what
pertains to the possible. and imposaible, and should et&deavour to show that some things will be, and that
othe,s have been. The consideration, likewise, of mag.. .
nitude is common to all orations; for all orations, whether they persuade or dissuade, whether they praise or
blame, accuse or defend, employ diminution and ampJi..
Jjation. But these things being determlnetJ, let us en.
deavour to discuss in «:ommon what pertain. to enthJ.
memes and examples, in order that by adding what
.remains w«; may bring to an end what we proposed frotn
the first. Of things however which are common, ampli.
tica~on ~ most ada~ ~o eJemonstrative orations, as we
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have before observed; but that which baa been done is
most adapted to judicial orations (for judgment is employed about these); and the possible and what wiD be
"clone are most adapted to deh"berative orations.

In the first place, therefore, let us speak concemiDg
things possible and impossible. If then it is possible for
one contrary to be, or to be effected, it would seem to
be possible that the other contrary also may be. Thus,
for instance, if it is possible that a man may be restored
to health, it is also possible that he may bp. diseased; for
there is the same power of contraries so far ~ they are
contraries. And if one similar is possible, another simi•
.Jar likewise is possible. And if that which is more diIJi,o
cult is possible, that also which is more easy is possible.
If, likewise, it is possible for a thing to be rendered good
'Or beautiful, it is possible, in short, for that thing to be
'produced; for it is more difficult for a beautiful house,
~han for a house simply, to exist. That also of which
the beginning is possible the end is possible; for nothing
"is effected, nor begins to be effected, of things which are
impossible. Thus, for instance, it will never begin to be
"possible, nor will it ever be possible, that the diagonal"of
". square should be commensurable with the side of the
"square. That of which the end, likewise, is possible,
"the beginning is" possible; for all things are produced
'from the beginning or principle. If that, -also, which is
posterior in essence, or in generation, is possible to be
"dfFected, tbisis Hkewise the case with that which is prior;
as, if it is possibie for a man, it is also possible for a child,
~ be generated; for the latter is prior to the former.
And:if it is possible for a child to be generated, it'is
'likeWise possible for a man; for a child is the beginning,
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man

[but
is the end of this generation.] Those tbiDgt,
also, of which the love or desire is from nature, are polio
aible; for no one for the moat part loves or desir~ things
impossible. And it is possible for those things to be and
to be effected, of which there are sciences and arts.
Those things likewise are possible, the principle of the
generation of which is iJ? those things which we can
compel, or persuade; and these are things than which we
are more powerful, or of which we are the masters or
friends. And of those things of which the .parts are
possible, the whole is possible; and of those things at'
wruch the whole, the pa11S also are for the most part p0sable, For if it is possible for the ornaments of the head,
and a garment to be made, it is also possible for apparel
to be made; and if apparel, it is likewise possible far
the ornaments of the head, and a garment to be made.
If, likewise, the whole genus is· among the number of
thingA p'ossible to be effected, this is also the case with
the species; and if· with t~e species, likewise with the
Thus, for instance, if it is possible for a ship, it
is also possible for a three-banked galley to be construct.
e.d ; and if a three-banked galley, a ship likewise may be
constructed. And if one of those things which are 118+'
turally related to each other is possible, the other also is
possible ; as if the double is possible, this is also the cUe
with the half; and if the half, the double also. If, like·
wile, it is possible for any thing to be effected without
art or preparation, it is much more possible for it to be
e6cted. through art and diligent attention; whence, abo,
it is said by Agatho,

mus.

Some things by fonune may efFected be,
And some by art we do, and from aecealty.
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ADd if a thing may be ei"ected by worse, or inferior, or
more imprudent persons, it may also be much more
effected by per80DS of a contrary description; as likewise
Iaocrates said, that it would be a dreadful thing, if Euthynus should have learnt that, which he himself was
unable to discover. But with respect to things imposiible, it is evident that they may be obtained from the
contraries to the above-mentioned particulars.
Whether a thing, however, has been done, or has not
been done, must be considered from what follows. For
in the first place, if that has been done, which is less
naturally adapted to have been done. that will have been
effected which is more natur.illy adapted to ha,-e been
done.' And if that which was wont to be done after.
wards has been done, that also has been done, which
was usually done before; as if a man has forgotten any
thing, he has once learnt that which he has forgotten.
And if a man is able ad. willing to do a thing he baa
done it; for all men act, when they are willing and able~
lince there is tben no impediment to their acting. Far•
.dler sull, if a man is willing to do a thing, and notbiJaa
external impedes him, he does it. And if he is able to
effect any thing, and is angry, he effects it; and this is
likewise the case if he is able, and is under the inlJuence
of desire. For men for the most part do those thinga
which they desire, and are able to eifect; depraved men.
indeed, from intemperance; but worthy men because
they clesire -wbat is equitable# If, also. anyone intende4
• Thus it i. more difficult to injure another person in deed. thaD
in words. Hence, if some one has injured another in deeds, he has
also injured him ill'word$.
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to clo a thing. it is: pro~ble that he did it. And if such
things are -don~ as are 'natura{ly adapted to be done prior
to a, certain t)1ing, or for the sake of it, [that thing has
been done.} Thus, if it has ligh~ned, it has also thun.
dered. And if any one ~ endeavoured to do a certain
thing, he has also done it. And if such things as are
~afurally .adapted to. have been done afterwards, or if
that faa: the ~e. of :w~i~h they are done has been ef.
fected. that also which.is done prior to them, and fort~e
,~e'of wqich tftey are done, ~as been effected. Thus,
if 'it has thund~d, it has lightened; and if a thing has
beren done,. there has. likewise been aD endeavour to do
it; With respect, however, to all these·things,. some of
the~ are f~m . necessity; b~t others. for the most. part
subsist after .this manner. And as to that which has not·
.been don~, it.is evident that it may be shown ~ot to ~ve
been done from places contrary to the before:-meI\-

Poped•. '
ETidence, .like• • . \Vith respect tQ wh~t will be done
.may be derived .from thE! ~~ things;' for th~ which' it
., in th~ pow,r.~ 1-i~9fany:ope,to do, will ~ done.
This is also the case wilh things which any' one ~ i~
pelled to do from desire and anger, and reaso~g iR
conjunction with power. Hence, if anyone is impelled,
or m~itates to do a thing, it will be done; since for the
most part things which are intended to be done are ef.
fected, rather than those which are not. If, also, those
things are done which ought to have been done first,
that likewise will be done, which ought to have heeD
done afterwards. Thus, because before it rains the
clouds ought to be collected, if the olouds are collected,

A nst.
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it is probable it will rain. And if a thing bas been dona.
\lrhich is for the sake of something ebe, it is probable
·that the thing will be done for the sake of which the
·other was done; as if the foundation is laid, it is probable the house will be built.
With respect, however, to the magnitude and pam·tude of things, the greater and the less, and in short
·things which are great and small, these will be mdent
to us from what has been before said; for in the d~
sian of the dehDerative genus we have spoken concerning
the magnitude of what is good, and in short, concemiDg
the greater and the less. Hence, since in "ery oration
the proposed end is good; as for iDstance, the useful,
the beautiful, and the just. it is evident that through
these. amplifications must be assunied in all orations.
~ut besides these, to investigate any thinK concerning
magnitude simply and excess, is a vain discussion. FOI"
paniculars are more useful [10 the composition of orations]
'thaD. universals. And thus much concerning the p0sSible and impossible, and whether a thing has been done,
-Or bas not been done, and will be, or will not be; an4
further still, concerning. the greatness and littleness of
things.

,.
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CHAPTER XXI.

IT now remains to speak about the credibility which is
common to all [orations], since we have already spoken
'about the credibility which is peculiar. But there are
two kinds of the crecUbility which is common, viz. example and enthymeme; for a sentence is a part of an
. enthymeme. In the first place, therefore. let us speak
tonceming example; for example is similar to induction j but induction is a principle.'
,

But of examples there are two species j for ode species indeed' of example, is to speak of things that are paat,
but the other is, when we ourselves feign [something similar for the purpose of showing that which we wish to
show.] And of this, one species is a parable, but the
other fables like those of l£sop and the Africans. Example, however, is indeed a thing of the following kind,
as if some one should say, "That it is necessary to
make preparations against
Persian king, and. not
sufFer him to subjugate Egypt;' for prior to him' Darius
coul4 not pass over [the Hellespont] till he had captured

the

I As in the sciences 'mlru:t;Q1I is employed as a principle for the
purpose of praTing univenah, 10 in rhetoric UIl'IIIpk is employed

ill .... to amoki them.
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Egypt; but when be bad captured itt be paseed iato
Greece.'- And again. "Xerxes did not attack. Greece
till he bad captured Egypt. but when be had captured
it, he passed oYer into Greece; 80 that this king [ot
Persia] also. if he shou~d take Egypt will pass into
Greece. Hence, he must not be sufFered to do this/'
But a parable is a SOCfatie similitude; as if some one
should say, "That it is not proper magistrates should be
chosen by lot; for this is just as if some one should
choose athlers: by lot, so as not to select those who are
able to contend, but those on whom the lot falls;
as
if some one should choose by lot from a number or
sailo~, him who ought to be the pilot of a ship, as if it
were prdper that he should -be chosen on whom the lot
falls-, and not he who is skilled in steering a ship." lJut,
a fable is such as that of Stesich~rus agaiIist Phalaris.
and of lESOp for a certain demagbgue. For; when the
Himerians had chosen Phaiaris for 'their general with
absolute authority, and were about to give him a guard
for his body. Stesichorus ,after, other things which be
bad' said, addressed this fabie to' them, "~that a horse
(~)DceJ had ~Ie pOssessio~ of a meadow, but that a_g
coming into it" and. destroying the pasture, the horse
wishing to be r~venged of the stag, askeda man, If he
shOuld be a~le in conjunction with him to 'punish the
stag., nut thE;, roan answ,erecl, ~t he sho~l~ ~ a~le it
IlE: wo~ld suler himself to be brIdled, aDd let him-get
on his back, armed with. darts. The horse, therefore.
baving consented, the man, having got on his back, in.
stead of' taking vengeance on 'the stag, made the horse
. his slave. In like manner, said he, do you Himen.ns
~e care, lest wishing to be leveDied of your enemi~

or

you suffer the same things as the hm'Ie. For DOW. )'QU
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have received a bridle, in baving chosen"a gtneral'witli
absolute authority ; but if you allow him a guard,' and
suffer him to get on your backs, you will immediately
be enslaved by Phalaris." But .iEsop, when pleading in
,Samos for a demagogue who was in danger of ioaing .
his life, said, cc That a fox in passing over a river fell
intO awhiFlpool, and not being able to get out of it, was
for a Jong time in a miserable condition, and many canine
flies adhered to his skin. But a hedgehog wandering
along, as soon as he. saw him, commiserating his c0ndition, asked him whethel' he should drive away the
eanine ftiesfrom him. The fox, bowever, would not
give his permission; and being asked by the hedgehog
why he 'would not, replied, becaU8e these indeed are now
full of lIle, and draw but little blood; but if you drive
these away, others will come who are hungry, and will
drink up the rest of my blood. Thus, 0 men of
Samos.! said.he, this man will no longer hurt you; fOJ'
he is rich; but if you put him to death, other pe1'SODII
who are poor will succeed him, and by thieVing tjle pllb..
lie property, will cOllsume your w~th,"
Fables, however, are adapted to popular h~gue&,
and they have this good, that i~ is diflicult to fin4 things
which have been similarly transacted; but it is easy to
find fables. ' For it is necessary that he wh.o is abl~ to
perceive similitude [m things] should COlDpose fabl~ iJJ.
the same manner as parables, which it is ~y to do frollJ,
philosophy. It is easy, therefore, t9 in~ll~e fables;
• Fables e:zcel eumplestakcn from true histories in this, th~
it i. dilicult CO 4DcI ~ ~ries,
lable. ..., be easlly a4-

.1J~'"
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but eumples derived from history are moft! useful for
the purposes of consultation; for future, for the most
part, resemble past events.
But it is necessary that the orator should use euuaples
.. demonstrations when he has Dot enthymeDlea; for
uedibility ia obtained through these. And when he bas
enthymemea, he should use them as testimonies, and
mould employ examples in· the epilogues of the enthymemes. For enmpI~, when they are proposeci by
themae1ves, ought to be similar to inductions; but induction is not adapted to rhetorical compositions except
In a few instances. And examples when adduCed in
confirmation of conclusions are equivalent to ~estimonies.
But a witness is every where adapted to persuade.
Hence, he who introduces examples prior to enthymemes, must necessarily adduce many examples» but
one example is sufficient for the purpose of confirming
what has been proved by enthymemes. For a credible
witness, though but one, is useful. And thus we have
shown how many species there are of examples, and
Ilow and when they are to be used•

. .....
CHAPTER XXII.
WITH

atIlteD.te,

respect to gDomology, OJ' the doct;ine of a
when we have shown what a sentence is, it
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wiIl.then eapecially become evident, about what kind of
things. and when, and to what persons, it is fit to employ
senteDces in orations. ~ut a seDtelKe is an enunciation,
yet not about particulars, such' as what kind of pel'BOD
Iphicrates I was, but. about tbat which is universal;· yet
it is not about all universals, 8ucb for instance as that a
rigbt is contrary to a curved line; but it is about thole
wivenals with which actiOns are conversant, and those
things which in acting are. eligible or to be avoi~ed.
Hence. because enthymemes are nearly syllogisms about
things of this kind, if the syllogism is taken away, the
conclusions and the principles of the enthymemes are
sentences. Thus for instance [what Medea in Euripidea
~ya is a sentence, viz.] ,e It does not become a man of
a sound mind to educate his, children so as to reJ14lu
~ transcendently wise!' This, therefore, is a selltence. But the cause being added, and tile 'fIJhlJ, the
whole is aJl entbymeme; as for instance, [10 the words
~f Medea,] "For besides the indolence which they thus
acquire, they excite the baneful ·envy of their fellow
dtizens." And also, "There is no man who is in all
respects happy." a And," There is not any man wbo
is free j " J is a sentence; but the following words beinl
added, it becomes an enthymeme, viz. "For he is
either the slave of wealth, or of fortune."
If, therefore, a sentence is what we have said it is,
'there are necessarily four species of a sentence.. For iI:
• Ipbicrates Was an Athenian, who, though born iD obscurity, ..,
his industry and virtu asceoded to tlae highest dignities of the
state.
a
1

Ex Schenobea. Eoripid. in Prolop.
Ex Euripid. Hecllbi.
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will either subsist ia conj1lnctjon With an epilogue,' or
without an epilOgue. Those sentences, therefore, require demoDStration, which assert any thing paradoxical,
or dubious; but those that assert nothing paradoxical,
are without an epilogue. But of these, it is nece..uy
a t some indeed, in consequence' of being previou~y
known,. should require no epilogue, such as for instance,
Ie Health, as it· appears' to us, is the best of things to
mao." For thus it appears to the many. But other
aeDtences as soon as they are spoken become manifest to
those that consider them; such as, "There is no lover
who does not always love." I Of sentences, however,
which are with an -epilogue, some indeed are the parts of
an enthymeme; as, "It dOes-not become a man- -of a
aoUnd: mind." But others
enthymeniatic;
areBOt a:l>ai't of an enthymeme; which also are esJ>ecia11y
approved. These
sentences in .which the cause
of what is said is apparent; as in the following, "Being
a mortal do not retain an immortal anger." a' For to say,
"It is not· proper to retain anger always," is a sentence;
but the addition; u Being a mortal," asserts the why o~
the cause. Similar to this also is the sentence, "It is fit
that mortals should be wise in mortal', and not hi immortal conc-eras." J .
.

are

yet

are

From whjlt

bas been said, therefore, it is manifest how

• This is what Hecuba say. to Menelaus in the Troades of
Euripides.
,. 'Plus Achilles in Popels tr;mslation of the Diad.
-Why' should (alas) a mortal maD, a. I,
~um with a fury that can Dever die 1

JIoox xiz.

3 See this assertiOD beautifully oppo&ecl by Aristotle in lIse 10dl
book of bis Nicomac:heao Ethics.
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ManY'species there are of a sentence,. and to what -kineS'
of things each'is adapted.. I'er -in .things of a. dubi6ua, or:
parado.ital JlatUre, a ~ is not to be uaed .without!
an epilogue, but either, alt epilogue being - added~ .tb&
sentence must be used ·88 a conclusioD; ·as if any -ORe
sholi1d say, IC I indeed, since it is neither proper to be:
envious, nor to be indolent, assert that· erudition' is not·
requisite;" or, this being previously said, the former
assertions must be subjoined. But in things which are
not paradoxical indeed, yet are immanuest, the why or
cause must be most concisely added. And to tbingt of
this kind Laconic apophth~gms and enigmas are adapted ;
as if some ODe should say what Stesichorus laid among
the LocriaDS, "That it· is .not proper to behave iasolently, lest the grasshoppers should sing on the ground.'"
A Sententious mode of speaking, hbftVer, is adapted ttJ
him who is DIO~ adv.anced in age; but what ,be sentm- .
tious)y says, must be about things in which: he iJ sb1led.
Hence, it is unbecoming for one· who is not aoadvlDCe&l
in· age :to speU:. sententiously, in' the same masmer aI it is
for him to mythelogize. But for a man to speak 1eIl..
tentibu.sly about things in which he is unskilled. is foolilll
ad .inerudite; of which this is a sufficient. iD4ication_ thd
tusrics arp especially sen~ntious; and easily abo. that ther
are 'so. , To assert, however, universally, that which is
apt UIliversally true, is especially adapted to 1ameDtadcm.
and amplification; and in this case, such sentences must
be adduced either at the beginning, or when you cleman~
I Stesichorus signified by this enigma, that if the .LocrianS Dehaved insolently to a powerful people, their country would be ill
langer of being laid waste by tlacm. so that the trees being 'cut
en, the grauhoppm (cicaclz) wouU be {meed to sing on the

bare 1fOUDd.
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Bat it is requiaite to employ . . . .c:e& wbida
8'e geaeraJly bown and c:ammoD, if they ate uaeful [for
IIIe purpoee;] for in CODaequence of being eonuaoa,
II being adaaowledged by all mea they appear to be
true. Thus be who exhorts eoIdiera to eDCOUDter daapr.
tbougb they haft Dot acrificed, may employ [what
Hector a,. to PoIydam ..,]
III*.

Without a sip his "'OM the brave man draws,
And.asks no omen but his country's. cause. I

And ,men those are exhorted to fight who are inferior
to tbeir opponents in force, it may be said,
.
Ia battle Mars to either side ioclin&s

When anyone likewise is exhorted to destlOf the chil.
dreIl of enemies, though they have done ao injury, he
may say, He is a fool, who having destroyed the
tither spares the children." Farther atiU. some proverbs
are aIao seDtences; such as the proverb, cc An Attic
etnnger.1t Sentences likewise are to be sometimes ad•

c.

• uced, contrary to those which are generally received.
But I mean by those that are generally received, such 81
.. ..Know thyself," and cc Nothing too much." And
sentences contrary to these are to be adduced,· whea
flther the mannen will from thence seem to be better,
or·when the thing is spoken pathetically. But a thing
is spoken pathetically, if some one being enraged should .
Dy, Ie It is false that a man ought to know himself; for
this U)aD, if he had known himself, would never have
solicited the command of the army." And the iDaDDen
I

Iliad, 12.

s

Iliad, 18.
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will appear to be bener, if it is said. "That it is"not pJOoo
per. according to the assertion of Bias, to love as if
iatendiag hereafter tp bate, but rather to bate as if
iateadiog hereafter to love." It is neceasary. however_
to reader the choice maaifeat by the diction; but if DOlt"
to subjoia the cauae. Thus for instance, we may eithet
tbus speak, "That it is nec~ to love, not as they:
say, but as if, always intending to love; for the other
[i. eo he who loves as if intending hereafter to hate]
loves like a treacherous person." Or thus, "What.
is generaUy asserted does not please me; fOf a true
friend ought to love as one who .ill love always. ~ot,
.does that saying please me, Nothing too much; for it is
necessary to hate vehemendy bad men."

But these sentences aWord great assistance to orations,
one cause of which arises from the arrogance of the
hearers; for they aredeligbted if anyone speaking UBi.
versaJly, happens to adduce opinions which they have
formed about some particular thing& My meaning,
however, will be manifest from what follows; and at the
same time it will be evident ·how these sentences are to
be investigated. For a sentence is, as we have said,
a UDivenal enunciation; but. the auditors are delighted
wben that is universally asserted, which they have preconceived partially. Thus for instance, if anyone happens to have had bad neighbours or 'children, he will
adopt the sentence, cc That nothing is more trouble.
some than vicinity," and "That nothing is more stupid
. than the procreation of children.'" ,Hence, it is necessary
to conjecture what the opinion of 'the audience wiD be
about particulars, and afterwards to adduce universal
seDtenaI coafQrmable th. opinion. And this is one

to
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which speaking' sententiously ought to po8Se& But
there is another use of it which is superior to' this; for
it causes orations to become ethical.' And those orations
are ethical in which the deliberate intention of the speaker
is manifest. . All sentences; however, el"ect this, tiecauae
he who employs the sentence, speaks uuiversally about
things which are the objects of deliberate choice. Hence,
if the sentences are good, they cause the speaker to
appear to be one who possesses worthy mani1elS. And'
thus much concerning a sentence, what it is, how lIlall,
species there are of it, how sentences are to be employed, and what advantage they possess.
UIe

r- - .

CHAPTER xxnI,
LET us now speak concerniQg enthymemes" uniftFe
eal1y? after what manner they are to be investigated;
and in the Dat"place, let us show what are the places of
cnthyJqemea; fo~ there is a different species of each of
theae. That an enthymeme, therefore, is a certain syllogism, and how it is a syllogism, we have before
shown; and· also in what it di1fers from dialectic syUo.
giams. For neither ought things remote to be coUec:tecI,
ao.r are all things to be collectively 8S$UBled; sipce the
former will be o~,"e"froDl their lqtb j aDd the latter
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. 'Will be nugatory, through speakiag of tbiap wbMfh"
obvious. For this is the reuon why the.unl:etrnecl are
more capdJe of pr0ducing penuasion among the cm~
«baD the leamecl"since.as the poett say, ,e'l'he unlearaecJ.
apeak more elegantly to Q mob." Por the unlearaed.
~ of thin~ common and univetsal, [which. are
adapted to the comprebension. of the multitude;] but
the leamed speak of things which they know. ami
which are near. Hence, rhetorical enth,meilles. must
IlOt be Composed froQl every thing which is probable,.but
from things of a definite nature; such u are those
which appear pt'obabte to the judges, or which the
judges admit. Nor is it requisite that these thinge
should be approved by all ,the· auditors, but it is sufticieal
if they are approved by the greater part of· them. It it
likewise requisite not only .to collect froJn tbiap
which are necessary, but also from things wbida
have a frequency of subsistence. In the first place,
therefore, it is necessary·.to assume, that eoncerniag die
thing of' which it is requisite to speak and syllogist.
whether by employing a political, or aDf. other ay.llogism; concerning this it is necessary to possesa all GIl'
Some of the things which are inhereotia .it; for i( we poao
Ria none of tbem, nO conclusiOll. call be made &om
Sloshing. I. sa,1 fOf. im\tance, how can we advise· die
·Athenians 'to 'engage in war. or D04 unl. we 'kMw
!What ·their power is,. whether DaY8l or 'Iud,. or'.~
how great it is; what their revenueiis;' .who.ue.~
friends and enemies; ~ farther still~ ,.~. wan me,
have waged, a'nd how they were carried. on, -.1:
.thiDgs of the like kind. How likewise· could .we:pl'lile
th~ if we were Dot acquaU1ted with the. DaTal
Sa1amist OJ: ~ batde 14arathon. or the clttdttwilieb

lb.

0"

batt1-.*

at
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they performed for the Heraclidae, or my tbiog else of
the like kind 1 For all men praise others from beautiful
InDIICtious which· exist, or appear to exist. In a similar
_er, also, in blaming the AtheaiaDs, we mUlt direct
our attention to the contraries 'to these things, c0nsidering what particular of a contrary kind penaios to them.
or appears to pertain to them; such as that they en·
.ved the Greeks, and subdued those who fought wah
diem against the Barbarian, and behaved most .intrepidly,
. . the Aeginerz and Potidczatz; and other things of
the like kind, and whatever other crime may be laid to
daeir charge. Thus too, both those who accuse, and
daoae who defend, accuse and defend by directing their
Iltention to inherent particulars; but it makes DO .dii£er.
ace whether we speak of the Athenians or I...acedzmonIans; of God, or man. For he who admes Achilles.
.ho praises or blames, accuses or defends him, must IIlIl1Ile things which are inherent, or appear to be inheNDt,
dial &om these he may in praising or blaming show whe.
ther my thing beautiful in conduct or base is inherent;
.iD accusing or defending may show whether any thing just
or unjast is inherent; and in advising, whether any thing
adYantageous or detrimental is present. The like metbOcl
III1Jst also be zopted in every other tbiDg. Th~ for ia1IaIlce, in investigating whether justice is good or not, ow
mention must be directed to what is inherent in justice or
.."good. Heace; since it appears that this method is adopted.
IJy all men, whether' they syllogize more accurateiy,or
1IIOre 'remissly r for their assumptions are not derived
hm all things, but front, such as, are inherent ia each
patdcular, and through reasoning; since it is evident
tbat'it ii otherwise impossible to prove what they wish to
proYe;...:.cIs beiIlg the case, it is obvious, as we haft
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shown in the Topics, that about each question in thiap
contingent, and the time best adapted to them. it is
necessary to have, in the first place, things of a more
select nature. The investigation, likewise, m~ be made
after the same manner in things of an unexpected
natur.e. so that our attention must not be directed to the
indefinite, but to things inherent, which are the subject
of the oration. Of the things inherent, likewise. the
greater part, and those which are nearest the subjeet,
must be included in the oration; for by how much the
greater the number of things inherent is which the
orator possesses, by so much more easily will he prove
that which he wishes to proTe; and by. how much male
proximate [the particalars are which he details,] by.
much tile m.tJe appropriate will they be, and less com. .
moo. But I call common things, indeed, such as to
praise Achills, because he is a man, and because he iI
8JII9IIlg the number of demigods, and because he fougJa
againSt Troy•. 'For these ~rticulan belon« also to many
others; so that praise of this kind IlO Ie. pertains .to
Achilles than to Diomed., Things pecaJiar, howeftl',
are such as happen to no other person, tban Achilles.
such as to have slain Hector the bravest of the Trojaaa •
IDd Cygnus, who being invulnerable prevented 1M
Greeks from descending from their ships to the land J
and that· being very young he entered into the ami,.,
though he was not bound by an oath to fight 'against dlt
Troj3DS. These, and other thiDgs of· the' like kind, are
peculiar to Achilles. This, therefore, is one plllC!e
of selection, and is the ~t topical place.
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apeak of the elements' of enthym~
lWt I c:all the same thing the element ·and place of an en.
tbymellle. . Let us however fint speak of those things
which it is necessary in the first place to discuss. For
there are two species of enthymemes. And the first species contaios OIteDSive enthymemes, which show that a
thing is, or is not; but tbe other species is adapted tq
confutation. They dUrer also in the same manner as ill
dialectics an elenc:hus and syll~gism dil'er. But au' os_ve enthymeme, is when the conclusion is CQllectecl
&om things acknowledged; and the enthymeme adapted
to confutation is. when· things not acknowledged are cot.
lected in the conclusion. Nearly, therefore, places have
been deliveted by us about each of the useful and necea.
LIT ua now

.eary species; for propositions. respecting each have beea
eelected. . Hence, we have shown from what places it is
requisite to derive entbymeme&' about good or. evil, the
beautiful: or the baSe, the just, or the unjust; aacl ill a
Iimilar manner places·have been assigned by us coaceming manners, passions and habits.
.

Again, therefore, it remains that a&~r another maDDer
we should assume univena1ly conc:eming all [the three
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genera of orations,J indicating which of them are adapted
to confutation, and are ostensive, and what are the places
of apparent enthymemes, but which are not enthymemes
in reality, since neiiher are th~y syllogisms. But these
things being rendered manifest, we shall discuss solutions
and objections, and show whence it is requisite to adduce
these against enthymemes.
One place, therefore, of ostensive enthymemes is trom
contraries; for it is necessary to consider whether one
contrary is inherent in another; subverting, indeed, if
it be not inherent; but confirming if it is inherent. For
instance, [we may thus show] that to act temperately is
.good; for to a«:t intemperately is noxious. Or as in the
Messeniac oration [of Alcidamas ; ] for if war is the cause
of the present evils, it is nect:SSary to correct those evils
with peace. For [as a certain tragic poet argues in
Greek, senarieS,] "If it is not just to fall into anger with
those who have done evil willingly; neither is it fit, it
anyone has acted beneficently from compulsion, to be
grateful to him." But if to speak falsely is, among mortaJs, calculated -to persuade, it is requisite to think that
on the contrary many things are true, w4ich are considered by mortals as incredible. Another place is from
similar cases; for it is, necessary that they should be
similarly inherent, or not inherent. Thus from this place
it may be shown that not every thing which is just is
good. For if every thing just were eligible and good,
every thing which is justly done would be eligible and
good; but now to die justly i~ not eligible. Another'
place is from relatives. For if some one has acted well
or justly, another has suffered well or justly. And if to
command is just, it is aJso just to obey the command; as
.Arlit.
VOL. I.
II
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the publican Diomedon said abOut the tributes. "For,
said he [to the people,] -if it is not disgraceful in you to
eell the tributes, neither is it disgraceful in us to buy
them." And, i( one man deservedly and justly suffers
a loss, he who caused him to suffer it, acted well and
justly. And if he who caused another to suffer a loss
acted well and justly, he who sustained the loss, sustained it well and justly. In this place, however, it is
possible to paralogize. For if a man died justly, he
suffered justly; but perhaps not by you. Hence it is
necessary to consider separately, whether he who suft"ered
deserved to suifer, and whether he who did the thing
deserved to do it, and thus to infer what is adapted and
appropriate. For sometimes a thing of this kind is diss0nant, and nothiDg impedes; I as in the Alcmreon of
Theodectes•
•r

To

Did never any mortal hate thy mother ?';

~hich

the

answer~,

.. Distinctly this must be considered."

Alphesibza, also, inquiri,ng, "How therefore have th~
judges condemned thee?" Alcmreon answered,
.. Of death deserving she was judg'd, but I,
'Twas said, could not have slain my mother."

Thus, likewise, on the trial of Demosthenes, and those
'who slew Nicanor, because they were judged to have
"
I That is, it may happen that a man was slain justly, and yet he
who.Jew him, slew him unjustly.
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slain him justly, it appeared that he was justly put to
death. In like manner, when a certain person was slain
at Thebes, it was inquired in the court of justice whether
he had been unjustly slain; as if it were not unjust to
slay him who deserved to die. Another place is from
the more and the less; such as, if even the gods d~
not know all things, much less do {Ilen. For the meaning of this is, if the more ,is not inherent in that in which
it ought to be more inherent, it is evident that neither
win it be inherent in that in which the less is inherent.
But this place, that he will strike his neighbour who
strikes his father, depends on this, that if the less is inherent, the more also will be inherent. I And this place is
useful for both purposes; viz. whether it be requisite to
show that a thing is inherent, or is not. Farther still~
if a thing is inherent neither more nor less; whence it is
said, [in a certain tragedy,] " Is thy father to be pitied,
because he has lost a son, and is not Oeneus to be'equally
commiserated, who has lost his son Meleager one of the
most illustrious of the Greeks?" And that if Theseus did
not act unjustly [in ravishing Helen,] neither did Paris.
And if the Tyndarida: [i. e. Castor and Pollux] did not
act unjustly [in ravishing the daughters of Leucippus,]
neither did Paris. Likewise if Hector did not act unjustly in slaying Patroclus, neither did Paris in slaying
Achilles. And if other artists are not vile men, neither
are philosophers. And if generals are not vile, because
they are frequently conquered, neither are sophists. And
that if a private person ought to be careful of your re..
I For it is less probable that a ;man will strike hi. father, thaQ
that he will strike his neighbour; til Ie"" it"", 10 in tlncillll , - . .
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nown, ,ou also ought to be careful of the renown of the
Greeks.. Another place consists in the consideration of
time; as is exemplified in what Iphicrates says jn his oration against Harmodius. For said he, " If before I had
done the thing, I had demanded a statue in case I did it,
you would have granted it to me, and will you not grant
it, now I have done the thing? You would not, therefore, when expecting a benefit promise a reward, and
refuse it, when you have received the benefit." And
~gain, for the purpose of persuading that the Thebans
ought to permit Philip to pass through their land into
Attica, it may be said, IC That if he had made this request before he sent you assistance against the Phocenses,
you would have permitted him. It is absurd, therefore,
that because he then neglected [to ask pennission,] and
trusted you would grant it, that you should now deny it
to him." Another place is taken from things said, and
retorted on the speaker. And this mode is eminently
useful, and was employed in [the tragedy of] Teucrus
by Iphicrates against Aristophon, when he inquired of
him whether he would have betrayed the ~hips for money?
And when Aristophon denied that he would, Iphicrat~
afterwards said, " You therefore being Aristophon would
not have betrayed them, and should I being Iphicrates
have betrayed them?" It is necessary, however,
that he who is opposed should appear to have acted
more unjustly than the opponent; for if not, it
would seem to be ridiculous, if anyone had said
this against Aristides accusing [who was in every respect
wonhy of belief,] and which. ought to have been said
against an accuser, who did not deserve to be credited. For
in short the plaintiff opght to be considered as better than
the defendant. He therefore who opposes another,
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should always reprobate this. And univetsally, that
which is said is absurd, when anyone reproves otbers in
things which he himself does, or would have done [if
he could;] or who persuades others to do those things
which he himself does not do, nor would have. done.
Another place is derived from definition; such for in•
. stance as, "That which is dzmoniacal is nothing else
than either God, or the work of God; but whoever
thinks that it is the work of God, must necessarily think
that there are Gods."· And as lphicrates said [against
a certain person named Harmodius,] "He who is the
best of men. is most generous or noble; for there was
nothing generous in Harmodius and Aristogiton, till tbey
had accomplished some generous undertaking." He
added, that he was more allied to [i. e. he more resem·
bled] the ancient Hannodius. "For my works," said he,
"are more allied to the works of Harmodius and Aristo.
giton than thine." And as in [the oration concerning]
Paris, "All men will confess that those who are intem..
perate are not satisfied with the enjoyment of one body.~
Hence Socrates said that he would not go to Archelaus
[Icing of Macedonia.]" For it is disgraceful;' said he;
"for him who has received a benefit not to be able to
recompense him from whom he received it ; just as it
is disgraceful in him who has been used ill, not to retura
the ill treatment." For all these, defining and assuming
what a thing is, syllogize about the things which are the
subjects of their speech. Another place. is derived from
multiplicity of diction, as in the Topics, [an argument is
I
This is what Socrates says to his Judges in the Apology of
Plato. and is of itself sufficient to prove that Socrates was a poly.
theist. independent of a great body of 'evidence which might b4l
adduced ill cunfirmation of it.
•
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derived,] from that which has a rectitude of subsistence
[being multifariously predicated.] Another place is
derived from division; as; if all men act unjustly for
the sake of three things; for they act unjustly either for
the sake of this, [viz. utility,] or for the sake of this,
[viz. pleasure,] or for tbe sake of this, [viz. because
they are enraged;] but for the sake of two of these they
could not do tbe injury; and the opponents themselves
confess they did not do it for the sake of the tbird.
Another place is from induction; as frOID [the oration
inscribed] Peparethia, in which it is said, "That women
every where determine truly about the birth of children."
• For this is evident from what happened at Athens; since
when Mannas the rhetorician was dubious about his son,
his doubts were dissolved by the-mother of the child.
This likewise happened at Thebes; for when Ismenes
and BtUbo contended which of them was the father of
'rhessalicus, Dodonis demonstrated that he was the son
of Ismenes; and on this account Thessalicus was con·
sidered as the offspring of Ismenes. And again, from
the law of Theodectes, if no one would commit his
hOr&ei to the care of those who do not pay a proper
attention to the horses of others, nor his ships to those
who destroy \the ships of others, and if the like takes
place in all things, we ought not to commit our safety to
those who have badly. attended to the safety of others.
And as Alcidamas says, "That all men honour the
wise." For the Parians honour Archilochus, though he
blasphemed. them; ~he Chians honour Homer, though
he was not their fellow.citizen; and the Mitylenans
S~ppho, though she was a woman. The Lacedremonians,
also, though they were in the smal1e.~t degree philologists,
made Cbilo one of their senators. The Italians likewise
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honoured Pythagoras; and the Lampsaceni buried
Anaxagoras though he was a stranger, and honour him
even now. Again, the Athenians by using the laws of
Solon were happy; and the Lacedremonians by using
those of Lycurgus. The city of the Thebans, also,
as soon as philosophers were their governors, became
happy.
Another place is derived from the judgment made
about the same, or a similar, or a contrary thing. And
this indeed is especially the case, if it is the judgment
of all men, and always; but if not, if it is the judgment of most men, or of all, 'or the greater part of wise"
men, .or of good men. Or if it is the decision of those
who are judges, or of those whom the judges approve,
0r of those against whom there is no judgment to be
given, as of princes; or of those whose judgment it is
Bot becoming to oppose, such as the gods, a father, or
preceptors. [But of this place there are many examples,J
and one is, what Autocles said against Mixidemides, "If
it were well indeed for the venerable goddesses [the
Furies] to plead their cause in the Areopagus, can it be
improper for Mixidemides to do so?" An~er is what
Sappho said, "That to die is an evil; for the gods have
judged it to be so; since otherwise, they themselves
would die." Another is, what Aristippus said against
Plato asserting something as he thought too positively;
" But our associate, said he, meaning Socrates, affirms
DO 'Such thing." Another example is that of Agesipolis,
who at Delphi inquired, of the god [Apollo,] having
prior to this consulted the oracle of Jupiter Olympus,
U Whether the son was of the same opinion as the father ?,
As if it were shamef\ll for a son to dissent from his father.
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Another is that ~of Isocrates concerning Helen, who
shows that she was a worthy character, because Theseus
judged her to be so; and who also says the same thing
of Paris, because the goddesses preferred [his judgment
to that of other men.] He likewise asserts that Evagoras
was a worthy character, "because Conon when his affairs
were adverse, leaving everyone else, came to Evagoras."
Another place is from [the enumeration of] parts, as in
the Topics [where it is inquired,] "What kind of motion the soul is;" fot it is either this, or 'that, [viz. it
must either be the motion which is a change in quality,
or lation, or augmentation, or generation.] t An example of this place is from Theodectes in his oration in
defence of Socrates [when he was accused by the
judges;] "What temple has Socrates viola~ed? And
what gods has he not reverenced among those whose
honours are legally established by the city i" Another
place is from consequent good or evil. For since in
most things it happens that some good and evil are con'"
sequent to them, we may employ consequent good for
the purpose of persuading, praising, and defending, but
consequent- evils for the purpose of dissuading, blaming,
and accusiQg. Thus for instance, [we may blame literary
pursuits,] because envy is consequent to erudition, which
is an evil; and [we may also praise them] because they
are attended with wisdom, which is a good. Hence, in
the former case we may say that it is not proper to ac.
quire erudition, because it is not proper to be envied;
and in the latter, that it is proper to acquire eruaitiOi!;
fpr it is requisite to be wise. In this place t,he art of
I Viz. On the hypothesis that the soul Is a motion of such a
Jtind, as some one of the corporeal motions,

---- ...
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the rhetorician Calipp\ts consistP, to which he added what
. pertains to the possible, and other things, of which we
have already spoken. Another place is, when about two
--- things, and those opposed to each other, it is requisite
either to exhort or dissuade, and to use the before-mentioned place in both ways. But it differs from that place
in this, that there casual things are opposed; but here
contraries only. Thus for instance, a certain priest
would,not suffer his son to speak in public. " For if,"
said he, "you speak what is just, men will hate you; but
if what is unjust, the gods." It is necessary, however,.
OIl the other hand, to speak in public.
For if you speak
what is just, the gods will love you; but if what is unjust, men will love you. This, however, is the same thing
with the saying, of bu.lJing oil and salt. And this argu.
ment may be retorted. when to each of two contraries
good and evil are consequent, each being contrary to
each. Another place is, because the same things are not
praised openly and secretly; but just and beautiful things
are especially praised openly, and privately men are
.. more inclined to praise what is advantageous. One of
these, therefore, we must endeavour to collect. For this
place is the most principal of paradoxes. Another place
is derived from analogy, and was used by Iphicrates.
For when. the Athenians wished to compel his younger
&on, because he was large, to engage in public. service.
Iphicrates said, "That if great boys were to be considered as men, little men should.be decreed to be boys."
And Theodectes in the law said, "You have made mer.
cenaries, such as Strabaces and Charidemus, citizens, on
account of their probity,; but you have not made exiles
of those among the mercenaries, who have acted nefariously." Another place is, when, in consequence of the
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same thing following from two things, it is shown that
the things from which it happens to follow are the same•
.As when Xenophanes said, "That those were similarJy
impious, who assert that the gods were generated, and
those who assert that they die; for in both ways it happens that at a certain time the gods do not exist." And
in short, that· which happens from each, is always to be
usUmed as the same. [This place was also used by
some one in the defence of Socrates; for he said,]
" You are about to pass sentence, not on Socrates, but
on his pursuit, whether it be requisite to philosophize."
And, it may be said, "That to give earth and water is
to become slaves; and that to participate of common
peace is to do what is commanded to be done." But
whichever of these is useful must be assumed. Anotha
place is derived from this, that the same men do not
always choose the same thing in a posterior or prior
time, but conversely; as in this enthymeme. " If when
we were exiles we fought, in order that ~e might retum;
shall wet having returned, fiy, in order that we may not I
fight?" For at one time the Athenians chose to fight,
that they might return to their country, and at another
time they were unwilling to leave their country lest they
should be obliged to fight. Another place is,. when we
affirm any thing to have been done on account of some
~ause, through which it might have been done, though
it was not in reality done through it; as if one man
should give something to another, in order that by
[-afterwards] taking it away, he may give him pain. Hence,
also it is said [in a certain tragedy,] "The dremon gives
. • This example is taken from an oration of Lysias concemiog

dae Atheoiaos.
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great prosperity to many, yet not with a benevolent intention, but in order that they may receive more conspicuous calamities." And in the Meleager of Antiphon,
who [that he might praise Meleager] says, "There was
a concourse of people from all Greece, not for the purpose of killing the boar, but that they might be witnesses
'of the valour of Meleager:' Another example is from
the Ajax of Theodectes, in which ,it is said, "That
Diomed prt"ferred Ulysses [as his associate in the ~
turnal adventure,] not for the purpose of honouring him,
but that he might have one to attend him who was bis
inferior." For it is possible he might have thus acted
with this view. Another place is common both .to litigants and counsellors, and consists in considering whatever pertains to exhortation and dissuasion, and for the
sake of which things are done and avoided; for these
are such as ought to be done when they are present.
For instance, it must be considered whether a thing is
possible, and easy to be effected, and whether it is beneficial either to a man himself, or to his friends; or
whether it is noxious and pernicious to his enemies, or
is at least attended with greater emolument than loss.
And exhortations are to be derived from these places,
and dehortations from the contraries. From the same
places also accusations and defences may be derived;
defence indeed, from those which pertain to dissuasion,
but accusation from those which pertain to exhortation.
And in this place the whole art of Pamphilus and Calip.pus consists. Another place is derived from things which
appear indeed to be done, but are incredible, because
they would not be credited, unless they were, or nearly
'were in existenc~; and this in an eminent degree. For
:whatever is done, is apprehended to be done, either lle.
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cause it bas been truly done or is of itself credible, and
probable. If, therefore, a thing is incredible, and not
probable, it wilJ be true that it has been done;' for it
does not appear to have been done, in consequence of
being probable and credible. Thus Androcles Pitheus
accusing the law said, (the muhitude being tumultuous
whilst he was speaking) "The laws require a law to
correct them." For fishes also require salt, though it
may seem neither probable, nor credible, that animala
nourished in salt, should require salt. And olives
require oil; though it may seem incredible, that those
things from which oil is produced, should be in want
of oil.

. .. .,
CHAPTER XXV.
place which is adapted to confutation, is
derived from considering things which are not assented
to ; viz. from considering, if any thing is not admitted.
ANOTHE R.

I When a thing partly appears to have been done. and partly seems
incredible. from seeming to be incredible. it may be concluded that
it has been truly done, by reasoning as follows: Whatever
to have been done, either appears so because it is of itself credible
and probable, or because it has truly been done. But this thins
appears to have been done. and Dot because it is of itself probable,
since it Is rather very improbable. Hence, it appears to ha,'e been
dooe, because it has trul,. been done.

seem.
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from all times, actions, and speeches. And this, indeed,
may be done separately in the person of the opponent J
as, "He says that he loves you [Athenians,] and yet he
has conspired with the thirty, [tyrants against his coun.
try."] And separately as to the person himself; as,
"He says indeed, that I am litigious, but he"cannot show
that I ever sued any man." It may also be done separately both as to the person himself and his opponent;
as, "And this man indeed never lent any money, but I
have ransomed many of you." Another place is useful
with respect to men and things that have been calumniated, but which do not appear to have deserved it;
and this consists in assigning the cause of the paradox.
For there is something which gave rise to the appearance. Thus for instance, a certain woman was calumniated with reference to her son; for in consequence of
embracing him, it seemed as if she had connexion with
the lad. But the cause of her embracing him being
"assigned, the calumny was dissolved. Thus too, in the
Ajax of Theodectes, Ulysses says against. Ajax, that
though he is braver than Ajax, yet he does not seem to
be so. Another place is derived from cause, which if it
exists, the effect also exists; but if it is not, neither does
the effect exist. For cause, and that of which it is the
cause, subsist together, and nothing is without a cauee.
Thus Leodamas, in defending himself when Thrasybulus
accusing him said, "That his name had been branded
with infamy on a pillar in the Acropolis, but the inscription had been erased by the thirty tyrants," replied,
" That this was not possible; for if it had taken place,
the thirty tyrants would have placed more confidence· in
him, in consequence of his hatred to the people haying
been inscribed on a pillar." Another place is from COl1~
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sideriBg whether it was or is possible to ad vise, or do,
or have done a thing better than it was advised to be, or
is, or was done. For it is evident, that if it does not
thus subsist, it was not done; since no one willingly and
knowingly deliberately chooses what is bad. This
place, however, is false; for frequently, it becomes
afterwards evident how it was possible to have acted
better, though this was before immanifest. Another
place is derived from considering when something is in..
tended· to be done, contrary to what has been done.
Thus Xenophanes when the Eleans asked him, "whether
they should sacrifice to Leucothea, and lament her, or
DOt," advised them, "If they thought her a goddess,
not to lament· her; but if a mortal, not to sacrifice to
her." Another place is derived from accusing or de- .
fending errors. Thus for instance, in the Med~a -of
the poet Carcinus, some persons accuse her of having
alain her children, because they no longer appear; (for
Medrea erred in sending away her sons) but she defend.
herself by saying, "That [if she had intended to commit
murder] she would not have slain her children, but
Jason; for in not slaying Jason, she would have acted
wrong, even if she had done the other thing [i. e. slain
her children.] This place, however, and species of enth,meme, formed the whole prior rhetorical art of Th~
dorus. Another place is derived from name; as Sopho- .,
eles [of a certain woman named Sidero],
'Tis clear thou iron art, and bear'st the name.

Thus also it is usual to celebrate the gods [from the sig..
nification of their names.] Conon likewise called Tn.
sybuius, audlzcious. And Herodicus said of Thrasy-
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machus, cc Thou art always TllraSJJfllac1lus [i. e. bold ill
jight.] He also said of Polus, " You are always PoilU
[i. e. a colt.] Herodicus likewise said of Draco the.
legislator, "That his laws were not the laws of a man,
but of a dragon; for they were severe." Another example is derived from what Hecuba says in [the Troades
of] Euripides, when speaking of Venus, "And the name
of the goddess [i. e. Aphrodite] is rightly -derived from
aphrosune [i. e. folly.] And as Chczremon [the comic
poet] says, "Pentlleus was so denominated from future
caImniW." Those enthymemes, however, which are
adapted to confutation, are more approved than those
that are ostensive; because the former are short collections of contraries; but parallels are more obvious to the
hearer. Of all syllogisms, however, as well those that
are adapted tc? confutation, as those that are ostensive,
those especially excite perturbation [in the auditors]
which manifest tjlemselves as soon as they begin to be
enunciated, yet not because their meaning is superficial.
For. the auditors are at the same time delighted that they
foresaw from the beginning what would follow. . This
likewise is the case with those syllogisms which are understood as soon as they are completely enunciated.
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CHAPTER XXVI.
SINen, however, it is possible that one thing may be a
syllogism, and another not, but only appear to be 90; it
is likewise necessary with respect to an enthymeme, that
this should be, and that should not be, but should only
appear to be an enthymeme; since an enthymeme also
is a certain sy llogism.

But there are places of apparent enthymemes; one
indeed in the diction; and of this, one part, as in dialectics, is, when though nothing is syllogistically concluded,
yet at the last it is inferred: Ids not therefore this, or
that j or it necessarily is this or that. What also is said
in enthymemes contortly and oppositely, appears to be
an enthymeme, [though it is not so in reality;] for such
a diction is the receptacle of enthymeme. And a thing
of this kind appears to be from the figure of the diction.
For the purpose however of speaking syllogistically in
the- diction, it is useful to produce the heads of many
syllogisms, as, "These he saved, others he avenged, but
he liberated the Gr~eks." For each of these is demonstrated from others. But from the conjunction of these
so~ething appears to be effected. Another place [of
apparent enthymemes] is derived from equivocation; as,
if some one should say "that p.us, mus, " mouse is a
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worthy 'animal; (or the mgsleries are the most .honourable of all initiatory rites. -, Or, if some one making an
encomium on a dog, .should also comprehend in his encomium the celestial dog, or the god Pan, because Pindar
says, " 0 blessed, .whom the Olympian gods call the all.
Yarious dog of the great goddess." Or if it should be
said, "Tbat it is most dishonourable there should be no
dog; so that it is evident that a dog is honourable:'
And to say, "That Hermes is the most .communicalm:
of all the gods; for he alone is called common Hermes."
Likewise to say, "That logos speech is most 'llKJrlh!l ;
because good men are mor"'!! not of riches, but of logos
speech ;., for to be worthy of logos, is most simply pre. dicated. Another place consists in speaking things which
are separated, conjunctively, or things which are con·
joined, disjunctively. For since [each of these modes of
speaking] appearS to be the same, though frequently it
is not" the &ame, it is requisite to adopt whichever of
these is more useful. The first example of this place is
that of Euthydemus, "To know, being in Sicily, that
there is a three-banked galley in the Pirzus.II I Another
example is "That he who knows the elements of a verse,
knows the verse; . for.a verse is the same thing" [as the
elements from which it is composed.] Another example
of dlis place is, "That since twice so much of a thing
is noxious, neitbel' can the half of that·quantity be said
to be salubrious; for it is absurd, if two things are good,
that one.of them should be bad." Thus, therefore, this
place is useful for the purpose of confutation. But it is
I
See Chap. Y. &ok ii.· of the Sophistical Elenchi. This is
only true disjunctively ; ~ it ,is asserted of some one who at one
time was in Sicily, anc;\ at a~er saw the galley in the Pirzus.
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GlteDlive.u foUows; "For one good is .ROt tWo ....H
In short, this place is paralogistic. AgaiD, aaother a~
ample is that of Polycrates respecting Thruybulus.
"That he deposed the thirty tyrants." For this is conjunctive. Or what is said in the Orestes of Tbcodec.tes ;
for it is from division, [or is disjunctive,] viz. cc It is Jthat she who killed her husband should die; and it •
also just that a son should revenge his father. It is jOlt,
therefore, that the mother [Clytemnestra] 8hould be
&lain by the son [Orestes.]" For if these IleDtences are
conjoined, the conclUlioB perhaps will no longer be j_.
10 this [sophism] likewise, there is a fallac:y of defect.
for it is DOt expre&Sed by whom it is just that the mother
should be alain.
Another place consiSts in confirming or confuting by
exaggeration. And this is when a IIW1 n~ showing that
he has done a certain deed, amplifies the thing. For..
daus he causes it to appear either that be has not done
the deed, when he who defends the cause amplifies, or
that he did it when the accuser was enraged. Hence, it
is DOt an enthymeme. For .the hearer' falsely collecla
that b~ has or has not done the .deed, the thing DOt being
deplonstrated. Another place is· denved from a sign ;
for this also is unsyllogistic. As if some one should say,
ee Lovers are advantageous to cities; for the love of
Harmodius and Aristogiton deposed the tyrant Hippar.
chos." And, likewise, if some one should say, "That
Dionysius was a thief; for he was a depraved cbaracter~"
For this is unsyllogistic; since IJOt every depraved chancter is a thief, but every thief is a depraved character.
Another place is derived from that which is accidentai;
as in what Polycrares said of the mice, "That they aided
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[the citY] &y p_ing the bo~8 [of the enemy.]"
Or if some one'shO'Bld say, that to be invited'to supper
is :a most honourable thing; for Achilles, in tonaeq\1~c:e
of not ,being invited was enraged. against'me Greeks ~
Tenedos. - .But he, as. being despised, Was' angry; aDd
this happened beCause he \Vas nOt invited. Another
pta<:e is· derived from that which is cOnsequent; as for
iIlstaftce, in what is said. of );Iaria, "That he was· mag.
nimirOous; for, despisilig an Bssodation with the m~lti.
tude, lie dwelt in mount Ida by himself.'" 'For because
magnanimous men are lovers of solitude, Paris also may
appear to be magnanimous. And," Since a certain
pet'8OIl decorates himself, and wanders by night, he is an
adallterer;n because adulterers also are men of this kind.
1ft a Qrnilar. manner Cit may be proved that] mendican~
and exiles are happy. "Because mendicants sing ~
dance in. temples; and because it 'is permitted exiles to
dwell where they please." For because, these things are
present with thOse that appear to be happy, those also to
whom these things are present, may seem to be happy~
There . is here however a di&"erence in the mode'; on
which account this example falls into defect, [i. e. it is a
fallacy of defect.] Another' place is derived from that
which is 'causeless as if it were a cause; as when diat
whit:h is done together with another thing, or after it, is
assumed as if it had been done for the sake of it. And
this place is ~pecially used by politicians, as by Demades,
who' said, If Thai: the administration of Demostheoes
the cause of all evils; since war happened after it.'~
AaOther place is derived from a deficiency' in the time
~en, and the manner in which a thing is done; suct~
tor inatance as this, "That Paris justly ravished Helen;
for the c:hoice was given to Helen by her father [of

was
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ftWrJing whom she pleued.]" For perhaps this choice
was not given to her always, but at first; and the autho.
rity of her father over her extended. so far as to this.
Or as if some one should ay, "That to strike free men
is iDsolence." For it is not entit-ely so, but when he who
Itrikes Was not provoked. Farther still, another place is
when in litigious disputes, an apparent syllogism is pr0duced from that which is simply, and that which is not
limply; as in dialectics, it is shown that non.being is
being. For non-being is non.6eing. And it is also
shown that what is unknown is the object of science.
For the unknown is the object of science, because it is
UIlknown, (i. e. because it is lmO'llm that it is unknown.)
Thus also in orations there is an apparent enthymeme,
from that which is not simply probable, but is a certain
probable thing. This probability, hpwever, does not take
place universally, as Agatho also says, "Perhaps some
one may say that this is probable, that many things which
are not probable happen to mortals." For tbat which
is unlikely happens. Hence, what is unlikely is likely.
But if this be the case, that which is not probable is
probable. This, however, is not simply true; but as in
contentious arguments a fallacy is produced, when a limitation restraining to a part, to a place. to time, or signifying relation. is not added; so here that which is improbable is not simply probable, but is a certain probability. But the art of Coru is composed from this place.
For whether the person be not obnoxious to the crime.
as he who is weak escapes an action for an assault; for
it is not likely that he committed an assault; or whether
he be obnoxious, as being a strong man, he has the same
defence, unless a certain probability is apparent. Aud
the like takes place in other things. For a man must
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necesSarily be Obnoxious to the crline, or not. Both,
therefore, appear to be probable; and tile one is indeed
probable [m realitY';] but the other, ndt simply, but in
the way we have ~own. And this it is, to make the
inferior argument to be the superior. Hence men'were
justly indignant with what Protagoras professed to ac:complish. For what he announced is false, and not true,
but is apparently probable, and exists in no art but in
tbe rhetorical and contentiou& And thus much concerning' enthymemes, both the true, and the apparent•

-

. -'
CHAPTER XXVIIr
.

.

IT now folloWs that we should speak concerning the
solutions of enthymemes. But it is possible to dissolve
them by contrary reasoning, or by introducing an objection.
With respect to contrary reasoning, therefore, it is'
evident that it may 'be effected from the same places.
For syllogisms are composed from things that are probable; but many probable things appear to be con~rary.
to each other.
. But objections are introduced, in the same manner as
in the Topics, in four ways; for 'they are introduced
either from the same, or from the similtlr, or from die
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By an objection however being introduced from the
a8me, I mean as if for instance the enthymemt"sboiIW-lte
concerning love, that it is a worthy thiIIg, an objectioa
may be made to it in
twofold respect._. "For' either~ iI
may be said universally, that all indigence lis" m1;'«
putiaUy that it would not be proverbially Said Giunia
lave, a . unless there was also base love.. "But an objection
is introduced from the conJrwy j wh~ if die adayiaeme
should be, "That a good man beile6ts all ~ frieDaa ;"
it may be objected, cc That neither does a bad man act
ill towards all his friends.'· J An objectioJ! also is introduced &om similars, when the enthymeme is, "That
those who receive an injury always hate [the authors of
it.]" For it may be objected, cC That neither do those
who are benefited always love [their benefactor.]" ADd
objections which are introduc~ from the judgments of
illustrious men, are as if- the enthymeme were, "That it
is requisite to pardon those who are intoxicated; for they
err ignorantly." The objection is.t. "That Pittll:tfs,
therefore, does not deserv.e to be praised; for he abo.old.
not have legally established greater punishmeo.ts [for
intoxication,] if he who is intoxicated errs [through ignorance.]" Enthymemes, however, are derived from four
things; ~d these four are, the probable, exaQlpJe,.tecme-

a

• This alludes to the de6nition of 10. given by DiOtimain the
Banquet of Plato; for she there defines love to be desire. lU1d "'sire
to be want. .
A This alludes to the story of Biblis, who fell in love with her
brother Caunus.
. S And. tbere£ore, beither. cloa a .good .
beDefit aU Iii. frleUcb,
~_ a, g~ Dl!Ul is with nsp,ect to ._ _~ what a ba4 map.
is wjth respect to malevolence.

mm
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riM [i. e. a neceaary sign,] and a sign [not neceseuy.]
Bat thole enthymemes which are collected from things
that exist for the most part, or appear to exist, are derived from probabilities. Those which are derived &om
the aimilar, either 'froPl one, or many similar things.
(when the orator assuming what is univenal, syllogisti.
call" collects what is' partieuIar) exist through ex~.
But. thOle which exist through what is necessary and
nU, are through tet:merion. And those that emt through
what is imivenal or particular, whether it really is, or DDt,
are through signs [which are not neCessary.] But a pr0bable thiDg is that which does not exist always, but for
the most part. Hence it is manifest, that ~thymemes
of this kind may always be diseolved, if an objection •
mtroduced. The solution, however, is [sometimes] appareot, and not always true; for he who objects dOes DOt
diIaolve the enthymeme by ahowiDg that the thing is aot
pnJbable, but by showing.that it is not nec~. H~
the ~dant has. always the advantage 'of tbe plaintUF;
tbiough this paralogism. For'since the plaintifF demon~es through probabilities; but the solution is ~ thesame [which shows] either that the thing is not probable.
or that it is not necessary; and that which exists for themost part, is always liable to objection; (for otherwise it
would not be a probability, but would be always neces.
sary)-hence the judge, if this D;lode of solution is adopt;'
ed, will think. either that the thing is not probable, or
that it must not be judged by him, in conseqUellte, 88
we have said, of being deceived by false reasoning. For
it is requisite that he should not only judge from things
which are necessary, but also from probabilities. For
this is to judge most judiciously. The solution, therefore, of aD enthymeme is not sufficient, which shows that
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a thiDg is not necessary, bt&t it is requisite that the solu, !ion should also show, that it is not probable. But this
will happen, if the objection rather shows that the thing
for the most part subsists. It is possible, however, that
a thing may happen for the most part, or frequently, in a
twofold respect, viz. either from time, or from circumstances; but principally if from both. For if things
which frequently bappen thus subsist, this is more probable. But signs [which are not necessary,]. and enthymemes derived through a sign, 'are solved in the
way we mentioned in the first 'book. For that every
8uch sign is unByllogistic is evident to as from the analytica. Enthymemes, however, derived from examples ate
801ved after the same 'maimer IS enthymemes derived
frQm probabilities. For if-we can adduce a contrary
example in which the thing is DOt so, the enthymeme is
IOlved, because the thing is not necessary, or beCause
BWly things have happened frequently, and in a difFerent
manner. But if many things have happened frequendf,
and in this manner, then it must be 'contended either that
the present circumstance is not similar, or is not similady
disposed, or has a certain difference. Tecmeria, howev'!r, [i. e. necessary signs,] and entbymemes which are
of the nature of tecmeria, canDOt be solved in coaaequence of being unsyllogistic. But this is evident to 'us
from the analytics.' It remains, therefore, to show -tbat
what' is said, [viz. that certain premises] do not exist.
But if it is evident that the premises do exist, and that
the enthymeme is derived from tecmerion, then the; enthymeme becolDes insoluble. For all things now become
-apparent from 'demonstration.
I

SU the Prior ,\nalytics, Book IL Chap. 27.

..H.TOR.le.

CHAPTER XXVIII.
To amplify, however, an!i .diminish. are not the eJe.
ments of an enthymeme; for I call the same thing an
element and place. For an element, as also a place, is
that into which many enthymemes fall. But to amplify
and diminish are enthymemes for the purpose of show..
ing. that a thing is great or small, as likewise that it is
good or evil, just or unjust, or any thing else. And all
these are the things with which syllogisms and enthy..
memes are conversant; so that if no one of these is the
place of an enthymeme, neither are amplification and
diminution.
Neither are enthymemes which have the power of
solving [the arguments of the opponent] any other spe.
cies of enthymeme than those, which are employed iJl
confirmation. For it is evident that he solves [the argo.
ments of his opponent,] who either shows [tbe contrary
to what his opponent asserts,] or introduces an objection.
But he proves the opposite. Thus, if one shows that a
thing has been done, the other shows that it has not
been done; and if one shows that it bas not, the other
shows that it has been done; so that here, indeed, there
will .be no difference; for both use the same enthy.
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memes; aiDce they introduce enthymemes to show, that
the thing iI, or is not. An objection, however, is not
an eotbymeme, but (as we have shown in the Topics)
it is to declare a certain opinion, from which it, will be
eftcIent that the conclusion is not syllogistical, or that
lOIDething false baa been assumed. And thus much haa
been said by us respecting examp~es and sentences; and
in shon respecting what pertains to the reasoning power,
whence we may abound with [enthymemes,] and how
we may solye them. It now remains to discuss wliat
pertaiDs to diction and order.

---_ ....
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CHAPTER I.

THERE are three tbioga which it

is requisite to c&caaa
CODCerDing an oratioG; one, indeed. &om what parcic:ulars credibility is derived; the second, about diaioD J
and the third, in what maDDer it is requisite to arranp
the parts of an oration. Conceroing credi~ility, there.
fore, we have already spoken, and.baye shawn &om bow
many thing& it coDSists. ad that it coDliats &om three
things. We have likewise shown. what the nature is el
these three,. and why credibility cODSista from these aloae.
For all II1eJ1 are persuaded [to believe what they heir,]
either because thoee. who judge are themselves al'edecl
in a certain _y, 9r because th.ey ceDCeive the apeaken
to be wonhy of .belief. or becauee the thing is prom
We bave aJSQ spokea cQDCflJlin8~ enthymemn, aod,bave
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shown whence tbey ougbt to be derived; for some
things, indeed, are the species, but others the placesof enthymemes. It now, however, remains to speak
concerning diction. For it is not only sufficient to
know what ought to be said, but it is likewise necessary
to speak in a proper manner.. And diction contributes
gready to the quality of the oration. The parts of rhetoric, therefore, were investigated [by the ancients] in
that order in which they are natui'ally arranged. But
from the nature of a thing, we ought in the first place
to discover those things which are adapted to persuade.
In the second place, these are to be disposed [i. e. expressed] by [ an appropriate] diction. And that which
.is to be considered in the third place, and possesses the
greatest power, though it has not yet been discussed by
anyone, is what pertains to pronunciation, or action. for
this was but lately .introduced into tragic poetry and
rhapsody. For at first, the poets themselves acted the
tragedies [which they composed.] It is evident, therefore,· that with respect to rhetoric, there is a thing of this
kind, in the same moner as with . respect to poetry;
which has been discussed by certain other persons, and
by Glauco the Teian•.
Pronunciation, however, or action, consists in the
voice, [and the principal artifice of action consists in
knowing] how it is requisite to use it in each of the
passions. Thus for instance~ [it is necessary to know]
when· the voice should be loud, when soft, and when between both. How the tODes of voice should be employed; such as the acute, the grave, and the middle;
and what rhythms are adapted to each of the passions.
For there are three things which the writers on,pronun-
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clarion conaider; and these are, magnitude, hamaony;
and rhythm. And as in poetiCal contests those who u·
eel in action, for the most part obtain the prize, and the
players now excel in it more than the poets themselves,
thus also in forensic contests, through the depravity of
politics, diose orators gain their cause~ who excel in
action. The art, however, concerning rhetorical action
_ not yet been disclosed; since, likewise, the art conceming diction was discovered late. And it appears to
be but a slight thing, if it is well examined. But ,since
the business concerning rhetoric pertains to opinion, we
must pay attention to it, not as a thing possessing rectitude, but as necessary; since it is just not to require
more in an oration, than that it may Reither give pain,
nor delight. For it is just to contend strenuously for
t~ngs themselves; so that other things besides d~mon
stration are superfluous. At the same time, however,
mction is capable of producing great effects, as we' JIave
said, through the depravity of the hearer. Diction therefore possesses a certain small necessity in every discipline. For it is of some consequence with respect to "
the declaration of a thing, to speak in this, or in that
manner; yet it is not very important, but all tbt'se [i. e.
whatever pertains to rhetoric,] depend on the imagination, and are referred to the hearer. Hence, no one
teaches geometry in this way, [viz. so as to be solicitous
about diction.] The art, therefore, concerning pronun.
ciation, when it is employed, produces the same effect
as aC,ting on the stage. But some persons have endeavoured to speak a little concerning it, as for instance,
Thrasymachus in his treatise On CompaiSioll. And to
be disposed to act is natural, and more inartificiaJ; but
diction is artificial. Hence, again, rewards are given to
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IIIaee who excel in it, in the same ""'Mer as to thoae
rhetoriciaos who excel in pronunciation. For writteb
orations possess greater ~treDgth from diction. thaD
fiom the sentiments they contain. The poets. therebe, gaft rise to diction, as it is natural they should.
Por Dames are imitations; and of all our parts, voice is
she most imitative. Hence, the poets inV'ented tbe- p0etical artIt viz. rhapsody, [or epic poetry,] and the art of
acting. [or dramatic poetry.] and the other uta. Be·
cause, howeftl', the poets, thougb they sing of frivolous
thInp, appear to have acquired their renown from-die.
ben. on this account poetic diction, such as that of Gor..
g;as, was introduced [by orators ;] and even now many
of the uleamed fmcy that - those -persons -speak most
beautifully when-they speak poetically. - This; -however;
ia not the case; but the diction of an oration, -is dift"erent.~
fiom that of poetry. And this is- evident from the event.
For the present writers of tragedies do not any longer
employ the ancient poetic diction. But as from tetrameters they betook themselves to iambic verse, because
this measure is of all others most similar to discourse;
thus. allto, they rejected such names as are foreign from
familiar coDJersation. Those, likewise, who at present
campose hexameter verses, have rejected the names with
which the fint [dramatic poets] adOl'lled their verses.
Hence, it is ridiculous for those -to imitate these poetJ;
who no longer employ that -mode -of diction. Hence;
too, it is mdent that we _are not accurately to discuss
flYery thing which may be said concerning diction, but
o~y such things as pertain to rhetorical diction. For of
poetical diction we have spoken in the, treatise On

Poetry.
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LET, therefore, what we have written in the Poetic
be surveyed; and let the virtue of diction be perspicuity; of which this is an indication, that speech does
DOt effect ita proper work unless it renders manifeet [the
mind of the speaker.J Another virtue of diction is,
that it be neither low, nor aboYe its dignity, but appropriate. For poetic diction perhaps is not low, and yet is
not adapted to an oration. But of nouns and verbs, such
u ate proper render the diction perspicuous. Such other
DameS, however, as are mentioned in the Poetic, caU8e
the diction not to be low, but omamented. For
imroductioa. of unusual words, makes the diction appear
more venerable; since men are affected in· the
manner towards diction, as they are towards strangers,
and their fellow-citizens. Hence it is necessary to reo·
~r the dialect foreign. For we admi~ the language of
foreigners; and that which is admirable is \ieasanr. In
metre, therefore, the poet does this frequently, and there
it is appropriate; for both the verse, and the suhjects of
the verse, are very remote from common occurrences;
but in prose much fewer foreign words are to be used.
For there, if either a slave, or· a very YOUDg man, or one

the

same
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who speaks of very trifling things uses elegant language, it is more indecorous. But in the language of the Be
pe~ns, the becoming consists in an appropriate contraction and dilatation. Unusual words, however, should
be introduced by the orator latently, and he should not
seem to speak fictitiously, but naturally. For natural
diction is adapted to persuade; but the fictitious has a
avoid those who speak ficticontrary effect. For
tiouslyas insiJious persons, in the same manner as we
avoid mixed wines. Thus, the voice of Theodorus was
ptefetred to the voice of other actors; for hiS seeDied
to be the voice of the speaker, but the voree of the,
others appeared to be foreign. Unusual terms, however, will be well introduced latently, if he who frames
a speech makes a selection from the aCcustomed dialect ;
which Euripides' does, and was the first 'that showed the
way to others.

we

But since an oration conSists from nouns and verils,
and nouDs have as many species as are enumerated in:
the treatise On Poetry; of these species, nouns taken
from various tongues, or dialects, and also such as are
double and fictitious, are· seldom, and but in few places
•to be used. Where, however, they are to be used, and
why but seldom, we shall afterwards show. For they produce a greater change in the language than is becoming.
But the propW, the appropriate and metaphoric:ti, are alone
useful to prosaic diction; of which this is an indication,
that all men [in common conversation] use these alone;
for all men speak in metaphors, and in appropriate ad
proper terms. Hence it is evident, that if anyone 'does
belat~nl:
this well, his diction will. be foreign, and it

mar
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that it is so. and he will speak with perspicuity. But
this was defined by us. to be the virtue of a rhetorical
discourse. Of names or nouns, however, the homonymous are useful to the sophist; for through these they
deceive. But the synonymous are useful to the poet. I
call, however, proper and synonymous terms, such as
to go and to walk; for both these are proper, and synonymous to each other.
What, therefore, each of these is, how many species
there are of metaphor, and that metaphors can· do much
both in poetry and prose, we have shown, as we have
·before obse"ed, in the treatise On Poetry. But it is so
much more necessary to labour about these In prose,
because it has fewer aids than verse. A metaphor also
especially possesses the clear, the pleasant; and the foreign, and it is not to be taken from another person.
It is necessary, however, to use epithets and metaphors
are appropriate; and this adaptation will be obtained
frOm the analogous. But without this there will be an
apparent indecorum, because contraries are especially
conspicuous, when placed by each other. As a purple
garment, therefore, becomes a young, but· not an old
man; for the same garment is not adapted to both; thus
also certain metaphors and epithets are adapted to some
..things, but are not adapted to others. If likewise you
are willing to praise, the metaphor must be derived from
that which is better in the same genu~; but if to blame,
it must be derived from things ~bich in the same genus
are inferior. I say for instance, . since contraries are in
the same genus,
say, "That a beggar pra~It. and
" That he who prays begs," because both are petitioDl,
th~t

to

AnSi.
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it is expedient to do as we have said.' Thus Iphicrates
called Callias. ...Vetragurtel, or collector to tI,e mother f!F
tile gods, and not Dadouelw., or torch. bearer. But
Callias replied Ie That Iphicrates was not initiated, otherwise he would not hue called him ltletragurtel, but
DaJoUCMS." For both these offices ~rtained to the
goddess, but that of torek-bearer was honourable, and
that of collector ignoble. The flatterers of Dionysius
also employed the same artifice; for they called themselves artists. Both these words, however, are metaphors; the one, indeed, of things sordid, but the other
the contrary. And robbers at present call themselves
exactors. Henct1 we may be allowed to say, "That he
who acts unjustly errs; and that he who errs, acts
unjustly; and also that he who steals, both takes, and
robs." There is, however. an indecorum in what Telephus in Euripides says [of ce$n rowers] cc That tbey
reigned over oars, and descended into M ysia." }o'or the
word to reign is greater than the dignity of the matter
[i. e. of an oar.] He does not therefore conceal his
artifice. There is also ~ error in syllables, unless they .
(:Iuse the words to have a pleasing sound.' And this
error was committed by Dionysius, surnamed Chalkous,
in his elegies. For he calls poetry" The clangor of
Calliope," becau~e both are vocal sounds. But the me~phor is bad, which is made from sounds that are not
significant.
. Farther still, nouns are not to be far-fetched, but
things which are anonymous are to be denominated by
words derived from things that are allied, and of the
~ Viz. If we wish to praise him who begs, we must say that he
praJS J but if we wish to blame him, we must say that he bess-

.:.......' - - -
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same species, and which show as soon as they are uttered
that they are allied; as in that celebrated enigma, "I
saw a man agglutinating brass to a man with fire." For
the passion is anonymous. But both are a certain addition. The enigma, therefore, calls the application of
the cupping glass an agglutination. And in shorr, from
enigmas that are well composed, lood metaphors may
be assumed. For metaphors have an obscure meaning; so
that it is evident that an enigma if it is approved consists of
,metaphors that are well made. Metaphors also must be
assumed from beautiful things. But the beauty of a
name consists, as Lycimnius says, in sounds. or in the
thing signit;ed; and in -a similar manner the deformity
of a name. Farther still, there is a third thing, whiCh
solves a 'sophistical argument. For that which Bryson
~ys is not true, "That no one speaks obscurely, since
~be same thing is signified by Using this name instead of
tbat." For this is -false; since one name is more proper
and. more assimilated than another, and is more adapted
so place the thing before our eyes. Again,' this name
and t~at signify a thing not, similarly subsisting; &0 that
thus also, one name must be admitted to be more ~uti.
ful or more deformed than another. For both DaUles,
indeed, signify the beautiful and 'the deformed; but not
so far as beautifu.I, or so_ far as deformed. Or both signify the same things, but in a greater or less degree.
Metaphors, however, are hence to be derived from things
which are beautiful, either in the voice. or in the power
[of signification,] or to the sight, or some other . . . .
But it makes a difference to say, for instance, "The
rosy-finger'd mom," rather than, "The purp1e-finger'd,"
or, whith is still worse, "The red.fiuger'd.".
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In epithets, also, appositions may be made from what
is vile or base; as, for instance, Ihe mQtricide.. But the
apposition may t>e made from that which is better; as,
Ihe auengerofhisfotlter. Anc18imonides, when he who
conquered with mules, offered him a small reward, was
unwilling to compose· verses on the occasion, as disdaining to celebrate in verse semi-tUSel. But when he had
given him a sufficient reward, then. he sung,
Hail daughters of the steeds that fly
With feet like walrlwinds swift.

_ Though they were also the daughters of asses.
Fanher still, a thing may be praised or blamed by em.
ploying diminutives. But diminution is that which
renders both evil and good less. Thus. Aristophanes
in his Babylonics calls in derision krusion (a golden
thing). krusidarion, and imalion (a garment) ima/ida.
ritm. He also calls loidoria (slander) loidorematimr, and
nosema (diseastr) nosemalion. In both appositions, how.
ever, and diminutives, it is requisite to be cautious, and
to observe a mediocrity.

-----
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CHAPTER III.
may be produced in diction in four ways.
In the first place in double nouns [i. e.in cODlpound
words;] as in Lycophron when he says, "the many{ac'd heaven; the mighty.topp'd earth; -and the narrowmouth'd shore." And as Gorgias calls some one, tI
beggar~'I.mus'd jlalterer; and those who take an oath
improperly, or properly~ epiorkesantas, and kateuorke,anlas. And as Alcidamas [when describing some one
who was in a rage,] " HiS soul was full of ardour, but
his face was of a fiery colour." A,nd speaking of the
promptirude of a certain person to fight to the last, he
calls him telesplloroS, or enduring to the end. He likewise calls the power of persuading, telesphoros j . and the
, bottom of the sea kuanocll1'oon, or azure-coloured. For
all these expressions appear to be poetical from duplication. -;rbiS, therefore, is one cause of frigid diction.
FIlICIDITY

Another cause arises from the use of ancient words.
Thus Lycophron calls Xerxes pelorion I andra, or an
• That ,"""C'.' is an ancient poetical word is evident from the
following line. which is only to be {ouod in
Manllscripl Com.
ment of Syrlanus on the Metaphysics of Aristotle.

me

i. e. (speaking of Chaos) "It is a chasm and a mightT chasm,
.
eyery way immen.;e.'·
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immense man. And Seiron he caUs; sinnis aneer, or II
perniciow man. Aleidamas, also, speaking of poetry.
says no such athunna, or puerie sport, is useful to
poetry.

And speaking of nature he uses the expression

atasthalia or impro.bity. _And of a certain person, he
eays, cc that he was exasperated with the untamed anger
of his mind:'
In the third place, diction may become frigid from
using epithets, which are either long, or unseasonable,
-or frequent. For in poetry it is becoming to say, r»kilemilk. But in prose, epithets are partly more unbecoming,
partly, if they are too frequent, they cause
prose to appear to be verse. Epithets, ho~ever, are
sometimes to be used in prose; for they render the diction more unusual, and cause it to be foreign. But mediocrity must be regarded in the use of them, since
otherwise a greater evil is produced than by speaking
casually. For casual diction is Dot good, but the other
is bad. Hence, the Writings of Alcidamas appear to be
frigid. For he uses epithets, not as &ea.sonings, but
as food; since they are so frequent in his writings, IiO
great, and so apparent. Tbus"for instance, he does not
merely say s'Weal, but moist nreat. And he does not say
that some one went to the Isthmia [or solemn' games in
honour of Neptune,] but to the general assembly t!f tile
Isthmian games. Thus too, he does not say the /tnrs,
tlut legal institutes, the queen qfeitks. Nor does he eay
;11 running, bu~ 'Irilh the rapid impulse f!f tile IOUI.
Nor
,mtseum, but receir,';ng the f1!useum Wnature. And the
&all. care qf the soul, [instead of merely saying care.]
Nor does 'he say fll'VOur, but tile artjjicer lIf popular
fll'Vour. And [again he calls an orator] (he dispensator

and

--
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of tile he.ers;

And, he did nol ltitle

bimse/lin. tire brtrnches, but in the brmiclles qt- tlre''lIXKHl.
And, he did not cover Ins body, but Ike shame qf hi,
body. And, desire the anti-rical qf tire soul. But this
is at the same time a double word, and an epithet; 10
that it bec:omes poetical. Thus too speaking of improbiry he says, the immenle ezcess qf improIJity. Hence,
those who speak' poetiCally produce the ridiculous and
the frigid, by their indecorous diction, and also occasion
obscurity by their garrulity. For garzulity dissolves
perspicuity, when it iI'introduced to him who knows the
subject, by the obscurity which it occasions. Men. however, use double, or compound words, when a thing
~ anonymous, and the words may be easily joined, such
as time-'U'Qsling. But if this is done frequently, the diction becomes entirely poetical. Hence, a double diction
. [i. e. compound words,] are most useful to dithyrambic
-poets; for the language of these is sonorous. But
ancient names and dialects are most adapted to epic
poets; for epic poetry is venerable and superb. And
metaphors are most adaptf'd to iambics; for these, as we
have before observed, iambic poets now use.
Again, in the fourth place, frigidity is produced in
metaphors. For there are indecorous metaphors, some
indeed, on account of the ridiculous; for comic poets
also use metaphors. But others are indecorous from
being too venerable and tragical. Metaphors likewise
are obscure, if they are far-fetched; as tbose of Gorgias,
who calls certain things, green and sanguineous. And,
you indeed IurDe illllmt;folly sown, and badly reoptJd
tlrese flUngs." For this is too poetically said. Thus
too, Alcidamas calls philosophy the bulwatlt Qf the Itru.'s;
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and the Odyssey a beautifid mirro,. 'If1u.mum life. . And
again he says, "nothing Q/'this kind introduces puerile
sporl (a.6upp.a.) in. poetry.u For all these metaphors.
from the causes already mentioned, are unadapted to
procure persuasion. But what Gorgias said on a swal.
low which dropped its excrement as it flew towarda·
him, is tbe best of tragical metaphors; for he said.
" This is shmnefoJ, 0 P'lilorneL" For if he said this to
the bird, the action was not shameful; but to a virgin,
it was shameful. His. defamation therefore was proper.
because he alluded to what the bird had been. and not
to what it then was.

.-CHAPI'ER IV.
AN image also is a metaphor; for it dtH'ers
from it. For when Homer says of Achilles,

very little

He like a lien rush'd,

But when he says, tile lion rush'd. it is
For because both are brave, he calls
Achilles metaphorically a lion.

it. is an image.
a metaphor.

An image also is useful in. prose, though but rarely ;
fOl it is poetical.
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Images, however, are to be introduced in tbe same
as metaphors; for they are metaphors, difering
in the way we have already mentio~.
mann~r

But images are for instance such as what AGdrotion
said on Idrieus, "That he resembled whelps freed from
their chains." For they bite anyone that falls in their
way, and Idrieus when freed from his bonds was morose.
And as Theodamas assimilated Archidamus to Euxenus,
who was ignorant of geometry; .and this'from the analogous. For Euxenus is the geometrical Archidamus.
Another· instance of similitude is from the [5th book of
the] Republic of Plato, "That those who in battle
plunder the bodies of the d~d, are similar to whelps
who bite stones, but do not touch those who throw
them." And [in the 6th book,] it is said of the peoplf',
" That they resemble a strong, but deaf pilot." And
[m the 1Oth book] speaking of poetical measures, it
is said, cc That they resemble those who are in the
prime of life, but without beauty. For these in the
decline of life, and verses when they are dissolved,
no longer appear the same." Another instance is that
of Pericles on the Samians, cc That they resen;lbled
children, who take their food crying." And on the
Breotians, "That they resembled flints; for flints are
struck against each other, and the B<EOtians fight with
each other." Another instance ,is that of Demosthenes
on [the Athenian] people, "That they resembled those
who are sea-sick." And that of Democrates who assi.
milated cc Rhetoricians to nurses, who swallow the f0&8
themselves, and anoint, the children with the spittle."
And again, that of Antisthenes, who assimilated CephisidOlUS, who was a thin man, to frankiaceDse, "which.
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c1elighta while it consumes.1t For all these aimilitudes
may be used, both as images, and as metaphOJ1l; so that it
is endent that such words as are approved, and are used
as metaphors, will also be images, ancllikewise that images
are metaphors. which are in want of argument. It is
always, however, necessary that a metaphor should be
converted from the analogous, aDd be referred to the
other part, and to things homogeneous. Thus if a cup
may [from analogy] be called the shield of Bacchus, a
lhield also may appropriately be said to be tbe cup
of Mars. From these things, therefore, aD oration is
composed.

-_.
CHAPTER

v.

THE principle, however, of diction is to apeak with
propriety; and this consists in five - things. And the
first indeed, is in conjunctives, I if these are disposed in
luch· a way as their nature requires, viz. so as to be
placed in an order prior and posterior to each other.
Thus for instance the conjunction indeed, and 1 indeed,
. require but, and but he. It must be remembered, how-

. • Under conjunctions Aristotle also comprehends prepesitions,
article5, and the other parts of speech, wbich are distinguished
. from n01l1l.and verb.

.

-........._-_.
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e,-er, that conjunctions which correspond to each other,
should neither be disjoined by a great interval, nor should
have so many things interposed between them, tbat when
a conjunctioR corresponding to a former one is given,
the prior conjunction is forgotten; for this is appropriate
but in few places. Thus," But 1, ofter Ike thing 'Was

related fa me, for Clean came begging and entreating,
went taking them along '(lith me." For here, many COIl..
junctions are inserted prior to the conjunction which was
. to have been assigned. I But if there is a great interval
between But I. and I 'lDnlt, the sentence becomes oboe
scure. One thing, therefore, requisite to correct diction
is a proper disposition in the conjunctions. A second is,
to call things by their proper names, and not to CirculIIscribe them [by generic and common ·names.] A third
is, not to use ambiguous words. ~ut these precepts are
to be observed. unless the contraries to t~em are pre.
ferred, which those do, who when they have nothmg to
say, pretmd to say something. For men of
kind in
poetry, thus ~; as for instance Empedoc:les. For
circumlocution deceives, if it be much, and the audito~
Me affected in the same manner as the multitude are by
those who .predict future events, since when they speak
ambigllously, the vulgar assent to what they say. "If
Cr«sus passes over the river Halys, he will destroy a
mighty. empire." [But the reason why when, ....e have
nothing to say, we should use generic terms is] because.
in shon, the error will be less, and on tb. accoUllt

tm.

I i. e. Since I flHmt i. referred to the \\-olds Iml I, many wotcIs
are interposed, from the interposition of which, obscurity is produced.
.
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diviners speak through the genera of a thing. For in
the game of even and odd, he will be less likely to err
who says that a number is even or odd in general, than
if he determines what number is so. And he who predicts that a certain event will be, is less likely to err, ifhe only says that it will be, than if he assigns the time
when it will be. He~ce, those who deliver oracles, do
not define the time when a thing will happen. AU these
generic and ambiguous names, therefore, are to be avoid- .
ed, unless they are adopted for the sake of some such
-purpose, as we have mentioned. A fourth thing requi&ite to cOlTeCt diction is, as Protagoras divided the genera
of nouns into masculine, feminine, and instruments [or
,neuter,] to employ these rightly; as "She coming and
discoursing departed." I A fifth requisite is to denomi.
nate rightly in many and few thing'S; and in one thmg ;
as, "But .they coming, struck me.""

In short, it is requisite that what is written, should be
written as to be read and pronounced with facility.
But this is not the case when there are many conjunctions; and when what is written cannot be easily pointed ;
and such are the writings of Heraclitus. For it is laborious to point the writings of Heraclitus, because· it is
immanifest what should be conjoined with the prior or
posterior part; as in the beginning of his book. For
he there says, "Of reason existing always men are

10

I

It is difficult to illustrate this example" in English, but easy in

Latin. Thus to say, .. illa vero reversa, et colloquuta, disc~ssit,"
.

is right; but to say, "illa vera reversus, &cc." is wrong.
I Thus too in Latin, to say, .. illi vera reveni verberarunt inc"
is right; but cc i11i vero rcvcrsus, Bec." is wrong.
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ignorant;" since it is immanifest wl1ether the word always
pertains to the prior or to the posterior part. I
Fanher still, a soleCism is produced in composition,
whep. to two words, another appropriate word is not conjoined. Thus to noise and colow, seeing is not a common [i. eo is not an appropriate] word; but sensilM perception is common. The composition also is rendered
o~scure, from the insertion of much which is intermediate,
unless the part which corresponds to the first part of a
sentence, is immediately subjoined, and the rest added;
as, "My intention was, after I had mentioned such and
such things to him, to go." But this obscurity would
be avoided by saying, " My intention was, after 1 had
. spoken to him, to go.;" and then to add, "having
mutioned to him such and such things."

. -CHAPTER VI.
following particulars contnoute to the amplitude
of diction: To use definition [or description] instead of
a name; as instead
saying a circle to say, II plaa
THE

of

• i. e. It is dubious ,..,hether the meaning of Heraclitus is, ,11M
tIIeII ere ignor,.nI 'If
,.elUon tome" tJlwtz!J' ""'" or, ,,,.. -

'lui'

,.., .,... ;,nora", filM

rl#lMlll

..meA uim.
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.figure in 'llJkic" all/inel dra'll'n.from Ike middle to tile
circumference are elJUilL But the contrary contnoutea
to conciseness, viz. to use the name instead of the definition. Amplitude of diction is also effected, if when any
tbing disgraceful or indecorous is to he expressed, the
. name is used when the disgraceful thing is in the definition, but the definitioJlf if it is in the name. It is likewise
eiFected by rendering a thing manifest by metaphors.
and epithets, avoiding at the same time what is poetical.
And by causing one thing to be many, [i. e. by using
the plural instead of the singular number,] which the
poets do. For when there is but one part, they nevertheless say, "into the Achaian parts." And instead of
saying, "the complication of an epistle:' they say,
"the complications of epistles." Amplitude is also
efFected, by separating what we can conjoin, as, ." ,his
'Woman, this our wife." But if we wish to speak con- .
cisely, we must say on the contrary, "this woman our
wife." And it is effected by using a conjunction; but
if we wish to speak concisely, we must not employ a
conjonctior., yet the sentence must not be unconnected;
as in the first case, cc Going and speaking to him;" and
in the second, "Going, I spoke to him." The method
of Antimacbus likewise is useful' for' this purpose, viz.
to enumerate particulars, which a thing does not possess,
which he does, speaking of the hill Teum~usj for he
~s,

A little hill dlere is, ~d to wind. .

For thus we may amplify to infinity. And this may take
place both in what is good, and what is bad, by enumerating what is not inherent, iJi 'Whatever way it.may be
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useful to the oration. Hence, also, poets derive the words,
c;'ord1e88; and lyrelt:ss melody; for these words are
derived from privations. But what we have just said,
is adopted in metaphors, taken from the analogous; such
for instance as to say, "That the sound of a trumpet is
a lyreless melody."

--CHAPTER VU.
also, will possessw hat is decorous, if it is
pathetic and ethical, and analogous to the subject matter.
But the analogous is effected by neither speaking of
things grand and magnificent slightly, nor of abject
things, venerably,.[and magnificently;] nor giving ornaintnt to a vile appellation. For if this is Jlot a40pted,
the composition will appear to be a comedy; whicll ill
the case with that of Cleon. For some things which ho
writes, are just as if a man should say, ".4 v@erabJ.
DICTION,

fig."
Diction becomes pathetic; by reciting insolent ~
viour in the language of an angry person. But when CCDo
duct has been impious and sh~meful, then the dic:tioD becomes pathetic, by speaking indignantly, and cautiously,; I
• i. eo AI rc Dot dariDg to dilcloae such Defmou coa4DI$
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and when conduct has been laudable, this is effected by
speaking with admiration. But in things of a lamentable
nature, the pathetic is produced by a humble diction.
And the like method must ~ adopted in other things.
:Appropriate dic.tion, also, persuades to the truth of a
thing. For the soul of the auditor is deceived by false
reasoning, in consequence of conceiving that the orator
speaks the truth; because the auditors are thus affected
in such-like ora~ons. Hence, they fancy that things are
as the orator says, though they are not so. The auditor,
likewise; becomes similarly affected with him who speaks
pathetically, though· he should say nothing to the
purpose. Hence, many astonish the hearers, by the
tumultuous manner in which they deliver their ora.
tions.
Moreover, ethical diction is a .demonstration from
signs, because this when appropriate is consequent to
every genus and habit. But I mean by genus, indied~
age; such as a child, or a man, or an old man ; [sex,]
as man or woman; [and nation,] as a Laceda:monian, or
Thessalian. And by habits, I mean those things which
produce the variety of conditions iillife; for the lives of
are not such as they are according to every habit.
If, therefore, the diction has appellations adapted to the
habit, it will become ethicaL For a rustic ang a well.
educated man, will not say the same things, nor spc:ak.
after ,the same manner. But the auditors are somewhat
affected by that figure,which the writers of orations abundantly use; as, cc Who does not know this? All
men know it." For the auditor, from shame, confe!SeS.
• that he participates of that knowledge, of which every
one else partakes.

men
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Opportune, however,' or not opportune bse is "c:ommori
to all the species. But the remedy in every· hyperbole is
that celebrated advice' [self-correction;] for it is necessary. that the orator should correCt himself. For the
thing then appears to be true, [though it may seem to be
incredible,] because the incredibility of it is not concealed from the orator. Farther still, every thing analo.gous is not to be used at once; for thus the artifice will
be concealed from the hearer. I mean, for instance, that
if the names are harsh, yet must not the voice, or countenance, or other appropriate things, be such as to express that harshness; ot~erwise, it will become manifest
what each of these is. But if the names are haNh, and
die voice or countenance is not adapted to such names,
the artifice will be latent. If, therefore, soft things be
,spoken harshly, 'and harsh things gently, they will lose
.. the power of persuading. But epithets and compound
words, if they are numerous, and especially such as are
_foreign, are adapted to him who speaks pathetically.
For we pardon the orator, who when enraged calls some
enl hettuen-reacking, or immense. These epithets, aim,
and compound 'words, may be used by the orator, when
he has already moved the auditors, and inspired them
" with a divine fury, either by praising or dispraising, or by
. exciting them to anger ~r love, which Isocrates does in
his Paneg:gric, towards the end, where he has she worc!s
cc fame and memory."
And" those who endured."
For those who are agitated· with a divine fury, speak
things of this kind, so .that the auditors admit what is
aid, in consequence of being similarly affec:te&L Hence,
~s form of diction is also adapted to. poetry; for poetry
partakes of divine inspiration_ Either, therefore, this

.Arid.

YOLo I.

P
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form of diction III8It be Idopte&l [in the c:aaes already
Dlllltioned,] or iron)' must be employed, 18 it was
IJy Gorgias. and Soc:rates in the J'ha=drus of Plato.

.~
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WITH respect, however, to the figure of diction, it is
aecessary that it should neither be metrical, nor without;
rythm. For metrical diction is not calculated to
. suade. For it appears to be feigned. and calls the atten.tion of the auditor from the subject of the oration; since
he is led to expect a metre similar to the former. As.
,therefore, when the eryers proclaim to the people [when
a slave is manumitted by his master,] cc What patron
will he who is manumitted chuse?" the boys antece-dently to the cryer exclaim, cc Cleon ;"-[thus if til,
oration were 'metrical, the auditors would preoccupy tile
orator, and would foresee what he ought to say.] But
the diction which is wit,hout ry~m is indefinite. It '~is
necessary, however, that it should be bounded. though not
by metre. 'For the infinite is unpleasant and unknown;.'
, and ail things are ,bound~ by number. But the number
of the figure of diction is rythm, of whith metres are the
segments. Hence, it is necessary that an oration should
have rythm, but not metre or measure; for if it has, ,it

per-
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.m be a poem. ·It 8bo1,tl~ not, howeft.r, po.- rythtD
.accurately., ~ut only to a c~ eztent. .
.
Of rythms, howeyer, the heroic indeed· is venerable
~ 8Onoro~ and .requires harmony. But the iambic it
the diction of the multitude. Hence, in speaking, iambics are uttered the most of all measures. But it is
necessary that the prose of an oration should be ven~
rable and very exciting. The Trochaic measure, however, is more analogollS to swift dancing. But this
is evident from tetrameters, which are a voluble rythm!
• Heroic feet, i. e. clactyls arut apoadees hue .an .even ratio, • ·ia
ow;, words, the ratio of ODe tQ one. For a mort syllable contains ...
time, a long syllable coataint two times J. bot a spoDcIee cCllDlisu oftwo
loPg syllables J and therefore conaistsof two .,.lla~ DII!IU1IftCl by
aD equal time, and conaequently bas an eml proportion. A dactyl
consists of tluee syllables, the first long, the se&:OIlcl aDd tlaird.sbort.
but a long syllable contains two times ; two short syllables contain two
other times; and therefore a dactyl also consists of three syllables,
el which the two posterior are measured by an eqaal time with the
first syllable, and .conseqaently a dactyl bas an neD propcntioa.
All· anapest, whicb is lID illy.erteci clactyJ, has the ame .propoa""
since it has the two int syllables short, and the ~ long. TIle
heroic rythm, th~, of dactyls aad spondees, on acC01lJlt"of ita
equability is full of majesty, is sonOl'OllS and mapiJic:ent, and Ie.
qoires harmony. Hence, it is not sufficiently adapted to proa,
wiUch·ought to be without harmony, and ought to be leulOllCll'OU
Iambics, wbich consist of two qUabIes, tilt
first short, and the second long, and the opposite to them, trOchaics, wlaich have the first syllable long, and the secoDd short, haw Ii
iuple ratio. For a long syllable contains two times, and a shoat
.,llable one time J but .iambics ad trochaics consist of a long pal
a ~ syllable. Hence, they consist of two syllables, of whicla
one has to the ocher the ratio of two to one, and consequently she,
lIave a duple ratio. Of these. the iambic rythm is vft'J" moca
adapted to familiar conversatioD, and therefore the diction of die
auld_de for the mOst plat COIIIiatI of iaabics. fte ryduD, how·

anc:lless maguificent.
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l'he pan tbenf'ore renWns~ which was emplo,ed by
orators, and originated from Thrasymachus; yet they
e.~, which i. adapted to prose.oup,t to be more grand and grave
~han that. which is atbpted to the familiar diction of the vulgar I

.aaa hence. neither is the Iambic rythm very fit

for prose.

And

.tIae trochaiC: rythm bas too much CODcitation. as is eYident froiD
tetrameters, which because they for a. great part consist of
trochees, poness a yery exciting power, and almost run.

Hence,

~is rythm does not a;cord with the majesty of p~ose.

The Coot follows which is called pean, because it was uRdin de
BUt a pan is a
foot c:onsisting of four syllables, one long. and the remaining
three slaort. If the first syllable is long, ~t· is called a first
'J*IUl; if the secoIidis long, it is called
rec:OM pan; if
..he thitd, a. third pun: and if the fourth, a fourth pan: BUt
Aristotle, here, alone distinguishes the first and fourth .pan; anel
0miU the other two. Thruymachus used the lint paD in pro...
whom others followed J but they coald not explain wbat is lhe
uature oof this rythm, and what ratio it contain. This, theiefo~,
.we must endeavoar to explain. A paan. then. is a foot the third in
order, and contains the third ratio, viz. the sesquialter, which is the
r..tio of three to two.. The reason of this is, because it coataia.
roar syJIab1es, one long. and three short. But a long
cori.&aiDS two times; anel three short syDablescontain three times.
Hence, the short syllables haye to the long syllable, the rdio of
three to two, i: e. a sesql1ialter ratio. Hence, too, a pan ranks as
abe third foot. ' For in the lint place are spondees, dactyls, mel
aaapests, which contain the eYen ratio of one to one; in the second
place are iambics and trtdlaics, which contain the duple ratio of
two to one ; °and in the third place are peans, which contain the sesquialcer ratio of three to two. As, therefore, dact; 15, spondees, ....
anapests, and other rythms containing an eYeD ratio, are not adapted
to prose, bec:ause they are 'too sonorous and magnific:ent; and as
iambic and trochaic rythms, and other i'ytbms c:ontaining a. duple
ro&tio, are also not adapted to prose, because they are less SOIlCII'OUS
.ad magnificent than is requisite: but the sesqui31ter ratio is a meclium betwecil the even and the duple ratio, for it ezceeds laore

",mils of Apollo, who was· denomiuted Pan.
a

0

0

0

o

0

.,llable

0

0

thaD the nat, Ad __ thaD the double s-tbisbeinr' the caSe,
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were unable ,to say what it '\VIS. But tbe pall is the,
mini in order, and follows the above-mentioned mea·
sures; for it is in the ratio of three to two; but of the
others, the one [i. e. the heroic] is in the ratio of one
to one; but the other [i. e. the iambic and trochaic] in.
the ratio of two to one., The sesquialter. howevef, is"
consequent to these two ratios; and the pzan consists of
this ratio. The other rythme, therefore, are to be rejected, from the abov~mentioned reasons, and because
they are metrical; but the pa:an is to be assumed; &r.
from this- alone of all the rythms' we have .men..
tioned, metre ,is Dot produced; so'that it is especially:

Jatent;
At present, therefOre, orators use only one

pzan, and'

tbat, at the beginning of their -oration. It is necessary;
'however, that the end should difFer from the" beginning.
'But there are two sJSecieSof preans oppoSite to each:
other; of which,' one is adapted to the begiilliing of an'
alation, in which way also it is used by orators. . But:
this is that pzan, in which the first syllable is 10ng~ and
the other three are short; as
~ImA...."

i. e. "Delos begbtteDt or Lyc:ian,It [speaking of Apollo.]
follows that the pean rythm is especially adapted to prose, as being
less grand than the heroic, but grander than the iambic rythm. and
haTing a middle situation between both. The truth of this is confirmed by considering, that in prose we ought to aYoid metre, and should use a rythm especially adapted to concealment. But heroic
and iambic rythms are metrical, and are 10 manifest that they canDOt be concealed. The rythm, howeyer, of pzana is not metrical,
and may be concealed. Hence, we ought principally to use the pzan
rythm in prose, though we may also sometimes employ other feet.
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[where there· are two' pa:ans:] And,·
XC"""'- E..n, .... AuJ.
" 0 golclelWWr'd Hecate, daughter of Jove."

But in the other paean. on the contrary, the first thtee
syllables are short, and the last is long; as
K ..

ai ~,.,).g "

...... ..,.,..........

I. e. .. Night CODcealed after the land, the water and the ocean."

This pa:aD,' however, termiDates the course of the oratioa.. For a' short syllable, because it is imperfect, ca. .
the oration to be mutilated. But' it is necessary that it
ahould be amputated by a long syllable, and that the end
of it should be manifest, yet not from the writer, nor
from a pafagrapb, but from the rythm. And thus we
have shown that diction ought to have a proper rythIp,!
aIld should not be without rythm; and also what the
rythma are, and how those subsist, that produce a pr0per rythin in diction.
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CHAPTER IX.

IT is necessary, however, that diction should either be
dit"uae and one by a bond, as the dilatations in dithyramhies; or that it should be periodic, and similar to the
antistrophes of the ancient poets. Diffuse diction, therefore, is ancient, as in the work of Herodotus the 1)u-,
rian, the beginning of which is, cc This is the exposition
of history, &c. ;" for this, formerly, all writers used, but
at present it is not used by many. But I call the dic:tion
diIUse, which has of itself no end, till the thing whida
is diKussed be brought to a conclusion. This diction is
however unpleasant, on account of the infinite; for all
men wish to see the end of a thing. Hence, racerS ill:
the turnings [round the goal,] are out of breath and
faint; but prior to this, when they have a prospect of
the goal, their labour is not so extreme. Such, therefore, is diffuse diction.
But periodic: diction, is that which consists of period&.
I call, however, a period, diction which has of itself'
beginning and end, and a magnitude which may euiIy
be perceiyed. But diction of this kind is pleasing, aDd
euily learnt. It is pleasing, indeed, because it sublia
in a "flay contrary to that which is bouJidlei8; and ~

a
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cause the hearer always fancies he obtains IOmethiDg,
because there • always something for him which is
bounded. But it is unpleasant where nothing is fore ..
seen, and nothing eft"ected. It is alao easily learnt, be.
cause it may easily be remembered. But it may easily
be remembered, because this diction has number in the
periods. Hence, all lIlen remelIl~r verse more easily
than prose i for it has number by which it is measured.
It is necessary, however, that a period should contaia a
complete, and not a mutilated and abrupt meaning, as ill

the iambiQa° of S o p h o c l e s . . ,
CalycloQ. tht; land wher, Pclops reigu'd.'

For the contrary might be thought to be true, by ~
division of the period ; as in the above instance it would
seepl that Calydon is in Peloponnesus.
°
With respec;:t to periods, however, one is in the colons
Of members. but t~e oth~r !s simple.
But the period whi~h is in the ~olo~ is a perfect and
distinct diction, and ip. which ~hat is pronounced admits
of easy fespi~tion, and does not ~o~~~t in a division,
. h"ke the ~ve-~e~tioned perio~ of SopJwcl~ but is
whole an4 ~qre~ A colon, however, is one· part of
~is period, ~ut I call the period simple which consists
of one calon! It is necessary, however, that the colons
~nd the periods should ~eith~r be <:urt~ile~, nor prolix.
• The sense here apparently is, that Calydon is the soil or land
. O\'et which Pelops formerly reigned. and therefore pertains to

Ioponnesus, though it does not, but to ,,£tolia. The sense,

re-

~

(ore. !~ ~bl1'pt ~d llu~~4°

•
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'or. wlMn.the periods.:are ,ery short, t.hey. c;ause the
h~

to' snaQ1ble freq~tly.For the mind of the
h~er being impelled fanher to the end which he had.
Pl..posed to himself, stumbles as it were, when the orator.
.stop' sbort. But prolix periods cause the auditors to be
Itdt by: ~ oratpr; just as those who in walking pas&
beyond _the' boundari~ of their walk J for they leay~
_
co~ons beJlind. In a similar D;laDD:er, perioda
"hic:h· are l~g, become themselves an oration, ~
i'etelllble diffuse dic~iQn. WheI\ce t~t jest of Demo.
crjtus t~e ebiaQ. upon MelanippJdes, who dilated in his
writings iD4tead of· m~king antistlophes. "This ~
~.e:vil for himself, in·framing evi110r another. But
lO::4ilat~ mQc~, is the wo~t of evils to him who does it."
For ~ thiQ.g of this ~d may be aptly said, to·those who
UIe·lo~g colons.. Very short. colons, howev~, do not
become. periods. . . Th~, therefore, hurry away the
a~tor with.them.precipitately. But of periodic diction;
which co~ of many colons or members, 'one kind is
distinct, and' the other: opposite. And the distinct, indeed, is. such as [the J:>eginning of the. Panegyric of
IS9Cratea s] "I have often admired those who collected
public assemblies, and instituted the Gymnastic con~ests.'~
BDt the opposite is tbat which consists of many coloDS.
:pld'in :which. either the same thing is composed with
~traries, or contraries aN comp05ed. with contraries ~
as, [in the Panegyric of Isocrates,] "The Athenians
benefited bo~h .those that remained at home, -and tllose
that .followed. ; . for they ac:quired more: for .those. that
followed them, than ttley possessed at ho~; .and they.
ttdt sufficient for the support of those that stayed behind."
Here t~e ~traries ,¥e staying .and. flllO'u;ing. stdJici6n'
pnd more~ ~And again in the same oratioD,] "So tbM
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to thOle who were in want of moaey, ad III tIloeI!"o
were willing to enjoy it, &c." Here erU~ is oppb8ed
to acquisition. Farther still, "It frequently happens in
these things, that prudent men are unfortunate, and the
imprudent are prosperous." And, "Immediately, in..
deed, they obtained the rewards of brave mea, and not .
long after they kcame masters of the aea." .Another
example is, "He sailed indeed through the continent;
hut walked through the sea.-He joined the Hellespont,
J?ut dug through mount Athos." And,-" Being citizeus
by nature, but by law deprived of a city. For some of
them, indeed, perished miserably, but others were shamefully preserved." And, "Privately, indeed, they used Bar.
barian servants, but publicly overlooked many of their
allies that were in slavery." And, "To haft them when
Bring, or leave them when dead."· Or wbat a certain'per.
BOD said against Pitholaus and Lycophron in a court of
justice, "They sold you, indeed, when they were at homef
lmt when they came to us they were themselves bought."ror all these instances make the abOve-mentiOned periodit opposite diction. Diction, however, of this kini
is pleasing, because contraries are most knoWn, and wben
placed by each other are more known; and also because
they resemble a syllogism. For an elenchus [or syllOpm of contradiction,] is a collection of opposites. A
tbing, therefore, of this kind is antithesis.
But

-f'IIlIirm takes place when the colons or mtm·

&en are equal; [as, cc The father died in battle, the SO!!
was married at home.")
.

~~ tJ. &bow: enm.1es are wa &om the ~ 0( ~
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And- tlS8imilr.zticm is, when both the colons have similar
extremes. But it is necessary that they should h"ve si.
milar extremes, either in the beginning or the end. And
the beginning indeed has always [similar] nouns; but
the end has the last syllables similar, or cases of the same
noun, or the same noUD. In the beginning, indeed, the
similar extremes are such as in the following instances.
"He received land from him, but it was unculIioaIetl
land." And
Appeas'd with gitu, and moUify'd with words:'

But the similar extremes in the end are, "They did not
think that he had brought forth a boy, but that he was
the cause of his birth." "In great cares, and in little
hopes." Cases of the same noun, are such as, "But
he deserves to have a brazen statue, though. he is not
worthy of brass, [i. e. of a brazen coin." &] And an
instance of the repetition of the same noun is, " You
while· he was living defamed him, and now he is dead
Write ill of him." But an instance when there is a simi~
litUde alone in the last syllable is, "What evil have you·
suffere'd, if you have seen an indolent man 1"· A period
also may have all these at once, so as not only to consiat
• This instance is from the 9th book of the Iliad, and is " ' .
Pho:nix says to Achilles.
a This is said of a most abject man.
3 The imtaaces adduced by AriItot1e are obvioaa in· Greek or
La, but not i~ Engliih. Thus the 4nt instance, "He ~d
land from him, but it was uDC111tivated land," is in Latin, "Ag,.".
accepit quodammodo til,.,.,."," hoc est sterilem. And," They did
DOt think that be baa brought forth a boy, but that he was the
ctIIIIIe ofhls birth," is in Latin, a NOD paerum peperiae, .w ejaa
caaam atitiae," ia which iDstance the last .,.lIables are similar.
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or opposite, but also of equal, and similarly eadiag
colons. The beginnings, however, of ,periods are nearly
[all of them] enumerated in our Theodectean Rhetoric.
There are likewise false oppositions, sucb as Epicbar-,
mus made, "Then I was one of them, thea I was with
ili~~
.
'

-_.
CHAPTER X.
THES!! things, therefore. being diicussed, let us noW'
show whence polite and the most approved diction is
derived. To speak. politely, therefore, is the province
of an ingenious man, or of one who is exercised' [m
elo,cution.] But to show [the sources} from whence
polite diction is derived belongs to this method., [i. e. to
rhetoric. ] ,We shall, therefore, unfold and enumerate
what they are.

Another instance is. when the colons end in cases derived Crom the
lame noun: as, .. He deservel to have a brazen statue, thouSh he
is not worthy of brass," i. e ... Est profecto dignus enea statua, qui
non est digous cre." The fourth InItance is, when the tame word
is repeated, as, .. You whlle be was living, defamed him. u.d DOW'
Jte is dead write ill of him." i. eo "Tu cum viveret dicebas male, .
et nUDe in eum scribis male.u And the fifth instance is, ,qeD the
similitude i. only ,in the last syllable as, ,e What nil 'haft 'YOII
.u&ered, if you haft seen anindoleot DlaIi 1" 'i. e.' .. ~
,auus es malum, si homiQem vidi~ ignavum l't.
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Let the beginning, therefore, be this: to learn easily
is naturally delightful to all men; but names signify
something. Hence such names as cause us to ream, are
most pleasing. Foreign tongues, therefore, are unknown;
but proper words we know. Metaphor, however,especially causes diction to be polite. For when the poet'
saYs that II Qld age is stubble," he produces in us leaming and knowledge through the genus, [i. e. through
the agreement of old age ·and stubble;] since both
produce a defloration. The images, therefore, of poets
produce' indeed the same thing; and hence, if they are
:well employed, the diction will appear to be polite. For
an image, as we have before observed, is a metaphor,
differing from it in the collocation; on which account it
is less pleasing because ids a longer [simile;] and it
does not say this thing is that. Hence in a metaphor
the mind does not investigate the similitude; [i. e. its
~ttention is not diverted from tbe object to which it is
,direCted.] TJ1at diction, therefore, and those enthymemes must necessarily be polite, which cause us to learn
or produce in us knowledge rapidly.
Hence, neither are superficial enthymemes appro"ed ;
(for we call those enthymemes superficial, which are
manifest to everyone,; and which require no iavesrigatiQll) Dor such as ,when produced, are Dot understood;
but those only render the 'dictio~ polite, which are underatood as soon as they are uttered, though' there was no
previous knowledge of them, or which ibordy after lead
us to the knowledge of something, of which we were
ignorant. For by the latter enthymemes 4iscipline is as
• Odyss. lib. ·IS.
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it were pr<Hluced, but by no means by the former. 'Iathymemes, therefore, of this kiQd are' approved, from
tbe seoae or meaning of the diction.
Urbanity, however, is produced in the figure or form
of the diction, if contraries ~ opposed to contraries, as
.(jn the Oration of lsocrates de Pace,] 4C And. they
thought that the peace wbich is common to the other
Gl'feu. was ,.... to their own private aftiinl' For hee
WW is 9pposed to peace.
. Urbanity also is produced in names or words, if they
,are metaphorical; and the metaphor is neither fomp,
'fqr t~ is difficult to understand; nor superficial, let
this does not affect
bearer. Fa,rther stiU, urbanify
-.in· diction is produced, .if the .thing itself is placed before
tile eyes; for it is more necessary to see what has been,
~ what will be done. It is requisite, therefore, to pay
.attention to these three things, viz. metaphor, antirbesis,
~ energy.

the

As, however, there are four kinds of metaphors, those
are most approved which subsist according to analogy ;
as when Pepdes said, "That youth perishing in battle
was ta.ken away from the city, just as if some one should
take away the spring froOl the year." And as Leptines
said of the Lacedzmonians, "That the Athenians Should
. Il9t s1,drer Greece to be deprived of its other eye." Thus
U)Q Cephisodotus, when Chares was anxious to give •
account of the Oly~thiac war, said indignantly, "That
while he, endeavoured .to -give the pe<?ple an 8Cc:r;)unt of
his conduct, he kept them in a furnace." And the same
person once exhorting the Atl\enians to forage in Eubca,
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aid, "It Via, nece&ry that the d~ of Miltiadea
ahould proceed [to the Euboic expedition.] And lphi.
cratesJ when the Athenians had made • league with
Epidaurus, and the sea coast. said indignantly. "That
tIley had deprived themselves of the viatica of war."
ADd Pitholaus, called the AtheDian ship which was denoJDlnated PIIrtl_ till club (ropalon) qf tile people. He
also caIleci ~. the granary qf tile P!J1VIMII. Peri·
cIes, likewiae.~OJUd the Athenians to de.1ro!J Op.a. u
tile oplltluzlm!J qf IIIe Pirceum. And Meroclea, Dwing a
crtain worthy person, said, "That be was in no reepec:t
more depraved than this person, for with respect to him,
he hai taken three per cent. interest, but that he himselfW
.taken teD per cent."a .And the iambic of Anaxandrides
upon his daughters that were a long time before they mar.
,lied, .. The virgins have passed beyond the appointed day
of ~edlock."J To these may be added, what Polyeuctua
_ on one Speusippus who was [a restless UW1 and]
apoplectic, cc That he could DOt be quiet, though he was
bound by fortune in the PeDtesyringian 4 disease." Cepbi..
• This WIll a town of the Hellespont, from which ff'lfZT year
die Athenians brought a great quantity of com into the pynewn.
, • In order to un~tand this example, it is requisite tp obserTe,
that the word ....., employed here by Ariscode sipiSes both lUur!l
:and a 8on. The meaning. therefore. of the passage is, that Mero~les. who bad ten sons and was accused as a depraved Usurer
becaue he bad taken ten per cent. annually for the education 01 his
tell sons, named a certain worthy man who had three sons, and took
three per cent. annually for their educatiOll.
J This metaphor is taken from a term of law relative to a court
of jllStice. i. e. i1ltrll d'ie1re judicii ItMI
• The Ptmte'!lriftgru was an instrument,in which there were five
taotes, and in Which the head, arms :and feet ofdeEendants were so
brd. that..tbey CCMUd not by any means move themaelvcs. kause,

llmue.
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-sodotus likewise calted tlwle·lHmMtl gtlllin,. varieR
-lKlking.1IoU8es.' But the dog [i. e. DiogeDesJ caIW.
1i.aJem8, tile At#c P/Udilia.· .And AIion. -said, ~'That
·the Athenians had poured forth their city into Sicily ;'~
'for this is a metapher, -and places the thing before' the
-eres. Asion adds, [U That the AtheDiaaa had so pourec:l
forth-their city into Sicily,]. that Greece vociferatetl.'·
·For this also is after a manner a metaphor, aDd. pIKes
·the thing before the eyes. Cephisodotus also· exhorted.
the Athenians to beware c, That they did not make
their assemblies hostile congresses." kid, Isocrates said,
" [That the sophists addressed .themselves] to those whe
nm together in the public assemblies." And as in the
·funeral oration [of Lysi-,] "It was hut just that Greece
1Ihould cut off her hair on dle .tomb of thole who
Sa1amis, because her liberty was buried 'with tbs·
,'Virtue." For if he had said, "That itwaa -but jilst
Greece should weep, iI). consequence of vinu~ .beiDa
;buried [with those who died at Salamis,"] it would' have
been [only] a metaphor, and the thing would. have·beea
placed before the eyes. But the words " h1leny was
buried with virtue," have a certain antithesis-. And as
Iphicrates said, "The path of my oration is through the
midst of the transactions of Chares." For this is a
,metaphor according to analogy; and the words, "through
the midst," place the thing before our eyes. And to
.say, "To call on dangers to giv~ assistance to dangers,u

me..

"t

therefore, apoplexy renders a man iDlDlOyeable, Polyeuctus callecl
Speusippus pentesIJringus.
a Because as baking-houses supplied the city with bread, so ~
three-banked gallies supplied it with corD;
.
~ The PAidiIi4 were the banquets or suppers or the .Laced....~

Mm....

.
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.. to place the· thing before the eyes, and is a metapho••
ABother instance is that of Lyco~n in defence of
Chabrias, II Neith~r will you revere his suppliant brazen
statue 1" For this is a metaphor in the present time, but
not always, and places the thing before the eyes. For
be being in danger, the statue supplicates for him; and
supplication is attributed to an inanimate statue, which
is the property of an animated thing. And, cc A m0nument of the works of the city." And, U They meditated
by every possible way to have groveling conceptions." I
For to meditate is to increase something. And agaiQ,
" That God -enkindled the light of intellect in the soul."
For both [light and intellect] accord in illuminating.
And, cc For we do not dissolve war, but defer it.""
For both dt;ferring and. a peace qf tl,is kind signify
something future. And to Say, "That the compacts
of peace are a trophy much more beautiful than those
...hich are procured in war. For the latter are obtained
for things of small consequence, and through one for.
. tune; but the former, for every battle."] For both [a
trophy and a compact} are indications of victory. And
"That cities through· the censure of men suffer great
punishment."" For punishment is a certain juat injury.
• This instance is taken from lsocrates in Panegyr. concerning
the abject manners of the Persians.
S This also is from the Panegyric of lsocrates, where he speak,
of the Greeks of his time, who made a peace which was neither firpJ,
nor lasting.
, This also is from the same oration of Isoc:rates.
4 The analogy here c~ts in this, that as those who 'Violate the
laws sui"er a cletrimmt in DlOaey, through fine, thus cities wbeD
they are badly conducted suEer through censure a detriment iD
honour.
Arist.
VO~ I.
Q
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And

thus we nave shown, how polite diction may be cfe,..rived from metapho~ according to the analogous, and from
placing a thing before the eyes.

--CHAPTER XI.
LaT us now show what we mean by placing a thing
before the eyes, and what is to ~ done in order to elfecc
this. I say then, that those words place a thing before
the eyes which signify things energizing. Thus for instance to say cc That a good man is a square," is metaphorical; for both a good man and a square are perfect;
but it does not signify energy. But to say "Possessing
a 'flourishing acme,''' signifies energy. Likewise to say,
n But you-as liberated," indicates energy.
And,
Then with impetuous feet forth rush'd the Greeks. &

Here the word impetuous is energy, and a metaphor. J
Thus too energy is every where exhibited by Homer,
;

• Both this and the instance that follows it are taken &om Isocrales. "

From the Iphigeni;f.,of Euripides.
"Because it- is taken from the energy employed by
the act of running.
&

1
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who speaks of 'inanim~e things as animated, thf9ugh a'
metaphor. But to produce energy in every thing [as
he does,] is very much applauded; as in the following
instances,
Back OD the groUDd theD roll'd the shameless stone. I

And,
The arTOW flew. &

And,
Longing to strike. J

And,

,
Trojan and Grecian darts in earth then stood,
ADd long'd to gorge themselves with human blood...

And,
The furious pointed dart then pierc'd his breast. ~

For in all these instances, because the things are animated, they appear· to energize. For to be iluzmeless and
jitrious, &c. are energies. But Homer has added these
through metaphor from analogy. For as the stone is
to Sisyphus, so is an impudent person to him whom he
impudently torments. Homer, likewise, in his celebrated
I

From Odyss. 11, where the labour of Sisyphus is described.

• .. From Iliad, IS.
3 This is from. the same place as the above, in which Homer
attributes to an arrow the vital energy of desiring•

.. Iliad,15.
S FJ'OIP the 15th Iliad, where Homer"speaking of a dart hurled
by Mctnelaus, ascribes to it fury.
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imagts attributes to inanimate things the proper energies
of Sllclr as are animated, as,
Th' afBicted deeps tumultuous mix and roar J
The waves behind impel the waves before,
Wide-rolling,. foaming liigh, and tumbliaJ to the shore. •

For he makes every thing moving and living; but energy
is imitation. Metaphors, however, oupt to be derived,
as we have before obse"eci, from things familiar and not
obvious; just as in philosophy, it is the province of a sagacious man to survey the similar in thinp very different
from each other, as Archytas says, U That ail arbiter
and an altar are the same thing; for he who is injured
Hies to both these." Or if some one should say " That
an ancl,or and cremastra ate the same thing/' a For
both perform an office which is in a C'enaUt respect the
same; but they differ in this, that the one is fixed abov~
and the other beneath. To say also that cities are anomalous [is another instance of an appropriate metaphor
taken from things very dissimilar.] For as z Superficies
is said to be anomalous because one part rises above
another, 80 a city may be said to be anomalous when
some of the citizens in it surpass others in power.
Polite diction. however, is for the most p,rt eifected
through metaphor and previous deception. For the diction which not only causes us to learn something of
which we were before ignorant, but also so~ething about
which we had been before deceived, is more polite and
• Iliad. 1S, The tranllation by Pope.
- • A cm.amra 'Wal a hook &sed in the ceiling of a hOUle 10 that
thlngl might be n.pended from it, anel it resemblecl an achor.
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pleuant, eince the mind passing from error to truth is
delighted. and says to itself, Ie How true is t~ which I
• have leamt! I was in an error." Of apothegm, likewise. those are polite. which imply something diiFerent
from what the words at first seem to signify; as that
apothegm of Stesichorus, "That the grasshoppers would
sing to them on the ground." I Good enigmas. also,
for tbe same reason pleasing; for they cauSt: us
to leam something, and are metaphorical; and, as
Theodorus says, "It is pleasing to say something new. H
But this is effected, when what is said is paradoxical, and
(as he says) is not conformable to prior .ctpinion; but as
in ridk:ulous assertions is slightly transformed. This
likewise is capable of being effected hy jests, in which
the letters of the words are somewhat changed; for
these [pleasantly] deceive the hearer. And also ill
verse; for something is said ciliFerent frDm what the
bearer expected.

are

"He walk'd along, with cTUlbkUns (X'fUTAt%) on hit
feet." But the hearer expected it would have been saiel
that he had sandals (1I",S'At%) on his feet. This kind of
jest, however, ought to be immediately manifest. ~
grams, or jests formed by the mutation of letters are
produced, when that is not signified which the word at
lint sight seemed to signify, as that jest of Theodorus
upon N"lCon the harper. For [NicOD having been vexed
by a certain person,] Theodorus deriding him said
SptlTT7J
which appears as if he had said, " He dis-

tr.,

• This was said by Stelichorus of the Locrians, and signified that

their COUDtry would be 10 desolate, that DO tree would- remain, Oil
which the grasshoppers could ucend. 10 that they would be iorce4
to siDI OA the ground.
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For ill
reality he said, "He makes !lou a ThrtJcian." I Hence.
thls is pleasing to him who learns [the true meaning of
what is said.] For unless the hearer apprehended that
Nicon ~ a Thracian, the jest would not appear to be
polite. Thus, also, to say BOfJ"M. t%lITO" r&ptl't%";seem. at
the first view to signify "Are you willing to vex him ?"
[But the true meaning is, "are you willing to make
him a favourer of the Penians, and a betrayer of the
Greeks. ?"]
.

",61 !lou,"

8p4TTfI

tl'f,

and deceives the ltearer.

. It is requisite, however, that each sense of the ambi.
guous word should be adapted to him of whom it is
said. Another example is such as the following: "The
arche of the sea was not to the Athenians the arche of
evils; for they derived advantage from it." a And as
Isocrates says, "The arche of the sea was to the city
[io e. to the Athenians] the arche of eviIs." For in both
these instances the real meaning is .different from what
at the first view it appears to be, and the hearer knows
that what is asserted is true. For to say that arclu:
was arche, is to. say nothing to the purpose; but this is
not what is said in the above instances; nor is that
denied which is asserted, but the word has another
meaning. In all these instances, however~ -if the word
is appropriately employed, whether it be ail homonymous
word, or a metaphor, then the diction is proper. .As if
[the name of some one were Anaschetus (t%"t%tI'Xrros)]
and it should be said that A,na8chetus is not ~h~tuI,
• By this he wittily insinuated that the mother of NiCOll was a
.
S For the word "C)?I arcAe signifies both .....nion and 1M IH1-

Thracian servant.
.

gil"';",.
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~;] for he w1losays this, denies tile

ho-

monymous signification of the· word. And this is appr'Qlo
priately ef'ected, if the word is always used twice. Again.
Ohoipel [i. e. guest,Jyou will not become more hospel
tb. is requisite." And," it is not ~ that hopea
'thouldalways be hopes." For this ·also .isJoreign. The
same thing also is ef'ected in the celebrated saying of
Anaxandrides, cc It is a beautiful thing to die, prior te
baving.done any thing deserving of death." For this ii
the same thing as to say, " It is worth while to die, whea
. not deserving to die." Or," It is worth while to die,
when not deserving of death, or not doing things war;.
thy of deatb." The form of diction, therefore, is tbe'
ame in tbese instances;. but in proportion as tbey are
shorter, and contain a greater opposition, in sucb proportion they are more elegant and pleasing. ~e cause,
however, of this is, that we in a greater degree learn
800aething from opposition; and that this is more rapid.
11 etFected by brevity. But it is always ~eCessary .that
the penon should be present on whom the thing is saiet,
or that it should be rightly said, if the assertion is true,
and not superficial; for these two things may exist separately. 'Thus for instance, to say, cc It is necessary to
die free from all faults;" and" h i~ requisite that a
worthy man should marry a worthy woman," [is ttue,]
but is not politely said. But to say, "It is worth while
to die, when not deserving to die," is both true, and p0litely said. fie diction, also, will appear to be more
polite, the more it contains of those things from which
politeness is derived; as, if the words are metaphorical,
mel ~Japhors, of such a kind, and if there is antithesis,
adequation, and eJlfJ'gy.

c.
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Images, likewise, 18 we ha'Ye before observed, are aI.
ways after a manner approved metapbon; 'for they are
always derived from two things, in the same manner u
'8Il analogous metaphor. Thus we say that II _14 is
die cup of Mars, and that II IxttIJ ;, II llring1ets "",.,.
When we tbus' speak, however, the assertion is not simple. But to say that II 60'11) ;, a Mrp, or II shield II ClIp.
is a simple assertion. They assimilate, however, 18 follows: as, a player OD the Bute to an ape ; I and a abortsighted man to a trickling lamp; for in both there is a
contraction. But images are celebrated when they con..
tain a metaphor. For it. is to assimilate, to say that II
,hiefd is the cup rd'Mtzrs; that II f'IIinous building;, II
'ItNml-out gtl1T1l8ftt:. and tlutt Nicertllru, acconting to
the assimilation of Thrasymachus, INS P1ailoct•• bit 69
[the poet] Pro'!!s. For Thrasymachus said this, in· coneequence of seeing Niceratus vanquished by Pratys. in a
poetical contest, and through this neglecting his perIOn. In these similitudes, bowever, poets fail unless
are proper, even if they are celebrated. I mean.
for instanc:e, when they say,

mey

And,
As Pbilammon with Corycus • yok'cI
In contest.
I For apes sit in a contracted posture with their lwlcla on their
mouth; and players on the flute, while they iolIate it, aeem to
Imitate apes.

a Philammon and CoryCUl were two athlete, neither of whom
was easily vanquished by the other. n. pmDIm4e, h~, is
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Aad .all lum thinga are images.. But that images are
metaphoR, has been frequently ob&enred by us.
Proverbs likewise are metaphors from epecies to species [i. e. in which one species is predicated of another
on account of agreement in the same genus.]

Thus of

him who expects to derive advantage fl1)m a certain thing,
if he should afterwards suffer a loss from it, it is said,
tI3 lite Carpat/lU.m the we. I For both suffered the evil
we have mentioned. And thus we have nearly assigned
the cause whence and why diction is polite.
.

.

. Celebrated hyperboles also are metaphors; as of ODe
who had contusions on his iKe, " You wDuld have
thought him to be a basket of mulberries j " for the part
under the eyes is red; but tbis hyperbole is much too
great. An hyperbole, however, may differ from an hyperbole in the diction j as, instead of saying "Philam.
mon yoked in contest with Corycus," it might be saW.
" You would have thought it was Philammon fighting
with Corycus." And instead of saying, "He carried
legs as distorted as parsley," it might be said, "I should
have thought that he had not legs but parsley, they are
80 distorted." Hyperboles, however, are puerile; for they
unapt, th1'01lgh which two athlete contending with each other wida
equal powers are compared to two oxen drawing the WIlO 1oke.
In the Oxford edition it is,., "c"., instead of ..., J:-c.,." as if Philammon was yoked in contest with G 1ci1lll of IHdl, instead of beinl
"Joked with CoTyctU.
I We are informed by ponus: (lib. 1.) that once there were DO
bares in the ialand Carpathus, and that the Carpathians, finding tkat
-.nbnal·was very lood food, bro1llhta male and female hare into
their islaDd. Because, howeYer, bares are "err prolific, they mul.
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indicate a vehement [motion of the lOul.] Hence, they
are especially used by those who are angry. [TbUi
Achilles, in Diad 9, speaks hyperbolically. when he says
he is not to be appeased by the gifts of Agame'mnoo,J
Tho' bribe. were heap'd on bribes in number more,
Than dust in fields, or sands along the shore.

And,
Atrides' daughter ne..... shall be led,
An ill-match'd consort to Achilles' bed;
Like golden Venus though she charm'd the heart.
Or vied with
. Pallas in the works of art.
'

The Attic rhetoricians, also, especially use hyperboles;
on which account' it is unbecoming in m old' man to

apeak hyperbolically.

._.
CHAPTER XII.

IT is however requisite not to be ignorant that a different diction is adapted to each genus of orations. For
tiplied so exceedingly in a short time, as to destroy all the fruits' of
"the land to the great detriment of the Carpathians. Henee, it came
to be said proverbially of all those who su6ered a loss from any
"thing from which they ezpec:ted to deri ...e aell·antage, AI lite Cc,.·

"",.itzJl fM Aare.

'
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graplUc and agoniaJic diction .[i. e. the diction employed in 'lDriting and at the bar] are not the same; nor
forensic, and that which is employed in popular ha..
tangues.

But it is necessary to know both these kinds of di~
tion. For to know the one, is to know how to speak
properly; and by a knowledge of the other, .we are not
eompeUed to be silent. when we wish to impart something to others, which those suffer who do not know how
to write. But graphic diction, or the diction pertaining
to writing, is indeed most accurate; but the agonistic,
or that which belongs to the bar, is most adapted to Be:
tion. Of this latter, however, there are two species;
one ethical, but the other patbetic. Hence, also,
players chuse dramas of this kind, and poets chuse such
like players [to act their fables.] Those poets, likewise,
are most approved, whose fables delight, not only when
acted, but also when read; such as those of Chzremon,
whose diction is as accurate as that oj any writer of orations; and among the dithYrambic poets, those of Licyrn- .
Dicus. When orations also are compared with each
other, those which are written, will appear when recited
in forensic· contests to be jejune. On the other hand,
those orations which when publicly delivered are heard
with app~ause, if they are perused when written, will appear to be unpoJished and inaccurate; the reason of which
is, that they are [merely] adapted to forensic contests.
Hence, thoSe which ·are adapted to action, when deprived of action, in consequence of not accomplishing
their proper work appear to be jejune. Thus, for. instance, disjointed sentences, and frequent repetition, are
rightly rejected in the diction pertaining to writing:; but
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rhetorid31lS u.se these in the diction which belongs to tbe
bar; for both these are adapted to action. This repetition, howevert ought to be deliyered with a change of the
voice; which as it were prepares the way for action; ~
" He it is who robbed you; he it is who deceived you;
he it is who at last endeavoured to betray you;" as Philemon the player also did, whilst he acted in the Geronto~ of Anaxandrides, when Rhadamanthus and Pal.
medes speak; and also in. the prologue of the play called the PiOUl, where I is frequently repeated. For if
8uch repetitions are not accompanied with action, the
actor [according to the proverb,] will seem to carry a
beam. The like also must be observed with respect to
disjointed sentences; such as, I ctmle, I met kim, I rcIJUC'tefi kim. For it is necessary that these should be
accompanied with action, and not, as if only one thing
was said, pronounced with the same manner, and the
same tone of voice. Farther still, disjointed diction pos.sesses something peculiar; since in an equal time many
things appear to be said. For the conjunction [or CODnective copula] causes many things to be one; so that
if it is taken away, it is evident that OD the contrary one
thing will be many. Hence, he amplifies who says. "I
came, I spoke to him, I supplicated him much; but he
eeems to despise whatever I have said, whatever I do
say." Homer also intends to do this, when speaking of
Nireus [in the 2~ book of the Iliad,] he says,
Three ships with Nireus sought the Trojan shore,
Ninlus, whom ASlae to Charopus bOnl,
Nireus; in faultleu shape and blooming grace,
The loveUest youth of all the Grecian race~

For be, of who~ many thirigs are said, must necessarily
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be frequently mentioned. If, .therefore, he is frequently
mentioned, many things also appear to be IBid of him.
Hence Homer, though he has only mentioned Nireua in
one place, amplifies from paralogism, I and mentions
him. here, though he did not intend to mention him in
any other place afterwards.

The diction therefore adapted to popular harangues
perfectly resembles sciagraphy i a for the greater the
number of the spectators, the more remotely is such
a picture to be seen. Hence, in both accuracy is superfluous, and both become worse through it. But judicial diction is more accurate; and it is requisite that the
diction should be 8tm more accurate, which is addressed
to one judge; for this is the least thing in rhetorical diction. For that which is appropriate to, and that which
is foreign from a thing, are moreeasiJy perceived. In
this case, also, contention is aJ:?sent; so that the judgment is pure. Hence, the same rhetoricians are IlGt
celebrated in all these kinds of diction; but where action
is especially necessary, there accuracy is in the smallest
degree requisite. And where voice, and especially a
loud one is required, there action is necessary.
I Homer, by thrice repeating the name of Nireu!, eA~ses \I. to
think that much will be said of him in the Iliad, and therefore by
this repetition •. though he no where else mentions him in the whole
Iliad, yet he 10 impresses the name and renown of Nireul on the
memory of the reader, as if much would be said of bim.
S Sciagrtl.pA!/ was by the Greeks denominated a picture. wbieJa
is oDly adumbrated and not coloured. Pictures of this kind. wbeG
seen at a great distance, seem to be perfected, but if inspected when
near, they then appear to be only, wbat ~y are in reality. adam.
brated.
.
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Demonstrative diction, therefore, is most proper for
writing; for demonstrative orations are composed in
order that they may be read. But judicial diction is the
next in order. It is however superfluous to divide die:tion into the pleasing and magnificent. For why may it
not as well be divided into the temperate and liberal, or
into any other ethical virtues. For it is evident that
the particulars' already mentioned will render it pleasing,
if the virtue of diction has been rightly defined by us~
For why ought it to be perspicuous, and not abject, but
decorous? since it will not be perspicuous either if it be
verbose, or concise; but it is evident that the medium.
between these is appropriate. The particulars, also, before-mentioned, render diction pleasing, if usual and fo-.
reign words are well mingled together, and likewise
rythm, and that which is calculated to persuade from the.
decorous. And thus much concerning diction, as well
in common about every, as in particular about each,

lenus.

.. _.
CHAPTER XIII .
. I~ now remains that we should speak concerning the
orfler· of diction.. But there are. two pans of an oration;
for it. is necessary to apeak of the thing which is the sub-
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ject of discuasiaa, and thea to demonstrate. Hence, it
is 'impossible for him who narrates a thing not to demonstrate, or that he should demonstrate without previouS narration. For he who demonstrates, demon..
strates something, and he who propounds, propounds for
the sake of demonstrating. Of these [necessary parts]
of an oration, however, the one is the proposition, but
the other the confirmation; in the same manner as in
the sciences, one thing is a problem, but another a demonstration. But the division which rhetoricians now
make is ridiculous. For narration belongs to a forensic
oration. But in the dem~tive and deliberative genus,
how can there be an oration such as they say there is,
or those things which are urged against the opponent?
Or how can there be a peroration of things demon~
live? The proem, however, the comparison, and the
repetition, then take place in orations to the. people, when
there is altercation; (for in these there is frequendy
accusation and defence;) but not so far as there is con..
8ultation intbese. But neither does peroration belong
to every forensic oration; for it is not requisite, when
the oration is short, or the thing can easily be remembered; since in this peroration it would happen that something would be taken away from the length of such an
oration. The necessary parts of an oration, therefore,
are proposition and proof.'
And these, indeed, are proper or peculiar parts. But
the most numerous parts of an oration are, the proem,
the'proposition, proof, and peroration. For what i$ said
against ,the opponent, pertains to proof; and the com·
parison is an amplification of our arguments, so that it
is a certain part of the proof; for he demonstrates some·
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tbiQg who does this. Neither the proem, however, nor
the peroration is a part of the proof; but each is subaervient to recollection. If, therefore, anyone makes a
division of things of this kind, like the foUowersofTheodorus, narration, pre-narration, supemarration, confumtion and 8uperconfutation, will be different from each,
other. It is necessary, however, that he who speaka of
a certain species and difference of a thing, should giRa name to it; fDr-if not, it will become vain and nugatory. And this fault of needlessly introducing new
JWlle8 was committed by Lycimnius in his Art of Rhe-.
toriCs when he speaks of irruption, aberration, and ramifi.

cation.

._.
CHAPTER XIV..
THE proem, therefore, is the

beginning of an oration;

which in [ dramatic] poetry is the prologue; and in playFor all these are principles or beginnings, and as it were preparatory to what
follows. And the prelude, indeed, is similar to the
proem of the demonstrative kind of orations. For as
those that play on the pipe connect the prelude with the
beginning of the song; thus, abo, in demonstrative 0ra.tions, immediately after the orator has mentioned what

ing on the pipe the prelude.
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he wishes to say, it is necessary to conect aptly with it
what is to follow; of which all rhetoricians a4duce as
an enmple, the proem of Isoc:rates in his oration ia
praise of Helen. For Isocrates begins his encomium
with blaming the sophists, which has nothing in common
with the praise of Helen; and yet because he has aptly
conjoined it with the argument t he has obtained praise.
But the proems of demonstrative orations are derived
from praise or blame; as in the proem of Gorgias to hit
Olympiac oration, "0 Greeks, this is a thing worthy
of general admiration." For he praises those who in.
stituted the public spectacles. Isocrates on the CODtIVJ
blames them, "Because they honoured indeed with
pts the virtues of the body; but appointed no reward
tor wise men." The proems also of demonstrative orations are derived from counsel and advice, such for
instance as, "That it is requisite to honour good men;
on which account he [the orator] has undertaken to
praise, Aristides." Or [as he who wrote an oration in
praise of Paris;] for he says" That it is neither requisite to praise those who 'are celebrated, nor those who
are of no account, but those who are good, and at the
same time obscure men, such as was Paris the son of
Priam." For he [who thus begins his oration] is one
that gives counsel. Farther still, the proems of demoDstrative orations are derived from forensic proems; but
this is from things pertaining to the hearer, if the oration
is concerning something paradoxical, or difficult, or
much celebrated, so as to require pardon from the audi.
tors; such for instance as rhe proem of Cha:rilus, " But
nQw since all things are divulged." The proems, therefore, of demonstrative orations are derived from these
things; viz. from praise and blame; from exhortation,
Arist.
VOL. I.
1\
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and dissuasion, and from those. things which are referred to the hearer. It is necessary, however, that the
proems should either be foreign, or appropriate to the
oration.
With respect to proems of the forensic kind, it is ne-

ceI8a1"y to assume, that they are able to eft"ect the same
thing as the prologues of dramatic, and the proems of
epic poems. For dithyrambic proems are similar to those
of the demonstrative kind; as, "On account of thee, anel
thy gifts or spoils." But in dramatic and epic poemar,
the proems are a specimen of what is to follow, that the
reader may foresee what the subject of them is, and that
his mind may not be kept in suspense. For that which
is indefinite causes the mind to wander. The poet.
therefore, who delivers into the hands of the reader the
beginning of his poem, makes him follow with attention
the rest of it. Hence, Homer,
The wrath of Peleus' son, 0 goddess, sing.

And,
The man for 'Wisdom', 'Mriow arts renown'd,
Long exercis'd in woes, 0 Muse, resound.

And another poet,
Again, 0 Muse, inspire my verse, and sing
HO':» from fM Alian land a mighty WOT
Spread over EPJ.Topt.

Tragic poets also indicate respecting the drama, tbough
llot immediately, as Euripides does, yet they indicate
what it is in the prologue, as Sophocles [in the c.Edipus,]
Polybius was my father.
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And after the Same manner Comic poets. The most
necessary and proper office, therefore, of a proem is this,
to unfold the end for the sake of which the oration was
composed; on which account, if the end is manifest.
and the subject matter is trifling, the proem must be
omitted. Other species of proems, however, which are
used by orators, are remedies, and things of a common
nature. And these are derived from the speaker and
the hearer, from the subject matter, and from the opponent. From the orator, therefore, and the opponent,
those proems are derived which pertain to the dissolving
or making an accusation. But these must not be similarly employed [by the plaintiff and defendant]. For
by the dt"fendant, what pettains to accusation must be
introduced in the beginning, but by the plaintiff at the
end, of the oration. But for what reason, it is not immanifest. For it is necessary that the defendant, when
he is about to introduce himself, should remove all im.
pediments, so that he must dissolve the accusation at the
beginning of his speech; but the opponent should be
criminated by the plaintiff at the end, in order that the
hearers may remember the better. What, however,
pertains to the auditor consists in rendering him bene.
volent to the orator, and enraged With the opponent.
Sometimes, also, it is advantageous to the cause, that the
auditor should be attentive, and sometimes that he should
not; for it is not always beneficial to render him attentive. Hence, many orators endeavour to excite laughter
ill their hearers-. A summary account of a thing also
contributes to celerity of apprehension; and}his is Iik~
, ~isc effected by the orator's appearing to fie a worthy
man. For the audience are more attentive to men of
this description. ' But they are attentive to great things,
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to· things pertaining to themselves, to admirable, ami to
delightful things. Hence, it is necessary to inform the
audience that the oration will be concerning things of
this kind. On the contrary, if the orator wishes the
audience ROt to be attentive to the cause, he must say
that the subject matter is a thing of small consequence,
that it does not penain to them, and that it is a troublesome affair. It is necessary, however, not to be ignorant
that all such things are foreign to the oration; for they
perrain co a depra\'ed hearer, ami to oae- who aa:ends to
what is foreign to the purpose. For if be were not a
person of this description, there would be no ot:casion for
a proem, except so far as it is requisite to giTe a SDIIImary
account of the affair, in order that the- oration, as a body,
may have a head. Farther stiU, to render the audience
attentive, if it should be requisite, is common to all the
parts of an oration J because universally the audience are
less attentiye' to what is said in the progress, than in the
beginning of the oration. Hence it ~ ridiculous to endeavour to procure attention in the beginning of the oratioa,
because then all the hearers are especially. attentive.
Hence, attention is to be procured wherever occasion
oft"ers; [by saying, for instance] " Give me yoar attention; for this business is not more mine than yours-"
And, "I will relate to you a transaction of such a nature,
that you have never heard of any thing 10 dreadful, or
so admirable." But this is, as Ptodicus says, when the
audience are drowsy, to promise to say something to
them from his demonstration, estimated at fifty drachms.'
It is evident, however, that the proem is referred to the
• Prodicus boasted ~at he had a demonstration which would
render those who used it vict9rious in all causes, and he \Val accus.
&omed. to teach it for fifty drachms.
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auditor, not so far as he is an auditor; for aU orators
in the proems either criminate, or dissolve fear; as [ftom
the Antigone of Sophocles,] " I will tell, 0 king, though
it was not my intention to have come hither as a messenger.'" And [from the Iphigenia in Tauris of Euripides,]
"Why do you preface i" A proem also is necessary
when the cause is bad, or appears to be bad; for in this
case it is better to discuss any thing else than to dwell
upon the cause. Hence, servants do not [directly] repty
to the question they are asked, but their answer is circuitous and prefatory. But we have shown whence it is
requisite to render the audience benevolent, and have
explained every thing else of this kind. Since, however,
it is well said [by Ulysses to Minerva, in Odyss. 140,]
&, Give me as a friend, and a man to be pitied, to reach
Phreacia's land," it is necessary to pay attention to these
two things. • But in proems of the demonstrative kind,
it is necessary to make the auditor fancy, that either himself, or his race, or his pursuits, or something else belonging to him, is praised together with the person who
-is. the subject of the oration. For what Socrates says in
the Menexemus of Plato, is true, "That it is not difficult
to praise the Athenians among the Athenians, but among
the Lacedzmonians." But the proems of popular orations are derived from those of the forensic kind; for
these have not naturally any themselves; since the
audience are wetl acquainted with the subject. And the
thing itself is not in want of any proem, but a proem is
here requisite either on account of the orator or the
opponents, or if the audience should not think the affair
• .iz. That the defendant may appear to be a
to deserTe commileratiOIlo

,ood
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of just so much consequence as it is, but of greatet or,
less conSequence. ,Hence it is necessary either to crimi;.
nate the opponent, or to dissolve the accusations against
him. and either to amplify or diminish the affair. But
for the sake of these things a proem is requisite. Or a
proem is nece&sary for the sake of ornament; since
without this the oration will appear to be carelessly composed. And such is the encomium of Gorgias on the
Eleans; for without any previous extension and graceful
movement of his arms [like the Athletz before the{
~Bgage,] he immediately begins, "Elis, a happy city."

--CHAPTER XV.
WITH respect, however, to the dissolution of crimes
objected by' the opponent, one mode is derived. 'frOm
those thipgs through which the ill opinion of the audience
may be removed; for it makes no difference whether this
opinion arises from what is said, or not; 80 that this mode
is univerSal, Another mode consists in obviating sUf:h
particulars il8 are dubious, either by showing that the
thing which is the subject of doubt does not exist; 'or that
it is not noxious, or that it is not noxi0us to this person.
or that it is not 80 pernicious [as the opponent contends
it to be,] or that it is not unjust, or that it is not greatly
10, or that it is not disgra(:eful, or that it is a thing of
~aU consequence. For thi~gs of this ~d are the sub.
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jec:ts of contention. And this mode was adopted by
lphicrates against Nausicrates. For he confessed that
he did what he was accused by Nausicrates of having
done, and that he did hann to the person, but did not
act unjustly. Or he that has injured another, may say
that he has made him a compensation; so tltat if what
he did was noxious, yet it was beautifully done; if painful, yet it was beneficial; or something else of the like
kind may be said. Another mode consists in showing
that the deed [which is objected to as a crime] was an
error, or happened from misfortune, or from necessity.
Thus Sophocles said, "That he trembled, not, as IUa
accuser said, that he might seem ~o be an old man, but
from necessity; for he was not willingly eighty years of
age." An excuse also may be made by asserting that
the deed was not done with a view to that end it is said
to have been done by the opponent. Th!Ji he who ia
accused of having injured another person may say, "That
it was not his intention to injure him, but that the injury
was accidental. And that it would be just to hate him.
if the injury had been done by him voluntarily. Anothef
mode consists in considering whether the opponent him"
self, or some of his kindred, have now, or forme!ly, been
invol ved in the crime which he objects to the defeRdant.
Another mode consists in showing that those also are involved in t.he crime, whom the opponent confesses nQt
to be obnoxious to the accusation; as, if the opponent
should confess that this man, though he is an adulterer,
is pure in his conduct, then this and this man also will
be pure. Another mode consists in showing that if the
opponent has accused others falsely before, it is probable
that he now falsely accuses the defendant. Or if it is
.sh()WD that ~hose who are now accused, have been a.t
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aaother time falsely accused; for then it is probable that
now also they are falsely accused. In order, Jikewile.
to remove a bad opinion, it may be said, that the sanae
persons, who at another time have been suspected of a
crime, though no one has accused them, have been foUDCl
to be innocent. Another mode consists in reciprocally
criminating the accuser; for if the accuser is unworthy
of belief, it is absurd that his assertions should be credible. Another mode consists in showing that the present
cause has been decided before; as l:wipides does in the
action against Hygiznontes, which is called antidOlU,
who accused him as an impious person. For when he
objected to Euripides, that in that verse of his,
The a p has SWOrD, bat UDIWOm is the mind,

he persuaded men· to perjure themselves, Euripides fep
plied, "That his accuser acted unjUstly, in bringing decisions into a court of justice, which had formerly been
made in the contest pertaining to Bacchus; for in that
tribunal, he had defended the verse, and would again
defend it, if he was willing to accuse him in that place."
Another mode consists in reprobating false accusations,
and in showing how great an evil calumny is, and that
i~ is also attended wilh the evil of producing other judiCIal processes.
• The place, however, which is derived from symbols,
IS .co~'".on to both [i. e. to him who accuses, and to the
cnmmatJon.] Thus Ulysses [in the tragedy called.
Teucer, ]. cc accuses T eucer [as the finend
• 0 f t h-e TroJaDS,]
.
bec~se he was allied to Priam." For Htsione [tbe
mol er of Teucer,] was the sister of Priam•. But
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Teucer replied, cc That his father Telamon was an enemy
to Priam; and that he (Teucer) did not discover to the
Trojans the spies which the Greeks sent to Troy."
Another place pertains to the accuser, and consists in
praising in a small degree, in order to blame afterwards
more copiously; and if the opponent has performed any
.great deed, to mention it concisely; or having enume·
rated many of his good deeds, [which do not pertain to
the cause,] to blame one of his actions, which does pertain to it. But accusers of this kind are moat artificial
aad unjust; for they .endeavour to injure by good deeds,
mingling them with one evil deed. It is common, however, to the accuser, and to him who ~lves the crime,
since it is possible that the same thing may have been
done for the sake of many thingSt-it is common to the
accuser indeed, to represent the affair in the worst, but
to him who dissolves the crime, to represent it in the
best point of view. Thus it may be said, "That
Diomed preferred Ulysses [as his associate in the night
advsture in Iliad 10,] because he thought Ulysses to
t.e tbebest of the Greeks." Or it may be said, cc That
he did not prefer him for this reason, but because he alone
was Rot his antagonist, as being a man of no conse..
1ue~e/' And thus much conserning -.c:c;usation.
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CHAPTER XVI.
Bu't narration in demonstrative orations, is not con.
tinued, but distinguished into parts. For it is necessary
[in demonstrative orations] to enumerate those actions;
from which the oration is composed. For an oration of
this kind is composed, so as to be partly inarti6cial (since
the orator is not the cause of any of the actions,) and
partly artificial. This, however, consists in showing,
either that the thing is, if it is incredible, or what the
quality, or quantity of it is, or in exhibiting all these.
On this account, sometimes it is not requisite to narrate
every thing, because thus to demonstrate is adverse to
facility of remembrance. [Thus, for instance, it may
be said,] "That from these things it appears that he is
a brave man; but from those, a wise, or just man."
And the one oration is more simpJe, [i.· e. the orati~
in which every thing is narrated in a continued series
without any confirmation and amplification;] but the
other [in whieh there is confirmation and amplification,]
is various and not elaborate. It is necessary, however,
to call to mind things and persons known and celebrat~; on which aceoullt the greater part of celebrated
persons and things do not require narration; as if, for
instance, you should be willing to praise Achilles; fop
i'll men are acquainted with his actions; but it is re,\,".
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site to make use of these actions. But if you were
williD.g to praise Critias, narration is necessary; for he is
110t known by many persons.
At present, however, rhetoricians ridiculously say thar
narration should be rapid; though what a certain person
said in reply to a baker, who asked, "whether he wished.
that he should make soft or hard bread," may be applied
to these. For his answer was, "Is it not possible to.
make good bread, so that it may be neither hard nor
soft, but of a moderate condition?" For it is requisite
Reither to make a long narration, as neither is it necea-.,
sary te make a long exordium, nor to dwell on the credi,.
bility of what is narrated; since here also propriety
consists neither in rapidity, nor conciseness, but. in medi~
erity. But this is effected by narrating such things as
render the atfairmanifest; or such things as induce the
audience., believe that the thing has been done, or that·
the person ha. been hurt, or the injury has been committed, or that the tranSactions were of that magnitude
which the orator wishes the hearel'S'. to believe they weret.
Things, however, of a nature contrary to these are te
be adduced by the opponent. The orator, likewise;
should insert in his narration such things as pertain to
.his own virtue; such as, "But I always admonished him
to act justly, and not to desert his children." I Or he
shonld insert in his narration such things as pereUn to
the depravity of another person ; [as in the above instance.] "But he answered me, that wherever he was
be should have other children," which Herodotus [0.
• This is supposed to be said by an orator against som~ one whO

bad deserted his children. .
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Euterpe] says, was ·the answer of the Egyptians, wbell
chef revolted from their king. Or he should insen such
things as are pleasing to the judges. To the defendant,
however, narration is less necessary; but the subjects of
conrroversies are, whether a thing has been done or hot,
whethel"-it is detrimental or not, whether it is unjust or
Dot, and whether it is a thing of so much consequence
or not. Hence, the defendant must 'IIot dwell upon a
thing that is acknowledged, unless something is said in
opposition to his statement of the affair. For then he
must show, that admitting the thing to have been done,
yet it was not unjust. Farther still, it is necessary to
..arrate things which have not been done, as if they had
been done, if they are calculated to prod uce commisera:.
~on or indignation. Examples of this are, the fabulous
aarration of Ulysses to Alcinous, and again to Penelope,
which is effected in thirty verses. Another example is
that of PhayUus, [who contracted a ?ery ••ng poem
'fVhich was called] the circle, and also the prologue of
'Euripides in his CEneus. But it is necessary that the
m3rration should be ethical; and this will be effected, if
we know what produces manners. One thinJ1;, there':'
fore, which produces them is, a manifestation of deliberate choice; and manners are good or bad from the
quality which they possess. But deliberate choice is such
as it is from the end. On this account mathematiC!al
discussions are not ethical, because they do not contain
in themselves deliberate choice; for they have not that
for the. sake of which a thing is done [i. e. they do not
mnsider the\ end;] but this is the business of Socratic:
discussions; for these consider things of this kind. The
oration also expr~sses manners, which eXhibits such
things as ate consequent to m~ers j ~uch as. "Tba.t
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at the same time he said these things, he went away ;,.
for this manifests audacity, and rusticity of manners.
The oration likewise is rendered ethical by not° speaking
as if from a syllogistic process, like rhetoricians of the
present day, but as if from deliberate intention; as. Ie I
have wished," and, "For this was the object of my
deliberate choice; since, though I should desire no em0lument from it, it is a better thing." 'For the one fi. e.;
to speak. as if from a syllogistic process] is the prowince
of a prudent man; but the other, [i. e. to speak. from
deliberate intention,] is the province of a good maa.
For it belongs to a prudent man to pursue what is beneficial, but to a good man to pursue what is beautiful in
cond6ct. If, however, what you narrate is incredible.
then the cause is to be explained; an example of whicl\
is from the Antigone of Sophocles, "That she was more
anxiously concerned for her brother, than for her bus.
band or children; for she might repair the loss of ber
husband and children [by marrying again;] but her
mother and father having descended to Hades, she could
never have another brother." But if you cannot assigll
the cause, you may say, "That you are Dot ignorant
you relate what is incredible, but that you are naturally
disposed not to admit any thing disgraceful." For mankind do not believe that any action is performed willingly,
except °it is advantageous. Again, that the narratioD
may be ethical, it is requisite that it should be pathetic;
and this is effected by relating such things as are conse,
quent to the passions, which are known to the audience,
and which particularly relate either to the orator. or his
opponent; as, "But he departed looking after me;"
and as .&chines says of Cratylus, "That he hissed,
aDd clapped with ~ hands." For these things . .
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adapted to persuade; because these things which the
audience know, are symbols of what they do not know.·
l\fany things also of this kind may be assumed from
Homer; as [in Odyss. 19.]
Then o'er her face the beldam spread her hands•

. For those who begin to weep, cover their eyes with their
hands. In the beginning of the oration, likewise, you
should introduce yourself as a worthy, [and your opponent as an unworthy] man, that the audience may survey
you and your opponent as such. But this should be done
latently. And that this may he easily accomplished may
be seen from those who announce any thing to us; for
eoncemin-g things of wllich we know nothing, we at the
same time form a certain opinion [of their truth or falsehood.] In many places, however, it is necessary to narrate, and sometimes not in the beginning of the oration.
But in a popular oration, there is no need of narratjon,
because no one makes a narration of future events. If,
however, there should happen to be a narration in it, it
-..ill be of past events, in order that by recalling them
into the memory, there may be a better consultation
about such as are future, either employing on this occalion accusation or praise; but then he who does this, will
not perform the office of a counsellor. If, however, that
\Vhich is narrated is incredible, then you ought to proI For since the audience know that it is the province of an impudent man to hiss and clap with his hands, the orator by narrating
these things persuades them that he who thus acted was an impu.otan, of which perhaps they were ignorant.

_t
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mise the audience, that you will immediately assign the
cause of it, and leave it to the audienc~ to believe or not,
as they please. Thus Iocasta in the <Edipus, of Carci.
nus, when she says something incredible ill answer to
him who asks her concerning his son, always promises
[that she would prove the truth Qf what she had said.]
And the lEmon of Sophocles [employs the same art.]

.-CHAPTER

xvn.

IT is necessary, however, that credibility should be
demonstrative. But it is requisite to demonstrate (since
controversy is respecting four things) by adducing a
demonstration of the controverted subject. Thus for
instance, if it is controverted whether a thing has beeII
done, it is especially necessary in a judicial pt'Ocess to
give a demonstration of this; or if it is controverted whether this man has been injured, or whether he has been
injured to the extent alleged, or whether justly or not.
And· in a similar manner of the existence of the thing
controverted. Nor must we be ignorant that in this con.
troversy alone, one of the persons must necessarily be depraved; for here ignorance is not the cause, as if certain
persons. were disputing about justice; so that this controftlSY but not others must be diligendy discussed. . But
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in demonstrative orations the amplification will for the
most part consist in showing that actions have been beautiful and beneficial ; for it is necessary to beJieYe in facts.
For demonstrations are seldom giY'en of these things un.
less they are incredible, or another person is supposed
be the cause of them. In popular orations, however, it
rnay be contended that a thing will not be; or that what
js advised will take place, but that it is not just; or that
it is not beneficial, or that it is not of such great consequence. It is likewise necessary to see whether the oppo.
nent has asserted any thing false, which does not pertain
to the cause; since from this, as from a sign. it may be
inferred that he has also spoken-falsely in other things.

to

Examples, however, are indeed most adapted to popular
orations; but enthmemes to jadicial orations. For the
former are conversant with the future; so that examples
must necessarily be derived from past events. But judicial orations are conversant with things which exist, or do
DOt exist, in which there is in a greater degree demonatration and necessity. For that which has been dOlle is
attended with necessity. - Enthymemes, however,' must
BOt be adduced in a continued series, but must be mingled
[with other things more pl~&':nt and easy;] since if this
ia not done, they will be detrimental to each other; for
there is a boundary of quantity. [Hence, in Homer, in
Odyss. 4-., Menelaus praises Pisistratus, the son of Nestor,
for the mediocrity of his speech.] "Dear youth, you
have said just as much as a wise man would have said."
For he does not praise him that he said such things, 1Mt
80 much and no more. Nor must enthymemes be investigated in every subject; for if this (precept] is not observed,
yoo. will do that ~hich some of th~ who philosophme
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do, who syllogistically collect things more known and
credible, than the propositions from which they are deduced. When, likewise" you wish to excite the passions,
do not introduce an enthymeme [i. e. abstain from argument;] for the enthymeme \ViII either expel the passion,
or will be introduced in vain. For motions which exist
at one and the same time expel each other, and either
destroy tl!emselves, or become imbecile. Nor when the
oration is ethical is it proper at the same time to search
for any enthymeme; for demonstration has neither the
power of expressing manners, nor deliberate choice. Sentences, however, must be used both in narration and confirmation ; , for they ~ ethical; as, "And I indeed entrusted him with this, though I knew that it was not proper to believe in any man!' But if you wish to speak
pathetically, you may say, cc And I do not repent though
I bave been injured; for gain is with him, but justice
with ~e." It is not without reason, however, that popular orations are more difficult than such as are judicial;
because they are conversant with the future; but the
judicial are conversant with the past, which is scientifi, cally known to diviners, as Epimenides the Cretan said.
For he did not predict about future events, but about
such past events as were immanifest. And the law is an
hypothesis in judicial orations; but he who possesses the
principle, can more easily discover the demonstration.
Popular orations, likewise, have not many digressions ;
8uch for instance as, a digression to the opponent, either
respecting himself, or which J.Ilay produce the pathetic;
but such orations admit these, the least of all things,
unless they depart from their proper employment. It is
reqD:isite, therefore, that he should digress, who is in
want of argumeats; and tm. method is adopted by the
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Athenian rhetoricians, and also by Isocrates. For giving
COUD.&eI he accuses the Lacedzmonians, in his Panegyric ; bQt in his oration concerning Peace, he accuses
Chares. In demonstrative; orations, however, it is requisite to insert praise as an episode, as Isocrates does; for
he always introduces something which he may praise.
And Gorgias employed the same art, who said, "That
he should never be iii want of an oration." For if he
speaks of Achilles, he praises Peleus, afterwards lEacus,
and afterwards the God [i. e. Jupiter, the great-grandfa.
ther of Achilles.] In·a similar manner he praises the
fortitude of Achilles. He, therefore, who has demonstrations, may speak both ethically and demonstratively.
But if you have Dot enthymemes, you may speak. ethically. And it is more adapted to a worthy man that he
should appear to be a good man, than that he should
deliver an accurate oration. Of enthymemes, however,
those which are adapted to confutation· are more. approved, . than those which are demonstrative; because
such things as produce confutation are evidently more
syllogistic; for contraries when placed by each other
become more known.
Arguments, however, which are employed against the
opponent are not specifically different [from those which
we employ in our own defence;] but it pertain$ to credibility, to dissolve some things by objection, and others
by syllogism. It is also necessary both in consultation
and in a judicial process, that he who first pleads his
~use, should in the first place confirm his cause,. but
afterwards should dissolve or extenuate the argum~ts
contrary to his own. But if the opposing arguments are
m~y; these m~ be first ccmfuted, as Callistratus did in
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the Messeniac assembly;' for he first. refuted what his
adversaries could say, and then said what conduced to his
own cause. He, however, who speaks in the second
place, ought first to encouriter the reasoning of his adversary, dissolving it"and syllogizing in opposition to it, and
especially if the arguments of his opponent have b~n
approved; For as the soul .is not favourably dispo~
towards those who have been already accused of crimes,
after the same manner neither does it willingly attend to
an 'oration, if the opponent appears to have spoken well.
In order to prepare the mind of the auditor, therefore, to
hear an oration, it is necessary first to show that what
the opponent has said is false. Hence, the orator must
fight against either all the arguments of his opponent, or
the,greatest of them, or those which are most approved; or
those which may be easily confuted, ~d thus reiIde.r his
own arguments credible. [Thus Hecuba in Euripides,].
But first the goddesses I will assist;
For Juno, Bee.

For here Hecuba first confutes what was most infinn.
And thus much conce~g confirmation.
But with respect to manners, since for a man to say
certain things about himself, is eithe~ invidious, or is attended with circumlocution or contradiction; and t~
speak of another person is attended either with slander or
rusticity i-hence, it is necessary to introduce another
person speaking, as Isocrates does in his oration against
Philip, arid in· his Antidosis; ~d as Archilochus
blames. Fo~ he makes the father [Lycambes] say con~eming his daughter, in, an Iambic verse, "There is no:
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tiling which may DOt be expected to be done, an4 DOthkJg which will DOt be SWOI'I1 to, through money." And
ia aDOther Iambic, the beginning of which is, "I care
DOt far the riches of Gyges," he introduces Charon the
artist apeakiDg. Thus, also, lEmon [the son of Creoo,
IDCl the husband of Antigone.] in Sopbocles, while he
mppJicates his father Creon for the life of Antigooe,
COIIIIDeIDOnteB the praises of Antigone not· from his own
proper, but from another person. It is aecessary also to
dwlge enthymemes, aDd IIOlDebmes to change them into
IIIIIk!Ilces; as. "It is requisite that thOle who are inlelIigeD.t should fora compacta with semies, when they
.e in prosperity; for thus they will be attended with the
- peateIt advantage." But this is done enthymematically as follows: "For if it is then requisite to form
~ when they are most uaefuJ, and replete with
the moat advantageous COnditiODS, it is also aecesaary
that they should be made in prospmt)\-"

..

.-.
CHAPTER

XVlI~

WITH Te8pect to interrogation, it is theft especially
seaaonable to -employ it, when something is said by the
opponent of such a nature, that by the addition of ()J1e
~terroptiOD, aD absurdity will easue. Thus Pericles
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asked Lampo concemiDgthe mysteries of Ceres,who . .
, caDed the saviour goddess; but' Lampo replied~ "That
it was unlawful for one who was uninitiated to hear lba
re1ated." Pericles, however, again liked him, " If
he knew these mysteries?" And Lampo replying that
be did, "And how is this possible. said Pericles, aiace
you are uninitiated ?" In the second place, it is season.
able to employ interrogation, when one of the premises
[from which something follows favourable to our cause]
is perspicuous, but the other will be evidently pnted by
the opponent; for then it is requisite to interrogate cog,.
cerning such premise" and immediately conclude, wi~"
out interrogating concerning the other premise, which is
perspicuous. Thus Socrates when Melitqs ac:cusecl him
, . of not believing there were Gods, asked him whether he
thought there was any such thing as a daemoniaca1 natare; and when Melitus acknowledged that he did,
Socrates also asked him, whether daemons were not ei.
ther the SODS of the Gods, or something divine. But
Melitus granting that they were, Is it possible, therefore,
IlIicl Socrates, that any one can believe that there are lOBS
of the Gods. and yet that tbere are DO, Gods ?, Farther
sIiIl, ulterrogation may likewise be seaacmably employed,
when we wish to &how that the opponent CODtrac:lid3 himaeJf, or asserts something paradoD:aI. In the founh
place, it may be opportunely employed, when the oppoJleDt can only answer to what is said sophisticallJ, by
asserting that a certain thing is and is not. or partly is.
and partly is not, or in a certain respect is, and in a certam respect is not; for the auditors are disturbed by luch
answers. and are dubious as to their meaning. Whea,
bnev.er, nODe of the above-mentioned opportunities
occur, iaterrogation must JH>t be employed; for if it
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should happen that the opponent answers properly: and
eludes the interrogation, he who interrogates will appear
to be vanquished. For many questions must not be
asked on account ,of ,he imbecility of [the mind of] the
.uditor. Hence, it is especially· necessary that enthymemes should be contracted.
It is likewise requisite to reply· to ambiguous questiona,
by logically dividing, and not speaking co~cisely But
to things apparently true, a solution must immediately be
given with tbe answer, before the opponent can add a
second interrogation, or syllogize" For it is not difficult to foresee what he wiShes to' infer. This, however,
and the solutions, [i. e. the mode of avoiding and solving
captious interrogations,] will be manifest to us from the
Topics. If the question, also, of the opponent produces
a conclusion [against us,] it will be opportune in the answer to assign the cause why it does' so. Thus, Sophocles being asked by Pisander, whether 'he was of the opinion of the other senators that a dominion of forty perSoDS should be established? .he replied that he was.
And wnen he waa again asked, "Does not this appear
to you to be a base thing? he said, It dOes." "Have
you therefore, Pisander replied, given your 'assent to Uis
base deed?" "I have, sai<i Sophocles, for no better
measure could be adopted." Thus, too, that Lacon [who
had been an Ephorus, or senator,] when he was-desired
to give an account of his conduct while he .was in administration, was asked by some one, cc Whether his colleagues appeared to him to have been justly condemned l
he replied they did." But· the - other then said,
" Did not you also decree the same things together with
them ?I' He acknowledged that he did. "Is it not
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the1efore just, the other replied, that you also should be
..put to death ?" "By no means, said Lacon. For they
did these things, having received money CDr doing them ;
Dut I did not; since my conduct was' the result of my
own judgment." Hence, neither is it proper to interrogate after the conclusion, nor to interrogate concerniDg
the condumon itself, unless much truth is contained
in it.

With respect to ridicule, however, since it appears to
possess a certain use in contests, and it is necessary, as
I

Gorgias rightly said, that the serious arguments of the
opponent should be dissolved by laughter, and his laughter by serious arguments, we have shown in the Poetic,
how many ~pecies of ridicule there are. But of these
speci,es, one indeed is adapted to a liberal man, and another is not. The orator, therefore, must assume that
species of ridicule, which is adapted to the occasion.
Irony, however, is more liberal thail scurrility. For he
who employs irony, produces the ridiculous for his own
sake; but he who employs scurrility, for the sake of
another person~

-CHAPTER XIX.

EPILOC~E, however, or

peroration is composed &om
four-things j 'from that, which may ca\lSe the auditor to
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think well of the orator, and ill of his Opponent. &om
amplification, and elttenuation; from that w~ch may
excite the passions of the auditor; and from recalling to
-the memory [what has been said.] For it is natural.
after demonstration, for the orator to show, that what
he baa asserted is true, and that what his 0pl*lent bas
aid is false; and thus to praise, and blame, and '*lciliate the good opinion of' the audience. But of two
things, it is requisite that the orator should direct his attention to one of them. viz. either to show that he is
100d to the audience, or that he is simply a worthy
man; and that his opponent is bad to the audience, or
that he i8 simply a bad man. We have shown. however, what the places are from which things of this kind
are to be derived, ~z. whence it may be inferred that
men are worthy or depraved. In the neltt place, it is
requisite to amplify or elttenuate, according to nature..
what ha$ now been demonstrated. For it is necessary
that it should be acknowledged a thing has been done.
if the orator intends to speak of its magnitude; for the
incr~ of bodies, is from pre-existent subatances. But
we have already shown whence the places of amp1ifi.cation and extenuation are to be derived. After these
things, however, since it is evident what their quality and
quantity are, the orator should excite the passions of
. the auditor: but these are, pity and indignation; anger
and hatred; envy, emulation and contention. And we
have before shown the places of these. Hence it remains that in the peroration the orator should recal into
the memory of the ~udience what has been before said.
But this is to be done in such a way, as others improperly teach Us to do in proems; for that a thing may be
easily Wlcleratood, they order us to repeat it frequently•

.
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In proems, indeed, it is necessary to speak of the thing
[which is the subject of discussion,] lest the audience
should be ignorant what that is which is to be decided;
but here [in peroration,] the arguments which have been
employed, must be summarily repeated. The begin. Ding, however, of the peroration should be, "That the
orator has accomplished what he promised j" so that·he
must then explain what those things are of which he baa
spoken, and on what account they were discussed by
bim. But the repetition should be made from a comparison of what has been said by the opponent. And it
is requisite to compare either such things as have been
said' on the same subject, both by the orator and his
opponent; or such things as have not been said by both
of them on the same subject; as, "And he indeed said
'his on the subject, but I tMI, aod for these reasons."
Or the repetition should be ma~e from irony; as, "For
he said tkis, but I that;" and, "What would he have
, done, if he had shown that those things were transacted,
and not theser Or from interrogation,; as, "What
has not been sho,vn?" Or thus, "What has the opponent shown i" Either, therefure, the' repetition must be
thus made, or it must be made from comparison, or the
orator must repeat in a natural order what he has said.
And again, if he is so inclined, he may repeat what his
opponent has said. That mode of diction, however, is
adapted to the conclusion of the oration, which is called
disjunctive, in order that it may be an epilogue, and not
an oration; such as, cc I have said, you have heard, you
~ masters of the subject, judge for yo~lve&"
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CHAPTER I.

UT us speak concemUig poetry itself, aDd the species of it; what power each of the species possesses, and
bow fables must be composed, 80 as to render poetry such
as it ought to be: farther still, let us show of how many
ad what kind of parts poetry consists; and in a similar
manner with respect to such other things as pertain to
this method, beginning for this purpose, conformably to
nature, first from such things as are first.

The epopee, therefore, and tragic poetry, and besides
these comedy, and dithyrambic poetry, and the greatest
part of the art pertaining to the flute and the lyre, all
these are entirely imitations. They differ, however,
from each other in three things; for they differ either
by imitating through instruments generically different, or
by imitating different things, or by imitating in a different, and not after the same manner. For as certain perSODS assimilating. imitate many things" by colours and
figures, some indeed through art, but others through
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custom, and othen througb voice; tbus also in the abovementioned arts, all of tbem indeed produce imitation in
rytbm, I words and barmony; and in these, either separatelyassumed, or mingled together. Thus, for instance,
the arts pertaining to the flute and the lyre, alone employ harmony and rythm; and this will also be the case
with whatever other arts there may be which possess a
power of this kind; such as the, art of playing on pipes
formed from reeds. But the arts pertaining to dancing
imitate by rythm, without harmony; for dancers, througb
figured rythma, imitate manners, and passions, and ac·
tions. . The epopee, however, alone imitates by mere
words, viz. metres, and by these either mingling them
with each other, or employing one certain genus of me·
tres, wmch method has been adopted [from ancient to the
present times.] For [without this imitation,] we should
have no common name, by which we could denominate the
Mimes of Sophron-and Xenarc,hus, and the dialogues of
Socrates; or those wbose imitation consists in trimetres, or
elegies, or certain other things of this kind; except that
men conjoining with measure the verb to make, call
some of these elegiac poets, but others epic poets, not as
poets according- to imitation, but denominating them in
common according to measure. For they are accustomed thus to denominate them, if they write any thing
malical or musical in measure, [i. e. ill verse.] There
is, however, nothing common to Homer and Empec:tocles except the measure; on which account, it is just
indeed to call tbe former a poet; but the latter, a phy.
siologist rather than a poet. In a similar manner though
I

RJII"'" is defined by Plato in his Laws to bt, ortle"", rnol;olt

dlAer 'If tAe W,t or IIu: wice.
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some one mingling all the measures., should produce imi.
tation, as Chzremon does, who wrote the Centaur, which
is a rhapsody mingled from all the measures, yet he must
not on this ~ccou'nt be called a poet. And thus much
concerning these particulars. There are, however, some
kinds of poetry which employ all the. before-mentioned
[instruments of imitation;] viz. rythm, melody," and
measure, such as dithyrambic poetry an~ the Nomi, and
also tragedy ad comedy. But these differ, because
some of them use all thes; at once, but others partially.
I speak, therefore, of these differences of the arta in
which imitation is produced.

-

~-

CHAPTER 11.
SINCE, howe~er, imitators imitate those who do some.
thing, and it is necessary that these should either be
worthy or depraved persons; (for manners.. are nearly
always consequent to these alone, since all men differ in
their manners by vice and virtue)-this being the. case, it
is necessary, in the same manner as painters, either to
imitate those who are better than men of the present age,
or thqse who are worse, or such as exist at present. For
among painters, Polygnotus, indeed, painted men more
beautiful than they are [at pr~ent,] but Pauson paint~d
them l~ beautiful, and Dionysius painted them so to

as
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resemble men of oar times. It is etident, however, tIIat
_h of the before-uientioaed imitatioua baa these ctiffe..
rence8; aDd imitation is difFerent, by imitating ddFerent
things after this manuer. For there may be dissimilitudes
of this kind in dancing, in playing on the flute, aDd in
playiq on the lyre; and also in!lratioDs and mere meaaure. Thus Homer imitates better men than such as
eDt at present, but C1eophon men similar to those that
DOW exist; and Hegemon the Tbasian who first made parodies, and Nicocharis who wrote the Deliad, imitate men
wone than those of the present age. In a similar manner in dithyramhic:s and the Nomi,· [there may be aD
imitation 'of better and worse men,] as Timoth~ and
Philoxenus, have imitated the Persians and the Cyclops.
By this very same difFerence also, tragedy is separated
from comedy. For the intention of comedy indeed is to
imitate worse, but of tragedy, better men than such as.
exist at present.

-- CHAPTER UI.
THI~E is also a third difFerence of these, and this consists in the manner in which each of them may be imitated..

u

• Lyric poems, such those of Pindar, and in short, hJ1DDS in
praise of Bacchus. are c,.Ued ~1J"'lIiu. The NOfIIi were poans
originally composed in honour of Apollo, and derived their name
fro~ being 11Iftg by shepherds among the pasture••
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For by the same [instruments,] the ~e things IDay be
imitated, the poet sometimes speaking in his own person.
- and sometimes in that of another, as Homer does; or
speaking as the same person without any mutation; or
imitating every thing as' acting and energizing. But
imitation consists in these three differences, as we said in
the beginning; viz. it differs either because it imitates by
different instruments, or because it imitates different
things, or imitates in a different manner. Hence, Sophocles will partly be the same imitator as Homer, for both
of them imitate celebrated characters; and partly the
same as Aristophanes; for both of them imitate persons
engaged in acting and performing;, whence also it is said
that certain persons call them dramatists, because they
imitate those who are engaged in doing something. On
this account the Dorians vindicate. to themselves the invention of tragedy and cOlPedy; of comedy indeed the
Megarensians, as well those who are natives of Greece, as
being invented by them at the time when their government
was a democracy, as those' w~o migrated to Sicily. For
the poet Epicharmus derived ~is origin from thence, who
was-much prior to Chonnides and Magnes. , But some
of those Dorians'who inhabit Peloponnesus claim the invention of tragedy, making names an indication of this.
For it is said that they call their villages koma;, but the
Athenians demo;; as if comedians were not so denomi.
nated from komazein, or the celebration Q{festivals, but
from wandering through villages, in conSequence of being
ignominiously expelled from cities. The verb poiein
also, or to make, is by the Dorians -denominated 3Pfll,
dran, but by the Athenians prattein. And thus 'much
concerning the differences of imitation, as to their number and quality.
Ami.
VOL. I.
T

..
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Two causes, however, and these physical, appear in
'Short to have produced poetry. For imitation is conp
mal to men from childhOOd. And in this they d~
from other animals, that they are most imitative, and ac·
quire the first disciplines through imitation'; and that all
men delight in imitations. But an indication of this is
that which happens in the W"ra [of~] For we
are delighted on suneying very. accurate ima!es, the
realities of which are painful to the view; such as the
forms of very savage animals, and dead bodies. The
cause, however, of this is that leaming is not only most
delightful to philosophers, but in a similar manner to
other personS, though they partake of it but in a small
degree. For on this account, men are.delighted on surveying images, because it happens that by this survey-they
l~ and are able to infer what each particular is; as,
that this is an image of tIult; since, unless we happen to
have seen the realities, we are not pleased with the imitation of them, but the delight w~ experience arises either
from the elaboration of the artist, or the colour of the
I'esemblance, or some other cause of the like kind. But
imitation, harmony and rythm being natural to us, (for it
. is evident that measures or metres are parts of rythms)
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those who are especially adapted to these things, making
a gradual progress from the beginning, produce~ poetry
from extemporaneous efforts. Poetry, however, was
divided according to appropriate manners. For men of
a more VEnerable character imitated beautiful actions,
and the fortunes of those by whom they were performed ;
but more ignoble men imitated the actions of depraved
c\laracters, fii'St composing vituperative verses, in the
'same manner as the other composed hymns and encomiums. Prior, therefore, to Homer, we cannot mention
any poem of this kind; though it is probable that there
,were many such. But if we begin from Homer, we
Q\aY add~ce examples of each kind of poems; such for
instance as his M~rgites, I an~ some others, in which ¥
adapted to reprehension the measute is Iambic. Hence"
also, vituperative verse is now called lambie, because in
.this metre, [those ancient poets after Homer] defamed
each other. Of ancient poets likeWise, some composed
heroic poems, and otbers Iambic verses. But as Homer
was the greatest of poets on serious. subjects; and this
not only because be imitated well, but also because he .
uWte dramatic imitations; thus too he first demonstrated
the figures of comedy, not dramatically exhibiting zoe.
preheasion, but the ridiculous. For as is the Iliad and
Odyssey to tragedy, so is the Margites to comedy.. Of
those poets, however, who were appropriately impelled
to each kind of poetry, some, instead of writing Iambics,
became comic poets, but others, instead of writing epic
poems, became the authors of tragedies, because these
forms are greater, and more honourable than those. Tq
I

This was a satirical poem, the name of which is deriyed from

. /UlPYflS or papyOl, foolUIt, ignor'''III.
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consider, therefore, "hether tragedy is now perfect in ita
species or-not, as well with reference to itself, as to
tbeatres, is the business of another treatise. Both tragedy
and comedy, therefore, were at ·first exhimted in extemporaneeus verse. - Apd tragedy, indeed, originated from
those who sung dithyrambic verses; but comedy, from
those-who sung Phallic verses,I which even now in many ..
cities are-legally established. Thus comedy became gradually increased, till it arrived at its present condition.
And tragedy, having experienced many mutations, rested
from any further change, in consequence of having arrived 'Bt the ·petfecti0ll of its nature. ~brlUS; also, first
brought the number of players from one to two. He
h"kewise diminished ·the parts 6f the chorus, andmade
one of the players act th~ first part of the tragedy. But
Sophocles introduced three players into the scene, and
added scenic decoration. Farther still, tragedy having acquired magnitude from small fables, and ridiculous
diction, -in consequence of haviag receiyed a change
from satiric' compositiQo, it was fate before it acquired a
venerable character. The metre also of tragedy, from
tetrameter, became Iambic. For at first tetrameter was
used in tragedy, because poetry -was ·then satirical, and
more adapted to the dance. But dialogue'being adopted.
nature 'herself discovered an appropriate metre; -for the
Iambic measure is of all others most adapted to conversation. And as an indication of this, we most frequeiltly
speak in Iambics in familiar discourse with each other;
but we seldom speak in hexamet~rs, and then only when
we exceed the limits of that harmony which is adaPted

I

These were .,erses in hODOUr.of the r.ural cleitift.
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to conversation. Again, tragedy is said to have been
[at length] adorned, with. a multitude of episodes, and
other particulars. Let, therefore, thus much suffice
cencerning these things; for it would perhaps be a greater
labour to discuss every particular•.

.-.

COMEI)Y however is, as we have said, an imitatiOD
indeed of more depraved characters, yet it does not imi.
tate ·them according to every vice, (but according to
those defects alone which excite laughter;] since the
ridiculous is a portion of turpitude. For the ridiculoul
is 4 certain error, and turpitude unattended 'With pain,
tmd not Q{ 4 destnJctive nature. Thus, for instance, a
ridiculous face is something deformed, and distorted
without pain. The transitions, therefore, of tragedy,
and the causes through which they are produced, are not .
unknown; but we are ignoraI}t of the ~hanges .that
. comedy has experienced, because it was not at first an
object of serious attention. For it was late before the
magistrate [who presided over the games,] gave the
chorus to comedians; but prior to that period, the choruses were voluntary. Comedy, however, at length hav.
iDg obtained a certain form, those who are said to be the
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authors of it are commemorated. But it is unknown
who it was that introduced masks, or prologues, or a
multitude of players, and such like particulars. Epicharmus, however, and Phormis, began to compose
fables; which, therefore, [as both of them were Sicilians] originated from Sicily. But among the Athenians
Crates, rejecting the Iambic form of comedy, first began
universally to compose speeches and fables. The epopee,
therefore, is an attendant on tragedy, as far as pertains
to Dleasured diction alone, since through this· it is an i~
tation of worthy persons and actions. But it differs
from tragedy in this, that ,it has a simple metre, and is a
Darration. It alsO differs from it in length. For tragedy
is especially bounded 'by one period of the sun, (i. e. by
one natural day,] or admits but a small variation from
this period; but the epopee is not defined _within a certain time, and in this it differs from tragedy; though at
first tragedy, no less than epic poetry, was not confined
to any portion of time. With lespect to the parts, however, of the epopee and tragedy, some are the same ill
both, but others are peculiar to tragedy. Hence he
who knows what is a good or bad tragedy, knows also
what kind of epic poetry is good or bad. For those
things which the- epopee possesses are also· present with
tragedy; but the epopee has not every thing which tragedy contains.
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CONCER.NING hexameter imitative poetry. therefore,.
and comedy. ~e ~hall speak hereafter. Let us now.
however. speak concerning tragedy, assuming the defiDition of its e8SeIlce as deduced from what has been
already said. Tragedy~ t1Ierifore, is tm- imitation qf tJ 'DJOf't/ay or illwtrif!U8. and petfect action, possessing mog.nitude, delioered in pleasing limguage. using separatel!J
the seoeral species qf imitation in its parts, and not
through narration but 'hrough pity and fear e{focting
a purijicatimc from svch- like passions. • But 1 say it i&

• When Aristotle says 1M' I1'agedg 'ArougA pitg· and fear df'ect;
II ~'itm.ftOM ,uch IiltepauWlII, his meaning is, that it purifie.
from those pertarbatioas, whic:h aappen in the fable, and whichfor the most part are the c:ause of the peripetia, and of the unbappy event of the fable. Thus for instanc:e, Sophocles, through
pity and terror excited by the c:harac:ter of Aja:r, intends a puri~
cation from anger and impiety towards the gods, because through.
thil anger and impiety those misfortunes happened to Ajax; andthus in other instanc:es. For it molt by no means be said tlac the
meaning of Aristotle is, that tragedy through terror and pity
purifies tile spectaton ~m terror and pity; sinc:e he says in the
2d beak of his Ethic:s, "that he who is ac:c:ustomed to timid things
bec:0IIleS timid. and to anger becomes apr, bec:aUJe habit. is pro.
duced from enefgies." Heaee, we are so far from being able,
through the JDediaa gf . . . . aocl pi&J iD trap!y. to raDOye
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imitlJtion delivered in pletUing ~"Ualfe, viz. in
language possessing rythm, harmony, and melody. And.
it uses septJ.rately the several speciesQ[imilation, because
1m

terror and pity from the spectators, that by accustoming them to
objects of commiseration and terror. we shall in a greater degree
subject cheD} to these passions. Indeed, if tragedy intended through
'pity to purify from pity. and through fear to purify from fear, it
would follow that the same passion of the soul would be contrary
to itself; for contraries are cured by contrclries. Hence, fear would
be contrary to itself, and pity would be contrary to pity. Hence,
allo, energies would be contrary to their proper habits. or rather the
ume energies and habits would be contrary to each other, which
is repugnant to reason and experience. For \ve see drat energies
and habits are increased and established from similar energies.
By no means, therefore, does Aristotle oppose Plato, in a,scribing
this purifying e&"ec:t to tragedy. For when Plato expels tragic
poets from his Republic, it is because they are not serviceable to
youth who are to be educated philosophically. For a purification
from all the passions is efFected by philosophic discipline; but
tragedy only purifies from some of the passions, by the assistance
of others, viz. by terror and pity; since it, is so far from patifying
the spectators from terror and pity, that it increases them. To
which we may add. that philosophic discipline is not attended with
the mythological imitation of ancient tragedy. which though it harmonizes with divine natures, and leads those who possess a naturally good disposition to the contemplation of them, yet it is not
useful to legislators for the purposes of virtue and education, nor
for the proper tuitioR ~f youth. For the good ~hich such fables
contain is not disciplinative. but mystic; nor does it regard a juvenile. but an aged habit of sol1l~ For Socrates in the Republic
justly observes. "The young person is not able to judge what is
allegory, and what is not; but -.hatever epinions he receives at
lOch an age. are with difficulty washed away, and are generaUy
immoveable."
None of the English translators and commentators On the Poetic
of Aristotle, that I have seen, appear to have had the least glimpse
of tlUs meaning of the passage, though I trust it is suSic:ient1y Dbnons that it is the genuine meaning of Aristotle.
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some parts of the tragedy are ·alone perfected through
metres, and again others through melody. Becauae.
however, tragedians produce imitation by acting, in the
first place the ornament of the sight [i. e. the scenic apparatus,] will be a certain part of tragedy, and in the
next place the melopoeia [which comprehends rythm;
harmony, and melody,] and the diction. For in these
imitation is produced. But I call diction, indeed, the
composition of the metres; and melopoeia that, the
whole power of which is apparent. Since, however,
tragedy is an imitation of action, and action is effected by
certain agents, who must necessarily be persons of a certain description both as to their manners and their mind,
(for through these we say that actions derive their quality)
'hence there are naturally two causes of actions, dianoia •
and manners, and through these actions all men obtaia
or are frustrated of the object of their wishes. But a
. fable. indeed, is an imitation of action; for I mean by a
fable" here, the composition of tpings. By f1IIlfZfterl I
mean those things according to which we say that agents
are persons of a certain description; and by dianoia ~at
through which those who speak demonstrate any thing,
or unfold their meaning. It is necessary, therefore, that
-the parts of every tragedy should be six, from which
the tragedy derives its quality. But these are, fable and
m~Ders, diction and dianoia, sight ,and melopocla •. - Of
these parts, however, two pertain to the instruments by'
• Dianoia ~"N" in a general way, may be defined to be ~~...
~II '"f)'I- i. e. Ike _lIraw enerl!!l 'If retIIOII. But acc:arately speaking, it is IAaI power 'If ,ord toAicA f'WUOfII lCient;peally,
derifJing Ille principia 'If it, rtJll107lfAg from inlellcl. This latter
deftnition, however, pertains to it,"10 far as it is not -inftuenced in
its reasonings by imagination and false Opinions•.

""
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wbicb tntgecly imitttea; ~,to the maDDer in which it
imintra; mel three to the things which it imilates. And
besides theIe, there are DO other. Not a few ttagic poeca,
tbenfore, as I may say, use all these species [i. e. pans]
in compo&ing tragedies. For every tragecly bas a acenic:
apparatus, mannen, and a fable, and melOdy, and in a
IimiIar manner dianoia. But the greatest of these is the
combiDation of the incidents. For tragedy is an imitatioa
DOt of men, but of actions, of life, and of felicity and
infelicity. For felicity consists in action, and the end
[of tragedy,] is a certain action, and not a quality.
Men, however, are persons of a certain character or
quality. according to their manners; but according to
their adioDs. they are happy, or the contrary. The end.
of tragedy, therefore, does DOt consist in imitating manDen, but actiODs, mel hence it embraces manners on
aa:ount..of actions; so that things and fable are the end
of tragedy. The end, however, is the greatest of aU
thinp; for without action, tragedy cannot exist; but it
may exist without manners. For most modern tragedies
are without manners; mel in short, many poets are such
as among painters Zeuxis is when compared with Poly.
gnotus. For Polygnotus, indeed, painted the manners of
good men; but the pictures of Zeuxis are without manDerS. Farther still, if anyone places in a continued
series ethical assertions, and dictions and conceptions
well framed, he will Dot produce that which is the
work of tragedy; but that will be in a much greater
degree a tragedy, which uses these as things subontiuate;
ad which contains a fable and combination of incidentL
To which may be added, that the greatest parts of the
&hIe by wJUch the soul is allured are the peripetiae, [or
c:bauges of fortune] and recognitioDSo Again, it is like-
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wise.an indication of this, that those who attempt to write
tragedies, acquire thepower of expressing a thing in tragic .
diction, and. representing manners accurately, before they
possess the ability of composing the fable, as was nearly
the case with all the first poets. The fable, therefore,
is the principle, and as it were the soul of tragedy; but
manners rank in the second place. For tragedy resembles
. the art of painting; since,the most beautiful pigments laid
1>n the canvas [promiscuously] ~ould be less pleasing
to the view, than an image painted with a white colour
alone, [i. e. than a picture in which there is nothing .but
light and shade.] Tragedy also is an imitation of action,
and on this account is especially an imitation of agents.
But dianoia ranks in the third place. And this is tile

.ability qf unfolding 'llJhat is inherent in tlte sultject, and
is adllpted to it, which ability is the peculiar power of
politics and rhetoric. For ancient poets represent those
whom they introduce as speaking politically; but poets
of the present day represent them as speaking rhetorically. Manners, however, are a thing of 8uch a kind as
·to tender manifest what the deliberate choice is, in those
things in which it is not apparent whether the speaker is .
in1luenced by choice or aversion. Hence some speecbes
are without manners. But dianoia I is tIIal tkrougk

'llJNck it is sko'llJn tluJt tJ certain tiling is, or is not, or
'llJ1tick universally entmciates something. And the fourth
part of tragedy is di~on. But I say, as was before
I DianoiD, therefore, cannot be, as I have seen it tranalatecI,
.,,1i..enI. For can any thing be more obvious than that the power
through whicb it is shown that a thing is or is not, and which
universally enunciates somethiDg, must be di&curliw, agreeably to
the definition we have before given of dilmOUa 1 But how is this to
..~ el'ec:ted by sentiment I
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obse"ed, that diction is 1m "interpretatiOn thrOugh tire
deRomiiuIlion td' a tIUng, and which also lull IIIe 8IlfII4
pt1IIJn' in verse and prose. The melopoeia, however,
ranks in the fifth place, which is the greatest of condiments. But the sight [i. e." the scenic apparatus,] pasaesses indeed an alluring power; yet it ~ most inartificial:,
and is in the smallest degree appropriate to poetry. For
the power of tragedy remains, even when unaccompanied
with scenic apparatus and players. And farther stiU, the
art of constructing the scenic apparatus possesses greater
authority thaa the art of the poet. _

-_.
CHAPTER VU.

THEsa things being defined, let us in· the next placeshow what the combination of the incidents ought to be,
since this is the first and greatest part of tragedy. But
let it be granted to us, that 1tragedy is" the imitation of a
perfect and whole action, and which possesses a certain
magnitude ;( for there may be a "whole which has no [appropriate] magnitude. A whole, however, is that which
has a beginning, middle, and end. And the beginning is
that which necessarily is not itself posterior to another
thing; but another thing is naturally adapted to be p0sterior to it. " On the contrary the end is that, which is
itself naturally adapted to be posterior to another thing,
either &om necessity, or for the most part; but after tWa
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there is nothing else. But the middle is that which is
imelf posterior td another thing, and posterior to which
there is something else. Hence, it is necessary that those
who compose fables properly, should neither begin them
casually, nor end them casually, but should employ the
above-mentioned ideas [of beginning, middle, and end.]
Farther still, that which is beautiful, whether it· be an
animal, or any thing else which is a composite from cer.
tain parts, ought not only to have this arrangement of
beginning, middle, and end, but a magnitude also which
is not- casual. For the beautiful consists in magnitude
.and order. Hence, neither can" any very small animal be
beautiful; for the survey of it is confused, since it is
effected in nearly an insensible time. Nor can a very
large animal be beautiful; for it cannot be surveyed at
once, but its subsistence as one and a whole eludes the view
of the spectators; such as if, for instance, it should-be an .
animal of ten thousand stadia in length. ~ence, as in
bodies and in animals it is necessary there should be magnitude, but such as can easily be seen; thus also in fables,
it .is necessary indeed there should be length, but
this such as can easily be remembered. The definition, however, of the length [of the fable] with reference to conteSts and the senses, [i. e. with reference
to external cir.cumstances,] cannot fall under the precepts
of art. For if it were requisite to perform a hundred
tragedies. [in one day,] as is said to have been the case
. more than once, the perforlJlance ought to be regulated
by a clepsydra [or hour-glass.] But the definition of the
length of the fable a~cording to, the nature of the thing,
is this, that the fable is always more beautiful the greater
it is, if at the same time it is perspicuous. Simply defi.
ning the th~g, however, we may say, that every fable
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Us an appnpnate .agnitucle, when the time of ita duratioa is such as to render it probable that the transiricm
from prosperOus to adverse, or from adverse to prosperoustiartune which it relates, has taken place, the nect&SarJ or
probable order of things being prese"ed, through which
one thing follows from, and after another.

--CHAPTER V1n.
THE fable, however, is ODe, not as some faDey, if one
person is the subject of it; for many things and which are
generi~al1y infinite happen [to one and the same man;]
from a certain number of which no one thing results.
Thus, also, there are many actions of one maD, from
which no one action is produced; on which account all
those poets appear to have erred who have written the
Heracleid, and Theseid, and such like poems. For they
fancied that because Hercules was one person, it was fit
that the fable should be one. Homer, however, as he
excelled in other things, appears likewise to have seen
this acutely, whether from art,
from - nature. For in
composing the Odyssey, he has not related every thing
which happened to Ulysses; such as the being wounded
in Parnassus, and pretending to be insane, when the
Greeks were collected into one army against the Trojans; one of which taking place, it was not necessary o~

or
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probable that the other should happen; but he composed'
. 'that poem from what relates to -ODe action, such as we
say the Odyssey is; and he has composed the Iliad in a
similar rnanp,er. It is requisite, therefore, as in other
imi~tive arts one imitation is the imitation of one thing,
thus, also, [in tragedy,] the fable should be the imitation
of one action, since it is an imitation of action, and of the
whole of this, and that the parts
the transactioDl
should be so arranged, that any' one of them being traDSposed, or taken away, the whole would become difFerent
and changed. For that which when present or 110t present produces nothing. perspicuous, is itot a part of the
fable.'
'

0'

....
CHAPTER IX.
IT is however evident from what has been said, that it
is not the province of a poet to relate things which ha'fe
been transacted, but to, describe them such as they would
have been had they been transacted, ~d to narrate things
which are possible according to probability, or which
would necessarily have happened. For an historian and
, a poet do not ~er from each other, because the former
"rites in prose and the latter in verse; for the history of
Herod~s might be written in verse, and yet it would,
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less a history with metre, than without. But they
dUrer in this, that the one speaks of things which have
been transacted, and the other of such as might have happened. Hence, poetry is more philosophic, and more
deserving of serioQs attention than history. For- poetry
epeaks more of universals, but history Colf particulars.
Universal, however, consists" indeed in relating or performing 7ertain things which happen to a man of a certain description, either probably or necessarily, and to
which the attention of poetry is directed in giving names
to men; but J!!Irlicular .-Consists in narrating what Alcibiades did, or' what he suffered. In comedy, therefore.
this is now become manifest. For comic poets having
composed a fable through" things of a probable nature,
they thus give names to the persons tbey ilttroduce in
the fable, and do not, like Iambic poets, write poems'
about particular perSons. But in tragedy the ancient
names are retained. The cause, however, of this is that
the posSible is credible. Things, therefore, which have
not yet been done, we do not yet believe to be possible;
but it is evident that things which have been done are
possible; for they would not have been done, if jt was
impossible that they should. Not, indeed, but that in
some tragedies there is one or two of known names, and
the rest are feigned; but in others there is no known
name; as for instance, in the tragedy of Agatho called
Il,e FluuJer. For in this tragedy, the things an( th~
names are alike feigned, and yet it no less delights [than
if they were not feigned.] Hence, ancient fables which
are the subjects of tragedy, must not be entirely adhered
to. For it is ri~iculous to make this the object of investigation, because such fables are known but to a few,
though at the same time they delight all men. From

'"' DO
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these things, therefore, it is evident that a poet ought
rather to be the author of fables than of metres, because
he is principally a poet from imitation. But he imitates
actions. Hence, though it should happen that he relates [as probable] things which have taken place, he is
no less a poet. For nothing hinders but that some
actions which mig~t have been performed, are such as
it is both probable and possible have happened, and
by the narration of such he is a poet.

Ofsimple fables, however, and actions, the episodi~ ar~
the worst. But I call the fable episodic, in which it is
neither probable, nor necessary that the episol1es follow
each other. Such laWes, however, are composed by
bad poets, indeed, on their own account; but by good
poets, on account of the players. For, introducing cont~ts [among the players,] and extending the fable beyond
what it will admit, they are frequendy compelled to distort the connected order of things. Tragedy, however, \
is not only an imitation of a perfect action, but also of I
actions which are terrible, and the objects of commisera-'
non. But actions principally become such, and in a
greater degree, when they happen contrary to opinion,
on account of each other. For thus, they will be more
admirable, than if they happened from chance and fortune; since, also, of things which are from fortune,
those appear to be most admirable, which seem to be as
it w~re adapted to take place. Thus tge statue 'of Mityus
[in Argos,] by falling, slew him who was the ~se of the
death of Mityus, as he was su"eyin.i it. Fo!" such
events as these seem not to take place'casually. '. lIenee,.
it'is necessary that fables of this kind should be more
beautiful•

.AmI.
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0, fables, however, some are simple, ~d others c0mplex; for the actions of which fables are the imitations,
are immediately things of this kind. But I call the action
,imple, from which taking place, as it" bas been defined,
with continuity and unity, there. a transition without
peripetia. or recognition. And I call the action complex, from which there is a transition, togetber with
recognition, or peripetia, or both. It is necessary, howeYer, that mae should be effected from the composition
itself of the fable, so that from prior transactions it may
happen that the same things take place either nec:esaarily,
or probably~ For it makes a great difference whether
these things are ej£ec:led OIl account of these, or after

dlese.

. .. -.
CHAPTER XL
BUT ~ indeed, is a mutation, as we IiaYe
before observed, of actions into a contrary condition; and
tbis, as we .y, according to the probable, or the necessary.
Thus ill the (Kdipus [Tyrannua of Sophocles,] -the ..es...
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senger who comes with an intention of delighting cEdipus, and liberating him from his fear' respecting his
mother, when he makes himself known, produces a contrary effect. Thus too, in the tragedy called Lynceus,
he indeed is introduced as one who is to die, and Danaiis
follows with an intention of killing him; but it happens
from the transactions of the ttagedy, that Lynceus is
saved, and D~iis is slain. And recogni~ is, as the
name signifies, a mutation from ignorance to knowledge,
or .into the friendship or hatred of those who are in
ptosperous or adverse fortune. The recognition, h0wever, is most beautiful, when at the same time th..-e ~
peripetiz, as in the <Edipus [TYnDnus of Sopbocles.]
There are, therefore, also other recognitions. For sometimes it happens, as we have before obsen'eci, that there
are recognitions of things inanimate, and c:a8ua1. And if
some one has performed, or has not performed, a thing.
there is a recognition of it; but the recognition which
especially pertains to the fable and the action, js that
which we have mentioned. For a recognition and
perla of this kind, excite either pity or fear; and tragedy
is supposed by us to be an imitation of acdcma wbkb
produce fear and commiseration. Again, it will hap~
that infelicity and felicity will be in 8uch-like r~
. lions; since recognition is a recognidon of certain perSODS. Farther still, of recognitions, some are of one
person only with reference to another, when it is evidfnt
who the other penon is, but sometimes it is necessary to
recognize both persons. Thus Ipbigenia was recogaised
by Orestes through the sending an epistle; but anothet
mcognition was requisite to his being known by Iphi-

pen..
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Two parts of the fable, therefore, viz. peripetia and
.recognitioo, are conversant with these things; but the
·third part is pathos [or corporeal suffering.] And of
these we hav.e al!eady discussed peripetia and ~gni
.tion. Pathos, however, is an action destructiYe, or
-lamentable; such as death when it is obvious, grievous
.pains, wounds, and such.like particulars. But we have
before spoken of the parts of tragedy which it is requisite
to use as ~es. The R!.rts o[J~, however,'ac'CPrding !iO q!!1ltity, and into which it is separately divided; are as follow: p~, episode, exode, and cbo~
And of the parts pertaining to the cbo~ one is the
~ but the other is the .Ia§iuum. These [ift0e3
parts, therefor~ are common to all tragedies; but the
pec1Jliar parts are those which are derived from the scene
and tbecolJlmi. And the p.rplogue, indeed, is the whole
part of the tragedy, prior to.the entrance of the chorus.
The. episode is the whole part of the tragedy, which is
betweea all the melody of the chorus. The exode is
the. whole part of the tragedy, after which there is no
further melody of the chorus. .ADd of the chorus itBeit .'
the ·~dos, indeed, is the fi1'6t singing of the whole
'Chorus; but the stasimon is the melody of the chorus,
without trochee and anapa:st: and the CODUDUS is the
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common lamentation or the chorus and the scene. We
have, therefore, before shown what the parts of tragedy
are which must necessarily be used; but the parts o~ it
according to quantity, and into which it is separately di.
vided, are these.

. ...
CHAPI'ER XDI.

IN tbe nel.t place we must show, as consequent to
what has been said, to what the attention ought to be
directed of those who compose fables. and whence the
-work of tragedy is derived. Since, therefore, it is necessary that the composition of the most beautiful tra.gedy should not be simple, but complex, and that it
should be imitative of things of a dreadful and commi. \
serable nature (for this is the peculiarity of such an imitation)-in the first place it is evident, that it is not pro-~
per worthy men should be represented as changed from
prosperity to adversity; for this is neither a subject 0
terror nor commiseration, but is impious. Nor must \
depraved characters be represented as changed from I
adverse to prosperous foltune; for this is the most:
foreign from tragedy of all thmgt, since. it possesses
nothing which is proper;. for it is Deilher philaDthropiC,

I
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Nor again must a
very depraved man be represented as having fallen from
prosperity into adversity. For such a composition will
indeed possess the philanthropic, but will neither excite
pity or fear. For the one is conversant with a character
which does not deserve to be unfortunate; but the other,
with a character similar [to most of the spectators.]
And pity, indeed, is excited for one who does not
4eserve to be unfortunate j ~ut fear, for one who resembles [the multitude;] SO" that the event will neither
appear to be commiserable, nor terrible. It remains,
therefore, that the man who existS between these must
be represented. But a character of this kind is one,
who neither excels in virtue and justice, nor is changed
through vice and depravity, into misfortune, from being
a man of great renown and prosperity, but bas experienced this mutation through a certain [human] ermD.eOUI conduct; such as' CEdipus and Thy estes, "and other
illustrious men of this kind. Hence, it is necessary that
a fable which is well composed, should be rather simple
than twofold, (though some say it ahduld be the latter,)
and that the persons which are the subjects of it should
not be changed into prosperity from adversity, but on
the contrary into adversity from prosperity; not through
depravity, but through some great error, and that they
should be such pe1'6ODS as we have mentioned. or better
rather than worse than these. But the truth of this is
indicated by that which has taken place. For ancient
poets adopted any casual fables; but now the most
beautiful tragedies are composed about a few &milies;
81 for "instance, about Alc~Jl, CEdipus, Orestes, Meleagert Thyestes and Telepbu!;, and such other persons
as happen" either' to have &ufered or petpekJted thinls

DOl' commiserable, nor dreadful.
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of a dreadful nature. The tragedy, therefore, which is
moat beautiful according to art, has this composition.
Hence, Euripides is erT9JleOusly blamed by those, who
accuse him of having done this in his tragedies, and for
making many of .them terminate in misfortune. For
this method, as we have Said, is right; of which this is
the grea. indication, that in the scenes, and contests
of the players, simple fables which teniUnate unhappily,
, ~f. to be most tragicaJ. if they are properly acted.
Atwl Euripides:. though he does not manage 'other things
well, yet appears to be the most tragic .of poets. The
Jable, however. ranb in the lfC:ond place, though by
.lOme it is said to be the first composition, which is of a
twGfold. nature, such as the Odyaey, and which teDui.
Dateain.a contrary fortune, both in the better and worse
characters [which it exhibits.] It appears, however. to
rank in the first place, through the imbecility of the
. spectators. For the poets [by whom it is compelled]
accommodate themselves to the spectators, and compose
fables conformable to their wishes. This pleasure, ~_
e.ver, is not [properly] derived from tragedy, but is
rather adapted to comedy. For these, though the persons In the fable are most hostile to each other, as Orestes
and &gisthus, 'yet in the end they d~ friends, and
ODe of them c11le1 not eJie throUgh the other.
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~ 08 aa4 pity, therefore, may be produced from
the sight. But tbey may also be excited from tbe cxm.
clition itself of tbe things, [i. e. from tbe combioalion of
the iDcidenfs;J ",hieli IS a more excellent way, and tbe
province of a better poet. For it is neceSsary that the
r fable should be 80 composed without any scenic: rrpreeentation, that be who' hears the things which are tnIUt'
\ ICted, may be seized with horror, and feel" pity, &om
the events; and in this manner he who hean the f&ble
c>f <E4ipu8 is affected. :ijut to effect this through scemc
~!i~~ ~ more __ ~~~ficial, and requires~
-expenee. Those,1lbwever, who produce not the temble,
but the monstrous alone, through scenic representation,
hty~ nothing in common with tragedy. For it is DOt
prape('to seek for every kind of plea5ure from tragedYt
but fQr tbat whicb is appropriate. Since, however, it is
necessary that the poet should procure pleasure hem
pity and fear through imitation, it is evident that tbis
must be effected [in the representation of things of a
terrible and commiserable nature.] We must explain,
therefore, what kind of events appear to be dreadful or
lamentable. But it is necessary that actions of this kind
should eitber be tbose of friends towards each other, or
of enemies, or of neitber. 'If, therefore, an enemy k.ills
an enemy, he does not exhibit any thing which is an

I
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object pf pity, neither while he kills him, nor when he
is about to kill him, except the evil which he who is
slain suffers. And this will be the ca:ae, when one of
those who are neither friends nor enemies kills the other.
But when these things happen in friendships, as when a
brother kills a brother, or a son his father, or a mother
her son, or a son his mother, or intends to do it, or does
any thing else of the like kind, it is not only a lamentable
circuDlstance on account of the evil which is suffer~
but also because it is infticted by one by whom it ought not
to be iDflicted. Fables, therefore, which have been received [from the ancients] are not to be dissolved. [i. e.
destroyed.] 1 mean, for instance; such as the fable of •
Clyteumestra slain by Orestes, and of Eriphile slain by
Alanzon. But it is necessary that the poet should invent
the fable, and use in a becoming manner those fables
which are delivered [to him by tradition.] What, however, we mean by using fables in a becoming manner,
we will explain more clearly; for the action may take
place in such a way as the ancients have represented it,
viz. accompanied with knowledge; as Euripides represents Medea killing her children. An action may also~
be done, by those who are ignorant of its dreadful
nature, and who afterwards recognize the friendship
[which they have violated,] as in the <Edipus of Soph
des. This, therefore, is external to the drama. But it
may also be introduced into the tragedy itself; as in the
Alcmaeon of Astydamas, or Telegonus [the son of
Ulyases by Circe,] in- the Ulysses Wounded. Farther
still, besides these there is a_!hi~4...!!!~~_eL when some one
is about to perpetrate through ignorance an atrociOUS)
deed, but recognizes that it is so before he does it. And
besides these, th~ }s nc:> _other !D!>'!e. For it is necessary

i
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'!--~ or Qat; and ~ knowingly. But
of these, to intend to perpetrate tbeGeed kDowiDgly,
aDd not to perpetrate it, is the WOl'6t; for it is wised

and not tragical; because it is void of pathos. . Hence,
introduces a character of this kind ezcept
rarely; as in the Antigone [of Sophocles,] in which
Hamon [endeavours to k.m his father] Creon, [but does
DOt effect his purpose.] For the action here ranks in
tdae second place. But it is better to perpetrate the deed
\ignorantly, aDd having perpetrated to· recognize [tbe
rmity of it ;] for then it is not attended with wic:ked,and the recognition excites horror. The last mode,
OWever, is the best; I mean, as in the CresphoDtes [Of
Euripides,] in which Me~ is about t~ kill . . scm;
but does not in consequence of recognizing that he was
her son. Thus too, in the Iphigenia in Tauris [of Euri.
pides,] in which the sister is going to kill the brother,
[but recOgni7.es him;] and in the tragedy called Hellf',
the. son is about to slay his mother, but is prevented by
recognizing her. Hence, as we have formerly observed,
tngedies are not conversant with many families; .for
poets were enabled to discover a thing of tlUs kind in
·fableSt not from art, but from fortune. They were compelled, therefore, to direct their attentiOll to those. f&mi,..
lies, 'in which calamities of this kind happened.
110 poet

~

And thus we have spoken sufficiently COIlcerniBg tile
compOsition of things, [i. e. the~ombjnation of the incl.
4em§J. and. have sbown what kind of fables ought to be

employed.
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CHAPTER XV.

WITH respect tQ manners, however, there are foat
dUngs to which the attention ought to be directed; ODe,
. indeed, and the first, that the maru.ten may he-,S¥c:h as.
are worthy. But the tragedy will indeed possess 10811-:
DerS, if~as we ha,e said, the words or the action rencler
any 4eliberate intention apparent; co~~..z_depraved.
m~ers, ~_~ deJi~~~jntention. is depraved; but

worthy-'maJl!l~ !!._t~~_ 4e!i.b~r.ate-inteDtiQn ~--8P.9d.

ButmanDUs are to be

found in each genus; for both a
woman and a man servant may be good ; though perhaps
of these, the one [i. e. the woman] is more imperfectly
good [than the man,] and the other is [geDmllly speu-.
ing] wholly bad.. In the second places. the _~r.s
must be adapted ~_.!.h.e ~ns. Fo..!-there are manners,
which are cnaracterized by fortitudes but it is not adapted
to a w:p~ be either brav:e or terrible. ,In the thir4
place, ~1.!~JDiDJl~ m~t_b~ .~~•.. For ,thie,-'uWe
Dave before observed, differs from making the mannera
to be worthy and adapted. In .the fO\lrth place, they
must be unif9rm; for if he is anomalous. who exhibits,
the imitation, 'and expresses such-like manners, at the
same time it is necessary that he should be uniformly.
unequal. The eumpie, however, of depraved manners
is .indeed not nec:eaary. 8uch for inatance as that of.
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MeDelaus in the Orestes [of Euripides;] but an example of unbecoming and unappropriate manners is, the
lamentation of Ulysses in the tragedy of Scylla, and the
speech of Menalippe [in Euripides j] and the example
of anomalous manners, in the Iphigenia in Aulis [of
Euripides]. For Iphigenia supplicating does not at all
resemble the Iphigenia in the latter pan of the tragedy.
It is requisite, however, in !!!e manners, as well ~~he
c.ombination of the iu,i-Jents, aI ways tojllYestigate, either
the nec:~ry. or the .prQbable; 80 that such a person
sbOuid say or do such things, either necessarily, or pro.
bably; and that it be necessary or probable, that this
thing should be done after that. It is evident, therefore,
1 that the solutions of fables ought to happen from the
,fable itself, and not as in the Medea of Euripides from
the machinery, and in the tragedy called the Iliad, from
the particulars respecting the return of the Greeks to
Vteir country. But machinery must be employed in
ihings which are external to the drama, which either
happened before, and which it is not possible for men to
know, or which happened afterwards, and require to be
previously proclaimed ,and announced. For we ascribe
to the gods the power of seeing all thing~ but we do
\ not admit the introduction of any thing absurd in the
! fable; since, if it is introduced, care must be taken that
it is external to the tragedy; as in the <Edipus of Sophocles. Since, however, tragedy is an imitation of better
t things, it is necessary that we should imitate good paint\ en. For these, in giving an appropriate form to th~
\inlage, preserve the similitude and increase the beauty:
Thus, also, it is requisite that the poet in imitating the
wrathful and the indolent, and those who are similarly
affected in their manners, should form an example of
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equity, or asperity; such as Agatho and Homer have .
represented Achilles. These things, indeed, it is naces·sary to observe; and besides these, we should pay attention to such particulars as are consequent from necessity
to the scenic representation. For in these, errors are
frequently committed. But concerning these things, we
have elsewhere sufficiently spoken.

-_.
CHAPTER XVI.

WHAT recognition, however, is, we have before
shown. B.ut with respect to the species of recognition,
the first indeed is the most inanificial, is that which most
poets use through ignorance, ~nd is effected through indications. But of these, some are congenial, such as the
lance with which the earth·bom race [at Thebes] were
marked, or the stars on the bodies of the sons of Thyestes in the tragedy of Cardnus. Other indications,
.however, are adventitious. And of these, some are in
the body, as scars; but others are external, such as neck)aces; and such as the indication through a small boat,
in the tragedy of Tyro. These signs also may be uSed
in a better or worse manner. Thus Ulysses, through his
scar, is in one' way known by his nurse, and in. another
by the swineherds. For the recognitions which are for
.
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the sake of credibility, are more inartifidal, and all of
them are of tflS kind; but those which are from peripet~, such as were made [by Euryclea] in washing the
feet ofUIyases, are better. And those recognitions rank
in the second place, which are made by tbe poet, on
which account. they are not inartificial. Thus Orestes
in the Iphigenia [in Tauris of Euripides,] recognizes his
sister, and is recognized by her. Fo.r she indeed recognizes her brother through a letter, but he recognizes her
through indications. Orestes, therefore, says what the"
poet pleases, but not what the fable requires; on which
account it is near to the above-mentioned error; since
other things might have been equally well said. Thus
too in the Tereus of Sophocles, the voice of the shuttle
produced a recognition. " But the third mode of recognition is through memory, from the sensible perception
of something, as in the Cyprii of Diczogenes; for on
seeing the picture a certain person weeps. And in the
narration at the court of Alcinous; for Ulysses on hearing the Iyrist [singing the fortunes of the Greeks at
Troy,] and recollecting rthe story,] weeps; whence also
he is recognized [by Aldnous.] The fourth mode of
recognition is derived from syllogism, as in the Coephori
[of lEschylus]-a ~imilar person is arrived-there is no
similar person but Orestes,-Orestes, therefore, is ar.
rived. Thus too in the Iphigenia of Polyides the s0phist. For it was probable that Orestes would syllogistically conclude, that because his sister had been im.
molated, it would likewise happen to him to be sacrificed.
Thus also in the Tydeus of Theodectes, [a certain per.
, i. e. Perhaps, the sound made by the shuttle asPbiloJDeJa was
weaving occasioned her to be recognized.
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BOn- coming for the purpose of finding his son, says]
I came to discover, my son, and I shall be put to
death." Another example also is in the Phinidz. For
.the women, on seeing the place, syllogistically inferred
what their fate would be, viz. that they should perish ill
this place; for they were exposed in it from their in.
f.mcy. There is also a certain recognition, which is produced from the paralogism of the theatre; [i. e. of the
spectator] as in the Ulysses Pseudangelus. For the
onepel"son says, he should know the bow, which he had.
not seen; but the other, as if he must be 'known through
this, on this account paralogizes. I The best recognition, however, of all, is that which arises from the things
themselves, astonishment being excited through probable cirCumstances; as in the CEdipus of Sophocles
and the tragedy of Iphigenia; (for it is probable th~t
she would be willing to send letters) since such things
alone are without fictitious signs and necklaces. But
the recognitions which rank in the second place, are
tbose which are derived from syllogism.
U

I Perhaps the fable of this tragedy was composed as follows:
Penelope. conceiving shat Ulysses still lived, was unwilling to marry
anyone of dIe suiton J bItt a false me5Senger respecting the death
of'lilysses is introduced to Antidea the mother of Ulysses by the
.ui~· This false mes~ger pretends that he had formerly at~
tend«!d UlySleS at the Trojan war, and affirms that Ulysses is dead"
To prove, likewise,' that what he lays is true, he adds, that he
c:ouJd tliscinguish the ·bow of Ulysses from ten thousand oth~r bows.
A great quantity ofbo'W. are then placed before him. among whic&
is the 00.- of Ulysses, which he knows through a sign perhaps'
which had been .taught him by·the lUitDrl. In consequence of this,
Anticlea thus paralogizes: This man knew the bow; he could
IlOt h.ve known it unleis he had been with Ulyfse5; dlis penon.'
therefore, has attended UlysseJ, ancl is a true messenger of h~
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CHAPTER XVII.'

IT is necessary, however, that the poet should comfables, and elaborate his diction, so as that he may
especially place the thing before the eyes of the spectator. For thus the poet perceiving most acutely, as if
present with the transactions themselves, will discover
what is becoming, and whatever is repugnant will in the
smallest degree be concealed from his view. An indication of this is the fault with which Carcinus is reproached. For Amphiaraus departs from the terri pIe, which is
concealed from the spectator, who does not perceive it.
But this is wanting in the representation, and the spectators are on this account indignant.· For the poet as
much as possible should co-operate with the scenery;
since those are naturally most adapted to persuade who
are themselves under the influence of passion. Hence,
also, he agitates others who is himself agitated, and he
excites others to anger who is himself most truly enged. Hence, poetry is the provin<:e either of one .who is
aturally ingenious, or of one who is insane. .For· of
ese characters, the one is easily fashioned, but the other
is prone to ecstasy. It is likewise necessary that the poet
~

I

~

cleath. TheD.,~oming desperate through grief. she cltstroJS herRlf.
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should uDive~ly exhibit. the fables compolC!Cl by others,
and those which he composes himaelf, and afterward.
introduce and insert episodes. But I say that he sbould)
in this manner direct his attention to what~is universal
Thus for instance in the Ipbigenia [01 Tauris of Euripides,] a certain virgin being led to the altar that'She
might be sacrificed, and vanishing from the view of th_
who were to sacrifice her, and being brought to another
country in which it was a law to sacrifice strangers to
a certain goddess, she is made the priestess o( these rites.
SaDie time after, it happened that the brother o( the"
priestess came to this place; but on what aecount l Because some god had ordered him, fat a certain reason
which does not pertain to the universal [composicion of
the tragedy,] to cdme thither, but why he did so is foreign to the fable. The" brother, therefore, commg,
and being made captive, is recognized by his sister, when
he is going to be sacrificed; whether "as Euripides sayS
[by an epistle,] or as Potyides feigns, speaking according to probability, because he said, it was not only requisite that the sister, but that he also should be sacrificed:
-and hence safety arises. Mter these things the pcH:t
having given names to the persons should insert the
episodes; and he "must be careful that the episodes
are appropriate. Thus the insanity through which O~
tes was taken captive, and his being saved through expm.:
,"tion, are appt:Opriate. In dramas, therefore, the' epi.sodes are short, but by these the epope~ is lengthened~
For the fable of the Odyssey is short, viz. the fable of a
certain person wandering for many years .by himself, and
with. Neptune (or his foe. And besides this, hiS domes~
afFairs beiRg so circumstanced, that liis wealth is con;'
Rumed by suitors, and stratagems are forJll~ against the

I
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life of his- son.. But at length, driven· by a tempest,. e
lands en his own coast, and recognizing certain pel'SOlIS,
he attacks the suitors, and is himself sayed, but destmY"
bis enemies. This, therefore, is me peculiuily of the
fable, tNt the rest is episode.
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bl
tragedy, Ilt>wever, there ,is a bond [or plot
and a soiation of it~ And e~ernal circumstances in.
deed, and some of those that are internal, frequendy
form the bond; but the rest form the solution.. I caHf
\ ho~ever, the bon~ the whole ot that which extends
, from the beginning to the part which is last, from
\which there is a transition'to good {ortUlle; but 1 denojminate the solution that part which extends from the ~.
19inning of tlieiDutation to the end. Thus in the Lynceus of Theodectes, the past transactioas, and the capture
of the son, are the bond; but the part which extends
from the charge or murder to the end, is the solution.
But ~4Jl tblH are £OllT §pCcies; for ao mao.y pu:ra.
(If it have also been enumerated. And one species illdeed is ~, of which the whole is pMpetia and !!:..
cognitian. But another species is ethetic; such as .thc
tragedies of ~iax ·and IxioD. A third species is ~bical ;
IUch as the Phthiotides and the Peleus. But
~ourth

the
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as the Phorc:idei (of ..&thylils] and the

Prometheus, ~-JJ'3gedi- -which~bat
It is especially necessary, t~ore,
that.thepoet should ~ndeavour to have all these species i)
or at leut that he should have the greatest awl moSt. o(
them, especially since men of the present age calumnia~
the poets. For as there have been good poets in each
part of trage4y, men of the present times require one poet
to excel in all tbe pans. But it is just to can tragedy dif.
ferent and the same, tbough not perhaps with any refe.
rence'to the fable. ThOle tragedies, however, ougbt
ratber to be called tbe same, of which there is the same
plot and solution. But many poets connect the fable!
well, and solve it badly. It is necessary, however, ale
ways to labour to effect both these, and not to make tra.gedy an epic system. But I call that tragedy an epic
system, which consists of many fables; as if some one
should compose a tragedy from the whole fable of the _
Iliad. For in the Iliad, on accoUDt of its length, the
parts receive an appropriate magnitude. But in dramas,
the effect produced would be entirely contrary to expectation. The truth of this is indicated by such as have
represented [in one tragedy] the whole 'destruCtion of
Troy, and not some part of it, as the Niobe or Medea of
Euripides, and who have not acted like '1Eschylus;
these have either failed of their purpose, or have CODtended badly; . since Agatho also failed in this alone.
But ill peripetiz, and in simple actions, Buclf poets have )'
admirably effected their purpose. For ~is is' tragical
and philanthropic. This, however, takes p~ when. ~
wise but 2 depraved man, such' as Sisyphus, is deceiTecl"
arid· a brave but an 'unjust man is vanquIShed., ' ~ut tbia
is probable, ai Agatho says.. For' it is probable that
.~ in ~es.

fori

.

'
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lIlIDy thingi may take place contrary to probability. It

\:!!:

" is nec..., likewise to .cQI!£eive the' chorus to.be one
players and a part of the whole, an,d that it coes with the players, not as in EUripicles, but as in
~bocles.
But with .other tragedims, the part assigned to the chorus does not more belong to that fable. thlD
to any other tragedy; on which account the chorus sing
embQlima [or songs inserted in the fable,] of which: Aga.tha was the inventor. What dift'erence, however, does
it~, to Sing embolima, or to adapt the diction of one
elrama to another, or the whole episode?

.. _.
~CHAPTER

XIX.

WE have, therefore, now discussed .the other parts 0.£

traplY. And it remains that we should speak con~
ing diction and .d~oia [i. e. the discursive energy of
reason.] The. particulars, therefore, respecting dianoia

.are unfolded in the treatise On Rhetoric. For the discussion of itis more the province of that treatise. BUt
those things .per~ to dianoia, which it is requisite to
procUre by a: reasoDing 'Process. And. the parts of these
are, to df:mODStrate, to solve, and to excite the passiODi;.
li1c:has pity; or fear, or :anger, and the like; and besides
Ibeae,. to ampJify arid eXtenu~te. It is evident; ~er;

Di9iti~GOOgle

_
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that in things, also, it is requisite to deriTe what is Uleful
from the same forms, when it ~ necessary to procure objects of pity, Qr things of a dreadful, or great, or probable nature. Except that there is this difference, that
things in tragedy ought to be rendered apparent without
teaching, but in an oration they are to be procured by
the orator, and produced through the oration. Forwbat
employment would there be for the orator, if the things
should appear of themselves pleasing, and not through
the oration? But" things pertaining diction, there ia
one species of theory respecting the forms of it, which it
is the province of the player to know, and of him who is
~ master artist in a thing of this kind. Thu~ for instance', it is requisite he should bow, what a mandate is,
what a prayer, narration, threats, interrogation- and answer are, and whatever else there may be of this kind.
For from the knowledge or ignorance of these, the poe··tic 3rt incurs· no blame of any moment. For who would
think that Homer errs in what he is reproved for" by
Protagoras? viZ. That· while he fancies. he prays, lie commandS, when he says,

of

The wrath of Peleus'

to

IOn,

0 goddess,

Ii,.,_·

For; says he, to order a thing to be done, or not to ba
done, is a mandate. Hence, this must be omitted as a
theorem pertaining to another art, and Dot to poetry.
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CHAPTER XX.
0, aU diction, however, the following are .the parts,
YlZ. element, [or letter] syllable, conjunction, noun,.
verb; anic1e, c:a.se, and sentence. Element, therefore,
~eed, is aD indivisible vocal sound; yet not every su~
- 1OUDd, but that from which an intelligible vocal sound
is adapted to be produced. For there are indi~sible
vocal sounds of brutes, no one of which I caU·an. element
of diction. But the parts of this indivisible sound are,.
vewel, semivowel, and mute. And a· vowel, indeed,.is
that which has an audible soUlld, without the concur·
rence of another soud; such aa a and 0.' But a semivowel is that which haa an audible sou~ with the coo.cUJ'l'etlce of another sound; as I and r. And a mute is
that which, even with the concurrenc:e of the tqDgue, has
of itself, indeed, no sound, but becomes audible in c01l,junction with thinga which have a certain soUnd; ac g
and d. But these differ by the forms of the mouth, by
places,· by density and t~uity of a.piratiop, by length
and shonness; and fanher stUl, they differ by acuteness
and gravity, and by a medium between both these; tile
theory respecting eath of whi,h pertains to the metrical
• i. e. The di4'ereDt organs of speeoh, &om -bleb lecten are'"
nomiJl,ted DUal, dental, labial, Icc.

-
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art. But a syllable is a sound void of signification, compoeed from a mute, and an element which has sound,
.[i. eo from a vowel, or semivoweL] For g r without a
is a syllable, , and also with a, as If r a. Tbe ~\llatiOD,
.however, of the dUFerences of these, pertains also to tbe
metrical art~ But a conjunction is a sound void of sig.nification, which neither impedes nOt" produces one significant sound adapted It) be composed from many sound!;,
and which may be placed either at the beginning or the
.eJld of the period, unless something requires that.it
should be placed by itself at the beginning; such as po•.,
'2'TOI, ~.".
Or it is a sound Don-significant, composed
from more sounds than one, but naturally adapted to
produce one significant sound. An article is a sound·
~oid of signification, which shows the beginning or end,
or distinction of a word; a as 'TO ~"'fJ.It and 'TO 71"P', and
.others of the like kind. Or it is a sound void of signification, which neither impedes nor produces o~ signifi;..cant sound naturally ~dapted to be composed from many
sounds, both in the extremis and in the middle. But a
.noun is a composite sound, significant without time, of
which no part is of itself significant. For in double
[ or composite] nouns. we do not use the parts as of
themselves significant. Thus. in the word 6.oawpo"
Theodorus, [though tlleos sigai6es God and rklrDn a
I G r is an instance of a syllable ~posed of a mute and a temivowel; and g r II of a syllable composed of a mwe. a Y9w,J, IN)d ~
semivowel.
S This description is most obac1Jre J bllt dte MDce HemS to be.
that an article is a sound whicb of itself does not signify any ~ing
definite. but merely Ie!'VeS to inclitate a Jignifieant S01Jncl, before or
ate" which it i~ placed,. er whicb it disdbSuisbes (tom . . ,
words.
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gift,] yet daron signifies nothing. A nrb is a compo,lite sound, significant with time, of which no part is of
,itIelf significant, in die same manner also as in nouns.
For mtm or 'IlJlaite does not signify in conjwiction with
~_e; but he 'IINIlks, or he did trNdk, signify, the former
,indeed the present, and the latter 'the past time. But
·case pertains to noua or verb. .And one case, indeed,
fm DOuns] signifies that something is said qfthis thing,
, 'or is attributed tD this thing, and the like; but another is
.that which pertains to one' thing or many thing$; as men,
,Or mIm. And another case pertains to actiOD, such as
'what relates to interrogation or demand. For did he
'JIXllk! Or 'I1XZlk is a case of a verb according to these
species. And a sentence is a composite significant sound.
of which certain parts of themselves signify something;
!for not every sentence is composed from nouns and
·"erbs; (since the definition of man [a rational mortal
.animal,] is a sentence without a verb) but there may be
a sentence without verbs. A sent~ce, however, will
, -always have some part significant; as in the sentenee
Cleon 'Walks, the word Clean is significant. But a sentence is one in a, twofold respect; for it is either that
which signifies one thing, or that which becomes one
from many conjunctions. Thus the Iliad, indeed, is one
by conjunction; but the definition of man is one, teo
cause it signifies one thing.
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respect to the species of a noun, one is aimple ;
.and I call-the simple noun that which is not composed
frOm things significant; but another is twofold. "And
this either consists of that which is significant, and that
which is without signification, or of words which are
significant. A noun also may be triple and quadruple,
as 1s the case with many of the nouns of the Megaliota: j
such as Hermoeaicozantltus. 1 But every noun is either
proper or foreign. or metaphorical, or ornamental. or inTented for the purpose, or protracted, or contracted, or
changed. But I call that a proper name, which is used
-by every one; and that a foreign name which is used by
other nations. Hence, it is evident that the same noun
may be ~oth foreign and proper, though not to the same
people. For the word ,r.,.UIIOII, is proper to the Cypri..
ans, but foreign to us. But a metaphor is the transposition of. a noun to a signification different from its original
import, either from the genus to the species, or from the
species to the genus; or from species to species, or acWITH

&

.
I This is a noun composed from th~ names of the three rinrs
Hctmus. Caic:us. and Xanthus."
& A dart made entirely of steel.
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cording to the analogous. I call, howeva", a . traDspoIiPtion from genua to species, such as,
There stationtd is my shipo·

For to be moored is something pertaiuing to the being
atabolleti. But a transposition from species to genua ia
.uch as,
---Tea thousand valint deeds
Ulysses bas acbiey'd.S

For ten thousand is a great number, and is now used instead of many. And a transposition from species to &p&o<
des ~ such as,
The brazm falcbion drew away bis life.

And,
Cut by the ruthless sword.

For here to draw away, is used instead of 10 cut; and to
cut is used instead of to draw Q'WfJy ; since both imply the
lakjng something away. But I call a transposition according to the analogous, when the relation of the second
term to the first, is similar to that of the fourth to the
third; for then the fourth is used instead of the second,
or the second instead of the fourth. And sometimes
that to which a thing is related is add~d instead of the
thing itself. I say, for instance, a cup has a similar re~
tion to Bacchus, that a shield has to Mars. Hence, a
shield may be called the cup of Mars, and a cup the
.hield of Bacchus. Again, evening has a similar relation
to day, that old age has to life. It may therefore, be sai~
• Odyss., lib. 1.

• IliaCI, lib. 2.
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that: eYGing is the old age of day, and that old age is the
evening of life; or as EmpedOcles calls it, "The.setting
of life. " In some instances, also, where there is no analogous name, this method may be no less similarly employed. Thus, to scatter grain is .to sow; but there is
no name for the scattering of light from the sun, and yet
this lias a similar relation to the sun that sowHJg has to.
pain. Beuce, it is said,
-Sowing his god-created flame.

This mode of metaphor may lI'kewise be used difFerently,
when, calling a thing by a foreign name, somethin,
beI6nging to it is denied of it; as if a shield should be
called the cup, not of Mars, but without wine. But ~
noun invented for the purpose, is that in short which not
being adopted by certain persons, is introduced by the
poet himself. . For it appears that there are certain nouns,
of this kind; ·18 substituting f,IItI'I"CU' instead of "'fJ«T4
for :korm, and ·C".Iling a priest «(JfIrlJP, instead of "P'us.
And a noun is protracted or contra,cted, partly by using .
a vowel longer than the proper one, or by inserting a
syllable; and panly by taking something· away, either
from the word itself, or the inserted syllable. A protracted noun, indeed, is such as S'OA7JOS for S'OA'OS, and
'"1A7JUd,CU for ,n,Af.Bo~; and such as "P', and aw, are
contracted nouns; and,
&

• - - ,.. '1''''''' yf""C" ..J-.'
-

The sight of both is ODe.

• lC,ut'.' is denTed from 'C"" which, IU:cordiag to Healchius, signifies lJruh or 1flionI.
s For "C"', L.,-..
• For .",,,.
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And a noun is changed- when part of it is left, and put
la·invented by the poet.; :as,

Ailmr' ... ,.c...
In the right breast. I

Instead· of 3.e,01l. Farther still, of DOUDS some are masculine, others feminine, and others betweea, [or neuter].
And the masculine, indeed, are such as end in" and r,
and such as are composed froni" mutes; but these are
two, '" and
The feminine Douns Bre such ·as are
composed from vowels, and always end in loug ft).weJa;
as, for instance, in " and .,' or in IODg Go Hence, it
happens that the D\DDber of terminations for masculine
and feminine are equal; for the terminations of '" and f
are the same. No noun, hO\\'eVer, ends' in a:mute, or in
a short vow..1; ad.OIlly three DOUDI end in· It viZ4 "..'AI,
xop.fU' and 7f"7f"p'. Bat five =d in u;
7f'CDU, IIa'Vt
yGlIU, 3opu, and tJG"'r'th And the De\at~ DOUDS eild in
these, and in II and s.·

e.

.u.

I

Diad, lib. 5.

.

• The wRole of this doctrine pertains rather to grammar Utan te
philosophy or p~try, and is y~ mutilated andimperf'ect. litlnce.
the critics suspect that the ten is greatly corrupted.
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J

THIl virtue of diction, however, consists in being perspicuous, and Jlot abject. The diction, therefore,· is
most perspicuous, which'is composed from proper nouns,
but then it will be abject. But an example of this is
the poetry of Cleophon and Sthene1us. It .will, however, be venerable, and remote from the vulgar idiom
the use of unusual words. But I call unusual words,
such words as are foreign, the metaphorical, the length-.
~ed, and every word except the proper [name of a
thing.] If, however, language wholly colllisted of such
words as these, it would be either an enigma, or a bar,.
barism. If, therefore, it were composed from meta.
phors, it woul4 be ~. enigma; but if from foreign
words, a barbarism. For the idea [i. e. the definition]
of an enigma is this, the conjoining things imposslDle
with the inher~t properties of a thing. From the
composition, therefore, of [proper] names, it is not possible to ei"ect this, but it may be effected by- a metaphor;
as "I saw a man conglutinating brass to a ~an with fire;"
and others of the like kind. But from the- composition"
of foreign words. a barbarism is produced. Hence language
should be moderately ming.ed with these. Foreign, therefsn-e. metaghoric;aJ.aml ornamented wonts, ~r'
species that have been mentioned, cause the diction Dei.
i
-ther If) be ndgar nor .abJec4 but ~r· words cause it

by)

-..
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~ be~::,:. The p~g, however, con~
ing, an =..dJangiag 0£.. pam~ eontribute in no small
degree to the ~icuity of the diction. For the use of
words-in a _ , different from ,bar pf.Ope'" and nspf aignificatign, causes the diction to be not vulgar; but tlle
adoption of words in their accuSt,omed meaning, renders
it perspicuous. Hence those do not blame rightly, who
reprobate this mode of speech, and like the ancient
Euclid ridicule the poet, for the facility with which verse
might be composed, if the quantity of syllables might be
lengthened at pleasure, making iambics. even in 'common
discourse; as

And,

It is evident, therefore, that the use of this mode of diedon is ridiculous. But measure is common to aU the
parts of diction. For the same etFect would be produced
by the improper and ridiculous use of metaphors, foreip
'words, and other forms 6f diction.' But we may see
what splendour the appropriate use of them gives to epic
poetry, by putting the words in metre. And he 'Who
transfers proper names into foreign words, into metaphors, and the other forms, will see that what we have
said is true. Thus, for instance, ~hylus and Euri.
pides made the same iambic verse; but by only changing
one word, from its proper and usual to a foreign signifi.
cation, the one 'Verse appP.ars beautiful, and the Other
, mean. , For lEschylus indeed, in his Philoctetes, writes.

I

A cancerous ulcer feeds upon my {oot.,
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lIut Euripides, -instead of ,,,.6.,,, f~, uses the wqrd
BCUIICXTCX.. And, [in the verse of Homer, Odyss. 9.)

by inserting proper [and common] words, it ~m be,

And,

4,9'c"

_.IaI)"., _......". ,''''')'III' " ~-...

4"C" ~"'c" -"""", "UCCC' ",.c_..n{e,.s

And,
H•• ", fJ_r". (Iliad. 17.]
IIi',." -e.C.tH''''

i. e. If instead of saying the shores rehellt1l1J, we should
say the shores resoze;uJed. Again, Ariphrades ridicules
the tragic poets for employing modes of diction, which
no one would nse in common conversatioJl; sucll as
OWfU&TWIl CX7r'O, and not CX7l'O aaJfU&TW., i. e. ~ ftom,
and not from lwme; ".,6•• [for "'ou;] "., [for CXUftl/;]
and AX'AA'WS' 7r.P', and not 7I'Ep' AX'AA!Wg, i. e. AcItiIlu
about, and not about Achilles; and other expressions of
the like kind. For all such forms of language, because
• In this verse Polyphemus complains that he was deprived ~
sight by Ulysses, a lim•• toed, tlik man. But Homer, insteacl of
issing the word ""'CIS'. little. uses
which signifies.fow. In.,
dead of .rIa"..... P""9. he UIeS .IIt"~"" whith;,;pilfu II ftICUI " ~
4CCOU"'; and -11ft powerleu. instead of ~, o6Icare.
S In this Yer5e. which is from the 21st book of the Odyssey.
Homer, for the purpose of' signifying an ignolJc "G/, caJ1. it bTEomen word, 411111U.'er, and Dot by the _~IUal word, ,..""'os aIUI ~

eA,,,...

calls the 1tJ6Ie, 1IOt """"" ""till, but ~f"
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Lhey are not in common use, remove vUlgarity from the
/diction. But of this he was ignorant. It is, however,
a great thing to use each of the above-mentioned modes
in a beComing manner; and also compound and foreign
words. But the greatest
~eta2hoJ'lJ'
e.roperly. '( For this alone cannot be acquired from mO:ther, but is an indication of an excellent genius; since to
employ metaphors well, is to aurvey similitude. .But of
words, the double indeed [or compound,] are especially
adapted to dithyrambic verse; the foreign to heroic, and
metaphors to iambic verse. And in heroic verse, indeed,
all the above-mentioned words are useful; but for iambics, because they especially imitate COOlmon discourse,
thOle words are adapted which may be used in conversation. And words of this description are, the proper, the
~etaphorical, and the ornamental. And thus much may
suffice concerning tragedy, and the imitation in acdDg.

thin,

•

--CHAPTER XlID.
the poetry, however, which is narrative
and imitative in metre, it is evident that it ought to have
dramatic fables, in the same manner as tragedy, and
should be conversant widl one whole and perfect action,
'which has a beginning, middle, and end, in order that
CONCEllNINO
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like one whole animal it may produce its appropriate
pleasure; and that it may not be like the custom of history, in which it is not necessary that a manifestation
should be made of one action, but of one time, viz. of such
things as have happened in that time, respecting one, or
more persons, the relation of each of which to each other
is just as it may happen. For as the sea· fight at Salamis,
and the battle with the Carthaginians in Sicily, though
they happened at the same time, contributed nothing to
the same end; thus also in successive times, one thing
may sometimes be connected with another, from which
no one end is produced. Nearly, hOlWever, most poets
do this. Hence, as we have before observed, in this
respect also Homer will appear to be divine, when compared with other poets, because he did not attempt to sing
of the whole of the Trojan war, though it had a beginning and an end. For if he had, it would have been very
great, and not sufficiently conspicuous; or if it had been
of a moderate size, it would have been intricate through
the variety of incidents. But now having selected one
part of the war, he has made use of many episodes frolJ).
the other parts; such as the catalogue of the ships, and
other episodes, with which he has adom~d his poem.
Other poets, however, have composed a fable about one
man, and one time, and one action, consisting of many
pans; as the authors of the Cypriacs, and the lesser
Iliad. With respect to the Iliad and Odyssey, therefore,
one or two tragedies only could be made frbm each. But
many might be made from the Cypriacs; and from the
lesser Iliad more than eight; such as the Judgment of the
Anns, Philoctetes, Neoptolemus, Eurypylus, the Ptochia,
[or Ulysses in the character of a beggar,] the Lacamz,
AnSI.
VOL. I.
.
Y
.
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the Destruction of Troy, the Retum of the Greeks,
Sinon, and the Troades .

.- .
CliAPTER XXI\T.
AGAIN, it is requisite that the epopee shouJd have the
same species as tragedy. For it is necessary that it
ahould be either simple, or complex, or ethical, or patJ1etic. The parts also are the same, except the music and
the scenery. For it requires peripetia, recognition, and
passion; and besides these, the reasoning and the dictioa.
should be well formed; all which were first used by
Homer, and are used by him sufficiendy. For in each
_ 'of his poems he has introduced all these; the Iliad
indeed containing the simple and pathetic; but the OdysRy the complex; for through the whole of it there is
recognition and the ethical. And besides these things,
. he excelled all poets in diction and reasoning. The epapee, however, difFers from tragedy in the length of the
composition, and in the metre. But the proper boWldary of ita length we have before described; for it should
be such that the beginning and the end may be seen at
one new. This, however., will be el'ected if the compolitions are shorter than those of the ancimt poeta, and
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brought to the same length with the multitude of tragedies that are performed at one time. But it is the peeu..
liarity of the epopee to possess abundantly the power of
increasing in magnitude; for tragedy is not capable of
imitating many actions that are performed at the same
time, but that part only which is represented in the
scene, and acted by the players. In the epopee, how.
ever, in consequence of being a narration, many events
may be introduced which have happened at the same
time, which are so connected as to contribute to the
same end, and from which the bulk of the poem is
increased. Hence, this contributes to its magsificence,
transports the hearer to different places, and adoms the
poem. with dissimilar episodes. For similitude of events
rapidly produces satiety; and causes the failure of tragedies. But heroic metre [i. e. hexameter verse,] is
found by experience to be adapted to the'epopee. For
if anyone should attempt narrative imitation in· any
other metre, or in many metres mingled together, the
unfitness of it would be apparent. For heroic metre is
of all others the most stable and ample. Hence it especially receives foreign .words and metaphors. For narrative imitation excels all others. But iambics and tetrameters are of a motive nature; the one being adapted to
dancing, but the other to acting. It would, however, be
still more absurd, to mingle them together, as Cha:remon
did. Hence, no one has composed a long poem in any
other measure than the heroic; but, as we have said,
nature herself teaches us that hexameter verse is adapted
to the epopee. Homer, indeed, deserves to be p~
for many other things, and also because he is the only
poet who was not ignorant what he ought to do. himself.
For it is requisite that the poet should speak in his owa
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person as little as possible; for so far as he speaks in his
own person he is not an imitator. Other poets, therefore,
take an active part through the whole poem, and they
only imitate a few things, and seldom. But Homer,
after a short preface, immediately introduces a man or a
woman, or something else that has manners; for there is
nothing in his poem unattended with manners. It is nec::essary, therefore, in tragedies to produce the wonderful; but that which is contrary to reason is better fitted
to be received in the epopee. Hence, the wonderful is
excited in: the highest degree from the agent not being
seen. In the next place, the particulars respecting the
pursuif of Hector, would appear ridiculous [when placed
before the eyes] in the scene; the Greeks indeed stand.
ing still, and not pursuing, and Achilles making signs to
them not to engage. But in the epopee this i! concealed. The wonderful, however, is pleasing; of which
this is an indication, that all men when they wish to gratify their hearers, add something to what they relate.
Homer also in the highest degree taught others how to
speak fals~ly [i. e. to make false narrations] in a proper
manner. But this is a paralogism. For men fancy that
when the consequent follows from the antecedent, the consequent may be converted, and that me antecedent wiD
follow from the consequent. This, however, is false. For
the antecedent may be false; but this being otherwise',
the consequent will necessarily follow. For t~rough '
knowing the consequent to be true, our soul paralogizes, and concludes that the antecedent also i~ true. I
• I The moderns, from being ignorant of this v~ important
truth. have committed the greatest errors in the mathematical
sciences; for they have not been aware how possible it is to deduce trw conclfuitnu from fal&e principlel. See my Elements of
the True Arithmetic: of Infinites.
.
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Again, things which are impossible but probable, are to
be preferred to such as are possible but improbable.
Fables also should not be composed from irrational parts,but as much as possible, indeed, they should have nothing
irrational in them: if, however, this is impossible, care
should be taken that the irrational circumstanc;e does not
pertain to the fable, as in the case of <Edipus not knowing how Laius died. For it must not be brought into
the drama, like the narration of the Pythian games iD
the Electra, or him who, in the tragedy of the My~
comes from Tegea to Mysia without speaking. It is
ridiculous, therefore, to say, that otherwise the fabl,
. would be destroyed; for sueh fables should not at first
be composed. But if they are composed, and it appears
more reasonable that they should be, the absurdity also
must be admitted; since the irrational circumstances in
the Odyssey, such as Ulysses being left on the shore of
Ithaca by the Pha:acians, would evidently have beeB
intolerable, if they had been fabricated by a .bad poet•
. But now the poet conceals the absurdity, and renders it
pleasing by the addition of other delightful circumstances. The diction, likewise, should be laboured in
the sluggish parts of the poem, and which are neither
ethical nor ratiocinative. For a very splendid diction
conceals the manners and the reasoning.
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WTtH respect to the objectiona of critics, and the
solutions of those objections, the number and quality of
their species will become apparent from surveying them
as follows. Since the poet is an imitator, in the same
manner as a painter, or any other person who makes
likenesses, it is necessary that he should always imitate
one of three things. For he must either imirate
things such as they were or are, or such as they are
said and appear to be, or such as they ought to be.
But these must be enunciated either by [common]
diction, or by foreign words and metaphors. For there
are many properties of diction; and we concede these to
the poets. Besides this, there is not the same rectitude
of politics and poetry, nor of any other art and poetry.
But of poetry itself, the error is twofold; the one indeed
essential, the other accidental. For the error is ~ntial.
when it attempts to imitate that which is beyond its
power; but accidental, when it attempts to imitate improperly; as if, for instance, a horse should be described as
moving both its right legs together. Or an error in
each of the arts "is accidentally committed in poetry, as in
medicine, or any other art, when· it fabricates things
that are impossible. These, therefore, whatever they may
be, are not the essential errors of poetry. Hence, the
objections of critics must be dissolved from surveying
these particulars. For in the first place, indeed, the
poet errs, if what he fabricates is impossible according to
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the art itself; but it will be right if the ead of poetry is
obtained by it. For we have before shown what the
end is. Thus, for instance, the end of poetry will be
attained, if the poet thus renders what he fabricates, or
any oth_er part of the poem, 'more capable of, producing
astonishment. An example of this is the pursuit of
Hector. If, however, this end can be obtained in a
greater, or even a less degree, and that according to the
art perta~g to these things, then the fault will not be
entitled to ex.cuse. For it is requisite if possible to be
entirely without error. Farther still, it should be considered whether the error ranks among things pertaining
to the poetic a~ or to some other art. For it is a less
faul~ DDt to know that a hind has no horns, than to
make a bad imitation of a hind. Besides this, also, if
the poet is blamed for not imitating things as they truly
are, the solution is, that he imitates them as they ough~ to
be. Thus Sophocles said, th.t he described men such as
they ought to be, but EQripides such as they were. Hence,
such must, be the solution to this objection. If, how~
ever, it should be objected, that the poet neither represents things such as they are, nor such as they ought to
be, he may say that he represents them conformably to
the general opinion, as, for instance, in things pertaining
to the gods. For perhaps it is neither better thus to
speak, nor true, but it is just as it may happen; as Xenopb~nes observes, "In these things there is nothing cer~
tain:' Perhaps, however, it may be said, tha~ it is not
better, indeed, thus to speak, but that the thing did at
that qme rhus subsist; as, in this instance concerning the
arms [of the soldiers of Diomed : ]
A wood of spears stood by, that, fix'd upright.
Shot from their ilashin, points a quivering light.
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For such was the order in which they were then placed,
as it is DOW with the Dlyrians. With respect, however,
to the inquiry whether a thing is said or done by any
one well or ill, we must not only direct our attention to
the thing itself which is done or said, and see wb.ether it
is good or bad, but we must also consider the person by
whom it is done or said, viz. concerning whom, or when.
or to whom, or on what account, he speaks or acts; as
whether it is for the sake of a greater good, or ift order
to avoid a greater evil. But it is requisite to dissolve
some objections by directing the attention to diction; as,
for instance, to foreign words [m Homer:]
1£.1.

On mules the infection first began.

For perhaps OIJP'lJaS does not signify mule!, but guards.
And in what he says of Dolan,
-

II.. 10.

his form was bad.

It may be said that .,aos xax~, does not signify a body
without symmetry, but a deformed face. For the Cretans call a man with a good face 'IJII&,S. And,
Mix purer wine.

IL. 9.

For ~OJeOT.pOIl may not mean wine undiluted with water,
such as those who are addicted to intoxication delight iB,
but wine poured out rapidly. But a thing is said me~
phorically, as,
The other gods and men Slept all the night.

IL. 2..

For all is metaphorically used for mtm!J j sin.ce all is a
certain great multitude. And,
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. Alone unbath'd--

Lt.. 18.

is -said of Orion metaphorically. For that which is
most known, is called alone or sole. ( Objections alsCJ
may be solved from accent, as Hippias the Thasian solved
the following passages:

-

And,

- - Of some stately oak ilie last remains,
Or hardy fir, unperish'd by the rains.
POPE, IL. !S.

Objections likewise may be solved·by the division of the
sentence, [or interpunction;] as in the following instance
from Empedocles,
I Viz. It is called so cQmparatinly with reference to what is
leu known. And it is most known of this constellation, that it does

not appear to set in the ocean.
a This line is not extant, and what is supplied is from the conjecture of some learned men. It alludes to the order given by Jupitel'
to the dream in 11. 2. to deceive Agamemnon. Here, if ).)'1''' is
read with an acoent in the antepenult, it will signify dam",. ancl
will imply that Jupiter promisel Agamemnon glory from the
battle; but if it is read with an accent in the penult. so as to be the
infinitive Ionic. it will signify dare. It will therefore imply that
Jupiter orders the dream to give ,lie lope of victory to Ap
memnon.
I If this is read with the circumftez on the .!It it will signify that
the oak became putrid by the rain, which is absurd; but it it ii
read with an RC)lte jlccent and spiritus lenis, it will signify
and
will imply, that the oak was DOt rotted by the rain.

"0',
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A",.. It . ' ..-., ftI "elf ,..,., .......' _',

Z-c- ft Ill" -c.n. "-

Or by ambiguous expressions, as [in Iliad, 10.]

- - ""C'~II"" ). W'],un ,.,&.

['r" ~.,. I"'C-, 're''''''" ~ WI '"'e. AtAu....a •• ]

$

Night of'two partl the greater share had wan'd,
But· of her empire still a third re~ain'd.

For the word greater is ~mbiguous. Or objections may
be solved from the custom of diction j as when it is
said .that wine is XEXpt%l'.fIIOV, mired; whence the poet,
- - - G~ave. of new-wrought tin.

lL. 21.

And those that work on· iron are called braziers.
'Vhence Ganymede is said
-

To pour out wine for Jon;

I£.~.

though the gods do not drink wine. But this may be
considered as metaphorically said. It is necessary. how"
eYer, when a word appears to si~nif1 something of "'
• The sense here depends on the punctuation. For if the comma
is put aft~r {..C. in the second line, instead of W'C", tl-e sense will
be, "Immediately those things were made mortal which before
had learnt to be immortal, and pure which before were mixed.'~
But if the comma is put after "e" instead of
the sense will
be, "that those things which before were pure, were mixed."
a In the original this line in the brackets is wanting; but there
can be no doubt of it having been inserted by Aristotle, because
without it there is no ambiguity. But the ambiguity is occasicmed
by the word ..AIIIr, which may either signify IfIM'C ,leu, er tfle gr.kJ

'''C''

par' rtf.
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contrary nature, to consider how many &ignifi~atiODS it
may have in the passage before us; as,
,
Five plates of various metal, various mould,
Compos'd the shield, of brass each outward fold,
Of tin each inward, and the middle gold JThere stuck the lance : POPE, IL. to.

For here the word stuck implies that the lance was im..
peded by the golden plate. Many objections, however,
may be solved by paying attention to the many contrary
opinions which the poet might follow. For the opinidn
of the multitude is frequently contrary to that of the
poet. I Or, as Glauco says, u some men presuppose irrationally, and reason from their own decision: and in
consequence of being led by appearances, reprobate
whatever is contrary to their opinion." This was the
case with respect to Icarius [the father of Penelope].
For the multitude fancy that he was a Laconian. On.
this supposition, therefore, it is absurd that Telemachus
should not meet him, on his. arrival at Lacedzmon.
Perhaps, however, the truth is as the Cephalenians say,
viz. that Ulysses married among them, and that Icadius,
and Dot Icarius [was his father-in.law J. It is probable,
therefore, that this objection is erroneous. In short, it
is necessary to refer the impossible either to the poetry,
or to that which is better, or to opinion. For so far as
pertains to poetry, probable impossibility is more eligible,
than the improbable and possible. For the poet may
imitate things not as they are, but as it is better for them
to ~ just as Ze\lxis painted [Helen more beautiful than
• From the obscurity of the orisinal, 1 have beep oblipd to

paraphrase this passage.

.
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she w3s]. 'For it is necessary that the pattern in imi.
tatioo should be transcendent. The objection, also, that
something is irrational may be solved by saying, that
sometimes it is not irrational; for it is probable that what
is improbable may have happened.' But with respect to
the solution of subcontraries, these are to be considered
in the same manner as elenchi I in arguments, if the
arne thing [is affirmed or denied,] and with respect to
the same thing, and after the same manner, and whether
it is the same person [who affirms and denies]. It must,
likewise, be considered whether he speaks from his own
opinion, or adopts the opinion of some- wise man. The
reprehension [of poets] will however be right, through
which it is shown that they have without any necessity
devised something irrational or depraved. Thus irrationality is devised [without any necessity] by Euripides
in his A:geus, aDd impiety, in the character of MeneIaus.
in his Orestes. These reprehensions, therefore, may be
derived from five species. For they are either made
because impossibilities are introdpced, or absurdities, or
what is hurtful, or subcontraries, or as errors committed
against the rectitude of art. But the solutions may be
surveyed from the above-mentioned number; for they
are twelve.
• Elenchi are defined by Aristotle ill his tr~ on Sopbistic~
Elenchi, to be l!Jllopml qf contradiction.
.
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IT may however be asked, whether epic or tragic imi.
tation is the more excellent. . For if that imitation is the
better which is less troublesome to the spectator, and
such an imitation pertains to better spectators, that which
imitates every thing is evidently attended with molestation. For such imitation sul>poses that the spectators
will not perceive what is acted without the addition of
much movement; just as bad players on the flute turn
themselves round, when it is requisite to imitate a discus
[in its circumvolution;] or when they sing of Scylla
[drawing ships,] ,draw to themselves the corypha:lls, or
leader of the band, [in order to imitate this drawingJ.
Tragedy, therefore, resembles this imitation. For players of the first eminence express a few things by gesture
and motion; but players of the second rank express
nearly every thing by these. Hence, Myniscus called
Callipides an ape, in consequence of carrying his imitation to a great excess. And there was also an opinion
of this kind concerning Pindar [the player]. But as
players .of the first are to players of the second eminence, so is the whole art of tragedy to the epopee.
They say, therefore, that the epopee is calculated for
equitable and worthy persons, on which account it does
not requir~ scenery; but that ·tragedy is calculated for
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the vulgar. Hence, tragic imitation, which is troublesome to the spectator, will evidently be inferior to epit
imitation.
In the first place, however, this accusation does not

pertain to the poet, but the actor; since it is possible
in reciting epic poetry to pay . too much attention
to action, as Sosistratus did, and likewise, in singing, as
Mnastheus of Opus did. 'In the next place, neither
is all motion to be despised, since neither is every kind
of dancing, but only that which is bad; and hence
Callipedes was blamed, as others now are for not. imitating free women. Farther still, tragedy, in the same
JDUUlt:r as the epopee, may attain its end without motion
[and gesture;] for by reading, it is manifest what kind
of a thing it is. If, therefore, it is in other respects
better, it is not necessary that it should be accompanied
with motion and gesture. In tbe next place, tragedy has
every thing which the epopee posesses. For it may use
metre, and it has also music and scenery, as no smaIl
~ through which the pleasure it produces is most
apparent. To which may be added, that it possesses
perspicuity, both when it is read, and when it is acted.
The end too of its imitation is confined in less extended
.imits. For being crowded into a narrower compass, it
becomes more pleasing than if it were extended through
a long period of time. Thus, for instance, if tbe <Edipus
of Sophocles were put into as many verses as the Iliad,
[it would be less pleasing]. Again, the imitation of' the
epopee, of whatever kind it may be, has less unity [than
tragic imitation;] of which this is an indication, that
from any kind of epic imitation m~y tragedies may be
produced. Hence, if he who writes an epic poem
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should choose a faMe perfectly one, the poem would
necessarily either appear short, as if curtailed, or if it
should be accompanied with length of metre, it would
seem to be languid. But if he should compose one
fable from many fables, I mean, if the poem should
consist of many actions, it would not possess unity.
Thus, the Iliad and Odyssey contain ~y such partlt,
which of themselves· possess magnitude, though these
poems are composed, as much as possible, in the most
excellent manner, and are most eminently the imitation
of one action. If, therefore, tragedy excels in all these
particulars, and besides this, in the work of art, (for
neither tragic nor epic imitation ought to produce a
casual pleasure, but that which we have mentioned) it is
evident that it will be. more excellent than the epopee,
in consequence of attaining its end in a greater degree.
And thus much concerning tragedy, and the epopee, as
to themselves, their species, and their parts, their number
and their difference, what the causes are of their being
good or bad, and also concerning the objections which
may be made to them, and the solutions of the
objections.
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